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Pretty Ugly: The Poetics and Politics of Ugliness in Nineteenth-Century French Literature
Abstract
Nineteenth-century French literature saw a proliferation of “ugly” protagonists whose
subjective experience provided the main narrative thread of the texts. Writers such as George
Sand, Victor Hugo, and Émile Zola reevaluated ugliness in aesthetic terms, while also
unravelling the complex ideological constructions of the “laid,” contingent as they are on social
and sociopolitical norms. In this manner, these narratives often denaturalize ugliness and
politicize the plight of the “ugly” individual. These writers’ attempts to integrate ugliness into
the social and the textual fabric are, however, not entirely disinterested: the ugly body could also
be a blank slate upon which the writer her/himself projected phantasms about desire, the
individual’s relationship to the social body, and the very act of creation itself. My dissertation
probes these ambivalent, and often contradictory articulations of ugliness in Eugénie Foa’s La
laide, Zénaïde Fleuriot’s Sans beauté, Juliette Lamber’s Laide, George Sand’s Consuelo and La
Comtesse de Rudolstadt, Victor Hugo’s L’Homme qui rit and a selection of Zolian works. I
show that in spite of a desire to value the ugly as a distinct aesthetic and political category, the
texts often rely on a transformation into beauty as the way of achieving the integration of the
ugly body. While they fail to entirely undo the beauty/ugliness dichotomy where ugliness is
devalued, they propose an optimistic belief in the perfectibility of the human condition. In
coming to terms with this ugliness that by definition transgresses norms, these writers establish
their own authorial mastery of this “unruly” material.
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Introduction
In 2012, Lady Gaga released her single “Bad Romance” to widespread acclaim from
critics. Critics praised her not only for her vocals, but also for the accompanying music video, in
which Gaga is drugged by models who then sell her to the Russian Mafia. The symbolism of the
video’s plot and its use of vivid and provocative imagery were hardly surprising for an artist like
Lady Gaga who carefully cultivated in her public persona a sense of the theatrical and the
transgressive. Beyond the visuals of the video, however, the lyrics themselves also played into
this image. I would emphasize the following lines: “I want your ugly, I want your disease, I want
your everything as long as it's free.”
The song’s commercial success suggests that ugliness, in spite of its negative denotations,
can be strangely desirable and fascinating. And yet, to get too close to it is also undoubtedly
dangerous, as Gaga’s claim of wanting “your ugly” ends with the violent death of the man whose
“ugly” she presumably desired. More broadly, Gaga’s use of the word “ugly” attests to the
challenges of defining ugliness, as it can simply mean anything that can seem unpleasant. In
English, the word comes from uglike, “frightful or horrible in appearance,”1 from a Scandinavian
source, and is also linked to Old Norse words such as uggligr “dreadful, fearful,” and uggr “fear,
apprehension, dread.”2 Similarly, in French the word laid is linked, by the twelfth century, to the
word laiz, “désagréable, horrible, odieux, repoussant.”3 The French word is also related to the

1

Online Etymology Dictionary, s.v. “Ugly,” accessed July 11, 2017,
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=ugly
2

Ibid.

3

Trésor de la langue française, 7th ed., s.v. “Laid.”
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German word leid, which means “mal, peine, souffrance, douleur.”4 According to these
definitions, while it is hard to pinpoint the attributes of the ugly object itself, it can be defined in
terms of the unpleasant sensation it causes in the viewer.
Thinkers have struggled to conceptualize and theorize ugliness for centuries, and ugliness
has often been ignored in favor of beauty. In Plato’s Symposium, the seminal work which
discusses beauty at length, ugliness only appears once, when Diotima speaks about the process of
procreation:
So Kallone [Beauty] is the Moira [Fate] and Eileithyia for birth. 5 It is for these
reasons that whenever the pregnant draws near to beauty, it becomes glad and in its
rejoicing dissolves and then gives birth and produces offspring; but whenever it
draws near to ugliness, then, downcast and in pain, it contracts inwardly, turns away,
shrinks up, and does not produce offspring, but checking the course of the pregnancy,
has a hard time of it.6

Beyond devaluing ugliness as that which is not conducive to creation or procreation, the
text offers little in way of theorizing or even describing ugliness. Similarly, the great eighteenth
century philosophers of beauty largely ignored ugliness in their works; it is mentioned only in
passing and discarded as the opposite of beauty. Burke, for example, states that ugliness is “as I
imagine it to be in all respects the opposite to those qualities which we have laid down for the
constituents of beauty.”7 Burke mentions that ugliness can be compatible with the notion of the
sublime, which once again sets it at odds with beauty. Kant writes in the beginning of his
4

Ibid.

5

Fate and Eileithyia are goddesses who preside over birth.

6

Plato, Symposium, trans. Seth Benardete (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993), 37.

7

Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 108.
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Critique of Judgment: “if we wish to discern whether anything is beautiful or not, we refer the
representation to the Subject and its feeling of pleasure or displeasure.”8 Quite evidently, humans
do experience displeasure, yet negative judgment does not interest Kant.
Only in 1853 does the first Western aesthetics treatise dedicated to ugliness appear,
namely Aesthetik des Hässlichen by Karl Rosenkranz. Though presented exclusively from the
perspective of the ugly, Rosenkranz’s analysis is rather conservative and he concludes that
though ugliness is an integral part of aesthetics, ugliness cannot achieve an autonomous status as
aesthetic category, and that it cannot be a mean in itself, nor be isolated from the beautiful.9 The
first English translation of this treatise was only published in 2015, which shows how much
critical interest in ugliness has lagged. Recent works, however, show that the study of ugliness is
becoming more common. That same year, Mojca Kuplen published Beauty, Ugliness and the
Free Play of Imagination which attempted to integrate ugliness within a Kantian framework of
aesthetic judgment.10 Around the same time, historian Gretchen Henderson published Ugliness, a
Cultural History, which looks at social, artistic and literary manifestations of ugliness through
the ages.11
While ugly bodies had of course existed in French literature before the nineteenth century,
this period saw a proliferation of “ugly” protagonists whose subjective experience provided the
main narrative thread of the texts. The rise of these ugly protagonists is intimately linked to
8

Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgement, trans. James Creed Meredith (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2007), 46.
9

See Karl Rosenkranz, Aesthetics of Ugliness: a Critical Edition, ed. and trans. Andrei Pop and Mechtild
Wildrich (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015).
10

Mojca Kuplen, Beauty, Ugliness and the Free Play of Imagination (Cham: Springer, 2015).
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Gretchen Henderson, Ugliness : a Cultural History (London: Reaktion Books, 2015).
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literary and sociocultural developments, as evidenced by Chateaubriand's scathing critique of the
Essai sur la littérature anglaise of 1836:
Cette passion pour les bancroches, les culs-de-jatte, les borgnes, les moricauds, les
édentés, et cette tendresse pour les verrues, les rides, les escarres, les formes triviales,
sales, communes, sont une dépravation de l'esprit ; elle ne nous est pas donnée par cette
nature dont on parle tant ! Nous préférons naturellement une rose à un chardon, la baie de
Naples à la plaine de Montrouge, le Panthéon à un toit à porcs ; il en est de même au
figuré et au moral.12
Chateaubriand identifies here what he perceives as a momentary infatuation within the artistic
circles for the representation of what had until then remained largely taboo: the lowly, the banal,
the common, in short, the ugly. This attack is directed at a certain strand of romanticism. In the
first few decades of the century, the Romantics had found themselves embroiled in a debate over
the relationship between art and ugliness. As Murielle Gagnebin argued, for many Romantics, art
had to take into consideration, just as much the “Beau idéal” as what Schlegel called
“l’intéressant”: “difformités naturelles, inquiétantes profondeurs d’un moi tourmenté.”13 The
ugly exterior in this case is anything but a transparent physical envelope that can be decoded in
moralistic terms; rather, it mirrors and complements the ambiguity of an uncertain self struggling
to find its true mode of expression. In short, humans are both beauty and the beast, human and
animal, as per Schlegel’s metaphor. As Hugo wrote, “Le beau n’a qu’un type. Le laid en a mille
[...] Ce que nous appelons laid est un détail d’un grand ensemble qui nous échappe et qui
s’harmonise non pas avec l’homme, mais avec la création tout entière.”14 For Hugo, ugliness

12

François-René de Chateaubriand, Essai sur la littérature anglaise et considérations sur le génie des
hommes, des temps et des révolutions (Brussels : Méline, 1836), 167-168.
13

Murielle Gagnebin, Fascination de la laideur: la main et le temps (Lausanne : Editions l’Age
d’homme, 1978), 104.
14

Victor Hugo, Cromwell (Paris: GF-Flammarion, 1968), 73.
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challenges man's understanding of the universe and needs to be represented precisely for that
reason.15
In addition to the Romantics, the realists and naturalists also began to embrace ugly
material a few decades later. Journalist Fernand Desnoyers wrote in his Salon des Refusés of
1863: “soyons un peu nous, fussions-nous laids. N'écrivons, ne peignons que ce qui est, ou du
moins ce que nous voyons, ce que nous savons, ce que nous avons vécu [...] les seuls principes
sont l'indépendance, la sincérité, l'individualisme!”16 Two years later the Goncourt brothers
published Germinie Lacerteux, in whose preface they famously declared “ce roman est un roman
vrai.”17 The preface's focus on the importance of representing the lower classes, with all their
“ugly” suffering, and their flaws, in order to uncover some “truth” (“si, en un mot, les larmes
qu’on pleure en bas pourraient faire pleurer comme celles qu’on pleure en haut”18) became a
commonplace of naturalist theory, which would later be echoed by Zola in his preface to
L’Assommoir: “le premier roman sur le peuple, qui ne mente pas et qui ait l'odeur du peuple.”19
Maupassant succinctly claimed: “Les poètes, pendant des siècles, n’ont chanté que les jeunes
filles, les étoiles, le printemps et les fleurs [...] Aujourd’hui, on rit des chanteurs de rosée, et on a
compris que toutes les actions de la vie, que toutes les choses ont, en art, un égal intérêt.”20 For

15

It should be noted that though Hugo uses here the word “laid” here to mean the opposite of beauty, we
will show how within this category of “laid” there are various typologies of the ugly that are treated
differently.
16

Fernand Desnoyers, Salon des refusés: la peinture en 1863 (Paris : Azur Dutil, 1863), 55.

17

Edmond et Jules de Goncourt, Germinie Lacerteux (Paris : Flammarion, 1990), 55.

18

Ibid., 56.
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Emile Zola, L'Assommoir (Paris: GF Flammarion, 2000), 44.

20

Guy de Maupassant, “Les Bas-fonds,” in Chroniques, ed. Hubert Juin (Paris : UGE, 1993), 102.
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all of these writers, representing ugliness in its various forms was a question of artistic and moral
integrity, as they felt a duty to represent the world in its truthful entirety, which had to include
the “ugly.” Their texts did indeed challenge bourgeois expectations of what was representable:
some critics accused writers such as Zola of writing pornography. Even as they lent a selfproclaimed sympathetic ear to the plight of the downtrodden and moved away from
representations of beauty, however, their writing further reinforces the association of the ugly
with the “bas.” The notion of the “bas,” which draws attention to the lower bodily functions,
suggests a hierarchy in which lower classes are threatening creatures who cannot “contain”
themselves. That the “bas” and the “ugly” become in practice synonymous is then predetermined
by the ideological construct of the idealized controlled bourgeois body, as both words come to
mean any trait that is devalued. As these naturalist writers claim to explain the condition of these
“ugly” bodies, they also risked naturalizing ugliness through a pseudo-scientific lens, as the
ugliness could be explained away by heredity.
Ugliness was also ideologically connected to the very enterprise of women's writing in
the nineteenth century. In 1844, Honoré Daumier famously published his series of caricatures
entitled Les Bas-Bleus, dedicated to the representation of what Janis Bergman-Carton has called
“the woman of ideas.”21 Bergman-Carton uses this label to designate women who, by virtue of
their ability to utilize the power of words, were able to sway public opinion in the fields of
literature and politics. In Daumier’s caricatures, the Bas-Bleus are uniformly presented as ugly,
shrewish women who deserve contempt and reprobation both for abandoning their maternal and
domestic duties, and for intruding upon the “virile” sphere of writing, thereby cheapening
literature with their unworthy productions. The virulence of such reactions betrays the profound
21

Janis Bergman-Carton, The Woman of Ideas in French Art (Yale: New Haven University Press, 1995),
207.
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anxiety felt by certain men over the disruption of traditional binary structures, such as entrenched
distinctions between femininity and masculinity, the private and the public sphere. To disrespect
social conventions was to be deemed “ugly,” an attack that is still deployed today. Though
Daumier's attacks can be dismissed as lazy slurs, they reveal some of the ways in which ugliness,
far from embodying simply an aesthetic category, can be deployed as political categories to
classify particular bodies. In the terms of Ela Przybylo, ugliness is “necessarily contingent and
relational, it is never an individual concern but rather exists because bodies are compared to one
another, and because they are evaluated in accordance to the ‘norm’.”22 A normative view of
ugliness clearly establishes it as the devalued part of the beauty/ugliness binary. Such a binary
intersects with other hierarchical axes such as those of male/female, rich/poor, human/animal,
healthy/sick, pure/impure, passive/active, all of which are constituted by those with access to
power, and also contribute to reinforce this existing power.
The position of ugliness as the negative “other” of beauty is analogous to that of female
within the male/female binary. As Rosi Braidotti has argued, in the man/woman binary, woman
has often been treated as a negative mark of difference that serves to highlight “the positivity of
the norm,” namely man.23 Joining together aesthetics and gender, Lesley Higgins argues that “the
aesthetic ideology within a Western patriarchal system produces a sexual-aesthetic discourse
privileging masculinist, heterosexual and class-inflected values – a dominant discourse wholly

22

Ela Przybylo, “The Politics of Ugliness,” eSharp 16 (2010): 3.

23

Rosi Braidotti, “Mothers, Monsters, and Machines,” in Writing on the Body: Female Embodiment and
Feminist Theory, ed. Katie Conboy, Nadia Medina, and Sarah Stanbury (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1997), 67.
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dependent on its constructed Others.”24 In the pre-modern period, Christian ideology was
characterized by a frequent tendency to associate women with moral evil, and because medieval
aesthetics espoused a Christian ideal of “beauty of an upright soul in an upright body,”25 the
female body was often seen as ugly and dangerous. The ugly old hag, who embodied abjection
and moral decay, became a popular motif in that time. Ugliness is thus not an essence but rather
both a creator of and a result of historically and politically determined ideologies.
Taking this view of the contingency of ugliness even further, art historian Nina
Athanassoglou-Kallmyer has argued that ugliness has often played the role of “the all-purpose
repository for everything that [does] not quite fit,” and as a “marker of mundane reality, the
irrational, evil, disorder, dissonance, irregularity, excess, deformity, the marginal: in short, the
Other.”26 As a convenient wastebasket for what does not conform to the norm, ugliness implies
nonetheless a threat of permeable borders, one which often leads to acts of policing. In the terms
of anthropologist Mary Douglas, “I believe that ideas about separating, purifying, demarcating
and punishing transgressions have as their main function to impose system on an inherently
untidy system. It is only by exaggerating the distance between within and without, about and
below, male and female, with and against, that a semblance of order is created.”27 Finally, both
arguments parallel Judith Butler’s conceptualization of the formation of the subject: “This
exclusionary matrix by which subjects are formed thus requires the simultaneous production of a
24

Lesley Higgins, The Modernist Cult of Ugliness: Aesthetics and Gender Politics (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2002), 36.
25

Umberto Eco, Art and Beauty in the Middle Ages (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 10.

26

Nina Athanassoglou-Kallmyer, “Ugliness,” in Critical Terms for Art History, ed. Robert S. Nelson and
Richard Shiff (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 289.
27

Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger (Routledge: New York, 1966), 5.
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domain of abject beings, those who are not yet ‘subjects’ but who form the constitutive.”28 What
Athanossoglou-Kallmyer calls “ugly” might be for Mary Douglas dirt, or the abject for Butler
and Kristeva, yet the excluded element is structurally and relationally defined in a similar
manner. As Bourdieu further reminds us in reference to the sociology of taste, “Social identity
lies in difference, and difference is asserted against what is closest, which represents the greatest
threat.”29 As such, the judgment of the “ugly” body provides a uniting factor based on categories
such as class, gender and race. The ugly body is both devalued and yet, precisely because it is
that “other,” is that upon which the “beautiful” or normative subject’s stable identity depends.
This study, located at the intersection of literary criticism and cultural studies, looks at
representations of physical ugliness in nineteenth-century French literature. In nineteenth-century
French studies broadly, and certainly in the criticism of works by writers such as Sand, Hugo or
Zola, ugliness has not yet asserted itself as an aesthetic, physical, ethical sociopolitical category
distinct from other categories such as the monstrous and the grotesque. Nonetheless, in all of the
texts I study, the word “laid” and its derived words are used, which is highly significant. I argue
that "laideur," as a broader category than the monstrous and the grotesque, as the “all-purpose
depository for anything that does not fit,” (to use Athanassoglou-Kallmyer’s terms) encompasses
a wide range of characteristics that reveal the ideological construction of deviancy.
My project is then focused on two different questions. First, I expose how the
construction of the ugly body in texts by Eugénie Foa, Zénaïde Fleuriot, Juliette Adam, George
Sand, Victor Hugo and Émile Zola are largely determined by cultural, political and medical

28

Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter (Routledge: New York, 1993), 3.

29

Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, trans. Richard Nice (London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1986), 479.
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discourses of its times. The representation of the “ugly” body thus informs us of the ideological
norms of what was considered acceptable. At the same time, the ugly body is not only the
reflection of a specific historical time: it can also be a blank slate upon which the writer
her/himself can project phantasms about desire, the individual as opposed to the social body, and
the very act of creation itself. Ugliness can be fascinating but it remains an object that needs to
tamed or controlled in some manner.
Second, I contend with attitudes towards this ugly body. In these nineteenth-century
narratives of ugliness, the “ugly” body is generally treated sympathetically, as writers attempt to
integrate it into the social and the textual fabric and thus provide strategies of resistance. This
resistance often stems from a denaturalization of ugliness as it becomes politicized: the texts,
such as Sand’s Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt, as well as Hugo’s L’homme qui rit,
expose the human structures and perceptions that create ugliness. In the same texts however, a
contrary urge also exists, that of attempting to treat ugliness as “natural” reality, which leads to a
fundamentally different strategy of integration. These strategies of resistance, however, are only
successful to varying degrees. They are themselves often problematic, as they fail to destabilize
the ugliness/beauty dichotomy in which beauty is the valued element. Thus, all of the texts I
study, even the more optimistic ones as to the possibilities of the “ugly” individual, reveal the
challenges inherent in talking about the ugly body in a manner that does not further reify existing
norms of beauty. At the same time, even despite the writer’s intentions, the ugly body can remain
disconcerting, and be seen as a fundamental threat not just to society but also to the very textual
fabric. For if ugliness is that which transgresses boundaries, that which resists categorizations
and the norms, to write about ugliness is to risk futilely attempting to inscribe meaning on an
impenetrable object, to lose control of this rebellious body. In these cases the ugly body
- 10 -

ultimately cannot be integrated successfully, and has to be discarded or removed symbolically
from the social body and the narrative. Such is the case in Zola’s Pour une nuit d’amour.
My thesis is divided into four chapters, each dealing with different writers who construct
the ugly body in a variety of ways. In my first chapter I look at three different women writers
who wrote about the ugly woman. The very idea of femininity, the less valued part of the
man/woman dichotomy, has been often associated with ugliness, and in this sense the “ugly”
woman is doubly marginalized by her state. Whereas male writers often treat the “ugly” female
body with detached curiosity, as an object to be anatomized through a voyeuristic gaze, women
writers emphasize the embodied quotidian experience of women deemed “ugly.” I study
Eugénie Foa's Laide, Zénaïde Fleuriot's Sans beauté and Juliette Adam's La laide. While these
three writers come from very distinct ideological backgrounds, their novels all attempt to give
this undesired “ugly” female body a place within society. Even as they try to emphasize the
specificity of the situation of the “ugly” woman, they run the risk of reifying ugliness as a
fundamentally feminine trait, thereby obfuscating the very discourses and mechanisms which
constituted it in the first place. Their texts thus reveal the challenges of speaking about female
ugliness without further marginalizing it.
The second chapter continues these reflections on the representation of female ugliness
with George Sand's Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt. As one of the most influential
female writers and arguably the most famous of the Bas-bleus, Sand came up against an often
hostile male literary establishment that belittled her work in many ways. In the face of this outcry,
it was especially important for her as a female writer to affirm her authority effectively. I argue
that for Sand, her identity as writer is inextricably tied to her exploration of ugliness and beauty.
My reading of the two novels will complicate the traditional association of idealism with beauty
- 11 -

and naturalism with ugliness, as Sand is careful to integrate ugliness into her hopes for a better
community of women and men. In doing so Sand takes her rightful place alongside her realist
literary colleagues.
The third chapter focuses on Victor Hugo's L’homme qui rit. While Hugo's role in
developing an aesthetic of the grotesque and the sublime has been much studied, very few have
attempted to grasp his work through the lens of ugliness. Beyond Gwynplaine, the text abounds
with characters who are explicitly described as ugly. As Hugo's Preface to Cromwell reminds us,
however, ugliness is a central preoccupation for the writer as he attempts to grasp the “grand
ensemble”30 of divine creation. I read the text's articulation of ugliness in light of Hugo's own
anxieties with regard to creation and procreation, as he faced personal challenges (namely, exile)
as well as a repressive second Empire. In these uncertain times, ugliness, though constituted as
dispossession and alienation, can still be part of a very rocky road towards ultimate progress.
The concluding chapter is dedicated to Zola and the representation of ugliness in the
naturalist vein. Though numerous critics have looked at Zolian depiction of bodies from the
perspective of pathology, the specific representation of the ugly (or for that matter, the beautiful)
has not received much critical attention at all, in spite of Zola’s explicit articulation of its role in
some of his writings. I study a selection of Zolian works, from the failed play La laide to the
novel Thérèse Raquin, from the novella Pour une nuit d'amour to the last novel of the RougonMacquart, Le Docteur Pascal. While in his earlier works, Zola is greatly concerned about the
moral implications of physical ugliness as well as unveiling what lies behind it in a display of
experimental mastery, he eventually moves away from this scrutiny of ugliness, preferring

30

Hugo, Cromwell, 73.
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instead to focus on aspirations of beauty. Ugliness is no longer the main object of study of
naturalism, but instead a dangerous pursuit which can lead to the total annihilation of meaning.
The ugly body remains an important site in the nineteenth century for thinking about the
role of the individual within the community, the reliability of human perception, as well as the
power of individuals to transform themselves or each other. While these texts deploy a variety of
ways to make sense of the experience and meaning of ugliness (hardly surprising given the very
fluid nature of ugliness), I show in my study that nineteenth-century narratives of ugliness also
put forth an ethics of ugliness that is based on the perfectibility of humankind and human
condition.

- 13 -

Chapter 1
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Writing the Ugly Female Body in Nineteenth-Century Women's Writing
Eugénie Foa, Zénaïde Fleuriot and Juliette Adam wrote a time when women's rights were
still limited on various levels. Though it might seem like the Revolution would have led to more
rights for women, reforms were short-lived. The Napoleonic Civil Code, established between
1800 and 1804, affected women's status greatly. It contained numerous regulations that targeted
women and legally made them subordinate to men in numerous areas, essentially relegating their
status to that of minors, depriving them of the possibility of citizenship, and making divorce
illegal (a prohibition which would hold until 1884).31 According to Joyce Dixon-Fyle, the
Napoleonic code reduced women to nothing more than pawns in marriage and divorce matters,
which of course made their independence unlikely.32 Furthermore Claire Goldberg Moses has
shown how some women's activities right before and after the Revolution led certain
conservative groups to lump together feminism and left wing activism as both were seen with
equal suspicion.33 Because illiberal regimes sought to repress the revolutionary potential of the
Left, by 1850, many feminist activists were in exile or imprisoned.
In addition to the wide array of hardships women faced during the first half of the
nineteenth century, female writers also faced a specific set of obstacles. George Sand (whose
writings we will study in the second chapter) was of course one of the most successful female
writers of the century, but the challenges even she faced suggest the difficulty for female writers
of carving their own niche, as women writers faced a literary establishment dominated by men.
31

Claire Goldberg Moses, French Feminism in the Nineteenth Century (Albany: State University of New
York Press, 1994), 19-20.
32

Joyce Dixon-Fyle, Female Writers' Struggle for Rights and Education for Women in France (18481871) (New York: Peter Lang, 2006), 3.
33

Goldberg Moses, 229.
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The Académie Française remained a male bastion, and Alison Finch has noted that the
nineteenth century saw a gradual decrease in the number of salons, which affected female
writers' opportunities for sharing ideas.34 Daumier's series of caricatures on the Bas-Bleus,
published in 1844, virulently derided women writers and other women who took up intellectual
pursuits as ugly shrews who threatened established norms and relationships between men and
women, the private and the public sphere.
Daumier's caricatures remind us that to be a woman writer in the nineteenth century (or at
least the first half), already meant, in the eyes of some men, to be “ugly.” Through his
representations of these women, Daumier argued that these women were completely out of their
place and did not belong in society. In essence, these women did not conform to social norms
and expectations. For a female writer to write about the plight of ugly women was thus a
meaningful engagement with not only the social and discursive construction of ugliness, but also
with the marginalization of women and act of writing itself. Indeed, the trope of the ugly female
body as a locus of negotiation and exploration of models of identity was used in numerous ways
by female writers, who attempted to integrate it into a coherent ideological system while
negotiating with and challenging existing norms. In this chapter I will look at three texts written
by female writers which feature an ugly female protagonist: Eugénie Foa's La Laide, published
in 1839 (shortly before Sand's Consuelo), Zénaïde Fleuriot's Sans beauté, published in 1861, and
Juliette Lamber's Laide, published in 1878. Two of these three titles are centered on the female
adjective laide, whereas the third one conceptualizes ugliness as a fundamental lack. Concise and
powerful, these titles draw attention to the specific nature of the ugly woman(except for
Fleuriot's title, though the text makes the gendered nature of ugliness eminently clear), whose
34
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presence constitutes a reification of social boundaries of normativity. Through my reading of
each text, I will seek to show how this body is marked by a particular form of societal discipline,
in other words, constituted by different discourses. I will then look at how writers from different
ideological backgrounds deployed through their heroines different strategies of resistance in
order to politicize the ugly body. Before beginning the analysis of each individual text, however,
I want to situate the context in which these women wrote by looking at some of the different
discourses put forth by male writers and thinkers as they constructed the notion of an "ugly"
female body. As these texts by male writers reveal, ugliness was in large part reified in the form
of female bodies, which was part of an ideology of control over these women.

Disciplining the Body: When Men Praise Female Ugliness
In male writings of the eighteenth century, the ugly female body is almost inevitably
juxtaposed explicitly to its beautiful counterpart, and such a comparison is quite often used to
instrumentalize the ugly body for moralizing purposes. One such example is found in PierreAntoine de La Place's novel La laideur aimable et les dangers de la beauté, published in 1751.
The plot of the text is hardly original. The protagonist, Mlle de Villiers, an ugly woman of
somewhat modest birth, agrees to follow her father's wishes and marry the much older Dorigny,
a benevolent though uninteresting man who appreciates her for her unassuming virtue. Dorigny
dies in a tragic accident, and eventually, she marries the young M. de Furcy, who passionately
loves her, and the two live happily ever after. The protagonist's happy story is in sharp contrast
with her sister's unhappy ending. Mlle de Villiers's mother treats her poorly, preferring instead to
lavish attention on her more beautiful daughter, nicknamed La Belle de Villiers. The schemes of
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la Belle de Villiers and her mother to find her the richest possible husband finally backfire, and
the beautiful sister finds herself stuck in a loveless marriage, before she finally decides to retire
to a convent.35 The authority of the mother is only based on her self-serving whims, and
therefore denounced as unreliable, while the word of the father is that which leads to lasting
happiness.
What makes this text intriguing is not so much the predictable content, but rather its form
and framing. Though La Place (known mostly as one of the first French translators of
Shakespeare) is the name of the writer as it appears on the cover, the subtitle of the novel is:
“Pièce trouvée dans les papiers de Mlle ***, auteur de la Cécile.” Such a setup suggests a
playfulness on La Place's part with regard to the authorship of the text, a confusion further
compounded by the first person narration by Mlle de Villiers. The text opens with an Epître des
laides, which is explicitly addressed to the narrator's peers, namely ugly ladies. The narrator then
proceeds to claim with rhetorical modesty that she had not intended originally for this text to be
read by the public, and so did not try to add “[des] événements plus merveilleux, des situations
plus touchantes,” instead choosing to stay faithful to the events as they actually happened.36 The
attempt to ground the moralizing tale in truth signals to readers that the teaching of the story
should be applied to their own lives. In fact, though the Epître begins with an apostrophe to ugly
women, the narrator admits with irony that such an apostrophe seems futile, considering that no
women would presumably want to openly claim the title of “ugly,” thereby suggesting that the
35
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audience of the book would consist of beautiful women as well. The narrator's proposal in the
first chapter to provide a “modèle à suivre” to teach ugly women how to please without the
“agréments” of beauty is a key part of the objective. The narrator claims from the very beginning
that she is “née laide,” and is “encore telle qu'elle est née,”37 which foregrounds ugliness as an
immutable reality that should not be questioned, and theoretically makes the text all the more
useful for ugly women. At the same time, the text clearly also serves as warning to vain and
beautiful women, for whom the specter of the convent also looms. After all, beauty is ephemeral,
and the coy woman who only has beauty and none of the inner graces also faces the threat of the
possibility of an unhappy end.
About a decade later, Rousseau's Émile expressed similar thoughts about the "dangers"
of female beauty, though the audience of his treatise on education was quite different. As he
discusses the ideal spouse for Émile, Rousseau devotes two paragraphs to the physical
appearance of this ideal spouse and suggests that great beauty especially is to be avoided: “La
grande beauté me paraît plutôt à fuir qu'à rechercher dans le mariage. La beauté s'use
promptement par la possession; au bout de six semaines elle n'est plus rien pour le possesseur,
mais ses dangers durent autant qu'elle.”38 The use of the words “possession” et “s'use” suggests
that beauty, for Rousseau, is an exterior addition, even like a material good, that can be worn
away by continued usage and time, and which will accordingly be desired by others as well. In
essence, Rousseau treats beauty as a commodity, and acknowledges the social norm of reifying
beauty as a woman's greatest value. As the lover or husband “possesses” the female body
however, this beauty gradually disappears as well. Such an idea is also a corollary of the age-old
37
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misogynistic fear of the deceitful nature of female beauty, which is revealed to be only an
illusion. Because Rousseau is aware of the dangers of extreme ugliness, which could lead to
disgust on the part of the husband, he favors mediocrity in looks, namely a sort of banal ugliness
which is nonetheless rendered agreeable through the lady's “grâces,” or character and spirit.
Though the role of the father is not explained here, the idea of a renewal (“les grâces ne s’usent
pas comme la beauté; elles ont de la vie, elles se renouvellent sans cesse”39) suggests an anxiety
about the passing of time; it also hints at the necessity of a renewal and continuation of the
family line through the transmission of values and property, which can include woman herself.
The appearance of the woman is only considered here through the gaze of the man, as she is
largely denied her own subjectivity.
While the audience Rousseau targeted was mostly male, another textual genre dealing
with pedagogical concerns blossomed in the eighteenth century: the conduct book for young girls.
Barthélémy-Claude de Graillard published one such text in 1762, called L'ami des filles, in which
he also discusses the dangers and benefits of ugliness and beauty. Graillard's lesson draws on the
distinction between body and soul: “La beauté est une fleur passagère, qu'un rien flétrit: une âme
ornée est un trésor qui croît à chaque instant; c'est un riche patrimoine qui rapporte au
centuple.”40 The common topos of the ephemeral nature of beauty is juxtaposed to the
vocabulary of growth, anchored subtly in paternal legacy as the word “patrimoine” suggests. In a
later paragraph, Graillard emphasizes how nature often compensates ugly women: “On remarque
assez ordinairement que la laideur est une espèce d'avantage. Une fille laide gagne souvent du
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côté de l'esprit, ce qu'elle perd du côté de la figure.”41 Graillard's defense of women's intellectual
pursuits, and his encouragement for young girls to engage in reading in order to fortify their
minds were however not without their detractors: though many agreed that the state of young
women's education was deplorable, these same critics also often had a socially conservative
vision of womanhood that made them feel uneasy about the overemphasizing of the issue of
women's education, and especially the need to foster intellectual curiosity.
In fact, Nadine Berenguier has argued that the very nature of Graillard's text made its
reception problematic. Because young girls' education was viewed to be the domain of women,
the excursion of a male writer (who was much older than the intended readers) into this arena
was inevitably seen as somewhat of an anomaly. As Berenguier shows, a critic writing in Le
Journal encyclopédique felt the need to justify the title by emphasizing that the “filles” in the
title referred to young ladies, and not the “filles de joie,” and that the text was a moral treatise
meant to guide young ladies in their education.42 Such a need for clarification implies that the
title could easily have given the impression of something quite unsavory, as if the juxtaposition
of ami and filles were inherently problematic.43 The question of authorship might also have
affected critics' reading of Graillard's praise of female ugliness: Louptière, writing for Le Journal
des Dames, mocks such a stance, claiming that in a culture so obsessed with beauty, no one
would actually believe him. Underlying this rebuke is the arguably disingenuous positioning of
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Graillard as the desexed older friend of the young ladies, with overtones of the benevolent
fatherly figure, trying to advise them on marriage.
All of these examples show the importance of considering the authorial voice and the
intended audience in order to understand the discursive strategies employed. The praise of
female ugliness, and the supposedly deleterious effects of female beauty, reveal an attempt to
normalize female ugliness at the same time they reify ugliness. We have seen before how many
definitions of ugliness emphasize its marginal and deviant nature; ugliness is that which
challenges existing norms and the status quo. In her analysis of the proliferation of Ugly Clubs in
England in the eighteenth century, Felicity Nussbaum has shown how a man who was considered
deformed, William Hay (who was hunchbacked and five feet high) attempted to “[give]
deformity a subjectivity, domesticate the exotic without sentimentalizing it, redefine deformity
as beauty, and seek transformation in societal attitudes towards the disabled.”44 Nussbaum's
analysis shows how societal attitudes towards the disabled and women converge because they
are both defined as lacking the “complete, common form,” which is how Edmund Burke defined
deformity.45 In this way, these male writers’ claim that ugliness can actually be an advantage is
similar to some people’s claim that disability can be a sign of good luck, which constitutes an act
of discrimination. If femininity is already perceived as a lack, an incomplete state, the way to
turn it into a common and “full” form is through the stability of marriage and joy of motherhood.
And if ugliness leads to virtue, whereas beauty can easily lead the woman astray, ugliness must
become associated with the norm in a strange twist of events, and beauty instead becomes a
44
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physical deformity and lack that might also become a handicap to the accomplishment of female
duties. In this manner, the very definition of beauty and ugliness are contingent on social
pressures.
In the nineteenth century, the proliferation of medical treatises of all sorts contributed
greatly to the construction of categories of beauty and ugliness, as they created a seemingly
“scientific” discourse. Many of these treatises emphasize the need for individuals, and especially
women, to take good care of their physical appearance. In this passage I will look at Les secrets
de la beauté du visage et du corps de l'homme et de la femme: traité complet d'hygiène, de
physiognomie et d'embellissement, published by the doctor Séjour des Thons in 1857, as an
example of the kind of discourse doctors deployed in the nineteenth century to mark ugly bodies
as fundamentally deviant.46
In the preface, Séjour des Thons lays out unequivocally the goals of this guide: “Le
mariage, qui nous apparaît plein de charmes à son aurore, ne perd bientôt le prestige qui
l'environne que par la négligence mutuelle des époux, et des soins incessants qu'exige l'entretien
de la beauté du corps.”47 It is ultimately for the purpose of maintaining the sanctity of marriage
that des Thons justifies his text, as he appeals to ladies' desire to please their husband throughout
the course of their long marriage. At a later point he explicitly says that the reason many men
become unfaithful is that their wives have stopped taking good care of themselves (whether
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because of obesity, extreme thinness, use of tobacco, poor dieting, bad hygiene, choice of
cosmetics, etc) and thus become ugly and undesirable. Though the title of this treatise claims to
target both men and women (unlike many treatises of the time which were explicitly dedicated
only to women), the guide is disproportionately dedicated to female care, who owe it to not only
their dignity, but love for their husband, to maintain good hygiene. Such a hygiene is not only
physical but also moral: des Thons says for instance that one of the surest ways to become
beautiful is to be inwardly kind, gentle and compassionate so that the virtues of the soul imprint
themselves on the face with a celestial glow that will last through old age.48 In treating ugliness
as a physical flaw that can be identified by specific physical characteristics, des Thons also
participates in its reification, even as his treatise makes explicit the fact that ugliness is precisely
created through such “authoritative” discourses.
Underlying all this discourse is the pathologization of ugliness, the claim that beauty is
synonymous with good health and that ugliness is necessarily the sign of a diseased body.
Catherine Kohler Riessmann has argued that from the mid-nineteenth century onwards there has
been an increasing “medicalization” of women’s lives, associated with more and more female
“conditions” identified in ways “that connote deviation from some ideal biological standard.”49
Ugliness could indeed serve as a catchword to encompass any condition of deviance from a state
of compliance to norms, not just with regard to physical appearance, but also behavior and moral
qualities, though those two different aspects were often conjoined in male-created discourses. As
Simone de Beauvoir has said, “In woman dressed and adorned, nature is present but under
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restraint, by human will molded nearer to man’s desire.”50 The phantasm of male control over
nature and woman (who is biologically overdetermined and the more “natural” of the sex) is thus
inscribed over the female body, which learns to monitor itself and become acceptable to not only
the male gaze, but the female’s. In a similar vein, Sandra Bartky has identified three types of
common cultural practices that contribute to constructing an ideal femininity: exercises and diet
regimes, a series of gestures, postures and movements, and finally, various techniques that turn
the female body into an “ornamental surface.”51 These three elements (which are all attended to
in the treatise by des Thons) combine to “produce a body in which gesture and appearance is
recognizably feminine” and reinforce a “disciplinary project of bodily perfection.”52 This
analysis highlights accurately in the case of the medical treatise the desire to both exaggerate
gender difference and create a perfect female body, because only such a regulated body can lead
to stability in sanctioned social relationships.
Bartky's framework is largely Foucauldian, as she relies on Foucault's concept of “docile
bodies” to describe the inscription of power on bodies. Foucault argues that one axis of the
modern paradigm of power, the “anatomo-politics of the human body,” focused on the “body and
its forces, their utility and docility, their distribution and their submission,” intersects in the
nineteenth century with the model of the “biopolitics of population,” in which the state focuses
on issues of reproduction, birth, mortality and health,53 all of which converge in our case in the
50
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obsession with motherhood and matrimony. Monique Deveaux, however, has criticized the
deployment of such a Foucauldian apparatus in the case of women, arguing that this
conceptualization of power portrays individuals as passive bodies, “constituted by power and
immobilized in a society of discipline.”54 Furthermore, such a viewpoint obscures the
possibilities of resistance inherent in Foucault's later model of disciplined bodies. According to
this later model, power is no longer a total or uniform force, but rather unstable, and can be
contested in various ways, with “no single locus of refusal” but rather a “plurality of
resistances.”55 In addition to considering these acts of micro-resistance, Deveaux also encourages
us to study how women experience barriers to freedom, by looking at “internal impediments to
women's freedom or empowerment,” for instance.
The male writers I have looked at were not interested in resistance or the unveiling of
impediments to women's freedom. For these men who created female ugliness as a distinct
biological, aesthetic or even moral category through their writing, the ugly female body remains
often profoundly other, a curious object to be categorized, defined, controlled and possessed.
Men writing about this foreign female body such as Rousseau, Graillard or des Thons are
capable of distancing themselves from this object, as they attempt to neutralize the threat of
“femininity,” though these attempts are not without ambivalence or even contradictions. Female
writers such as Foa, Fleuriot and Lamber did not just treat ugliness as an essential flaw located
on an objectified female body, though they acknowledged the pernicious effects of this
reification. In their novels, these three writers reveal how ugliness was constituted as a discourse
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that had a concrete impact on the “ugly” women's quotidian experiences, in her relationship to
her own body as well as with others, as the novels explore these “ugly” protagonists' subjectivity.
At the same time, three writers deploy different authorial strategies and play with different
genres in order to articulate what it means to be designated as ugly, in their attempt to find a
place for the ugly body and affirm their own identity as female writer. For a first exploration of
these female narratives of ugliness where this female body is highly politicized, we will now turn
to Eugénie Foa's novel La Laide.

Eugénie Foa and the Rhetoric of Shame in La laide
Born Esther Rebecca Eugénie Rodrigues in 1796, Eugénie Foa came from a fairly
illustrious Jewish family of Bordeaux. There has been in recent years some scholarly interest in
her, as an activist, a patron of the arts, and as writer. Elisabeth-Christine Muelsch has looked at
Foa's crucial role in creating the Institut des Femmes, an institution meant in large part to serve
as counterpart to the all-male Académie Française. Despite its name, the institution was not an
exclusively female affair: in fact, one of the credited founders was the wealthy Jules de
Castellane, which showed how difficult it was at the time for women to establish an independent
discourse for female artists and writers without embedding it in some sort of male presence.56
According to Muelsch, Foa “promoted the Institut des femmes among her young as well as older
readers, as an institution which would recognize women writers and artists for their
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achievements.”57 Indeed, unlike the Académie Française, the Institut des Femmes welcomed not
just writers but also sculptors, composers and painters. Foa's role in founding this academy,
meant to provide a support for women across these fields, was also linked to her own financial
situation. As Maurice Samuels notes, after her separation from her husband in 1830, Foa turned
to writing in part to support herself and her children.58 Even in her own defense of the goals of
the Institut, she presents this project as a way for bourgeois women to halt their social descent
when they experienced downward social mobility. To the bourgeois ideology of the group
Muelsch also adds an explicitly Christian bent.59
Studies of Foa's literary production have been complicated by the sheer variety and
number of her writings. Her first few publications include numerous novels (such as La Laide) as
well as many collections of short stories. She eventually began writing children's literature, and
even founded her own journal for children in 1843 called Le livre de la jeunesse. Some of these
tales for children enjoyed lasting success, with Le Petit Robinson de Paris for instance going
through numerous reprintings until 1945. In addition to all of these writings, Foa also published
numerous articles in various journals and newspapers. Maurice Samuels has looked at her pieces
of fiction dealing with the life of Jews in France in the nineteenth century, and argued in favor of
her role as “a pioneering theorist of Jewish identity in the post-emancipation period.”60 In his
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analysis, Samuels notes Foa's strongly assimilationist stance with regard to French Jews, but also
emphasizes that she simultaneously “endows French Jews with a historical and literary
distinctiveness.”61 Bénédicte Monicat, on the other hand, has looked at a few of Foa's didactic
and moralizing writings for children and shown the originality and creativity she exhibited even
while working within the codified genre of children's literature.62 This originality, I argue, is also
very much present in La Laide, one of the earlier sentimental novels that also reflects Foa's
experimentations with various genres.
The interpretation of La Laide is complicated by the fact that the book is a compilation of
different narratives and sections. The text opens with a lengthy preface, which then leads to the
first part (Première partie) of La Laide, narrated in the first person by Berthe de Maugis. In this
first part Berthe talks a bit about the role of writing for her before launching a tale about her
great-aunt and her cat, which unfolds over the course of five different chapters. At the end of this
tale, there is a short Péroraison in which Berthe addresses potential critics, and only after that
does La Laide (deuxième partie) begin. In this second part Foa tells the unhappy story of Berthe's
unhappy marriage to her cousin Eugène de Valdohen, and her subsequent suicide. Thus Berthe
moves from narrator to character in her own story. The novel does not end with this narrative:
the last thirty pages are dedicated to an amusing tale, Le Guydon de M. de Montpensier, premier
conte de la Laide.
The juxtaposition of all these disparate elements into one book was not well received by
everyone. A character in La Revue de Paris says about the novel: “elle veut se donner des airs
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légers; ce sont de petites prétentions de grâce et d'enfantillage, des minauderies de style, qui
gâtent ce qu'il y a de franc et de vrai dans son talent.”63 Seen in this perspective, the tales
surrounding the “main” story of La Laide detract from its message. Bénédicte Monicat has
argued that the hybrid nature of this text suggests Foa's refusal to follow “des modèles
mécaniquement reproduits,”64 and her awareness of the constraints of genres such as the
sentimental novel and the petit roman, a highly codified type of moralizing tale for children. I
will argue that beyond the attempt at playfully subverting conventions of writing, the elaborate
structure of the text actually provides an interpretive framework for the “main story,” and should
be read dialogically, as Foa interweaves different narratives of ugly female bodies.
Though the referent might seem obvious at first glance, the title La Laide is itself
ambiguous. At the end of the preface, Foa mentions a possible title for the collection of the
miscellaneous writings, Les contes d'une laide. With the use of the word d', the statement plays
on the ambiguity of its possible meanings, and suggests one possible commonality: all of these
stories are either about Berthe, or by Berthe. Obliquely, the preface insinuates that Berthe's
solitude is related to her ugliness (though the details are clarified much later), while the title Les
contes d'une laide suggests a relationship between the act of storytelling and the ugly female
body.
The first of the three tales that follow the preface exemplifies well the ambiguities of the
title La Laide. In this tale, Berthe explains her uncomfortable relationship to her rich ugly greataunt, and how she has to entertain her with stories every day. In addition to having to invent
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stories on a regular basis, she also has to care for her great-aunt's even uglier and beloved cat,
Minette. Tired of dealing with Minette's whims, Berthe asks a young man to throw the cat in the
sewers, but Minette ultimately survives the botched assassination attempt. This part of the tale
ends with the will of the great-aunt who declares that Berthe is to receive Minette as inheritance
while her financial assets go to Berthe's uncle.
This tale, which is itself divided into subsections, namely Ma Grand' tante and Minette,
constitutes a narrative of ugliness in many ways. Berthe, the great-aunt, as well as Minette, are
all described as ugly, either explicitly or implicitly. Berthe describes her ugliness in the
following terms: “Et moi!... j'étais jeune, peu jolie, je crois, mais aimable, mais spirituelle; cela,
on me le répétait tant de fois (on me croyait héritière universelle de ma grand'tante) qu'il y aurait
eu mauvaise volonté de ma part à ne pas y croire, et j'y croyais.”65 The ironic tone mocks the
flattery of the sycophants as they praise Berthe's supposed moral qualities. Her lack of beauty,
however, is presented cautiously as a belief, an impression of herself whose origins are grounded
largely in the repeated comments of others that she has internalized.
Though Berthe does not dwell on her own ugliness here, she is rather loquacious in her
description of her great-aunt's, as well as the cat's ugliness. Berthe describes her great-aunt in the
following unflattering terms: “Jadis, ma grand'tante était blonde, mais des taches de rousseur
sans nombre avaient altéré l'éclat de son teint; je me souviens fort bien que de mon temps, on
distinguait à peine la couleur de sa peau, dissimulée qu'elle était sous une couche brune et
épaisse; joignez à cela deux petits yeux gris, un menton qui avançait, un nez énorme formant
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alliance avec ledit menton.”66 This description is meant to serve as a “portrait fidèle de ma
grand'tante.”67 As Berthe sees it, the great-aunt's ugliness is grounded in the presence of physical
traits that are disharmonious and repulsive. This appearance is also presented as a type of decay
associated with old age, as she implies that the great-aunt once possessed genuine beauty. The
mocking of the ugly older woman brings to mind Efrat Tseëlon's observation that “while both
sexes dread ageing, it is the woman who is expected to prevent it.”68 Instead of drawing on
similarities between her own sense of ugliness and her great-aunt's, Berthe draws a sharp
distinction by attempting a so-called objective portraiture of the old woman's ugliness, drawing
on a conception of woman as a beautiful object that might nonetheless decay over time. In doing
so Berthe herself taps into a patriarchal discourse that seeks to control women, as she attempts to
establish a hierarchy of female ugliness.
If the great-aunt's ugliness inspires mocking, the cat's ugliness is presented in even
harsher terms. For Berthe, the cat inspires genuine loathing: “La chatte de ma grand'tante est bien
la plus vilaine chatte que l'on puisse voir: sale, désagréable, dégoûtante, Dieu! la mauvaise
bête!”69 After describing the horrible state of its gray fur as well as its disturbing thinness, Berthe
gives a lengthy inventory of its flaws: “méchante, hargneuse, rancuneuse, boudeuse, voleuse,
menteuse, gourmande, paresseuse.”70 The hyperbolic nature of these descriptions, in which a cat
comes to embody all possible evils, creates an undeniably comic effect. Underneath the humor,
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however, also lies the reality of a female body (clearly emphasized through the use of the
feminine ending of “euse” in all of these adjectives) that is physically ugly and also linked with
all kinds of moral deviancy. The burning desire to eliminate Minette becomes symbolically a
desire on Berthe's part to excise female ugliness, to destroy the ugly female body, though such an
attempt is ultimately doomed to failure. Instead, the failed assassination attempt leaves Minette
without a tail, making her even uglier than before. The “ugly” female body should not be
destroyed, but rather negotiated with, as even Berthe eventually comes to accept the cat's
presence. Storytelling allows for a reckoning with ugliness.
While the text does not make explicit the reasons for her having to attend to her greataunt's every whim, including that of having to care for the dreaded Minette, it is to be inferred
from this refrain, repeated throughout the tale: “et si ma grand-tante n'avait pas eu cent mille
livres de rente, un asthme et soixante-quinze ans!”71 Earlier, Berthe had confessed to not being
very pretty to start with, and potentially becoming even uglier because of the time spent next to
the hearth telling stories to the great-aunt. In short, the reason for Berthe's storytelling is
economic, and an attempt to secure an inheritance and thus livelihood. Ugliness is in part the
very starting point of the act of story-telling, in that it seeks to inscribe Berthe's body in the
economy of exchange. This economic dependence is inextricably linked to her gender, for the
money she hopes to obtain would provide her with much better marriage prospects, ones which
are presumably already decreased by her looks. Thus, the commodification of the female body
and the devaluing of ugliness lead her to embrace this storytelling as a form of survival. This
idea is also suggested by one of the epigraphs to this chapter, taken from Merle's La Mille et
deuxième nuit. Merle's text is a parody of Les mille et une nuits: “Hélas, dit en bâillant le sultan
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fort judicieux, voilà un sot conte que tu me fais, et le plus invraisemblable de tous. Oh!
Schéhérazade, tu ferais bien mieux de me frotter la plante des pieds.”72 In this sequel, the act of
storytelling has completely lost its magic, not unlike Berthe's own tales, which ultimately fail to
secure her an inheritance and instead only leave her with the cat she abhors. And yet, the parody
undoubtedly suggests nostalgia for the original text, which in the words of David Ghanim
“clearly shows that resistance can counterbalance injustice and brutality.”73 Schéhérazade's
storytelling in Les mille et une nuits serves the literal purpose of survival, and constitutes an
affirmation of the power of female creativity as the best way of subverting patriarchal structures.
The role of storytelling and the societal construction of female ugliness also provide the
impetus for Foa's telling of Berthe's unhappy marriage to Eugène and subsequent suicide in La
Laide (Deuxième partie). In this part of the book, Berthe de Maugis learns that her grandfather,
M. de Maugis, has decreed that his heir, Eugène de Valdohen, must marry her. Because of the
shame she feels at her ugliness and her belief that she cannot bring happiness to anyone, Berthe
absolves Eugène of this obligation to marry her. Eugène, who had no desire to marry her, is
piqued by this generous act and to show his honor, insists on marrying her. Though Berthe falls
passionately in love with her husband, the marriage is an unhappy one for both, as Eugène
exhibits towards his wife nothing but indifference and occasionally mild disgust. Alphée, the
widow of Berthe's brother, comes to visit them, and falls passionately in love with Eugène.
Berthe sees that the love is very much reciprocated, and unable to bear her presence, asks Alphée
to leave. Alphée obliges, but when Berthe learns that Alphée is very ill and dying alone because
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of the separation from Eugène, she commits suicide and thereby allows the two to unite and
(presumably?) live happily ever after.
For Berthe, the trauma of discovering how others perceive her appearance and view her
to be ugly is experienced in terms of public shaming: “il semble que ce soit un crime, une faute
impardonnable, un péché mortel, chacun vous fuit, vous délaisse, bien plus, se rit de vous!”74 At
a ball, Berthe overhears a young woman begging her brother to dance with her, and hears the
young man reply that no one should be forced to dance with such an ugly woman, who has no
business attending such an event anyway. From that point on, Berthe refuses to attend balls,
resigning herself to her lonely fate. Until this point, Berthe had no idea whatsoever of her own
appearance, and the ways in which she would be treated: “je ne savais pas ce que c'était d'être
laide, ni que ce fût un mal!... mais ici... quelle différence! il semble que ce soit un crime, une
faute impardonnable, un péché mortel, chacun vous fuit, vous délaisse, bien plus, se rit de
vous!”75 That Berthe had no idea about her ugliness suggests the ways in which it is constructed
by the gaze of men, and she further identifies the fault of men in choosing to turn this “ugliness”
into a sin or crime for which she should be punished.
The ultimate sacrifice of Berthe as she commits suicide can be seen as forming the
denouement of what J. Brooks Bouson calls a narrative of shame.76 Psychologists,
psychoanalysts and clinicians have for a long time neglected the study of this powerful affect, in
part because of what Gershen Kaufman called a “prevailing sexist attitude in science, which pays
less attention to nurturance than aggression” and thus “depreciates the shame that inheres in loss
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of love.”77 And yet, Kaufman has argued that “shame is important because no other affect is
more important to the self, none more central for the sense of identity.”78 The classic shame
scenario is about being gazed at: “the individual feels exposed and humiliated, - looked at with
contempt for being inferior, flawed or dirty - and thus wants to hide and disappear,”79 which
ultimately is what Berthe does through her suicide. The fear of exposure, rejection and
humiliation can then lead to a constant state of anxiety. Berthe has internalized others' judgments
of her and thus reifies herself into an ugly object.
The feeling of shame, and the accompanying reification, can be especially destructive for
groups that are already oppressed, such as women. Sandra Bartky has suggested that “The
heightened self-consciousness that comes with emotions of self-assessment may become, in the
shame of the oppressed, a stagnant self-obsession. Or shame may generate a rage whose
expression is unconstructive, even self-destructive. In all these ways, shame is profoundly
disempowering.”80 In the case of women, such feelings of shame often are intimately linked to
their bodies, and a sense of alienation from their own bodies. As Paul Gilbert has stated, “The
power of culture to shape body aesthetics should not be underestimated.”81 In spite of the
biological fact that our body “operate[s] outside our control; it grows, ages, changes, in its
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functions, can become sick and disabled, and will eventually decay and die,”82 the burden indeed
falls to women to police their bodies, as we have seen with the medical treatise.
In the novel Berthe bitterly laments the fact that she can't become a mother, noting that
her child would presumably have loved her regardless of her looks, for children always view
their mother as beautiful. The inability to become a mother further leads to her shame and sense
of inadequacy as woman. In this manner, her story illuminates poignantly Nancy Chodorow's
observation that “shame seems central to many women's feelings and fantasies about mother, self
and gender.”83 Wurmser has described the ways in which the feeling of shame produces a desire
to disappear: “You should disappear as such a being you have shown yourself to be - failing,
weak, flawed, dirty. Get out of my sight, disappear!”84 Disappearing is the ultimate punishment
Berthe accepts.
In order to resist feelings of shame, Gilbert notes that one must reject the legitimacy of
the judge or rejecter, and therefore refuse to internalize others' negative judgments. 85 Brooks
Bouson notes that psychologists have called for the need to recognize shame as such and narrate
the story of shame,86 which is what Foa does. In the case of shame of the body, it involves
rejecting the defining power of the gaze of others, which Berthe ultimately is unable to do, as she
has clearly internalized her sense of worthlessness and resigned herself to the reification of her
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ugliness. Nonetheless, Foa's telling of Berthe's narrative of shame is intriguing precisely because
although the shame derives from a body that is marked as “ugly,” the narrative constructed is
surprisingly disembodied. Ugliness is primarily understood in terms of the psychological effects
on Berthe, as well as in others' judgments and reactions (such as Berthe telling Foa that even she
knows it's no use denying her ugliness). The text provides only fleeting details of Berthe's
appearance. At one point the narrator mentions her “traits longs et maigres, sa figure brune, sa
taille sans grâces,”87 but beyond that Foa puts the emphasis on Berthe's own emotions and others'
comments. For Foa, the reality of ugliness lies not so much in an essential flaw in the body, but
rather in the way women experience its stigma and the discourse constructed by judges around it.
When Foa does give details about Berthe's bodily experience, it is to emphasize a very
specific taboo: “Écoute: mon front brûle, des larmes surgissent dans mes yeux, mon sein se
gonfle, mes artères battent à me couper la respiration, tout mon sang reflue vers mon coeur, une
douce chaleur pénètre mon corps, et j'éprouve un bien! un bien qui me rend heureuse.”88 What
Foa attempts to speak is the unspeakability of erotic desire, as she lets Berthe's body speak of its
needs. In narrating this tale, Foa is careful to emphasize Berthe's innocent candor, and her
ignorance of the romantic tension between Alphée and Eugène (until she overhears them speak
of their love for each other), but this rhetorical ploy only highlights what is repressed. Berthe's
choice to commit suicide in the conjugal bedroom is symbolic of this lack, for only in this death
can she find some kind of fulfillment: “Et pour la première fois, ses bras [d'Eugène] s'ouvrirent
avec transport sur cette femme qui ne l'entendait plus; pour la première fois, il chercha un
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battement sur ce coeur qu'il avait brisé.”89 Foa exhibits a sharp awareness of the ways in which
the body is constrained, and of its latent erotic desire, revealed by the vocabulary of heat and
bodily experience. In other cases, it can be coded in a language that attempts to hide the erotic
charge, such as when Berthe laments the fact she will never become a mother because of
Eugène's implied refusal to share a bed with her. Eroticism can be channeled in the safer context
of motherhood and matriony, but it remains very much part of the female realm.
The relationship between erotic desire, ugliness and storytelling appears however as
drastically different when it is a man that is perceived as ugly. Within the tale of Berthe's failed
marriage to Eugène is embedded another tale told by Eugène to Alphée in the presence of Berthe,
and which suggests the different nature of male ugliness. While the female ugly body is
presented as a lack that creates a vacuum that needs to be filled by words, the male ugly body
serves as an instrument for quite a different cause. The tale Eugène tells begins with a foreword
by Foa in which she claims: “C'est une histoire d'amour et d'inconstance comme il y en a tant de
par le monde.”90 The accusation of inconstance undeniably targets women as Eugène's tale
reveals. It is the story of fifteen-year-old Julie, loved by the handsome Alexis, who believes his
love is reciprocated. Alexis is struck with the dreaded petite vérole, which completely disfigures
him as Julie falls in love with another man, who is perfectly handsome. Julie gradually drifts
apart from Alexis, who eventually recovers from the disease, though the damage to his face is
permanent. Alexis goes to find Julie by the sea and is surprised to find her so reticent. Learning
of her “inconstance,” he says he would rather kill her than let her go with another man. Finally,
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Julie leaves Alexis after he unsuccessfully begs her to stay, and the next day, his lifeless body is
found ashore.
Alexis' fate is at first glance quite similar to Berthe's, as both of them commit suicide
because of unrequited love. Yet the ideological subtext in which the death of the ugly individual
is grounded differs greatly. Berthe's death, in her suicide note, is explicitly framed in terms of
self-abnegation and sacrifice, in a manner that seeks to reconcile this decision with the Christian
prohibition of suicide. The emphasis of the text is on Berthe's interiority, feelings and choices,
and the reader is left to ponder the implications of such a choice. Eugène's tale, however, is a
warning, if not a threat to Alphée about the dangers of rejecting his love. When the tale reaches
the ending about the discovery of the corpse, Berthe looks around as she bemoans Alexis' fate,
and finds that Alphée had already disappeared. Already potentially dangerous, for Alexis
threatens to kill Julie for not responding to his desire, the ugly male is further used as the victim
of the supposedly immoral whims of the woman, and thus serves Eugène's patriarchal discourse
and storytelling. The message puts Alphée in an impasse, for to accept Eugène's love would
imply disrespecting his marriage with Berthe, which would hardly be “virtuous”; and yet, to
refuse it could make others perceive her as a shameless flirt. Thus does the specter of the ugly
man put the beautiful woman in a double bind. When Berthe asks Alphée to leave their house, as
she can no longer bear the sight of the two together, Alphée obliges. Berthe emphasizes Alphée's
virtue throughout, and indeed Alphée's virtue is rewarded by Berthe's suicide, as she is so moved
by Alphée's sacrifice that she chooses to sacrifice herself. With only one of these two women
having a real hope for happiness, the ugly one turns out to be more expendable.
All of these narratives above are themselves framed by the opening preface, and the
ending tale of the guydon, both of which add to the complexity of the dynamics of female/male
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storytelling/writing. In Foa's dialogue with the bookseller, who is male, he inquires if perhaps
she would like to put vignettes by established engraver and illustrator Tony Jehanot on the book
cover in order to boost sales of her book. Foa ultimately rejects such an offer on the basis of
authorial integrity and honesty: “Ce charlatanisme d'auteur équivaudrait à une coquetterie de
femme mal entendue... ce serait comme si je faisais relier en veau par Spachmann, et dorer sur
tranche, les oeuvres de Messieurs tels ou tels [...] ou bien cela ne vous ferait-il pas l'effet de
parures fraîches et jeunes sous lesquelles apparaîtrait une peau sèche et fanée de vieille
femme?”91 The metaphor of the real and ugly old woman hiding under the illusory mask of a
beautiful youthful woman goes back to the long tradition of misogynist discourse that viewed
woman as an essentially deceitful creature. Such a double bind implies that though women are
expected to remain “feminine” by taking especially good care of their appearance and delaying
the visible effects of aging, their actions also make it easy to construe them as deceitful because
of their “artificial” appearance. Foa's comparison of her book to the ugly female body displays
her awareness of this harmful stereotype and a wish to go beyond it, to affirm her own authorial
authority without using the stamp of approval of established male artists.92 And yet, even as she
fights for independence, she finds herself deploying an imagery that is fundamentally patriarchal,
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which further emphasizes the challenges that face women trying to create an own world for
themselves. It also alludes to the possibility of envisioning her textual production as arising from
her body, which is essentially the case for Berthe, for whom writing becomes a type of fluid that
transgresses the limits of her body. In doing so, she becomes a “leaking vessel”93 to use Janet
Beizer's terms, but the text suggests that this incontinence, associated with a female excess, can
also be embraced as a strategy of resistance.
Similarly, in the story of the guydon94 (the last tale of the book), storytelling also
becomes a strategy of resistance, in this case to the danger of male erotic desire towards the
woman. In this story, two siblings, Jules and Odette, are captured by M. de Montpensier and his
men. The guydon de Montpensier is known for his reputation as womanizer, and he asks for
Odette to be brought to his quarters. When he goes to find Odette alone, thinking her to be easy
prey, “Odette” reveals himself to be Jules, and explains that because of the guydon's reputation,
she had asked to change clothes with her brother. Jules begs the guydon to leave his sister alone,
to which the guydon agrees. A bit embarrassed by this mistake, the guydon lets Jules go and goes
to find Odette, and asks for her love, in spite of his promise. “Odette” lets the guydon tell him her
“brother's” story before “she” reveals that she is in fact Jules, and that the real Odette had already
gotten away. At the end of the tale, the guydon is left alone as both brother and sister leave
unharmed. The tale suggests unapologetically the power of storytelling as a way to protect one's
self from violation, and also presents the possibility of storytelling as a form of cross-dressing.
Gender identity is eminently fluid as physical appearance, the timbre of the voice, and clothing
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are all unreliable signs for identifying Odette/Jules' identity. Such a view of gender goes hand in
hand with a rejection of essentialist views of women and their ability to write, and also opens up
the possibility for women of adopting “male” styles of writing in order to appropriate them for
subversive purposes.
Foa's La Laide ends on a singularly optimistic note, at least with regard to storytelling
and gender identities. Working within the confines of a bourgeois Christian ideology, Foa is
careful to cloak her criticism of patriarchal structures and discourses in a seemingly harmless
sentimental garb, through tales with a comic tone. La Laide, as a narrative of shame, exposes
powerfully the social and personal mechanisms that regulate the ugly woman's behavior and
identity, and denounces the effects of the reification of ugliness and beauty. As Benjamin
Kilborne has shown, however, while the fantasy of disappearing completely is a common effect
of shame, it can also lead to a fear of disappearing, the feeling that one “is doomed to invisibility
while longing for recognition.”95 For Berthe, whose body is denied the freedom of erotic
liberation, writing becomes perhaps the only way to invest its repressed energy and to obtain
some sort of recognition. Her writing, described as a frenzy, an “ivresse,” channels the leaking
“sève” into a world where she can create her own friends and even enemies. And yet, idealizing
the leaking body presents its own dangers, as Jacqueline Rose has argued: “When feminism
takes up, and valorises for women, the much-denigrated image of a hysteric outpouring of the
body, it has found itself, doing so, understandably, at the cost of idealising the body itself.”96
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Foa's Christian bourgeois leanings ultimately prevent her from giving too much emphasis to the
female body, as she is careful not to draw too much attention to the erotic body.
Nonetheless, the text establishes a distinction between male and female storytelling,
anchored as they are in different social, economic and bodily dynamics. The gendering of the
readership of the book is displayed in the imagined critic of the book, to which Foa responds
with Monsieur. The text seeks to target a predominantly female audience, even as it anticipates
objections raised by male readership. Berthe does not publish her stories on her own; Foa
suggests that it is she who wishes to publish her tales, to ensure that Berthe's genius does not
remain silenced and forgotten. Whether Eugénie Foa is actually serving as the intermediary for
Berthe's coming of age as author, or whether Foa is using Berthe as an intermediary (and shield?)
for her own authorial project, is ambiguous, but the text clearly juxtaposes these two voices, with
the desire to strengthen one voice through the other, in an act of sisterhood and shared female
experience. And there is perhaps no more appropriate form of storytelling than this selfconscious and free play of mixing of genres, to provide Berthe with a freedom she was largely
denied.
Zénaïde Fleuriot and the Resignation of Ugliness in Sans Beauté
Born in 1829, Zénaïde-Marie-Anne Fleuriot was a prolific writer of novels geared
towards young women, most of which were published in the Bibliothèque rose or the
Bibliothèque bleue. Many critics have noted the ways in which her works remain anchored in
Christian ideology and promote conservatives values such as faith, hard work, and integrity.
After her death, Louis Rousselet's praise of Fleuriot in Le Journal de la jeunesse emphasizes her
“haute morale chrétienne,” the “saine bonne humeur” in her descriptions of the “vie modeste et
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calme de la famille” and of “bons et simples bourgeois” in works that are considered “véritables
et précieux tableaux de notre vie nationale.”97 Similarly, Henry Jouin praised the exemplary
nature of Fleuriot's writing: “Ses ouvrages me semblent être des modèles du genre. Compris de
l'enfant ou de la jeune fille, ils peuvent encore satisfaire l'homme d'étude qui y découvre alors
tout ce que l'auteur y a déposé de philosophie chrétienne.”98 Critics not so enthused with the
Christian values transmitted tend unsurprisingly to be more critical of the perceived lack of
originality of her works, though the popularity of her works remains undeniable. Sans Beauté,
for instance, was first published in 1862, and twenty-two years later was republished in its
fourteenth edition.
In defense of the literary value of Fleuriot's works, Penny Brown has stated that “her
works have been deemed to have more literary merit than most [of her contemporaries writing
children's fiction],”99 in part because of the strong sense of realism they convey. This realism is
grounded in a very particular historical moment. At the time of Fleuriot's writing, the Catholic
Church still had considerable power and royalist ideals (which also corresponded to the political
inclinations of Fleuriot's parents) were still very much present, but modernity, in the guise of the
Republic, was exerting more and more influence. Ann Michele May has argued that in the
second half of the nineteenth century, shapers of the French Republic “considered enlightened
civic participation as the key to a successful democracy,” and in order to produce such an
educated citizenry, deployed children's literature “as a primary instrument to codify, inculcate
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and indoctrinate children as participants in the republican model.”100 As such, the market for
children's literature became a battleground between secular publishing houses with Republican
convictions, such as Hachette and Hetzel, and Catholic publishers such as Mame, each of which
published texts with different purposes, different marketing strategies, and aimed at different
publics.
Of course, secular Republican values and Catholic royalist values are not always
antithetical to each other. Progressive secular values, according to May, included “individualism,
rationalism, duty, universal [male] suffrage, work, education, charity, self-sacrifice, and social
solidarity.”101 Parents, family and nation replaced the Church as the driving forces for a new
model of morality and citizenry, as “citoyen, patriotisme et fraternité” came to replace the old
rallying cry of “chrétien, paroissien et foi.” Values such as hard work, charity, self-sacrifice and
social solidarity were compatible with Catholic teachings, though the focus on individualism and
rationalism constituted a noticeable difference. In the context of republicanism, women, and
especially mothers, were greatly valued as the "femme de foyer" who could effectively transmit a
“personal, internal, emotional attachment”102 to the patrie and the republic within the nest of the
family home. Because the core values between the two camps do not differ greatly, the explicit
(or not) focus on the Church and Christian institutions and the ways charity and motherhood are
inculcated matter greatly in order to understand how the text could lend itself either to a Catholic
reading or a secular republican reading instead. Fleuriot's case is intriguing because many of her
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works were published by Hachette, a publisher with clear liberal republican leanings, in the
Bibliothèque rose, despite the fact that many critics precisely saw value in her texts for the
explicitly Christian ideology transmitted. Even more intriguingly, the novel Sans Beauté was
criticized by renowned censor abbé Bethléem as a text with “bien peu de sentiment chrétien.”103
What interests me then is how the text's treatment of female ugliness attempts to bridge the gap
between this secular Republican world and an older Catholic world at this moment of junction
between tradition and modernity.
The novel's plot is not too dissimilar to the narrative in La Place's La Laideur aimable ou
les dangers de la beauté, with the narrator, supposedly ugly Gabrielle, sharing her tribulations
and sufferings, and eventually, happiness in matrimony. Gabrielle's mother dies while she is very
young, and she is raised by her loving aunt Désirée. Nonetheless, Gabrielle's father M. de
Perceval eventually asks for Gabrielle to be sent to him and his second wife, Madame Perceval.
Madame Perceval treats Gabrielle with extreme distaste and the unhappy Gabrielle comes to
loathe her harsh stepmother. Madame Perceval eventually convinces her husband to send
Gabrielle to a convent boarding school, where Gabrielle, under the loving care of the nuns,
grows into a kind, serene young woman. At the boarding school Gabrielle befriends another
pupil who is also Madame Perceval's younger sister, the beautiful Sara. After coming back to
live with her aunt Désirée, she reconnects with her childhood friend René, and the two decide to
get married. These happy plans, however, are foiled when René and Sara meet and fall in love.
The two marry to the great displeasure of René's uncles, while Monsieur Perceval goes mad and
dies. After this unhappy episode Gabrielle retreats to her aunt Désirée's home to live a peaceful
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and rather solitary life. However, her peace is interrupted by a letter from Sara that informs her
of her now unhappy union with René. Gabrielle goes to find Sara, and finds out that she has
given birth to a daughter, also named Sara. Gabrielle brings back Sara and her daughter to her
aunt's home where René's uncles eventually forgive Sara and René's mistake, and accept the little
Sara as their grandchild. Sara the mother dies of illness, and asks in a letter that René marry
Gabrielle, as the latter is the only one she trusts to serve as mother to her little Sara. Gabrielle
marries René and the novel ends with a scene of familial bliss.
With a title like Sans beauté, it is not surprising that Gabrielle's ugliness is defined as a
lack, namely the absence of beauty. The novel is absolutely ruthless in confirming the
unchanging nature of Gabrielle's homeliness, as she begins her story by emphasizing that she had
always been ugly, even as a child: “En commençant ce récit, il est inutile que j'avertisse le
lecteur que je suis laide. Le titre seul de cet ouvrage le lui a appris. Mais ce qu'il ne sait pas, c'est
que je l'ai toujours été.”104 Rejecting the perhaps understandable need to convince herself that
she was once beautiful, Gabrielle emphasizes from the very beginning that this ugliness has been
a stable reality throughout her life. To prove her point, Gabrielle mentions that even her close
relatives said shortly after her birth: “Quelle petite horreur! Dieu la bénisse.”105 Over the course
of the novel, this supposed ugliness is further reinforced in the scene in the boarding school
where the other pupils immediately give her the nickname “Laideronnette.”106 Gabrielle's attempt
to foreground her ugly appearance as an undeniable reality is a reification of ugliness that is
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reminiscent of La Place's La Laideur aimable ou les dangers de la beauté where the narrator also
unequivocally states her ugliness at the beginning of the story.
At first glance, this reification is largely compatible with Fleuriot's Christian ideology,
which is not too dissimilar to La Place's own ideology within the patriarchal system. On the last
page of the novel, the narrator gives the explicit lesson that an ugly woman can still find
happiness and be loved if she possesses “un coeur aimant et dévoué, un caractère égal, des
sentiments nobles et élevés, la ferme pratique de la religion bien entendue.”107 Gabrielle
attributes her ability to bear suffering to her abiding Catholic faith, and calls it a “résignation
chrétienne,”108 addressing God even when the man she loves, René, betrays her for another
woman: “Mon Dieu, que votre volonté soit faite.”109 This Christian resignation to one's fate can
be seen as the corollary of a reification of ugliness in which the ugly body is naturalized, and its
fate largely predetermined. In this manner, Gabrielle can easily become an exemplary model for
not just ugly women but also women in general. This acceptance, however, also obscures the role
of individuals and processes in shaping the “ugly” body and marking it as such. Over the course
of the novel, this reification is challenged in moments in which Gabrielle asserts her sense of self,
and where ugliness is no longer treated as an embodied self-explanatory reality, but a complex
and highly subjective experience.
Even if ugliness is to be seen as an evident intrinsic quality, Gabrielle wonders about the
reasons for this unfortunate appearance, which leads her to question the role of her parents, who
were however quite handsome. If heredity is to be blamed, it would have to lie in the figure of a
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somewhat distant uncle, hardly a convincing hypothesis. And yet, Gabrielle's link to her mother
is constantly reiterated throughout the text. She emphasizes how her misfortunes began (without
her realizing) with the death of her mother, who would otherwise have fostered the good moral
qualities in her ugly child, and appreciated her for those instead of depreciating her for her
appearance. Her mother is also brought back to life by her very presence: when her father comes
to pick her up from her aunt Désirée, her father says that her physionomie is the same as her
mother's, while René’s uncle François de Bressy notes: “Je l'aurais reconnue à sa ressemblance
avec [sa mère].”110 Gabrielle's remark that she cannot possibly look like her mother because of
her ugliness is dismissed by François, who notes that though the two do not share the same traits,
he recognizes in her a similar smile, manner of moving, gaze, such that it's almost like her
mother continues to live in her. In this manner, Gabrielle's so-called objective ugliness can be
ignored, or at least perceived differently, thanks to the mindset of the gazer, and in this case,
thanks to the mother's past.
That Gabrielle's appearance can be partially redeemed thanks to the mother is hardly
surprising, given the importance of the mother for both the Catholic church and the republican
secular ideology. Yet this mother's role remains ambivalent. Gabrielle's mother is not idealized,
but rather treated as a flawed woman who ultimately committed a moral error. Désirée, speaking
to Gabrielle about François' past love for her mother, speaks of her behavior in this manner:
“avec une légèreté condamnable, elle avait oublié le caractère qu'avait prises ses relations avec
son cousin, ses demi-promesses et celles de sa famille,”111 which eventually leads to heartbreak
for François and a brief period of alcoholism. When Gabrielle reveals her true reasons to her
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father for wanting to break off her engagement with René, namely his unfaithfulness, her father
laments the situation she's in: “Je comprends tout ce que tu as dû souffrir. Expierais-tu la faute de
ta pauvre mère et ma propre faute?”112 Because her mother caused suffering to a man who loved
her by “betraying” him it might seem a form of punishment for Gabrielle to now be the one
betrayed.
The language of atonement used by M. Perceval to describe his sin and his wife's are
steeped in a Christian discourse of heredity. As Jean Borie has shown, until the nineteenth
century and the advent of the scientific study of heredity, the Church produced many of the
theories surrounding transmission of traits.113 These religious theories emphasized the fallibility
of man, and especially woman, using the myth of the fall from the Garden of Eden. Such a view
suggests that humans are marked, both physically and morally, by the acts of their predecessors,
and that as an extension of her mother's being, Gabrielle has to bear the burden of her mother's
error. Her ugliness in this case can be perceived as a divine stigma that, without denying her
resemblance to her beautiful mother, also calls attention to her moral failings. This moralizing
view of heredity can also be linked to the remnants of what Marie-Hélène Huet termed
monstrous imagination, in relation to the perceived power of the maternal imagination to shape,
and more importantly, deform the child. As Huet has shown, there existed the belief, from
Antiquity through to the Enlightenment, that some monsters were created by an “imprinting” of
the fetus with the mother's wanton desires, fears or fantasies, or alternatively, the mother's
problematic engagement with images.114 Though Gabrielle is not a monster, the absolute nature
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of her ugliness constitutes a sort of deformity that hides her resemblance from either parent.
Huet's analysis shows the profound fear on the part of men that paternity would be erased,
rendered invisible or ineffectual by the immoral actions of the mother. In this novel, because of
the ways in which Gabrielle is constantly seen as a reminder of her mother, M. Perceval's
paternity is symbolically obscured, and his inability to restrain his wife's greed also leads him to
being an ineffectual father, incapable of saving his wife's dowry for his daughter.
Such a view of heredity is undeniably reactionary and seems antithetical to ideas of
progress and individualism. A more “scientific” view of heredity also appears in the novel,
namely in the guise of René's brief bout of excessive drinking. Désirée comments that if he
continues that route, it will be perceived as an unsurprising “penchant de famille”115 because of
his uncle François’s bout of alcoholism. These two seemingly opposing views of heredity are,
however, not necessarily antithetical, as Jean Borie has shown. The positivist views of heredity
in the nineteenth century, with the focus on “dégenerescence,” attempt to secularize views that
are derived from more theological theories, and are in the words of Michela Toppano “les
retranscriptions laïcisées et biologisées du mythe de la Chute.”116 In other words, the fatality of
the body replaces the myth of the original fall of man.117 Thus, the idea that the body or
psychology of an individual is marked by the actions of previous generations can just as well
serve a reactionary purpose or a secular agenda. Gabrielle's ugliness can then both represent the
old or the new world order.
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If sin is indeed the legacy of Gabrielle's mother, her ugly body leads her to further
suffering. As Gabrielle tells Sara, she is not to blame for leading René astray; if only she herself
had been more beautiful, his betrayal would never have occurred. The reification of Christian
norms entails that the ugly body is predisposed to suffering, but this cycle of expiation does have
an end. Though seemingly repressive, the doctrine of resignation is presented by Fleuriot as a
choice and an act of free will, and thus one that empowers Gabrielle. When, consumed with
bitter jealousy, Gabrielle seeks revenge against both Madame Perceval and René; it is the sight
of her own hideous traits, distorted by rage, as reflected in the mirror, that lead her to abandon
her plans. In other words, Gabrielle’s Christian resignation can also be read as a way to battle
against feelings of shame, and to invalidate others' judgments.
After René's betrayal, Gabrielle chooses to go back to the Rosaies, where she adopts the
resolution of not only forsaking the “joies mondaines,”118 but also that of not marrying. Such a
decision, whose purposes are not entirely made clear, suggests the desire for further atonement,
and could also reveal the fear of procreating and perpetuating a lineage that has already been
tainted. And yet, this decision to avoid motherhood is not without dangers, as Gabrielle herself
notes: “n'avais-je pas à craindre l'égoïsme? [...] je pensais aux malédictions prononcées contre
l'arbre stérile, l'inutilité me fit peur.”119 Though such a curse remains anchored in Christian
imagery, the fear of uselessness can be deployed just as well in the context of Republican images
of motherhood, and the need for them to contribute to the creation and formation of active
citizens.
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It is noteworthy that for Gabrielle, maternity is ultimately not a biological act, but rather a
choice she makes. Not only does Gabrielle choose to save Sara when she receives her letter
asking her help, but she also actively chooses to care for both mother and daughter in spite of her
aunt's initial resentment. The figure of Sara as a flawed mother offers a striking case to
Gabrielle's own atonement of her parents' mistakes. In spite of her errors, Sara finds redemption
in the joys of motherhood when her daughter Sara is born. In attempting to secure the future of
her daughter, the older Sara pleads to René's uncles: “Soyez fâché contre moi c'est votre droit;
mais je vous en supplie, ne faites pas retomber votre colère sur ma fille, sur l'enfant de René!”120
Sara explicitly makes the case that a child should not be “marked” by the errors of their parents,
and thus should not have to atone for previous generations. Sara undeniably views her daughter
as intimately linked to herself, indeed an extension of herself, as the fact the two share a name
suggests, and yet this sharing should not become a burden. Ultimately, it is also the very fact of
little Sara's bloodline that determines René's uncles' acceptance of her: “cet enfant, dernier
rejeton de leur famille, représentait pour eux l'avenir.”121
Thus, Fleuriot's text exhibits a tension between the belief in an original sin, a view of
heredity as a physical or moral imprinting of sorts on the child, and the desire to liberate the
child from any such burden through the redemption of a loving education and upraising. The
moralizing urge of the child's novel is contradicted by a desire for actual change and
improvement. Gabrielle, who herself had to make sacrifices, intervenes in Sara's favor and her
support is essential in making sure the little Sara does not have to continue the cycle of expiation.
If the exemplary nature of the text for young girls no doubt applies first and foremost to
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Gabrielle's choices, it also invites the reader to consider the story from Sara's angle, and to
acknowledge and call for a solidarity that allows an individual to live a life unburdened by the
errors of previous generations. By having the story end with Gabrielle marrying René and raising
Sara, instead of having her marry René to start her own lineage, Fleuriot emphasizes the vision
of maternity not as a biological imperative, but rather as an emotional and psychological
disposition towards giving and caring. As such, the possibility of motherhood is open to women
regardless of their ability for procreation, which lends itself well to a Republican message
emphasizing childrearing.
The ugly woman's privileged role in the creation of this fairer society suggests how
ugliness can be overcome. Ultimately, the possibility of redemption lies in Fleuriot's belief that
ugliness, though potentially indicative of moral failings (of oneself or of anterior generations), is
not inherently linked to a pathologized body, unlike strands of discourse prevalent in
contemporary medical treatises. The moral failings can be redeemed through a careful project of
education, as Gabrielle's experience at the convent shows. The nuns' mixture of severity and
indulgence contributes to eradicating the seeds of any bad moral inclinations Gabrielle might
have developed. As for physical health, it can be in fact entirely independent of ugliness.
Gabrielle, growing up at the Rosaies under the watchful and loving eye of aunt Désirée, enjoys a
life of relative freedom in the countryside that allows her body to bloom: “je venais d'atteindre
ma huitième année. j'étais souple, leste, forte, laide, mais d'une laideur saine et vigoureuse.”122
At the end of the novel, the narrator describes Gabrielle as a “fleur aux tons solides, à la tige
vigoureuse, qui n'ont pas l'éclat des roses, mais qui ne se fânent pas aussi vite qu'elles."123 The
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beauty/ugliness opposition is subsumed at first glance to the dichotomy of good/bad health, in
which good health is a combination of proper moral and physical hygiene, to both of which
women of any physical appearance can have access. The physical hygiene is inextricably linked
to the countryside of Bretagne, which allows the sickly baby Sara to transform into a vigorous
child. In almost Zolian fashion but more optimistically, Fleuriot argues for the power of nature,
here expressed in the form of rural Bretagne, to restore health even to bodies already tainted by
dubious heredity.
This idea that one must ultimately stay in the land of the ancestors in order to pursue
family traditions and happiness also applies for René, who appears as ugly when Gabrielle sees
him at a salon held by Madame Perceval: “je dus m'avouer que mon compagnon d'enfance était
parfaitement laid et ridicule.”124 This laughable example of male ugliness, however, is not the
result of an intrinsic physical flaw, but rather the clumsiness with which René attempts to adopt
the dressing style, the make-up, and even the hairdo of the men around him. The contrast
between his obvious discomfort and the ease of the “jeunes élégants” around him highlights the
arbitrary nature of the conventions of this high society, and the fact that they require a learning
process. Simply because René is unaccustomed to playing this part, he seems downright “ugly.”
And yet, when Gabrielle sees him a few months later in the countryside, he seems a completely
different man without the makeup; wearing his usual clothes, he has a “physionomie hardie,
ouverte et gaie.”125 For René, ugliness is a reminder that it is only in his “natural habitat” that he
can be beautiful. Beauty is to be found in the life in the countryside. Unlike Gabrielle's almost
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unchangeable ugliness, this ugliness is not to be found in a fundamental flaw and is instead
highly contingent on circumstances.
This difference in male and female ugliness appears in the last chapter of the novel as
well. Though Gabrielle and René are both in good health, lead a happy life and are morally
sound, a fundamental difference remains. While René is unequivocally “beau,” the narrator
describes Gabrielle as still “laide, malgré ses cheveux noirs, ses jolies dents, sa taille svelte, que
plus d'une jolie femme envierait.”126 Even with the description of elements of obvious good
health that beautiful women might not necessarily possess, the narrator still feels the need to
reiterate this unchangeable ugliness, as if an intrinsic characteristic, while René can enjoy
undeniable beauty. As a reminder to its readership, presumably female, to not hope vainly for a
drastic change in appearance in spite of moral education or a favorable environment, the ending
also reaffirms a clear separation in the construction of ugliness and beauty for the two sexes.
After all, the title Sans beauté, unlike the titles of Foa or Lamber's novels, could
conceivably refer to male lack of beauty as well. And yet, male ugliness is constituted differently.
In René's case, it is only fleeting, seemingly a result of exterior conditions rather than an
essential flaw. There are two other minor cases of male ugliness with two Englishmen. One of
these is casually mentioned by Sara as a cousin who wishes to marry her, whom she turns down
with no hesitation. The other, more revealingly, is the rich Englishman whom Madame Perceval
marries after her husband's death: “elle s'est mariée à un vieil Anglais laid, grognon et riche, qui
l'a emmenée au fond du Devonshire, malgré sa promesse solennelle d'habiter Paris.”127 Madame
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Perceval's beauty, which the novel emphasizes throughout, becomes the object of her possessive
husband, and she later dies a miserable death, in an accident on a trip to Switzerland. Fleuriot
manages to include a jab at England with the inclusion of these two ugly Englishmen, but more
importantly, the ugly man becomes the punishment of the beautiful woman, as he keeps her in
check. In doing so, Fleuriot evokes the warning in Rousseau's Emile about the dangers of female
beauty, and the ways in which it can be worn away by possession.
After all, female beauty is largely incompatible in Fleuriot's ideological scheme: the
triumph of Gabrielle at the end of the novel is predicated in large part upon the elimination of the
beautiful women. Madame Perceval's death entails that Gabrielle is finally free from her
scheming. Sara, the other beautiful female figure of the novel (and quite appropriately, Madame
Perceval's sister), causes Gabrielle pain by marrying René, but ultimately redeems herself
through her motherhood, and her moving death. Unlike the story of Berthe in Foa's La Laide,
here it is the beautiful women who are discarded in order for the ugly one to find happiness. The
text also began with the erasure of a beautiful woman, namely Gabrielle's mother.
Seen in this manner, the title Sans beauté takes on strangely sinister overtones. Does the
book attempt to completely erase feminine beauty, to denounce it as fundamentally
untrustworthy, while ugliness instead becomes the exemplary norm? As even the narrator claims
in the last page of the novel, “La beauté, ce charmant mais fragile avantage, a contre elle, non
seulement le temps qui la détruit sans pitié, mais un autre ennemi non moins implacable:
l'habitude.”128 This discourse explicitly condemns beauty as a tempting but dangerous asset, and
yet the ending belies this condemnation. The happiness that Gabrielle finds in the adoptive
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motherhood of Sara, where it is made clear that there is no other child, hides the somewhat
inconvenient truth that Gabrielle will not procreate. Could it be that after all, an ugly mother
procreating would lead her ugliness to be passed on to the child? Is such an outcome in fact,
unacceptable? While the question of good/bad health seems to allow for a reevaluation of beauty
and ugliness in which both lose their importance, the reality is that beauty remains desired.
It is arguably the ambivalence of Fleuriot's message, eminently Catholic and conservative
and yet on the cusp of a secular Republican modernity, that explains the success of this novel.
Catholic readers would have been reassured by the message of faithfulness to the land, and the
pleas for Christian resignation; liberal Republicans would have found hope in her vision of
motherhood and its power to shape young minds. In the words of Monicat, “Fleuriot engage ses
personnages dans des explorations et des tribulations que l'on sait destinées aux rétablissement
de l'ordre. C'est l'aventure contre l'aventure [...] elle fait parler ses héroïnes même si c'est pour en
fin de compte les amener à mieux se taire.”129 Such an observation encapsulates the paradoxical
nature of these conservative writings, whose argument for stability and tradition also involves
necessarily an opening into the forbidden that must be swiftly repressed. In the last chapter, a
shocked Désirée tells Gabrielle that once she weds, she must stop writing her journal because
such things are incompatible with marriage, a sharp reminder of the limitations imposed on a
wife's role. And yet, as Gabrielle points out, “le bonheur présent ne doit pas faire mettre le passé
en oubli.”130 The act of writing arises out of this very tension between the importance of
acknowledging the past and the goal of overcoming this past in order to create a stable present
and future. The reified ugly body becomes here the vehicle for this ambivalent ideology. Fleuriot
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expresses optimism as to the power of education and the proper environment to shape the ugly
individual's moral qualities, and thus presents a challenge to ideas of predeterminism. And yet,
her construction of femininity remains mired in a fundamental dichotomy of beauty/ugliness
where in spite of attempts to proclaim the value of ugliness, the shadow of beauty always looms.
The elimination of the so-called "beautiful" women from the text constitutes a steep price to pay
for the happy fate of Gabrielle.

Juliette Lamber and the Spectacle of Ugliness in Laide
Just as in the case of Fleuriot, Juliette Lamber manages to give her heroine a happy
ending, though it also comes at a high cost. Juliette Lamber (also known as Juliette Adam) was
known as a writer, journalist, salonnière and activist, who throughout her career fought for
women's rights and the improvement of the female condition. Unlike Foa, whose demands for
recognition of female artistic ability among male circles remained constrained by dominant
Christian bourgeois values, Lamber's demands for equality of the sexes were much more
vigorous and explicit. In one of her earlier political works, Idées antiproudhonniennes sur
l’amour, la femme et le mariage, Lamber rejected unequivocally Proudhon's misogynist views
about female interiority, writing: “Toute société fondée sur la reconnaissance de l'autonomie de
l'être humain [est] dans l'obligation morale [de] laisser les fonctions sociales également
accessibles à toutes les activités intellectuelles, et morales, et sous la seule condition du mérite et
sans considération du sexe.”131 Beyond these feminist concerns, Lamber was also considered a
patriot who fought for the nation with her literary and journalistic production, as Antoine Albalat
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writes: “ [Lamber] donnait au travail de propagande patriotique et littéraire française toutes les
forces de son intelligence et son coeur.”132 Lamber was by all accounts an extremely active
figure in the public sphere in the late nineteenth century, who earned great respect within the
literary and political sphere.
Her preoccupation with the place of women finds its expression in many of her novels,
Laide included. Saad Morcos has emphasized the important place Lamber gives to female
characters in her novels: among the female characters, “les plus importants et les plus fouillés"
are superior women compared to whom “les protagonistes masculins sont d'une docilité ou d'une
complaisance étonnante [...] volontairement privés du rôle normal dévolu à leur sexe.”133 The
men, in Laide for instance, are mocked for their capriciousness and weaknesses while the women,
caught up in a system that denies them opportunities for agency, expose the injustices inherent in
this system, and simultaneously present models for resistance. These models of resistance,
however, are themselves problematic and become problematized in the course of the novel, with
regard to their ability to create meaningful change. The politicization of the “ugly” female body
is accompanied by a highly ambivalent treatment of its origins as something that is both
naturalized and denaturalized.
Such is the case of the heroine of Laide, ironically named Hélène. The daughter of the
sculptor Martial, the ugly Hélène lives a secluded life at her father's home, carefully hiding from
his gaze, as he cannot bear the sight of her ugliness. Hélène was in fact a beautiful child until the
age of eight, when she was struck by a disease that supposedly took her beauty away. Eventually,
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Martial, with the reluctant help of his painter friend Romain, banishes Hélène from his home as
Hélène resettles in a luxurious Paris hotel owned by her maternal grandparents. Away from her
father, Hélène decides to give her life meaning by becoming a patron of the arts, and begins
organizing very successful soirees for artists including Martial and Romain. After reconciling
with her father, Hélène marries Romain's son Guy, a budding artist and rake who treats Hélène
as a male friend and refuses to see in her any trace of femininity. The marriage is meant to
preserve the two's fraternal relationship while granting Guy the independence to continue his
amorous pursuits in Italy and providing Romain with a devoted daughter in the person of Hélène.
Unbeknownst to Guy, Hélène has been in love with him for many years and her role as
confidante for Guy's love affairs takes its toll, as she attempts suicide by drowning in a lake.
After she is rescued, she becomes ill, but eventually not only recovers from the illness but also
regains her beauty. Hélène holds once more a glorious party during which Guy, stunned by her
beauty, admits his love for her, and his readiness to begin a true life of husband and wife with
her. Thus, the text's plot allows for a consideration of similar questions as in the Foa and the
Fleuriot text, notably with regard to the question of family relationships and heredity, as well as
the ugly body and its possibilities for erotic fulfillment.
An important ontological difference separates Hélène's ugliness from that of Berthe in
Foa's La Laide and Gabrielle in Zénaïde Fleuriot's Sans beauté. In the case of the latter two
women, ugliness, though a source of wishful thinking on the “what if” of possessing beauty, is
presented as a trait that has been perceived as such from the very beginning. Hélène's ugliness,
however, is caused by an illness that destroyed her beauty when she was eight, as Romain
reminds Martial of “[Hélène's] incomparable beauté dont [il a joui] avec tant d'orgueil durant
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huit années.”134 Her ugliness is defined from the very beginning as a loss of beauty, a
degradation of something that had once supposedly been “complete.” In fact, a later description
of her traits mentions that there was not a single “trait contourné” or “disgracieux” on her face:
“la maladie seule avait enlaidi une figure que la nature avait faite primitivement belle.”135 In this
statement, disease is clearly implied to be nature's enemy, and therefore unnatural, as it has the
power to destroy natural beauty. At the end of the novel, when Guy attempts to reclaim the now
beautiful Hélène's heart, he argues: “La corruption est une maladie comme la laideur,”136 which
once again emphasizes the seemingly unnatural nature of ugliness as a disease, and alludes to the
possibility of a cure. Thus, ugliness can be perceived as a deviation from the work of a nature
that is fundamentally benevolent and prone to creating beauty.
However, this view is also contradicted in the text by instances where Hélène's woes are
imputed to nature. In a conversation between her and Guy before their marriage, Hélène laments
that “ici une mère incomparable a laissé une fille affreuse. La nature est donc aussi contrariante
que les hommes sont malfaisants?” to which Guy responds that Hélène is correct in her view of
nature as her enemy: “La nature et les hommes sont tes ennemis.”137 That nature can both be
praised for Hélène's original beauty as well as indicted for transforming this beauty into ugliness
suggests its fluid nature and meanings, as “nature” becomes an abstract force that can come to
mean anything supposedly not caused by human beings. Because of the high range of meanings
“nature” can accommodate, it becomes also like a wastebasket, a convenient catch-all term just
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like “ugliness” which, as we have seen, can be used a term for almost any body that deviates
from the norm in any way. In this way “nature” becomes reified and is used to hide the human
actions and discourses that constitute the body as ugly.
The use of categories such as the “natural” is also problematic because of the ways in
which it becomes discursively associated with the realm of the “feminine.” In Hélène's
lamentation that nature is to blame for the mother leaving behind an ugly daughter, an
uncomfortable relationship between the maternal figure and ugliness is implied. Similarly, Guy's
complaint about nature and men constituting her enemies makes one wonder if by the
juxtaposition of these two elements, nature does not also refer to women. The link between the
so-called “natural” and the feminine reappears in the scene where Hélène expresses her
unwavering hatred of ugly women, which leads to Romain's following reaction: “Romain se tut
et pensa que plus Hélène devenait malveillante, cruelle, mauvaise, même, plus elle lui paraissait
naturelle. La laideur, pour avoir un caractère, doit traîner derrière elle un long cortège de
disgrâces et de défauts, répétait sans cesse Martial.”138 The idea of a fundamentally evil woman
rehashes familiar misogynistic tropes, while the need to associate ugliness with moral
deficiencies suggests Romain's own and highly biased conception of the legibility of ugliness.
There is nothing “natural” here, but rather, a man's subjective impressions about the ways a
woman's appearance and moral characteristics should, or should not correspond.
These instances of the “natural” as deployed in various characters' discourse highlight a
major problem. Lamber points out the danger that “nature” becomes a rhetorical device that
hides under it the reification of both beauty and ugliness into seemingly stable categories. The
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act of naturalizing ugliness, whether as a pathology that arises naturally or simply by treating it
as an example of nature's whims, can absolve the ugly woman of any actual fault or wrongdoing
of her own, but it risks reifying ugliness as an inevitably gendered flaw, especially in a novel
where male ugliness seems to be completely absent. While it is true that treating ugliness as a
deformation of a naturally beautiful body opens up the possibility of a cure and the suggestion
that human activity can redeem it, it also reifies the normative nature of beauty and condemns
the deviant nature of the marginalized ugly female body. Lamber argues powerfully that to speak
of ugliness or even beauty in terms of “nature” or the “natural” are dangerous to female
subjectivity.
While we have seen the damaging effects of the reification of beauty and ugliness in Foa
and Fleuriot's novels, Lamber depicts an arguably even more extreme form of reification. The
reflection on how female ugliness is discursively produced is accompanied in the novel by an
indictment of some male artists' obsessive pursuit of beauty. Just like in Fleuriot's novel, Hélène
is left without her mother, a death that leaves her vulnerable. Before her death, Hélène's mother
correctly predicts that her daughter would suffer without her, as she guesses that her husband
would find it hard to love a daughter he deems ugly.139 Indeed, Martial articulates his vision of a
ruthless, devouring search for beauty when he justifies to Romain his feelings of disgust for
Hélène: “Puis-je admettre, puis-je tolérer, puis-je aimer le laid? Non, non, c'est pour moi la
répulsion, l'injure, c'est pour moi l'ennemi!”140 The complete reification of beauty (and ugliness)
leads the father to fixate on a notion of beauty that denies even his daughter's own humanity and
interiority, as she becomes nothing but an object to be evaluated in aesthetic terms. As Hélène's
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gaze turns towards her mother's portrait, as if such a portrait could grant her protection, Martial
angrily retorts: “N'évoque pas ta mère, je lui défends toute intervention!”141 The mother's
unconditional love for her daughter represents a type of filial relationship sharply distinguished
from the father's relationship to her daughter, steeped in the rhetoric of artistic (re)production.
The impossibility of seeing Hélène married to Guy is presented as what ultimately kills the
mother; such an impossibility reveals her correct understanding that neither her husband nor Guy
is capable of appreciating Hélène as a subject independent of an artistic judgment.
Marie-Hélène Huet has identified a strand of thinking, from Antiquity to the eighteenth
century, that blamed the maternal imagination for erasing the mark of paternity in creating
monstrosities. Such a view supposedly reflected the mother's poor performance as artist, given
that she subverted the correct hierarchy of nature over art (as it was largely perceived until the
eighteenth century), by using art (looking at a painting for instance) for the natural process of
procreation.142 In the same logic, Martial's use of the artistic paradigm to justify his disdain for
his daughter is a gross error, in that he uses the artistic representation of his wife to (in)validate
his biological (or natural) relationship to his daughter. In this manner Lamber theorizes a
counterpart to the “nefarious” powers of maternal imagination, by presenting an alternate view
on “paternal imagination,” where the artistic representation trumps reality in an obsessive push
for an aesthetic ideal.
In the most extreme form, this “paternal imagination” becomes embodied in the myth of
Pygmalion, the artist who creates a work of art so beautiful he wishes it to come to life. After
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seeing his daughter's elaborate staging of herself, Martial tells her: “l'oeuvre entreprise par toi
pour faire de toi une femme originale est habilement commencée. Si tu as besoin de ton père
pour l'achever, il s'offre à toi.”143 This idea that Hélène is a figure to be molded literally to a
man's liking, so evocative of the Pygmalion myth, is also voiced by Guy: “Ah si Martial! après
t'avoir faite toute belle d'abord, pouvait te repétrir en terre glaise, te recommencer!”144 Guy's
fantasy about the father remolding his daughter as if she were some inanimate clay into the
object of his desire suggests a fraternity of male artists, bonding over their male fantasies of the
“paternal” imagination without regard to the female's subjective experience,145 the consequence
of an absolute reification of the aesthetic experience.
The discourse of ugliness and beauty are then constituted and deployed very differently
for men and women. In this text where there seems to be no ugly men, Hélène attempts a strategy
of resistance in order to no longer be a marginal figure, to somehow integrate a world of male
artists. Hélène chooses to resist this marginalization by recreating herself in the old hotel left by
her grand-parents, after her banishment from the parental home. In her optimistic analysis of
ugliness as a subversive force in the novel, Ying Wang has emphasized the liberating nature of
Hélène's choice of becoming a figure of “ange rebelle,” moving away from the oppressive
paternal realm into this new space she creates for herself. For Wang, the artistic salons Hélène
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creates embody a sort of ideal community with two defining characteristics. On one hand, the
apparent paradox of the harmonious juxtaposition of an ugly woman with a group of male artists
and lovers of beauty is explained by their common intelligence, wit, and appreciation for art. On
the other hand, Wang argues that the community allows for an equality of the sexes, as Hélène is
no longer judged for her body but rather appreciated for her intellectual qualities.146 As Hélène
herself notes, after a few successful parties, she was no longer an outcast: “Elle allait gagner à
cette existence l'affection d'hommes intelligents qui lui seraient une famille, l'apprécieraient
comme l'avaient seul aimée et appréciée jusqu'ici Romain et son fils.”147 Rejected by her own
father, Hélène's agency is suggested by her ability to create for herself a different community.
While acknowledging the positive aspects of the transformation, as described by Wang, I
also seek to emphasize its potentially less subversive aspects. In doing so, I am especially
interested in the ways in which Hélène attempts to fashion her own ugliness into a spectacle in
the context of her parties. Mary Russo's work on the female grotesque and its relationship to
spectacle, based on both Peter Stallybrass and Allon White's as well as Bakhtin's analyses, will
be useful here. As Stallybrass and White have argued, “the grotesque returns as the repressed of
the political unconscious, as those hidden cultural contents which by their abjection had
consolidated the cultural identity of the bourgeoisie.”148 In the case of Hélène, her body reveals
both a denied and abjected form of femininity as well as the demands of women seeking a place
within male bourgeois society, including the artistic world. The female body, according to
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Margaret Miles, represents par excellence the grotesque in the eyes of men: “the creature closest
to the male subject but innately, disturbingly different, is ultimately more grotesque than are
exotic monsters. To men, women represent the quintessential grotesque: they are penetrable,
suffer the addition of alien body parts, and become alternately huge and tiny.”149 But for Russo,
these bodies do not have to be victimized and powerless, as she argues instead that
“the assumption of death, risk, and invisibility may be the price of moving beyond a narrow
politics of identity and place.”150
Hélène's self-staging is a meticulous process that involves careful consideration of her
own appearance. Rather than aim for a simplicity that might have the effect of downplaying her
ugliness, Helene ultimately wears an original and daring dress that emphasizes her unsightly
thinness. The tailor justifies such a sartorial selection in the following manner: “notre maître est
résolu à s'inspirer de la nature, quelque indication qu'elle fournisse, a ne jamais chercher les
contraires... enfin, nous accentuons le type!”151 Not only does the dress further exaggerate her
sickly frame, treated here as a biological condition that should not be obscured by art, but the
very decorations that Hélène lavishes in her hotel further accentuate her ugliness: “Jamais peutêtre elle n'avait été plus laide qu'au milieu de ces fleurs, de ces statues, de cet apparat.”152 By
exaggerating the difference between her appearance and that of the space she fashions, Hélène
succeeds at first glance in creating “a sense of solidarity and community [that] emerges from the
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participants' collective differences.”153 She is thus not only the spectacle but also the creator of a
spectacle, the artist who stages her own rebirth.
Russo's analysis of the subversive power of the grotesque, however, does not neglect its
potential to normalize sexual narratives. This complexity arises because, in the words of Helen
Stoddard, “there is a lively economy of production, exchange, resistance, reduplication and
replacement in which women as well as men take part as, variously, profiteers, distributors and
objects, in relation to the representations of women that circulate.”154 Mary Russo further claims
that “one body as a production or performance leads to another, draws upon another, establishes
hierarchies, complicities and dependencies between representations and between women.”155
Russo and Stoddard's analysis suggests that there is a network of relations in which different
roles within the economy of the grotesque can be played simultaneously by men and women.
The attention given to relationships among women is crucial because the only woman who
Hélène interacts with is her childhood wet nurse and surrogate maternal figure Joséphine, who
provides all kinds of advice.
Indeed, the so-called utopian community created by Hélène is all the more striking
because of its complete absence of any other women. When Romain asks Hélène why, despite
the plethora of statues and paintings of women, she rejects the presence of any other breathing
female, she responds: “Lorsqu'une femme invite des femmes, elle n'a pas le droit d'exclure les
laides. Or, j'en ai horreur à commencer par moi! Je ne me tolère d'ailleurs qu'à une condition,
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celle de ne point me regarder!”156 Hélène's internalized hatred is such that any ugly woman
becomes a mirror in which she sees her own reflection, which explains her strong aversion for
ugly women.
To this hatred for ugly women one must also add a marked antipathy towards beautiful
women. “Trouvant l'occasion favorable pour tenir son rôle de révoltée,”157 Hélène launches a
harangue against beautiful women, claiming that she supports Guy because his short-lived
liaisons with beautiful women avenge ugly women through the suffering he inflicts on them.
What matters here is less the question of whether Hélène actually believes what she is saying,
and more the need she feels to adopt a posture where she bans the presence of any woman from
her house. That the elaborate staging of the grotesque female body is predicated upon the
absence of other women undermines Wang's analysis of the utopian aspect of the gathering with
regards to an equality of the sexes. The men's acceptance of Hélène is not necessarily due to an
acceptance of the difference between the sexes, but rather is imputed to their perception of
Hélène's body as defeminized by ugliness.
This is precisely Guy's attitude, as right before the first party, Guy tells her: “Si tu le
permets, j'habiterai chez toi quand je viendrai à Paris. Les anciens avec les anciens, les garçons
avec les garçons.”158 The narrator explains Guy's remark with a comment on how “il s'était
habitué de longue date à croire qu'Hélène avait en elle-même l'horreur de son sexe.”159 By
treating her as a boy, Guy is denying her the possibility of experiencing erotic desire for men
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(such as himself), and attempts to neutralize the danger her sex could pose. Hélène, by staging a
spectacle in which her ugliness is exaggerated, and no other women are to be found, also allows
(un)intentionally the male artists to justify their own disdain of the female sex. At the soiree the
men begin to exchange lewd comments despite her presence: “On se croyait entre hommes,
malgré Hélène, et plus d'un idéal fut ramené à ses proportions humaines.”160 Hélène might be
treated as equal, but only at the price of denying her feminine desire, while giving the men free
rein to express their lewd desires towards women. Her performance of “masculinity,” far from
providing a viable alternative masculinity, to use Jack Halberstam's terms,161 reinforces
normative view of femininity in the eyes of the men.
This constant performance, where Hélène also has to deny her romantic feelings for Guy,
is experienced as an extreme emotional burden: “l'inertie, l'insensibilité apparente exaspère les
artistes! Donc je vivrai! Pourvu que cela ne me fasse pas mourir!”162 Her attempt to become her
own artist through this spectacle is lived not just as a form of liberation, but also as a sacrifice,
even a form of self-mutilation in front of the gaze of numerous male artists. Her performance
should be understood not as something she simply does entirely of her own volition, but rather, a
process through which she is constituted, and a condition for her very existence. In this manner,
it recalls Judith Butler's argument about the nature of gender performativity: “Performativity
cannot be understood outside of a process of iterability, a regularized and constrained repetition
of norms [...] performance is not a singular act or event, but a ritualized production, a ritual
reiterated under and through the force of prohibition and taboo, with the threat of ostracism and
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even death controlling the shape of the production, but not, I will insist, fully determining it in
advance.”163 Hélène's performance is inscribed in those patriarchal norms she is constrained by,
even as she attempts to turn it to her advantage as a costly survival strategy.
Fortunately for Hélène, her state of emotional turmoil does not last indefinitely. In the
last third of the novel, she recovers her beauty after a failed suicide attempt and a long period of
convalescence, where she is symbolically reborn. Once again we will return to the idea of the
grotesque body. Bakhtin wrote that the “carnival was the true feast of time, the feast of becoming,
change and renewal. It was hostile to all that was immortalized and completed.”164 The grotesque
body finds itself in a cycle of renewal and growth, birth and death. In the words of Katerina
Clark and Michael Holquist, “the grotesque body is flesh as the site of becoming [...] The image
of the body is related to carnival time, which is free and becoming, because it shares the
carnival's set toward space as something free, unconfined, constantly overcoming limits,”165 This
“body in becoming,” however, does not have to become something entirely new. Rather, it can
also, according to Mary Russo, be in the process of returning to something it once was.166 The
text's emphasis on the loss of beauty, on the beautiful body as providing an earlier state of being,
paves the way for this cycle of rebirth to happen through the “purifying” disease that replaces the
"dirtying" disease of her childhood.
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Once she has recovered the beauty of her early childhood, Hélène succeeds in seducing
Guy once again, who comes home and is finally ready to embrace his duties as husband and son.
This ending shows, according to Ying Wang, “l'image d'une femme indépendante, heureuse et
sûre de soi” and evokes a “monde utopique et invraisemblable qui correspond aussi à l'idéal
helléniste de l'écrivaine aussi basé sur une conception excessivement optimiste du monde et de la
vie.”167 Wang notes that once Hélène regains her beauty, she is free to establish her command of
men, notably by seeking to make amorous conquests. While the experience of erotic desire is
undeniably liberating, it also follows the aftermaths of a failed suicide attempt in which Hélène
tries to deny her own sexual desire. Alone in the woods, Hélène begs the virgin goddess for the
ability to be just like her, to become indifferent to men's erotic desire, to “s'appartenir, ne plus
adorer un autre en soi, être libre.”168 The impossibility of finding the fulfillment of erotic desire
leads to an extreme solution, namely the effort to eradicate it entirely. This leads to Hélène
hearing a voice that tells her to enter the lake, as ugly women cannot be the priestesses of the
goddess. That the erasure of erotic desire is likened to a form of total annihilation suggests the
importance for Lamber of at least acknowledging this desire, though it cannot be actualized yet.
After her recovery from the suicide attempt, Hélène discovers her sexual attractiveness at
her party and revels in it, though she finds this joy short-lived as by making Guy jealous and
pushing him towards other women, she is in fact causing herself pain. Hélène quickly puts aside
her coy act, and the erotic desire becomes channelled into the now normative conjugal
relationship. The restoration of this norm is accompanied by a sharp rejection of the Italian
marquise, as her “deviant” model of marriage (which involves the husband staying clear of his
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wife's bedroom as she chooses her lovers) is soundly dismissed by the end of the novel. While
Fleuriot's Gabrielle was still an “ugly” woman when she put René back into the track of
matrimony, for Hélène it is only as a beautiful woman that she manages to attract Guy back to
his duties as husband and father. In this manner, the beautiful woman is associated with a
fundamentally normative ending with an ironic bent on Lamber's part, which undermines Wang's
optimistic interpretation of the ending.
Furthermore, the rebirth following the suicide attempt constitutes a highly problematic
educational project for Hélène. It is above all a project where she seeks to establish herself fully
as a woman again, and in doing so Lamber makes explicit the oppression of the mechanisms of
such a process. While ugliness required a particular spectacle of the self, the “becoming” of a
woman, to use Beauvoir's term, is just as strictly regulated. The text presents lucidly the steps
involved in this socialization of women, notably through the authority of (male) figures such as
the doctor, who speaks to Hélène about the process of healing and recovering her beauty: “Si
vous suivez mon ordonnance au point de vous incarner dans une créature indolente, paresseuse,
stupide, endormie [...] vous subirez la transformation que je vous souhaite, et un beau matin,
vous vous réveillerez papillon.”169 The act of socializing the woman requires her to sacrifice,
even if only temporarily, her intelligence, her individuality, her activity. During this period,
Hélène also discovers the joy of charity, just like Gabrielle in Sans beauté. Unlike Gabrielle's
disinterested attitude towards her peers, however, Hélène takes a decidedly more pragmatic
approach, which Lamber depicts with irony. Hélène hopes that her acts of charity towards others
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will help her win back her beauty, which squarely puts her in an economy of sexual exchange
where she attempts to claim a new status in front of the men's gaze and especially Guy's.
As she attempts to become a “woman” again, Hélène finally invites all women to come to
her salon, which further reinforces the idea of femininity as a learned behavior, rather than an
essential characteristic: “Mes amis, j'aspire maintenant à recevoir des leçons de féminité. J'ai
honte de tout ce que j'ai encore en moi de bon garçon. C'est une femme, une vraie femme, qui
vient de naître d'une fille laide.”170 Though her statement clearly reveals the constructed nature
of femininity, Hélène ultimately decides to play along and embrace this role that awaits her. This
return to the normative constitutes on Lamber's part an ironic and scathing indictment of the
limited options that Hélène faces throughout her life as a woman deemed ugly, and the
seemingly boundless opportunities provided to the “beautiful” woman.
As such, the denouement and ending of the novel are at best highly ambivalent. While
the text exploits the subversive power of the grotesque body by using it to lead to a “happy”
ending, as well as allowing Hélène to fashion her own body, it also problematizes the
exceptionalism of Hélène, which leads her to reject the presence of all other women as she
makes a spectacle of her ugliness. One should also not forget that Hélène's staging of herself in
the grand hotel is only made possible by the economic affluence she is born into, as she is
financially independent and can thus afford to engage in such an expensive spectacle. Yet the
text also makes clear this is a role she makes herself play, just like the staged femininity she
eventually embraces at the end. Her performance of the grotesque comes at a steep price, as she
finds that the mask she has to maintain is also experienced as a sacrifice, even a self-mutilation.
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While critics have noted the “invraisemblance” of the novel, referring in large part to the “happy”
ending, we can view this ending as a logical result of the author's attempts to unveil the
mechanisms that shape the “ugly” woman's quotidian experience, while creating a scenario of
“happiness” that remains somewhat socially expectable and believable. In other words, this socalled “invraisemblance,” which can be seen as a form of violence to the textual fabric itself,
mirrors the quotidian violence that is done to the woman dismissed as ugly.
Beyond the redemption of regaining a beauty she had once known, is the “ugly” woman
doomed to a life on the margins? While the text grapples with the question of the female body as
the object of artistic desire and gaze, it also features Hélène's attempts to become an artist like
her father. Hélène's brief dabbling with both painting and composing ultimately fails, as her
rushed search for perfection before thinking through her ideas makes her unable to produce a
legitimate work of art. This failure is not however imputed to a lack of natural ability, but rather
to the fact that she turns to art as a way of compensating for her emotional unhappiness: “C'était
pour se détacher de l'amitié qu'elle s'attacherait à l'art. Au besoin elle fuirait entièrement le
monde pour travailler avec plus de suite et plus de profit.”171 Lamber rejects the idea of an art
separated from human love, as she shows its limits, not only for Hélène but also for her cruel
father Martial, who is unable to love his daughter while he views her as ugly. 172
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The text does however offer a type of creative endeavor that Hélène masters, namely the
art of caricaturing: “Hélène savait, en outre, sans recourir au grotesque, en exagérant d'un seul
trait quelque geste habituel, faire de l'homme le plus sérieux la plus amusante des caricatures.”173
At a time when caricatures were used by the likes of Honoré Daumier in order to demonize
women writers, who were turned into ugly figures of derision, Hélène's ability to do the same for
men suggests that humor and irony can be the tools of the marginalized as well. And Lamber
herself, in her characterization of Martial and Guy as well as Hélène's transformation, employs
those weapons to better unveil the contradictions of a system that attempts to subjugate women
who defy the norms.

Conclusion
The study of these three novels establishes how the ugly woman was profoundly
stigmatized in the context of the nineteenth century, as different discourses converged to mark
hers as an inferior body, whose integration into the community was either impossible, or required
constant acts of (self)policing. Female identity, and certainly that of the ugly woman, is in these
novels inextricably tied to questions of motherhood, family relations and erotic desire. The
narratives constructed by Foa, Fleuriot and Lamber, all point to the reification of beauty and
ugliness as fundamental mechanisms of control that cause violence to women, whether it's about
Berthe's ultimate suicide, Gabrielle's choice of not procreating, or Hélène's painful spectacle and
later attempted suicide. In doing so, the writers are first confronted with the challenge of defining
grande et la plus tendre de mes amitiés féminines.” (Lamber, Laide, 1) Lamber thus places her novel
under the sign of female friendship and the possibilities of sisterhood.
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ugliness in a manner not inherently detrimental to women. This challenge leads the authors to
find very diverse strategies for conceptualizing ugliness as they avoid locating ugliness in some
essential bodily flaw: Foa chooses to focus on the perception of ugliness, as well as the effects on
the body that is felt to be ugly, in order to weave a narrative of shame. Fleuriot's view of ugliness
treats it both as a reminder of the need for proper moral education, and a distraction that
ultimately does not affect the biological integrity of the body, which can still be hale and useful.
Of course, this attempt to elevate ugliness does not undo the importance of beauty. Lamber
chooses instead to treat ugliness as a transformation of beauty, as she scathingly derides the
obsessive pursuit of beauty. All of these negotiations establish the difficulty of finding the right
terms to talk about female ugliness. Though two of the three female protagonists do find
happiness at the end of the novel, the ending fails to undo the dichotomy of beauty and ugliness
in which beauty remains the desirable element. Yet this does not mean that these texts do not
challenge norms in their own ways. The fact that two of these novels end “happily” shows the
ethical impulse to provide an imagined space where the “ugly” woman can be a member of a
community, even if the construction of this space remains problematic. Though these texts do
remain somewhat pessimistic as to the possibility of transforming society, in the other three
chapters of the thesis we will see how the ethical need to represent the experience of “ugly”
individuals is channelled into a sincere belief in the ultimate perfectibility of human society.
Embedded in these narratives of ugliness is also a reflection on the nature of women's
creative expression. That these writers use the female ugly body as a vehicle for questioning the
nature and power of their writing is also a reminder that as the nineteenth century caricatures of
the bas-bleus showed, to be a female writer was already to be constituted as “ugly.” The ugly
woman becomes appropriated as a vehicle for an exploration of literary and self-affirming
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possibilities. Foa's text is filled with overly self-deprecating statements about the ability of
women to be true writers, even as the text implies that Berthe's writing is the only possible outlet
for her erotic desire. Foa's attempt to articulate her own authorial voice is complicated by the fact
that the narrative of “Eugénie” frames Berthe's own story, in a manner that both suggests Foa's
desire to lend her own voice to Berthe's in order to boost her credibility, while also using
Berthe's ugly body as vehicle for her own reflection on writing. For Fleuriot, the possibilities of
writing are embedded precisely in the fears that the ugly body will be silenced, even as the
ideological nature of the text lead precisely to that act of silencing. Finally, for Lamber, art is
seen as one of the escape routes for Hélène's attempt to integrate a community, as she becomes a
patron of the arts: her ability for caricature is also a reminder that Lamber herself wields irony to
great effect in the novel.
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Mirrors, Voice and Vision: Rethinking Ugliness in George Sand's Consuelo and La
Comtesse de Rudolstadt
In the previous chapter, I looked at examples of women writers who wrote about the
plight of the “ugly” woman. In their texts, these writers attempted to integrate ugliness into the
social fabric, though such attempts remain highly problematic. This desire to integrate the ugly
into the social and textual fabric can be found in George Sand's two novels, Consuelo and La
Comtesse de Rudolstadt. As arguably the most famous of French nineteenth-century women
writers, and for Daumier a well-known bas-bleu, Sand was a highly public figure who carefully
negotiated her own position with regard to her literary predecessors, and in particular realist
aesthetics. In this chapter I continue to foreground gender, and to a lesser extent, class, in my
discussion of Sand's poetics and politics of ugliness. Françoise Massardier-Kenney has written
that George Sand achieves a “beginning deconstruction of gender differences and a rejection of a
hierarchical binary opposition between men and women.”174 To women one must also add
members of lower classes as marginal groups of whose plight Sand was especially aware. On one
hand, George Sand sought to take her place among a male-dominated group of writers; on the
other hand, she was the daughter of an aristocratic father and a mother who came from the lower
classes. An analysis of her works will show how sympathy for women and the lower classes
informs her representations of ugliness, which in turn illuminate her conceptions of gender and
class structure. Sand’s narratives of ugliness are then inextricably tied not only to ethical
considerations of the need to integrate it into the community, but also to a belief in the possibility
of social change.
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Turning Towards Consuelo
Consuelo, first published in serial form between 1842 and 1844, is one of the hardest
Sandian novels to classify. Jean Cassou wrote that the various literary genres found in the novel
include “le roman noir, le roman-feuilleton, le roman musical, le roman initiatique,”175 to which
one can also add elements of the historic novel, the philosophical novel, the adventure novel,
folklore and the fairy tale. The fluid mingling of all these seemingly disparate genres evinces
Sand’s refusal to restrict herself to one style or writing technique, thus allowing for a plurality of
perspectives and voices. Though written relatively early on in Sand's literary career, it is still
deemed to be “l’expression la plus achevée de l’imaginaire utopique de Sand”176 by Isabelle
Hoog Naginski. Such high praise stems in large part from what Naginski identifies as a
remarkable synthesis of classical Greek myths and eighteenth and nineteenth-century social
myths.177 But while the utopian imagination envisions a fruitful way of eliminating class
differences, does it also imply a radical rethinking of gender differences, or does gender have to
take a backseat to class? After all, Schor has argued that although gender was foregrounded in
Sand’s feminist fiction of the 1830s, it was eventually subsumed to class in her socialist idealist
fictions of the 1840s,178 to which Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt would presumably
belong. How do George Sand’s feminist idealism and socialist idealism intersect and come into
play in this novel? Or, asked more simply, how does George Sand develop her aesthetics, politics
and even erotics of idealism in this text?
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Underlying these questions is the thorny issue of realism. Sand confronts this dominant
representational mode of her time in various ways in her works. In the words of Naomi Schor,
“Idealism, as it is appropriated by Sand, signified her refusal to reproduce mimetically and hence
to legitimate a social order inimical to the disenfranchised, among them women. Idealism for
Sand is finally the only alternative representational mode available to those who do not enjoy the
privileges of subjecthood in the real.”179 Furthermore, as Pratima Prasad suggests, Sand’s refusal
to fully embrace the realist project has attracted a great deal of attention not only from our
modern critics but also her own contemporaries. Prasad cites Sainte-Beuve (an admirer of Sand’s)
and his concern with the lack of verisimilitude in Indiana and Lélia, Zola’s lamentation about
Sand’s inability to perceive and reproduce the "truth" in her texts, and an exchange with Balzac
where Sand wrote: “En somme, vous voulez et savez peindre l'homme tel qu'il est sous vos yeux
[...]! Moi, je me sens porté à le peindre tel que je souhaite qu'il soit.”180
It is noteworthy that all of these arguments about Sand’s engagement (or lack of) with
realism are specifically focused on the issue of mimesis. Though hardly synonymous with
realism, mimesis (whose popularity and use as aesthetic concept has varied through the
centuries), was reappropriated in the nineteenth century by realists. For instance, Christopher
Prendergast notes its “spectacular appearances”181 in realist narrative. For Jan Bruck, mimesis is
founded on objectivity, contemporaneity and social consciousness.182 Realism (and especially
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naturalism) opened up to the field of representation subjects which had until then remained
largely taboo. Chateaubriand had written in 1836 in his Essai sur la littérature anglaise:
Cette passion pour les bancroches, les culs-de-jatte, les borgnes, les moricauds, les
édentés, et cette tendresse pour les verrues, les rides, les escarres, les formes triviales,
sales, communes, sont une dépravation de l'esprit; elle ne nous est pas donnée par cette
nature dont on parle tant ! Nous préférons naturellement une rose à un chardon, la baie de
Naples à la plaine de Montrouge, le Panthéon à un toit à porcs ; il en est de même au
figuré et au moral.183
This diatribe anticipates the rise of realist writers (who would be joined by naturalists towards
the end of the century), who dared represent the banal, the lowly, in short, the ugly in their works.
A few decades after this, the journalist Fernand Desnoyers would write in his Salon des Refusés
of 1863: “soyons un peu nous, fussions-nous laids. N'écrivons, ne peignons que ce qui est, ou du
moins ce que nous voyons, ce que nous savons, ce que nous avons vécu [...] les seuls principes
sont l'indépendance, la sincérité, l'individualisme!”184 Finally, even Gustave Flaubert considered
that seemingly lowly subjects could be worthy of artistic representation when he claimed “qu'il
n'y a pas en littérature de beaux sujets d'art, et qu'Yvetot vaut donc Constantinople; en
conséquence l'on peut écrire n'importe quoi aussi bien que quoi que ce soit.”185
Conversely, idealism was often linked dismissively to beauty, as male writers often
“praised” women’s imaginative powers to embellish while the domain of faithful reproduction of
nature was left to men. As Françoise Ghillebaert notes, Sand believed that the artists’ goal to
search for beauty in the infinite world would bring them closer to God’s perfection,186 a belief
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which foregrounded beauty not only in her idealist utopian fictions but also her more
philosophical and metaphysical works. Yet the association of beauty with idealism and ugliness
with realism remains problematic. Schor reminds us that “recanonizing Sand must of necessity
entail a critical rethinking of both the aesthetic and ethical valorization of the ugly and the
consensual equation of the real with the unsightly.”187 So how exactly can ugliness be integrated
within Sand’s aesthetics and politics? How is ugliness tightly linked to an ethical system in the
Sandian fabric?

Consuelo's Ugliness
In Sand's novel Consuelo, the titular character's status as outsider is established from the
very first chapter, in which Porpora’s other pupils discuss her ugliness at length. In this short
scene, Sand begins to lay bare some of the mechanisms that lead one to receive the label of
“ugly.” Zulietta and Michelina mention Consuelo's poverty and her humble origins, and more
specifically, the stigma of her mother’s Bohemian wanderings. A terse summary by one of the
girls reveals what is at stake: “Elle est jaune comme un cierge pascal, et ses grands yeux
ne disent rien du tout, et puis toujours si mal habillée. Décidément c’est une laideron.”188 Each
phrase reveals one different component of her so-called ugliness, which will be questioned in the
text. The color of her skin can be explained by her foreign origins and the time spent under the
sun (thus, her “Bohemian” lifestyle), while the comparison to a religious item fittingly points to
Consuelo’s strong faith and belief in a divine truth, which sets her apart strongly from the
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hypocritical or only superficially devout girls. Ugliness, as defined by the likes of Clorinda or
Zulietta, is not only a physical marker of difference, but also the marker of spiritual distinction,
the subscription to a higher and loftier system of beliefs which is misunderstood.
As for the indictment of her clothing, it is not only Sand’s way of drawing attention to the
poverty (and thus, social circumstances) in which Consuelo lives, but also a reminder that
ugliness does not have to designate an essential flaw within the body. In this case, it is a lack of
compliance with conventions of clothing that sets her apart as “ugly.” As George Sand herself
was keenly aware of, clothing was used in the nineteenth century as part of a social code in order
to emphasize sexual difference. Sand’s decision to don male clothing was largely spurred by her
desire to become invisible and gain mobility in the city, thus allowing her to more fully integrate
into the male circle of writer; at the same time it allowed her to have greater economic power.
Consuelo’s cross-dressing in the novel in the midst of her travels with the young Joseph Haydn
emphasizes the artificial nature of outer garments, and the possibility of the subversion of
clothing for the purpose of occluding sexual difference.
Consuelo’s refusal to wear clothes that would make her “beautiful” is explained more
clearly in the scene which precedes her performance in church in front of the count Zustiniani.
Consuelo’s decision to wear a black dress is sharply denounced by Anzoleto, who tells her “tu es
folle avec ton caprice de t'habiller de deuil un jour de fête; cela porte malheur et cela
t'enlaidit.”189 For Anzoleto, such a decision is incomprehensible, because of his participation
within two economies that are inimical to Consuelo. Anzoleto is an active participant in the
economy of exchange in which money and indeed women are traded, as his transactions with
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both Consuelo and la Corilla illustrate. Tied to this economy is the sexual desire of the male,
who seeks to exert power over the object of his gaze. It is noteworthy that Anzoleto is not the
only one who seeks a place within this structure; in the first chapter, one of the girls summarizes
Consuelo’s plight tersely: “c'est bien malheureux pour elle, tout cela: point d'argent, et point de
beauté!”190 To have money and/or beauty is to have the chance to be integrated within this
economy.
What Anzoleto and the girls put forth is a masculine economy of desire (in the terms of
Nigel Harkness), a tenet of nineteenth-century realism. As Harkness has claimed, “it is often
argued that realist narrative functions according to a masculine economy of desire, and that it
channels such desire teleologically through a plot which moves inexorably towards climax and
resolution.”191 More specifically, Anzoleto is on the side of an eminently phallic narrative desire,
which corresponds to Brooks’s description of narrative desire as “the arousal that creates the
narratable as a condition of tumescence, appetency, ambition, quest, and gives narrative a
forward-looking intention.”192 Schor’s view of plotting, though not fundamentally so masculinist
as Brooks’s, suggests that the realist plot is dependent on the binding of female desire, which
must remain subordinate to and contingent on male desire.193 The male desire that Anzoleto
propounds is inextricably based on the paradigm of sight, which is also intimately linked to the
realist project, as Christopher Prendergast notes: “realism is best understood as an economy of
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positions and drives based on the relations of actual or imaginary looking, an economy where
there is typically a male looker and one of the privileged objects of vision is the body of a
woman.”194 The paradox here is that Anzoleto is a singer; nonetheless, his distaste for proper
practice under Consuelo and Porpora’s guidance and his enjoyment of backstage scheming
reveal his distance from the realm of the voice. That Anzoleto criticizes Consuelo’s voice in this
scene with “Ta voix est voilée”195 suggests how entrenched he is in a visual paradigm, such that
he uses the visual imagery of the veil to qualify voice.
Consuelo’s wardrobe choice, on the other hand, reflects cogently her desire to remove
herself from such a nexus of desire, i.e from an economy that marginalizes her not only for her
“ugliness” but also her lack of financial resources. In her choice of “ugly” simplicity over
elaborate makeup and fancy clothing, Consuelo disrupts norms of beauty and establishes their
arbitrariness. If according to Butler it is through the repetition of acts which congeal that the
gendered body is formed,196 one can also view beauty as a similar act of performance in which
only the careful repetition of specific acts allows one to be considered beautiful. And yet, as Ela
Przybylo argues, “the repetition of beauty practices is ‘panicked,’ to borrow Butler’s phrase,
because it is driven by a fear of the unaltered, unmodified feminine body, and by a fear of
ugliness.”197 The ugly body, because it represents an “occasional discontinuity,” “the possibility
of a failure to repeat, a de-formity, or a parodic repetition”198 is threatening because of its non194
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compliance with the expected performance of femininity. To embrace ugliness is thus a political
strategy that reveals the constructed nature of both femininity and masculinity. The latter, and
especially the male desiring gaze, is clearly rejected by Consuelo, who claims her inspiration
comes from God and her mother. Here, the mother’s appearance in her dream is a type of “vision”
that is antithetical to the physical realm of sight, negotiated by sexual desire, as propounded by
realism.
But even as Sand puts forth one strategy for reclaiming the ugly body as a locus of
meaning, an altogether different tactic is proposed as well. When Consuelo expresses naively the
fear of being deemed ugly, Porpora makes her think that she will be hidden from view as she
performs. This gamble in allowing Consuelo to (supposedly) perform while invisible is of course
an elaborate staging meant to showcase her true vocal talent. Consuelo’s performance turns out
unsurprisingly to be a masterclass of virtuosity, which moves the old master Marcello to tears.
The faith and passion with which she performs her art transfigure her, erasing her ugliness and
turning it into a form of stately beauty: “Mais quelle miraculeuse transformation s'était opérée
dans cette jeune fille tout à l'heure si blême et si abattue, si effarée par la fatigue et la crainte!
Son large front semblait nager dans un fluide céleste, une molle langueur baignait encore les
plans doux et nobles de sa figure sereine et généreuse,”199 whereas a divine and sacred flame
later illuminates her face and eyes. Her beauty is not simply stated by the narrator but also by the
count Zustiniani: “Par tout le sang du Christ, cette femme est belle! C'est sainte Cécile, sainte
Thérèse, sainte Consuelo! c'est la poésie, c'est la musique, c'est la foi personnifiées!”200 While
Françoise Alexandre emphasizes the fact that her beauty is heard, not seen, thereby subverting
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the visual paradigm of realism,201 I would refrain from a complete dismissal of the visual (lest
we forget, Consuelo is not actually invisible). Rather, I would emphasize that what Consuelo
achieves in her audience with her art is a fusion of seeing and hearing in an act of harmonious
feeling and fusion with the Church, an appropriate place for Consuelo’s first metamorphosis of
ugliness into beauty. Such an experience destabilizes hierarchical differences among the senses
to focus on the purity of the sensation. Because her performance is written on her body, drawing
attention to her suddenly beaming and stunning face, it draws attention to her very corporeality;
this corporeality is a first step that then has to give way to a higher realm of faith and belief, in
short, the world of ideas. Thus, Consuelo's transformation through art parallels the very nature of
the Sandian aesthetics of idealism: George Sand also transforms through her writing what Balzac
and Zola might perceive as ugly into a higher form. While such an idealization at first does
acknowledge the materiality of the world and takes basis in it, its ultimate goal is to establish a
common realm of beliefs, ideas and faith, thereby going beyond a realist goal of detached
observation. As such, the strategy of turning Consuelo into a disembodied voice in order to hide
her ugliness, is doomed from the start to failure. Porpora's disingenuous lie, where he leads the
shy Consuelo to believe she is invisible while she actually remains very much visible to the
desiring gaze of the comte de Zustiniani, suggests that the possibility of hiding away entirely is
an illusion, and one which fails to subvert actual norms of beauty and ugliness.
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Epistemophilia, Physiognomy and Ugliness
According to the narrator, Consuelo's so-called ugliness eventually goes away with age,
which further points to the contingency of ugliness. Rather matter-of-factly, the narrator explains
how just like other pubescent girls, Consuelo actually became beautiful with the passing of time:
Cependant chacun sait que, de douze à quatorze ans, les jeunes filles sont généralement
maigres, décontenancées, sans harmonie dans les traits, dans les proportions, dans les
mouvements. Vers quinze ans elles se refont (c'est en français vulgaire l'expression des
matrones); et celle qui paraissait affreuse naguère reparaît, après ce court travail de
transformation, sinon belle, du moins agréable. On a remarqué même qu'il n'était pas
avantageux à l'avenir d'une fillette d'être jolie de trop bonne heure.202
This explanation for Consuelo’s transformation from ugliness to beauty relies on a cliché
that solicits directly the attention of the reader, as evidenced by the trite “Cependant chacun sait”
and “on.” Such a narrative comment, in the words of Eric Bordas, contributes to an effect of a
"voix" typical of a conteur, rather than a so-called objective realist narrator. For Bordas, the “je”
of the narrator constitutes a strongly individualized “je,” which forms a particular textual subject
that holds his narration together, as opposed to a Balzacian polyphonic perspective.203 This voice
thus challenges the invisible realist mirror.
The issue of gender at the level of narration must also be noted. Though the narrator is
not explicitly gendered, and does not express violently misogynistic views (as in Indiana) or
feminist views, there is an ironic awareness of the public, in the distinctions made at various
times between the lecteur and the lectrice. Claire Barel-Moisan notes that the narrator embraces
some of the negative stereotypes surrounding female readers, who are implied to be coquettish,
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superficial, eager for adventures and less capable of more sustained intellectual endeavors, in this
appeal for example: “Nous savons très bien que nos lectrices de romans, toujours pressées
d’arriver à l’événement, ne nous demandent que plaie et bosse.”204 Though Barrel-Moisan reads
these exhortations in a somewhat non-ironic manner, noting at the end that the text challenges
female readers to undergo their own initiation, not unlike Consuelo’s, I would rather stress the
way these interventions draw attention to the conventions of the novel and their reception. David
Lodge has argued that realism seeks to “disguise or deny its own conventionality,”205 but the
Sandian narrator actually embraces this unselfconsciously with the spirit of the conteur. Thus,
just as Harkness has argued for Indiana, one can also say that in Consuelo, gender is a factor that
plays a role in the mediation of reality into text.
With that in mind, we can read the narrator’s matter-of-fact, rather trite assessment of
Consuelo’s newfound beauty as a deceptively superficial way of settling the question of her
looks once and for all, while actually soliciting the reader's interest in Consuelo's looks: chapter
8, which follows shortly after the passage, is entirely dedicated to this question. After all, if on
the one hand Consuelo grows serenely out of her ugly adolescent self into an attractive woman,
Anzoleto's transformation from boy to man involves his inscription in the kind of realist
economy already alluded to earlier. Anzoleto's plot of ambition runs into an unexpected
roadblock when the Count Zustiniani recommends he abandon the ugly Consuelo, as an
unworthy heir of the beautiful Corilla. Suddenly, the verification of whether Consuelo is actually
ugly becomes the motor for the plot: “Aussi reprit-il le chemin de la Corte-Minelli, en s'arrêtant à
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chaque pas pour se représenter sous un nouveau jour l'image de son amie, et pour répéter avec un
point d'interrogation à chaque parole: Pas jolie? bien laide? affreuse?”206 in what could be
considered an example of Brooks's paradigm of epistemophilia. For Brooks, the desire to know
the body is both a desire for knowledge, and a desire for possession. As he further states : “The
approach to the body of the beloved may strive towards an unveiling [...] but it also tends to
become waylaid in the process of this unveiling, more interested in the lifting of the veils than in
what is finally unveiled.”207 In the realist novel, this constitutes the motor, and thus a positive
force, according to Brooks, which, for the sake of narrative progression, must be deferred,
though not indefinitely so. By letting the narrator anticipate Anzoleto’s question, Sand preempts
the reader's curiosity and draws attention to this “process of unveiling” rather than the end result
itself (the actual truth or lie of Consuelo’s ugliness). As Anzoleto attempts to unveil the truth of
Consuelo’s body, George Sand unveils some of the “truths” of realist dogma that she criticizes.
The beginning of this scene foregrounds the failure of vision to apprehend the object of
desire: “Qu'as-tu donc à me regarder ainsi? lui dit Consuelo en le voyant entrer chez elle et la
contempler d'un air étrange sans lui dire un mot. On dirait que tu ne m'as jamais vue.”208
“Regarder” is not the same as “voir,” as the latter implies a level of understanding that eludes
Anzoleto. His confession that he cannot see her through a hole in his brain is an admission of
both intellectual and physical impotence, which puts him in a humiliating position vis-à-vis
Consuelo, and foregrounds the failure of epistemophilia. Unable to claim dominance in either a
visual or intellectual sphere, Anzoleto resorts to an attempted show of linguistic and rhetorical
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mastery, as he forces Consuelo to engage in a dialogue with him about her supposed ugliness or
beauty.
Another declaration on his part later in the dialogue problematizes the very nature of his
intellectual/visual failure:
Tiens, dans ce moment-ci, Consuelo, quand tu me regardes d’un air si bon, si naturel, si
aimant, il me semble que tu es plus belle que la Corilla. Mais je voudrais savoir si c’est
l’effet de mon illusion ou la vérité. Je connais ta physionomie, je sais qu’elle est honnête
et qu’elle me plaît, et que quand je suis en colère elle me calme; que quand je suis triste,
elle m’égaie; que quand je suis abattu, elle me ranime. Mais je ne connais pas ta figure.
Ta figure, Consuelo, je ne peux pas savoir si elle est laide.209
What is especially intriguing here is the use of words such as air, physionomie, figure, all of
which can be associated with the field of physiognomy, though Anzoleto constitutes a type of
counter-physiognomist. As a field, physiognomy was disseminated through the works of Johann
Caspar Lavater at the end of the eighteenth century. Martin S. Staum defines Lavater’s “science”
of physiognomy as a “semiotic art, reading the invisible intellectual and moral attributes of any
person by observing the external signs of facial profile.”210 While the influence of Lavater on
Balzac in the nineteenth century has been much studied, Sand's relationship with physiognomy
has received much less critical attention. Graeme Tytler was one of the first to note Sand's
admiration for Lavater's theories, as he pointed out that she not only owned the first edition of
Lavater’s book but also gave a Lavater portatif to her own granddaughter in 1875.211 One of the
passages where Sand most explicitly endorses Lavater is found in Lettres d’un voyageur, a
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collection of letters in which theory and fiction mingle seamlessly. After an elaborate defense of
Lavater’s project against various criticisms, the narrator writes : “Je suis convaincu pour ma part
que ce système est bon et que Lavater dut être un physionomiste presque infaillible.”212
Further evidence of Sand’s belief in a physiognomic perspective can be found in Histoire
de ma vie. Her descriptions of numerous individuals exhibit a tendency towards the conflation of
the moral and the physical which characterizes the physiognomic project. Portraits include
passages such as “C'était une petite blonde, fraîche comme une rose et d'une physionomie si vive,
si franche, si bonne, qu'on avait du plaisir à la regarder,”213 “James avait la quarantaine et le front
très dégarni, mais ses yeux, bleus et ronds, pétillaient d'esprit et de gaîté, et toute sa physionomie
peignait la bonté et la sincérité de son âme”214 or finally “Il a la figure belle et douce, l'œil
pénétrant et pur, le sourire affectueux, la voix sympathique et ce langage de l'accent et de la
physionomie, cet ensemble de chasteté et de bonté vraies qui s'empare de la persuasion autant
que la force des raisonnements.”215 In all of these passages, the mention of specific physical
traits is inextricably tied to an inventory of moral, spiritual or intellectual traits, and the word
physionomie in particular is linked to the potential of the face to reveal the soul’s qualities. In
truly remarkable individuals, physiognomy and the soul become one, which is the case of Mme
Dorval: “Ce n'était pas une figure, c'était une physionomie, une âme.”216 This is perhaps the
highest form of praise that George Sand the physiognomic reader can lavish upon someone.
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One passage in Histoire de ma vie forms a striking parallel to the passage from Anzoleto
above. Sand proposes in this passage both a history and portrait of a close family friend, Pierret.
C'était le plus laid des hommes; mais cette laideur était si bonne qu'elle appelait la
confiance et l'amitié. Il avait un gros nez épaté, une bouche épaisse et de très petits yeux;
ses cheveux blonds frisaient obstinément, et sa peau était si ridiculement blanche et rose,
qu'il parut toujours jeune [...] Il était pourtant assez grand et assez gros, et sa figure était
toute ridée, à cause d'un tic nerveux qui lui faisait faire perpétuellement des grimaces
effroyables. C'était peut-être ce tic même qui empêchait qu'on pût se faire une idée juste
de l'espèce de visage qu'il pouvait avoir. Mais je crois que c'était surtout l'expression
candide et naïve de cette physionomie, dans ses rares instants de repos, qui prêtait à
l'illusion [...] Je ne crois pas qu'il ait jamais existé un homme plus pur, plus loyal, plus
dévoué, plus généreux et plus juste. Et son âme était d'autant plus belle, qu'il n'en
connaissait pas la beauté et la rareté.217

In this passage, Sand begins by recognizing the existence of an “objective” physical ugliness,
based on a lack of symmetry and a disproportion within his face (the contrast between the size of
the nose, mouth and eyes), and a hair and skin color that seem inappropriate for his age, in what
constitutes a rather traditional definition of ugliness. But after establishing this ugliness as fact,
she posits that such a physical reality (as expressed by the word visage, devoid of physiognomic
intention) was sometimes obscured by his morally pleasant physionomie, thereby also
acknowledging the curiosity of a reader or third party to actually seize the “true” look of this face.
As the ending of the passage suggests, the beauty of Pierret's soul ultimately shines through,
overcoming the physical markers of disharmony to create an ugliness that inspires trust and
friendship rather than disgust. What Sand emphasizes here is that the truth will not be found
through a focused assessment of physical attributes, which risks losing itself in details such as
the “reality” of Pierret's face, tempting as such an enterprise might be. Rather, Sand privileges a
reading of a body that both acknowledges the value of one's facial features and goes beyond it.
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This reading of physical ugliness is also performed by Consuelo’s narrator, who writes that
whereas true ugliness is that of the ugly body who rebels and seethes with envy, Consuelo’s
ugliness is rather: “l'autre, ingénue, insouciante, qui prend son parti, qui n'évite et ne provoque
aucun jugement, et qui gagne le coeur tout en choquant les yeux: c'était la laideur de
Consuelo,”218 whose “ugliness” leads to people telling her that she has the appearance of a
“bonne créature.” Good physiognomic reader have to use not only their eyes and intellectual
capacity, but also their heart.
Now that we have established the details of Sand’s physiognomic approach, the ways in
which Anzoleto's declaration to Consuelo are problematic become clear. Whereas in the Pierret
passage Sand establishes first Pierret's ugliness in order to move past it and foreground the
interplay of his appearance and his moral traits, Anzoleto does the exact opposite. Anzoleto
recognizes first and foremost Consuelo’s “air si bon, si naturel, si aimant” and declares that he
knows her physiognomy and the positive effect it has on her soul. What has remained until now a
fairly apt physiognomic reading turns into something very different when Anzoleto finally
expresses the desire to know Consuelo's “figure,” which refers only to the superficial physical
appearance without any physiognomic intent. In moving away from the desire to juxtapose the
moral and the physical to an obsession on the physical, Anzoleto moves away from Sand's
female physiognomic desire into the realm of male epistemophilic desire. Though both forms of
desire are intimately linked to a desire of knowledge through the body, the male desire of
epistemophilia serves the realist plot's goal of the binding of female energy (in Schor's terms)
and is presented as an instrument for domination of men over women. Conversely, Nicole Mozet
notes that Sand, in Lettres d’un voyageur, defends Lavater against his detractors by emphasizing
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that his project is one born out of love: physiognomy does not serve the purpose of separating
humans, but rather an almost Christian goal of bringing them together in a fraternal
community,219 by helping them make better use of their freedom. Sand's female physiognomic
desire therefore seems to be at radical odds with the realist project.
Thus, “ugliness” in this scene is the marker of a transformation from a potentially
physiognomic endeavor to an epistemophilic one. After all, if Consuelo had always been
beautiful, the analysis, whether physiognomic or epistemophilic, would have resulted in
affirming both her virtue and her beauty. In this manner, Sand challenges the association of the
“unsightly” with realism (in Schor’s terms), by problematizing the limitations inherent in
realism’s representations of ugliness. In claiming to reproduce society mimetically, realism can
only reproduce the patriarchal doxa, based on structures of gazing that are fundamentally
inimical to women. In an economy of realist male desire, the ugly female body is especially
vulnerable to the threat of violence. The violence is both based on a form of exclusion, one in
which the ugly body inhabits “an unlivable or uninhabitable zone”220 which excludes the
possibility of subjecthood (seen in the way young Consuelo is ostracized even among her
community of girls), and based on what we see here as an epistemophilic desire that hints at
physical violation. The fetishistic unveiling of her various body parts and Anzoleto's sudden lust
towards the end of this scene (“Anzoleto eut un instant la pensée de s'abandonner aux désirs qui
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s'éveillaient en lui avec une impétuosité toute nouvelle”221) reveal Consuelo's fragile status in
this scene, and fundamentally puts violence at the heart of the realist representation of ugliness.
In addition, there is another way in which this scene constitutes a refusal of realist
aesthetics. The failure of Anzoleto’s vision forces him to establish Consuelo’s ugliness via
linguistic discourse: “Vraiment, dis-moi, réponds-moi, tu es donc laide?” “On me l'a toujours
dit.”222 It is the words of others that are given the power to fix Consuelo’s appearance. When
Consuelo acknowledges that in fact, she knows she is no longer ugly, she relies on the words of
others: “J'ai entendu, il n'y a pas longtemps, le verrotier qui demeure ici en face, dire à sa femme:
Sais-tu que la Consuelo n'est pas vilaine?” and “la comtesse Mocenigo, qui s'est toujours
intéressée à moi: Regardez donc, monsieur le docteur, comme cette zitella a grandi, et comme
elle est devenue blanche et bien faite!”223 Finally, Anzoleto asks Consuelo if she is actually
beautiful and Consuelo responds: “Je ne crois pas; mais je ne suis plus si laide qu'on le disait. Ce
qu'il y a de sûr, c'est qu'on ne me le dit plus.”224 These words somehow make Consuelo’s beauty
suddenly perceptible to Anzoleto, as he begins to “see” a beauty that he had been blind to until
then. The need to resort to the vision of others is an indictment of the unreliability of the realist
visual paradigm, while the need to confirm others’ desire for Consuelo before affirming his own
evokes René Girard’s concept of the triangulation of mimetic desire. Even more importantly, the
passage suggests that it is the discursive affirmation, or even discursive performance, that
determines the reality of Consuelo’s ugliness or beauty. At the end of the scene, all Consuelo has
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to do is say “la Consuelo est affreuse” for Anzoleto's lust to vanish; to say that Consuelo is ugly
is to performatively mark her as such and this trumps Anzoleto's own perceptions. Butler's theory
of gender performance reminds us of the role of language in constituting the subject: “Language
is a name for our doing: both what we do, and that which we effect, the act and its
consequences.”225 Language precedes the appearance of the ugly body in this scene. In contrast
to a realist claim of the transparency of language, which only serves to reproduce an existing
reality, Sand establishes here how language, rather than serving as a neutral instrument,
constitutes and enables the creation of a “reality.”

The Mirror of Ugliness
Nonetheless, Sand’s enthusiastic endorsement of physiognomy, when put into the context
of nineteenth-century psychological theories, deserves further scrutiny. As historian Jan
Goldstein has argued, in the nineteenth century, Victor Cousin’s psychological doctrine, which
he called eclecticism, managed to outflank other competing psychological models to maintain a
“virtually official, national position.”226 Cousinian ideology claimed the existence of a moi that
existed prior to experience, which nonetheless required an active act of introspection to fully
cultivate subjectivity. Such an introspective ability, however, was not a universal attribute: it was
labeled rather as the domain of the male bourgeoisie, which excluded workers, peasants and
women from accessing the realm of full subjectivity. The inscription of this psychology within a
patriarchal system is further corroborated by Goldstein's analysis of Cousinian aesthetics.
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Jouffroy, a disciple of Cousin who attempted to develop an aesthetic theory based on Cousin’s
articulation of the moi, argued that the peak of beauty is only attainable in the presence of a
“distilled manifestation of the moi.”227 Because women were supposedly unable to articulate the
moi properly through introspection, the woman's body is unable to exude what is to be beheld as
“true beauty.” Only men could truly be considered beautiful according to this system, whereas
women could at best be “agreeable,” or at worst, plain ugly. Such an ideology is of course
inimical to Sand, who in the figure of the artist Consuelo expresses the possibility of not only a
female figure who is capable of appreciating beauty, but also of creating it and embodying it
through her art.
If the marginalized were denied eclecticism as a model of subjectivity, phrenology
became a leading alternative for facing their needs. And as Goldstein reminds us, physiognomy
and phrenology in the nineteenth century, both based on “the possibility of divining internal
psychological traits through the semiotic exercise of scrutinizing external physical
morphology,”228 were not only often coupled but also confused. Such an association would
seemingly justify physiognomy’s role as an instrument by and for the dispossessed of society.
And yet, as Vincent Guillin has argued, under the guise of the fight for equality and the
unprivileged, phrenology could just as well be “operationalized,” in other words, be deployed as
a tool of social ordering that served to legitimize existing hierarchies.229 Auguste Comte, for
instance, used the “biology” of phrenology to justify the social inequality of the sexes. Similarly,
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Lavaterian physiognomy was hardly favorable to women, as Christopher Rivers has shown.
Lavater’s readings of female physiognomy are inscribed within a misogynist Judeo-Christian
tradition that focuses on women as evil temptresses, and reading female physiognomy for
Lavater is often a defensive act that allows men to avoid dangerous women.230 From such a lens,
Sand’s attempt to develop a form of physiognomic thought that does not automatically “other”
women must be understood as a series of negotiations that allow her to improve Lavaterian
physiognomy, just as her own project of creating idealism does not necessarily entail a complete
rejection of realism but rather a transformation and improvement of the realism that turns it into
the idealist.
The need to correct and work with existing conventions is embodied in Sand's use of the
mirror in Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt. The importance of the metaphor of the
mirror for the realist project was of course popularized by Stendhal’s famous definition of the
novel as a “miroir qui se promène sur une grande route.”231 Visual analogies put into question
the mimetic accuracy of the realist text, and as Harkness has shown, the mirror imagery,
privileged by Stendhal and Sand, can be problematic because of the often unspoken role of the
writer or narrator. In the words of Larry Schehr, the narrator must “become invisible, so he can
place himself in front of a mirror as a selective filter and yet be able to look into the mirror to see
what is there.”232 This idea of the selective filter suggests that the ideal of a purely mimetic and
objective reproduction of reality is unattainable. Harkness analyzes Sand’s preface to Indiana to
establish how Sand, while seemingly endorsing a mimetic ideology, hints numerous times at the
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importance of the narrator’s own subjectivity, far removed from the realist ideal of an omniscient,
neutral and invisible narrator.233 Is there the possibility of an idealist mirror? To what extent is
the mirror embraced or rejected as a potential model of artistic reproduction?
In Consuelo, the mirror appears at various times, including in the scene analyzed just
before. In the face of Anzoleto's visual appraisal, Consuelo reaches for “un petit morceau de
miroir cassé qui lui servait de psyché.”234 Consuelo’s own broken mirror (which appears a few
times in the early parts of the novel) is an ambiguous symbol. On one hand, if we are to think of
the (idealist) novel as a mirror, it is tempting to think of it as a “broken” one, so it is not
equivalent to a typical unified realist mirror. On the other hand, the subversive powers of such a
broken mirror are limited in that they cannot undo entirely a mimetic visual model. In this
particular scene, the fragmented mirror, as opposed to a standing full-length mirror, calls
attention to its strategic placing and the angle with which it reproduces a reality. Yet the fact that
the broken mirror represents only a small part of an original mirror is paralleled by Anzoleto's
careful scrutiny and fragmentation of Consuelo's own face and body. Anzoleto begins by
praising Consuelo's eyes, before moving to her mouth, teeth, chest, waist, shoulders and ending
with the fetishistic assessment of her foot. Anzoleto is essentially performing a reading in blazon
form of Consuelo’s body, an act which has long been linked with “managing femininity and
controlling its uses.”235 To anatomize is to attempt to establish male mastery over a potentially
threatening female subjectivity. This corporeal fragmentation is an exacerbation of what Sandra
Bartky calls the fragmentation of women: “by being too closely identified with [their body...]
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[their] entire being is identified with the body, a thing which… has been regarded as less
inherently human than the mind or personality.”236 The disunity of body, mind, and personality is
precisely what physiognomy strives against, with its conflated reading of mind and body.
Claudine Sagaert, writing about the literary representation of ugly women, points out that
“L’importance du morcellement du corps est à souligner car il donne à penser que laide, la
femme peut être résumée à un simple fragment de corps.”237 One could add that the same can be
said of the beautiful woman.
Thus, in this scene at least, the broken mirror enables Anzoleto’s desiring gaze and robs
Consuelo of the chance to affirm her own subjectivity. Taking it one step further, it is almost as
if the broken mirror and the broken female body were blurred together in the eyes of Anzoleto.
While the mirror becomes the body of the woman, Consuelo’s body also becomes mirror: “laissa
tomber jusqu'à terre un torrent de cheveux noirs, où le soleil brilla comme dans une glace.”238
Such a visual confusion is at the heart of realist dogma: to blur woman and mirror is to wish for
the female body to be more accessible to the male gaze and be easily penetrated. The possibility
of woman as a mirror for the male gaze implies a fundamentally narcissistic urge on the part of
the man, who sees in the mirror/woman what he wishes to see. Such a blurring also reminds the
reader that if the realist novel is a mirror, the mirror/woman is itself emblematic of the novel as
female body, to be made transparent to the reader. The junction of novel/mirror/woman is
aesthetically and ethically unacceptable to Sand, for whom the mirror enables male violence.
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Through a criticism of this violence, and by extension of the visual paradigm, Sand reveals how
the “neutrality” of the so-called mimetic mirror, and the very masculinist ideology that underpins
the realist novel, are shams. As we have seen, it is through her words, “la Consuelo est
affreuse”239 that she performs and embraces her ugliness, which ultimately allows her to avoid
the threat of violence against her. Linguistic mastery averts the threat caused by the visual, and
Consuelo establishes herself as the stronger master of discourse though Anzoleto gains control of
the visual realm.
Other scenes in the novel offer intertextual echoes to the role of the mirror in Sandian
aesthetics. If the mirror is first problematized as an instrument of masculine domination, in the
remainder of the text Sand attempts to reclaim it as a locus of female subjectivity.240 The
beginnings of such an effort already appear in chapter XIV, when Anzoleto and the Comte
Zustiniani size each other up as they prepare Consuelo's debut at the opera. As we have already
mentioned earlier, Anzoleto's desire of Consuelo corresponds closely to Girard’s model of
mimetic desire. In order for a vain subject to desire an object, he must convince himself that the
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object is already desired by a third party to which he attaches a certain prestige.”241 In Anzoleto’s
case, the desire to triumph over this powerful man whose power over him he resents is displayed
in passages such as this: “Ah! comte Zustiniani! que ne peux-tu la voir en cet instant, et moi
auprès d'elle, gardien jaloux et prudent d'un trésor que tu convoiteras en vain!”242 and in his
relationship with Corilla, in which Corilla’s status as Zustiniani’s lover also makes her desirable.
After awkward moments of both men gazing at Consuelo’s sleeping body, Consuelo wakes up
and refuses to sign Zustiniani's contract before performing at least once, justifying this decision
on the basis of her possible ugliness. Zustiniani’s response sets up a struggle on the question of
who has the right to gaze upon whom: “—Laide ce jour-là, Consuelo! s'écria le comte en la
regardant avec des yeux enflammés; laide, vous? Tenez, regardez-vous comme vous voilà,
ajouta-t-il en la prenant par la main et en la conduisant devant son miroir. Si vous êtes adorable
dans ce costume, que serez-vous donc, couverte de pierreries et rayonnante de l'éclat du
triomphe?”243 The mirror, as used by the Count, is clearly mediated by his desire for Consuelo,
and just as with Anzoleto in the previous passage, provides a vehicle for amplifying his desire as
he uses it to fantasize about Consuelo and transform her further into the object of his desire.
Consuelo, however, clearly refuses the appropriation of her mirror by this intruder, as she
states: “«Monseigneur, dit-elle en repoussant le morceau de glace qu'il approchait de son visage,
prenez garde de casser le reste de mon miroir; je n'en ai jamais eu d'autre, et j'y tiens parce qu'il
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ne m'a jamais abusée. Laide ou belle, je refuse vos prodigalités.”244 Consuelo’s unequivocal
attempt to take ownership reveals the value of the mirror to her, though her statement about the
mirror never deceiving her should not be taken to mean a belief in the utterly mimetic accuracy
of the specular. Such a belief is evidently belied by the ways in which the image seen by the men
is mediated by their phantasm. But unlike the men, Consuelo is not interested in ugliness or
beauty: the image she sees is not mediated through epistemophilic desire, but rather through the
lens of an arguably physiognomic desire. For Consuelo, the image’s interest and accuracy lie in
the way it reflects a harmonious fusion of her moral beliefs and her exterior. Her broken mirror
provides the reassurance that she has stayed faithful to her mother’s wishes. When she defies
Anzoleto’s wishes and chooses to go without makeup in a demure black dress to perform in the
Church, she “reprit confiance en elle-même en se retrouvant devant sa glace telle qu'elle se
connaissait.”245 As Martin Staum has noted, in a shifting society where dress could no longer
serve as a reliable indicator of status or moral character, facial features, according to Lavater and
his supporters, could still be relied on to provide an accurate testimony of an individual’s true
character. Thus, Lavater’s physiognomic impulse is linked to a desire to analyze a person’s
moral character without being led astray by the contingencies of dress or time, and Consuelo’s
trustworthy and reassuring image in the mirror is of course an evidence of her constancy in her
moral beliefs. In this sense, the word glace expresses perfectly the ambiguity of the mirror as
symbol. Used interchangeably as synonym for mirror, glace can on the one hand carry negative
connotations of fixation and immobility, the obsession that men have of pinning down the
woman for their own urges. Such a concept of “freezing” is of course antithetical to Consuelo’s
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love of the road. Nonetheless, this idea of a frozen image can also carry positive echoes of
steadfastness and the reliability of a system of moral appraisal based on the face. Such a system,
however, requires the intervention of a capable physiognomic reader, and thus calls attention to
the ways in which the image in the mirror is filtered through a particular subjectivity, instead of
an objective observer.
Nonetheless, even as these scenes clearly manifest a wish to extirpate the mirror from
oppressive purposes, Consuelo cannot fully free herself from the male gaze, whether real or
imagined. When Anzoleto visits the Rudolstadts' castle, Consuelo cannot stop herself from
sitting down in front of a mirror, and embellishing herself for the imagined gaze of Anzoleto,
which once again goes back to that original scene of Anzoleto’s attempt to determine her
ugliness: “Pour la première fois de sa vie, elle fut plus attentive à son miroir, et plus occupée de
sa coiffure, et de son ajustement, que des affaires sérieuses dont elle cherchait la solution. Malgré
elle, elle se faisait belle et désirait de l'être.”246 Consuelo is keenly aware of the difference
between Anzoleto’s fetishizing, dismembering and epistemophilic gaze, and Albert’s arguably
physiognomic gaze. For Albert does not try to discern whether Consuelo is beautiful or ugly,
even when she struggles against death, but rather reads her “expression sublime” as evidence of
her lofty soul and harmony of beautiful body and soul. Such a reading emphasizes the immutable
qualities of Consuelo, regardless of her body’s physical transformations. Yet, precisely because
of Albert’s refusal to objectify her, to pierce her with the “yeux enivrés d'un amant,” Consuelo
“n'avait jamais pensé à lui, en s'arrangeant devant son miroir.”247 The mirror in this scene is
configured to be clearly Anzoleto's territory, in other words, the locus of male epismotemophilic
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desiring gaze, which alone gives meaning to the image Consuelo sees in the mirror, much to her
chagrin. It is significant that Albert's male physiognomic gaze is at this moment still no match
for Anzoleto's epistemophilic gaze.
Nonetheless, if Sand is keenly aware of the limitations of realist mimetic reproduction,
she does not ignore the danger of excessive idealization. The discussion of the mirror leads to
another indictment: “Il était désormais devant elle comme un portrait qui lui rappelait un être
adoré et des jours de délices,”248 as Consuelo becomes like a widow who hides from her second
husband to look at her first’s “image.” The portrait, though also often associated with realist
metalanguage (and especially privileged by Balzac), refers here to a visual reproduction that is
meant to replace the current object by projecting it in idealized form into the past. Unable to face
the possibility of Anzoleto poisoning her life in the present and future, Consuelo finds refuge in a
deceitful reproduction that Sand finds ethically unjustifiable. For Sand, the ethical goal of a
reproduction must find its source in a desire for improving the future, and a regression into the
past is thus inevitably a failed endeavor. Anzoleto's question “Is Consuelo ugly?” thus allows not
only for an unveiling of the mechanisms realism but also a more nuanced view of Sandian
idealism.
In La Comtesse de Rudolstadt, the mirror provides a last test before Consuelo’s initiation
by the Invisibles. As Consuelo prepares herself for her test she notices a beautiful mirror with the
following note: “Si ton âme est aussi pure que mon cristal, tu t'y verras éternellement jeune et
belle; mais si le vice a flétri ton cœur, crains de trouver en moi un reflet sévère de ta laideur
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morale.”249 Such a statement (as well as many of the clichés that Consuelo later finds in the
drawer, such as “Le fard ne rend point aux joues la fraîcheur de l'innocence, et n'efface pas les
ravages du désordre des parfums exquis”250) emphasizes that the ugliness of the soul will
eventually also contaminate the exterior body, no matter how hard one tries to deceive. Though
seemingly trite, the note’s articulation does not only serve the purpose of affirming the
correspondence of the inside and outside (important to a physiognomic approach), but also
highlights the mechanisms that allow such a perception. The text emphasizes the necessity of the
viewer’s active act of seeing such an ugliness (“trouver en moi un reflet.”) Such an act of seeing
presupposes a certain self-awareness, which Consuelo possesses, and that leads her to declare
herself as “point laide,”251 a sharp contrast to the earlier scenes in Consuelo where she had to
invoke others’ assessments of herself in order to make the point she was no longer ugly. Sand
does not only draw attention to the agency and intention of the viewer in front of the mirror,
however. The way the mirror calls itself “moi” gives it an implicit subjectivity, such that
Consuelo and the mirror enter into a dialogue. In this manner, Sand also calls attention to the
medium through which ugliness is apprehended. If, as we have seen earlier, Anzoleto blurs
mirror and woman with a narcissistic intent, Sand establishes rather an antinarcissistic dialogue
between mirror and woman that emphasizes the need to gaze both outwards at the medium and
inwards in an act of self-reflection, which Consuelo does: “Serais-je enlaidie, pensa-t-elle
aussitôt, ou le miroir m'accuserait-il?” Through this physiognomic display, Sand reiterates
implicitly the criticism of the realist novel-mirror as filtered through a masculinist perspective.
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Male Ugliness in Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt
While Consuelo’s ugliness and her subsequent transformation reveal Sand’s discomfort
with realist conventions of gender and beauty, and spur her proposal of a physiognomic reading
as alternative to male epistemophilic desire, the text also engages with male ugliness, in a way
that establishes both similarities and differences between the two. The male body is not as central
to the realist novel as the female one; it is not the male body that is usually the object of
epistemophilic desire. Such an unequal treatment of the two sexes is evident in the most
problematic of such ugly males, Corilla's lover, the soldier Trenck.
Trenck, just like Anzoleto, expresses the desire to appraise Consuelo’s body. His
unveiling of Consuelo, hidden behind a screen, is less tortuous than Anzoleto’s, as Trenck
simply brushes the screen away. Before doing so, however, he reiterates the double bind in
which women find themselves: “Il faut, dans tous les cas, que je vous voie; car, ou vous êtes un
prodige de beauté capable d'inspirer des craintes à la belle Corilla elle-même, ou vous êtes une
personne assez spirituelle pour avouer votre laideur, et je serai bien aise de voir, pour la première
fois de ma vie, une laide femme sans prétentions.”252 Beautiful, Consuelo, must be seen as an
object of desire; ugly, she inspires somewhat detached curiosity, as an unusual specimen who
accepts her condition of ugliness without protest. Whether beautiful or ugly, the female body
remains ensnared in the trappings of male gaze.
Conversely, Trenck uses his ugliness as a tool of seduction. In Trenck’s plea, the
pandoure253 argues in favor of the authenticity of his body, implying that his scars are more
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respectable than the falsity of the performer’s make-up, while suggesting that his ugliness can be
transformed by Consuelo’s love. Such a rhetorical display, which seemingly gives the woman
the power to become artist, to transform ugliness into sublime beauty, is of course misleading, as
the threat of violence never lurks far beneath. Nonetheless, this is precisely the appeal that
Trenck holds for Corilla, and numerous other women, as Trenck is described as “cet homme
affreux qui séduisait tant de femmes.”254 Corilla explains to a disgusted Consuelo that
underneath an ugly exterior, it is the even uglier soul, capable of all kinds of violence of which
she is enamored. The desire she expresses of dominating and having such a monster at her mercy
is but an illusion, a fantasy underneath which lies the love of a man capable of great violence
against women. In internalizing patriarchy’s differing norms of male and female beauty/ugliness,
Corilla becomes vulnerable to violence, to which Consuelo responds with pity. For Consuelo, the
ravages of war and time, as etched on his face, provide evidence for the hideousness of his soul,
which is ultimately what causes her explosion of disgust at Trenck’s proposal. If ugliness can
indeed be manmade and serve as the sign of violence inflicted by others, in the case of Trenck,
his delight in inflicting harm on others makes his ugliness match physiognomically with his soul.
And yet, Consuelo’s stance is at odds with that of the numerous women who are seduced by
Trenck’s ugliness. Thus, the case of Trenck illustrates clearly the consequences of the act of
labeling a man as “ugly.” In the case of Trenck, already known for his military prowess and
capacity for action, ugliness can in fact increase his virility and manhood (especially considering
his ability to wield the rhetoric of seduction), thus allowing him to gain even more agency, and
fulfill a patriarchal society’s expectations, whereas the woman who is deemed “ugly” is viewed
as less feminine, and therefore less capable of fulfilling her role.
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The teenage boy Gottlieb’s ugliness, on the other hand, puts him at a completely distinct
end of the spectrum. His ugliness is described to be the result of “une crue rapide et
désordonnée,”255 and thus imputed to nature rather than human action. The details of his ugliness
are found in a grotesquely disproportionate body, a body that barely seems capable of holding
itself together (“cette stature démesurée et quasi disloquée.”256) More importantly, the ugliness of
the body is intimately linked to the condemnation of Gottlieb to inactivity (“langueur et
indolence.”257) The ugliness of his body is ultimately represented as a lack of manhood,
suggested by the narrator’s comment: “Le second était un jeune homme, ou plutôt un enfant,
encore plus laid dans son espèce,” as well as “sa face bouffie et imberbe.”258 The parents’ hope
that Gottlieb would eventually gain in strength, intelligence, and beauty is gently mocked by the
narrator, who dismisses this as a parental delusion. Symbolically, Gottlieb’s excessive growth,
which results in a stunted appearance, signifies his inability to enter the world of manhood.
Unable to seduce physically, or even to seduce with words (as his inability to say anything
logical other than to his cat Belzebuth demonstrates), Gottlieb is barred from participating in
both a social and a sexual economy that values a virility he does not possess. The descriptions of
Gottlieb as an unsexed creature, comparable to a fruit rather than a sexual human being, suggest
that to fail to meet the expectations of manhood is also to be “ugly.” Through the juxtaposition of
so many “ugly” figures, Sand suggests that boys, in addition to women, are victimized by
patriarchal expectations. Of course, Gottlieb is ultimately redeemed by the qualities of his soul.
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By the end of the novel, he sees his figure transformed by the care of the Invisibles (“sa bizarre
figure est déjà transformée”259), and thus undergoes a journey not dissimilar to Consuelo’s. Apart
from such a transformation in appearance, Gottlieb’s beautiful voice is also emphasized as he
performs at Albert and Consuelo’s wedding.
The similarities between Consuelo and Gottlieb attest to Sand’s sympathy for the
marginalized, and the ultimate dream of fraternity that includes all these dispossessed individuals.
Numerous critics have noted the tendency of Sand to create doubled identities. The Noun/Indiana
or Lélia/Pulchérie couples have both been studied for the ways in which the doubled female
selves are split along axes of race, class, and relationship to sexual desire. Sylvie Richards has
justified the creation of doubles in Sand’s novels as the expression of the duality of the moi, as
something whose “fabulation is essential for the stability of the self.”260 Such a splitting is
reminiscent of Octave Mannoni’s famous “Je sais bien, mais quand même,” both an act of
avowal and disavowal, both a recognition of a fantasy and the acknowledgement that it only
remains a fantasy.
It is, however, not Gottlieb who serves as Consuelo’s phantasmatic double. What
interests me rather is Zdenko’s relationship to Consuelo. The text produces an almost chiastic
structure: chapter one of Consuelo is dedicated to the girls criticizing Consuelo and emphasizing
her ugliness; La Comtesse de Rudolstadt ends with “le beau Zdenko”261 walking behind Albert,
Consuelo and the children. The text opens on the ugly young Consuelo; it ends on the old,
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venerable, beautiful Zdenko. Such a setup leads us to carefully look at the center of this chiasmus,
to consider the ways in which this symmetric transformation is achieved.
The first encounter between the two establishes a kindred relationship. When Zdenko
first appears, he is described in the following terms: “C'était une grosse tête ronde et béante,
remuant sur un corps contrefait, grêle et crochu comme une sauterelle, couvert d'un costume
indéfinissable qui n'était d'aucun temps et d'aucun pays, et dont le délabrement touchait de près à
la malpropreté.”262 Zdenko’s ugliness is described in terms very similar to Consuelo’s, who had
also been compared to a “sauterelle” by the comte Zustiniani, while Zdenko’s unusual costume is
also reminiscent of Consuelo’s wardrobe choice. Zdenko’s melodious and charming voice,
which contrasts sharply with his appearance, is also similar to Consuelo’s condition in her youth.
Consuelo eventually performs a physiognomic reading that reassures her as to Zdenko’s moral
qualities, as she feels herself irresistibly drawn to this marginal character, abandoned by the
society of men: “elle plaignait et vengeait des mépris et de l'abandon des hommes.”263 In doing
so Consuelo nonetheless has to overcome an instinctive prejudice and primal fear for a deformed
figure like Zdenko, who by virtue of his appearance participates in the monstrous. In the words
of Michel Ribon, such ugly creatures “démentent l’ordre de la nature et réactivent les vieilles
peurs ancestrales, ils sont porteurs de malédictions et de malheurs.”264 For many of the locals,
Zdenko is indeed such a figure of ill fortune, also related to his association with other marginal
groups such as the wandering Gitanos.
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As Kant has argued, there are two types of monstrosity: the individu anormal and the
individu anomal. Murielle Gagnebin has suggested that while the former appears as a deviance
from life itself, and is doomed to death, the other is capable of not only adapting to its milieu, but
thriving in specific circumstances.265 In the words of Ribon, “le monstrueux, en général, et c’est
là son effet de scandale, met en échec le principe le plus rassurant de tous: le principe
d’identité.”266 The anormal is that which obsesses the minds of teratologists, such as Paré in the
sixteenth century. Ribon points out the violence to which babies deemed anormal were subjected
in Antiquity: from Aristotle to Plato to Seneca, various thinkers prescribed the exclusion of these
children, if not their execution. Such an excessive reaction demonstrates the extent to which the
anormal threatened the very foundation of society. Zdenko falls within the category of the
anomal, a “milder” form of the monstrous that did not tend to evoke such a strong repulsion.
And yet, the anomal is arguably even more subversive than the anormal precisely because of its
ability to survive, its longevity and thus the manner in which it constantly reminds people of
their own fragile identity.
The mysterious presence of Zdenko is thus a reminder of what Consuelo had once been
in the past: ugly and marginalized, with a candid physiognomy and a beautiful voice, lost in a
world driven by greed and lust. Such a link to a past she has long buried is further suggested by
the fact that Zdenko chants out her name as if he already knew her. This unusual occurrence
leads Consuelo to suspect that she had known Zdenko in her past. In this manner, Zdenko’s
spectral presence is a throwback to an ugliness that was transformed and sublimated, the
reminder of that obsessive question which we have seen drive much of Consuelo: “is (s)he ugly?”
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The similarities between Zdenko and Consuelo, however, must not erase the differences in
gender and age, both of which also contribute to othering Zdenko from Consuelo’s perspective.
While the presence of Zdenko is something the rest of the inhabitants have gotten used to, for
Consuelo, Zdenko’s presence is truly uncanny, in the Freudian sense. As Freud had argued, the
uncanny arises due to the return of repressed infantile material. The double embodies this feeling
of the uncanny either because it represents the negative traits that have been suppressed, what is
unacceptable to the ego, or conversely, all the utopian dreams, wishes, hopes that are suppressed
by the reality principle. In this particular case, the sight of Zdenko spurs Consuelo’s bemoaning
of an unfair society that casts away individuals who look different; at the same time, ugliness, in
spite of all of Sand’s efforts to rehabilitate it, to deploy it differently, to change its signification,
remains somewhat scary, discomforting, even for someone like Consuelo. Furthermore,
Zdenko’s throwback to Consuelo’s ugliness is also a reminder of her uneasy relationship with
Anzoleto, the man whom Consuelo trusted naively, who was obsessed with her ugliness, and
who proved himself unworthy of her. As the mirror scene later in the castle suggests (a scene we
have already discussed), Consuelo is still unable to fully escape this part of her life, as she holds
on to idyllic childhood memories of Anzoleto.
Though the relationship between Consuelo and this doubled self at first seems friendly,
violence quickly erupts when Consuelo mentions Albert in the cave of Schreckenstein. In a fit of
unexplained fury, Zdenko threatens to kill Consuelo, claiming that he would kill himself
afterwards if necessary. Such a struggle announces the almost deadly subsequent encounter
between the two, in the undergrounds. Naginski has astutely compared such a descent to Emily’s
journey into Udolpho in the great gothic novel by Ann Radcliffe, which the narrator of Consuelo
drily invokes at the beginning of the chapter. Despite some superficial similarities however,
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Naginski emphasizes the main difference between Emily and Consuelo’s adventures: “Le
premier (le roman gothique) n’a pas pour objet de donner une vision transcendante des
événements ni de leur prêter une quelconque signification d’ordre mythologique, de dessiner une
nouvelle cosmogonie ou de leur attribuer un sens éthique.”267 While Emily recovers from her
adventures to continue being the proper lady she had always been, Consuelo is transformed
through initiatic steps, which lead her to transcend this world of human suffering, swept away by
her enthusiasm and a constant desire to advance, to make progress along the “grands chemins.”
As Naginski also suggests, invoking Brooks’s and Maurice Lévy’s works, the trek into
the shadowy underground is also an excursion into the depths of the human psyche. That this
journey reveals the depths of Consuelo's own mind is suggested by the fact that right before she
discovers the secret of the secret passageway, she stares into the “mirror” of the fountain, which
prepares her for the depths of her own self. The gothic aspects of this journey are fully in display
as Consuelo wends her way through numerous obstacles, including gigantic stones and swarms
of bats hovering around like spirits of darkness. The mention of the labyrinth suggests the
tortuous nature of this interior journey, as Consuelo finds herself in increasingly narrow passages
that gradually point to the possibility of an ultimate point of no-return. As Gaston Bachelard has
said, “ce n’est pas parce que le passage est étroit que le rêveur est comprimé – c’est parce que le
rêveur est angoissé qu’il voit le chemin se resserrer.”268 And what could be a bigger cause of
anguish than a mysterious doppelganger who shores up memories of a distant past?
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Faced with the murderous Zdenko, it is not just for her life that Consuelo fears. Rather, it
is the inseparable distance that Zdenko puts between Albert and herself that spurs her inspiration.
In the context of the quest for Albert, it is logical that the biggest obstacle is a figure who
embodies a repressed past where she was desired by another man. The figure of Zdenko is ugly
in a manner which suggests a form of primal bodily violence: “Consuelo songea à se défendre
corps à corps contre une tentative de meurtre. Les yeux égarés, la bouche écumante de Zdenko,
annonçaient assez qu'il ne s'arrêterait pas cette fois à la menace.”269 Incapable of physically
winning this battle, Consuelo first tries to soften and persuade him using words, but any words
will not do. The password which saves her, “que celui à qui on a fait tort te salue!”270 is a
formula considered heretical by many, and as Amélie and the chaplain explained to Consuelo,
suggests an inverted world view in which Satan was wronged, and will one day rise to his
rightful place in heaven. Using such a formula anticipates Consuelo’s participation in the
Invisibles and suggests at the very least an awareness of the possibility of alternative religious
beliefs.
Can this initiatic journey also work on a different level? Perhaps Consuelo also invites a
reflection on George Sand’s own coming to writing. As Naginski has pointed out, after the 1830s
in which Sand wrote the darker Lélia and Spiridion, she needed to bring her mind to a healthier
equilibrium: “Consuelo est le récit de sa descente aux enfers et de son retour à la vie.”271 Thus, it
is not just Consuelo’s psyche and self that are the object of the journey but also Sand’s. And if
Lélia embodies a metaphysical sense of gloom, in which Sand attempts to make a radical rupture
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with existing literary aesthetics (especially realism), Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt
allow her to gain back her health through a somewhat different form of engagement with realism.
The sudden emergence of Zdenko and the ways in which his uncanny presence unsettle
Consuelo also reveal Sand’s own fears. As we have already established, Zdenko’s appearance is
eerily reminiscent of Consuelo’s in her youth, a time when Consuelo’s ugliness was inextricably
linked to male epistemophilic desire, a motor for the realist novel. Consuelo’s departure from
Zdenko, into the removed space of the Rudolstadts’ castle, seemed to signal a withdrawal from
such a masculinist novelistic economy, the potential opening of a textual space that would allow
Consuelo to be free of the conventions of male gazing. And yet, Zdenko’s appearance, which
solicits from the narrator the use of realist descriptive language, is for Consuelo a reminder of the
power of a male-dominated economy to devalue and marginalize all who don’t fit their mold,
thereby suggesting that the ghost of such aesthetics is still very much present. Thus, Consuelo’s
confrontation with Zdenko in the depths of the earth also reveals Sand’s own struggle with the
weight of realism.
The concept of literary forefathers, as developed by Harold Bloom, is extremely
interesting for a writer such as George Sand. Sand, whose writing has been characterized by
Naginski as androgynous, inevitably had to deal with the question of literary lineage at a time
when the male realist establishment dominated the literary scene. Framed in strongly Oedipal
terms, Bloom’s theory of anxiety of influence establishes how the son must eventually gain his
own voice by somehow invalidating his father, through processes such as misreading, revising,
completing, and displacing. The masculinist basis for Bloom’s model leaves little room for
female writers, which has led Gilbert and Gubar to argue for a female “anxiety” of authorship, an
exacerbated anxiety of influence that constitutes “a radical fear that she cannot create, that
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because she can never become a precursor, the act of writing will isolate or destroy her.” In
Gubar and Gilbert’s view, the female writer must find a female precursor to show that revolt
against patriarchal literary authority is possible,272 as well as to battle against the male writer’s
reading of “her.” As Nigel Harkness shows however, the opposition between these two forms is
not necessarily so stark.273 Is there a way for George Sand to do more than just echo the voices of
her predecessors, whether male or female?
Consuelo’s near-death encounter can thus be read as an indication of anxiety regarding
literary forefathers, both appreciated and yet threatening. Zdenko is an old man whose “barbe
grisonnante and dos voûté”274 could have made him a venered patriarch; instead, he ends up as
unwanted excrement of a patriarchal system. Nonetheless, Zdenko is not yet ready to become
Consuelo’s ally. In fact, it is as if Zdenko were tainted by the very system that cast him out, and
becomes also an enemy. Paradoxically, it is precisely when Zdenko turns on Consuelo that his
more stereotypically virile qualities are revealed: Consuelo is stunned by the speed and strength
with which Zdenko manages to build the wall that is meant to lock her in forever. In the moment
in which Zdenko becomes the aggressor, it is almost as if through an effect of contamination he
comes to embody the oppression of the fathers of realism.
Thus, Consuelo’s transgression in using the so-called heretic formula is not just an
expression and indeed, anticipation, of her ultimate participation in the circle of the Mystérieux.
It is also Sand’s own attempt to come to terms with issues of authorship and authority. It is
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significant that Consuelo's attempts to “attendrir, persuader et de dominer [Zdenko] par ses
paroles”275 with a speech of her own invention turn out to be ineffective, and indeed easily
overridden by Zdenko's own voice, which challenges Consuelo's. What ultimately saves
Consuelo in this battle of voices is her realization that Zdenko's own words can be turned in her
favor, that the mysterious “que celui à qui on a fait tort te salue” does not have to be an
alienating expression but can be deployed even by an outsider like herself as a force of salvation.
Defeating Zdenko, though a crucial and harrowing step, is but one part of Consuelo’s
initiatic quest. As Consuelo faces Albert after Zdenko’s mysterious disappearance, she must face
the possibility that Albert has murdered Zdenko. Albert justifies such a violence by explaining
that this sacrifice was necessary in order to protect Consuelo’s life, but Consuelo reacts to this
with anguish and pain, as if such a violence hit her just as much as it did Zdenko. When we
consider Zdenko to represent symbolically a double of Consuelo that embodies a repressed part
of her self, it is not surprising that this effort to banish the doppelganger has such dramatic
consequences for her own psyche. It is furthermore no coincidence that immediately after
beseeching Albert to avoid saying this name (Zdenko’s) that causes her such pain, the reminder
of what she thinks she has lost, the following chapter reintroduces “Consuelo’s brother,” namely
Anzoleto, back into the picture. Trying to repress so strongly a symbol of Consuelo’s past only
makes the past reemerge as even more terrifying than ever. Such a failed exorcism suggests
potently the need for Consuelo to come to terms with this ugly figure, for an integration of the
ugly into her world.
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For Sand the writer, the appearance of Zdenko, its repression, and its later reappearance
are the corollary of a difficult negotiation with realism. Zdenko's storyline, which follows his
marginalization as unwanted excrement of a realist masculinist system, constitutes one of the
strongest indictments of a realist novelistic economy. When Albert talks about his willingness to
sacrifice Zdenko for Consuelo's sake, he is in essence turning Zdenko into a scapegoat, a token
of his love for Consuelo. Such an act of scapegoating can be understood in the context of
mimetic desire, with respect to Anzoleto and the Comte de Zustiniani, already alluded to earlier.
As Girard argued, the mechanism of mimetic desire requires a scapegoat for cathartic purposes,
and in the case of Consuelo, Zdenko becomes that figure. Though Consuelo attempts to escape
from this oppressive male economy by fleeing Venice, in the context of the novel, violence can
only be deferred, not indefinitely postponed, and it is upon Zdenko that it falls. The performance
of this violence by Albert towards Zdenko is not so much definitive (as the reader later learns
that he was not killed, but rather banished) as it is symbolic, with Zdenko embodying a figure
that has to be (mock) exorcized according to the logic of the realist text.
Thus, the Sandian text criticizes sharply the violence inherent in the realist system, one
which targets so-called ugly bodies and blurs the line between aggressor and victim. Idealism, as
pursued in the rest of the text, arises out of this performance of failed realism, and seeks the
integration of Zdenko, the victim turned into a simulacrum of a male figure of authority, back
into the textual fabric. Though Zdenko appears again in the very last chapter of Consuelo as she
sees him by the supposedly dead Albert's side, I would rather stress the story that Consuelo
narrates to Amélie in the beginning of La Comtesse de Rudolstadt. While Consuelo's summary of
the incidents with Zdenko and Albert serves the narrative purpose of enlightening readers who
have not read Consuelo or who have forgotten the plot line, it also constitutes an important act on
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her part of storytelling, one in which she attempts to explain Zdenko's role, and one which
anticipates her own coming to writing in the prison of Spandaw, as she writes: “C'est donc la
première fois, depuis que j'existe, que je sens le besoin de retracer par des paroles ce que
j'éprouve et ce qui m'arrive.”276
Consuelo's period of imprisonment at Spandaw is another important part of her initiatic
journey, as her coming to writing constitutes a reflection on Sand's own authorial efforts. Such a
discovery is intimately linked to Gottlieb, whom we have already studied as part of Sand's
deconstruction of gender norms and indictment of a “social” form of ugliness. Nonetheless, his
relationship to Consuelo is just as significant. Ironically, Consuelo first refuses to meet the ugly
man-child Gottlieb because of the deceitful way he is described to her by his father: “Un grand
gaillard de cinq pieds huit pouces, qui eût fait venir l'eau à la bouche de tous les recruteurs du
pays.”277 In the face of a potentially troublesome virile suitor, Consuelo simply refuses to present
herself to such a gaze.
When she finally sees him for the first time, Consuelo reacts just as she had with Zdenko:
“cette figure d'enfant avorté sur le corps d'un géant mal bâti la frappa de dégoût d'abord, et
ensuite de pitié.”278 The initially negative feeling is replaced by a benevolent, if not slightly
superior feeling of pity. Just as with Zdenko, communication is originally difficult: “Elle lui
adressa la parole, l'interrogea avec bonté, et s'efforça de le faire causer. Mais elle trouva son
esprit paralysé soit par la maladie, soit par une excessive timidité; car il ne la suivait sur le
rempart que poussé de force par ses parents, et ne répondait à ses questions que par
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monosyllabes.”279 While in the case of Zdenko, music creates a potential for levelling the
differences between them and thus facilitating understanding, in Gottlieb's case it is his written
messages that foster the opportunity for communication. As Consuelo ponders the origin of these
mysterious messages, she learns from Gottlieb that he was the sender of these texts, which the
boy explains as part of his desire to watch over her because he sees in her an “esprit de lumière.”
This discussion leads Consuelo to tell him: “Ton cœur est pieux, ton âme est pure, je le vois
Gottlieb.”280 Earlier, before receiving those mysterious letters Consuelo had already written in
her diary: “Pourtant il y a une expression de bonté angélique et même de vive intelligence dans
le chaos de cette physionomie lorsqu'elle s'illumine,”281 but after confirming the identity of the
writer of the messages, she can perform a more confident physiognomic reading of Gottlieb, in
which Consuelo truly “sees” beyond the boy's ugliness. Such an act of seeing is anticipated by
the very nature of the texts Consuelo receives, as she describes them as “une écriture peu lisible
[...] Même écriture crochue, pointue, pataraffée, malpropre.”282 The seeming disharmony of the
writing recalls Gottlieb's physical ugliness, and calls for a serious effort at legibility. The
juxtaposition of the ugly body and ugly text is a reminder of the importance of the physiognomic
project for the novels themselves.
Such a focus on the physiognomic can also elucidate the seemingly puzzling ending of
Consuelo, in which Consuelo loses her voice. Numerous critics have studied this ending, which
in the words of Naginski seems to contradict “l’image que Sand semblait donner de son héroïne
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comme femme de talent, d’intelligence et de sens moral.”283 Annabelle Rea has argued that
though Consuelo loses the ability to use her voice on stage, she gains instead access to a higher
form of voice, that of the sacred voice of the prophet. Simone Vierne has argued instead that she
needs to lose her voice in order to fully free herself from the material, whereas Léon Cellier
observes that Consuelo loses her voice at the moment in which Albert loses his reason. While the
first two interpretations clearly link the loss of the voice with a more intense engagement with
the sacred to the detriment of the material, the third implies a relationship between Consuelo’s
voice and Albert’s cerebral capacities.
Cellier’s observation is especially thought-provoking, because to lose one’s reason is to
lose the ability to “voir” clearly, both in the material sense, and in the cognitive, intellectual
sense. Consuelo’s loss of voice, I propose, calls attention to the senses she has not lost, and
especially to the enduring power of the visual. Much of Consuelo’s initiation involves her
physiognomic reading of the characters she meets, as a visual appraisal is the only way for her to
engage with individuals whose identity is unknown to her. This importance of reading others’
physiognomy is further emphasized in the letter by Philon in the epilogue of La Comtesse de
Rudolstadt. As Philon and Spartacus make their way towards Albert, they first run into Zdenko,
and Philon proceeds to describe Zdenko in the following terms: “sa physionomie n’exprimait
qu’une indifférence rêveuse. Cependant ses traits socratiques n’annonçaient pas l’abrutissement
de l’idiotisme; il y avait dans sa laideur cette certaine beauté qui vient d’une âme pure et
sereine.”284 Just like Consuelo, Zdenko benefits from an accurate physiognomic reading that
acknowledges both a superficial appearance of ugliness and the spiritual and intellectual qualities
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that transform those ugly traits, with those inner traits overcoming the outer ones as Zdenko is
last referred to as “le beau Zdenko.”
The importance of sight is reiterated when after the discussion between Spartacus and
Albert, the latter seems temporarily to lose his eyesight: “Trismégiste étendit ses mains pour
chercher celles de sa femme et de son fils, comme s’il eût été instantanément privé de la vue.”285
In this moment of temporary blindness, Consuelo’s role as her husband’s eyes is emphasized, as
she quickly announces to the men that they must depart. As guardian of her husband and her
children, it is indeed to her ability to visually appraise that she turns when she meets the two
visitors: “Vos physionomies et l’accent de vos voix me rassurent plus encore que ces signes et
ces paroles que nous venons d’échanger; car on a étrangement abusé des mystères, et il y a eu
autant de faux frères que de faux docteurs.”286 Consuelo thus dismisses the veracity of linguistic
signs, thereby emphasizing the performative nature of language, and its ability to deceive, as
well as the unreliability of the secret society’s various physical signs. In addition, the ability to
disguise oneself as a frère or doctor also explains Consuelo’s implicit rejection of clothing as a
reliable way of finding truth. In the face of unreliable signs, Consuelo returns to the body and
more specifically the face, as the one immutable sign that can be counted on to provide the truth,
and the timbre of the voice. Though the text has provided numerous evidence of Sand’s
physiognomic desire, the paradox of embracing such a visual model is evident in the fact that
Consuelo ultimately joins a group called Les Invisibles, whose use of masks prevents her from
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doing a physiognomic reading. And yet, the text literally ends with Philon’s narration of
Consuelo, Albert, Zdenko and the children vanishing out of his sight.
Consuelo’s role of serving as Albert’s eyes and her reliance on the physiognomic
constitute a Sandian compromise with the visual paradigm of realism: without entirely undoing
the importance of the gaze, she channels this energy into a more democratic physiognomic desire.
Consuelo is the emblematic masthead of this urge, but men are also included, as the case of
Philon and Spartacus demonstrates. In light of this visual engagement, Consuelo's disappearance
from the stage becomes more logical. For the punishment of Consuelo’s loss of voice is not only
about losing the chance to be heard in public: to be banished from the stage is to be hidden from
the eyes of the public. To exert the power of physiognomy, Consuelo herself must first become
visually less available; to be in the public sphere is to be the object of numerous desiring gazes,
and this prevents her from fulfilling her physiognomic destiny to its fullest. By withdrawing
from stage, Consuelo loses a chance to sing, but also gains more control over her own visual
accessibility.
After all, the goal is not to withdraw entirely from a patriarchal economy and to live as a
recluse. Her music master Porpora had wished for Consuelo to renounce all contact with men, as
evidenced by his disapproval of her relationship with Albert. Though the old musician claims to
save Consuelo from the tyranny of men, he tries to turn her into a virgin for the sake of art,
which is to Consuelo an equally unacceptable form of tyranny. For Consuelo, complete removal
from a sexual economy in which she is an object of desire proves undesirable, as she embraces at
the end of La Comtesse de Rudolstadt her mission to spread the word against tyranny and
contribute to the march towards a utopian future of fraternity and justice. For Sand, such a
scenario of full withdrawal of the heroine in the face of male desire would inevitably come too
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close to what Brooks termed the female plot of desire: a defensive and reactive mechanism in
which the female “assertion of selfhood” is formed “in resistance to the overt and violating male
plots of ambition.”287 If Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt have been compared to
bildungsromane, the path of the heroine takes her from a condition of reaction to one of activism
and action. In the end, Consuelo’s choice is one of a carefully considered compromise: while she
is dedicating herself to improving the condition of humankind, her travels cannot shield her
entirely from the sexual economy which objectifies her. Yet she knows she is also under the nonobjectifying gaze of many of her allies among the Invisibles, who support all of her endeavors.
Does this obligation of compromise undo the subversive power of the Sandian text? As
Mircea Eliade reminds us, the novel of the nineteenth century was a great “réservoir de mythes
dégradés,”288 and Naginski has shown how the myths of Orpheus/Eurydice, Psyche/Cupid and
Demeter/Persephone allow Sand to reconcile with herself following a period of doubt and
anguish. Naginski also identifies the myth of Cyane, a silenced nymph who was condemned to
being mute, as relevant to understanding Sand’s fear of being silenced.289 However, the myth I
would rather discuss here is that of the nymph Echo, the doomed nymph who could only repeat
the last words of others and whose voice remained even after her body disintegrated. The myth
of Echo is relevant not only because of the relationship between body and voice that it raises, but
also because it can embody in altered forms the anxiety of influence described by Harold Bloom,
or Gilbert and Gubar’s feminine version of “anxiety of authorship”: Just like Echo, is the female
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writer doomed to repeat the words of others? And of course, the myth of Echo implies that of
Narcissus: the man who fell in love with his own reflection. As Adriana Cavarero argues, Echo’s
punishment is especially harsh in that she goes from a nymph with linguistic mastery, with a
typically feminine rhetorical talent, into someone who can neither speak first nor stay silent. 290
Without a doubt, narcissism as embodied by Anzoleto (especially in the mirror scenes) is
soundly rejected by the text. Nonetheless, the figure of Echo might be more than just a simple
victim of a patriarchal society. The act of echoing in the broadest sense (not just the act of using
words from others, but also that of employing existing conventions) can indeed be more than just
a passive reverberation. Here, a few of Derrida's remarks in the preface to Rogues: Two Essays
on Reason prove quite enlightening.
Echo might have feigned to repeat the last syllable of Narcissus in order to say something
else or, really, in order to sign at that very instant in her own name, and so take back the
initiative of answering or responding in a responsible way [...] Echo thus lets be heard by
whoever wants to hear it, by whoever might love hearing it, something other than what
she seems to be saying. Although she repeats, without simulacrum, what she just heard,
another simulacrum slips in to make her response something more than a mere reiteration.
She says in an inaugural fashion, she declares her love, and calls for the first time, all the
while repeating “Come!” of Narcissus, all the while echoing narcissistic words. She
overflows with love; her love overflows the calls of Narcissus, whose fall or whose
sending she seems simply to reproduce. A dissymetrical, unequal correspondence,
unequal, as always, to the equality of the one to the other: the origin of politics, the
question of democracy.291
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to the other's call, that in the words of Aimee Boutin, constitutes an “ethical imperative or
responsibility.”292 For Derrida, to appropriate the other in this case is to ultimately appropriate
herself.
Consuelo's dramatic loss of voice is reminiscent of Echo's loss of the ability to freely
create speech, in that it seems at first glance to show a form of lost agency. Derrida's reading of
the Echo myth, however, does not emphasize Echo's punishment and the loss of linguistic
mastery; rather, it reaffirms the creative possibilities embedded in the very act of reproduction.
For Sand, creating a universe in which the dream of universal fraternity is possible does not
involve a revolution built on a tabula rasa, but rather, acts of “echoing,” especially with regard
to the proliferation of ugliness and the metaphor of the realist mirror. It is through this
appropriation for herself, of a so-called realist topoi, that Sand finds her own authorial voice, as
she attempts to “overflow” the voices of her literary forefathers and call for a politics and ethics
of equality.
Ugliness, after all, implies, by definition, inequality. An articulation of this view can also
be found in Autour de la table, a text Sand first published in 1862, and thus one of her last works.
The book is a polyphonic display centered on the literary conversations taking place around a
table (as the title suggests) of a family in a French village. Over the course of eight chapters,
different characters, including men and women, young and old, have lively discussions about
topics as diverse as Victor Hugo and Delphine de Girardin, the nature of truth and how one can
attain it, the poet, artist and thinker's inspiration and style, the role of the literary critic and the
relationship between man and God. In spite of frequent disagreements between the characters,
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the text emphasizes the unity that is offered symbolically by the table, and the characters all
sitting around them as they each present their views.
Throughout these meandering reflections, a guiding thread remains the concern for the
ethical duties that artists, writers and other individuals have to fulfill in achieving the dream of a
fairer society. An articulation of this dream appears in chapter II when a man named Ernest
speaks up following an exchange about how evil should be represented:
La forme varie dans l'imagination et le raisonnement, mais le fond paraît reposer sur un
même foyer d'espérance, la liberté progressive pour tous les êtres, commençant à avoir
conscience d'elle-même chez l'homme terrestre, et lui permettant de hâter ou de ralentir
son développement à travers le temps et l'éternité, l'immortalité pour tous; la conscience,
la mémoire, la joie au réveil des bons et des sages; le renouvellement des épreuves pour
les mauvais et les fous, avec la réhabilitation pour tous après l'expiation.293

Whether in this world or the world that comes in the afterlife, Ernest articulates a vision of
freedom for all beings, not just human, and a world where mankind continues to attempt to
improve, where evil exists but can be redeemed and rehabilitated, and thus, reintegrated into the
fabric of the community. After Ernest's comment, Théodore, who within the characters remains
the most skeptical of all characters, expresses doubt, but both female characters of the family,
namely the young earnest Julie and the wise grandmother Louise, embrace wholeheartedly
Ernest's vision, in a likely reminder of where George Sand's own affiliation lies.
Beauty and ugliness also appear in these discourses, as they become integrated within the
universe and the community. Beauty is an ideal pursuit that nonetheless does not preclude the
existence of ugliness. As Julie says, echoing what Louise had claimed earlier: “elle veut qu'on
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soit d'une immense indulgence pour ceux qui voient, sentent et manifestent le beau.”294 It is not
only a question of celebrating the passive beauty of people who exhibit it, but also the love of
anyone who can perceive beauty using not just their eyes, but also their soul, their mind, their
other senses. Furthermore, as Louise claimed: “Nous autres mères, nous admirons notre enfant
bossu pour peu qu'il ait dans les yeux un rayon de cette flamme céleste qui divinise toute créature
vivante.”295 Even when seemingly deprived of beauty, the child can still possess a soul and an
intelligence that radiates. Because of the way this perception of beauty locates it not just in the
object but also the subject, it values every individual who becomes connected through this
network of beauty, whether as beautiful objects, agents or simultaneously both.
Chapters V and VI of the text are dedicated to a discussion of beauty and then ugliness.
The narrator expresses his admiration for “les êtres humains qui supportent la laideur,
personnellement imméritée, sans amertume pusillanime et sans grotesque illusion.”296 In this
sentence it is acknowledged that ugliness does exist, and that it occasionally marks specific
beings whose inner qualities do not warrant such an outer appearance. Nonetheless, after
acknowledging that these people often can have inner qualities that make them just as charming
as beautiful people, the narrator reaches the crux of the argument:
Quand nous devenons laid avant l'âge, c'est souvent par notre faute, et quand nous
naissons laids, c'est par la faute de nos ascendants. Dans tous les cas, nous portons la
peine de nos erreurs ou de celles d'autrui, car la nature n'échappe pas, comme la société, à
la loi de solidarité. Si les maladies nous défigurent, si la petite vérole a labouré de ses
affreux stigmates tant de beaux visages, c'est la faute de nos sciences, qui ne marchent
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pas aussi vite que les fléaux qui nous atteignent. La laideur est donc une plaie sociale, un
fait purement humain.297

That our sciences have not kept up with the development of these diseases is not simply an
indictment of the inadequacy of our knowledge, but rather, a lamentation of the very human
causes of these horrible diseases. For elsewhere, the elderly Louise also makes explicit the case
of a human creature created as beautiful by God, and who through his own deeds created
ugliness: “N'a-t-il pas réussi à se faire laid lui-même? Lui, le chef d'oeuvre de la création, il
détruit, il avilit, il torture par tous les moyens son propre type [...] Ici trop de paresse et de
nourriture matérielle [...] là, trop de fatigue et de misère [...] Et puis, en haut comme en bas de la
belle échelle sociale inventée par lui, des excès de sentiments, d'intelligence ou de sensualité; des
désordres de vice ou de vertu” all of which lead to “mille maladies et mille difformités inconnues
aux animaux sauvages et aux plantes libres.”298 In these two powerful passages, the ugliness of
the individual body is only a symptom of a much larger social evil. In this view, beauty was
originally the symbol of God's perfection, and thus “natural.” Ugliness is the result of mankind
denaturing himself through constructs of inequality, and vice. Because nature works in
"solidarity" such that one's ugliness can be linked to inequality or lack of freedom, only through
solidarity within the whole of society can ugliness be eradicated. The text calls for this ethical
gesture towards community-building, and simultaneously affirms the optimistic belief in a fairer
society, that would be achieved through the efforts of people such as Consuelo. For this
solidarity to emerge however, the mechanisms that cause someone to be “ugly” have to be laid
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bare, and Sand goes beyond this goal by calling for a different way of perceiving the ugly, one
that would acknowledge not only individual responsibility but also common societal objectives.
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Ugliness, (Pro)creation and the Role of “le hasard” in Victor Hugo’s L'homme qui rit
Like George Sand, Victor Hugo was keenly interested in the representation of ugly
bodies. These bodies also served as vehicle for the articulation of a specific social vision, as
many of Hugo's texts grapple openly with the plight of the poor and the dispossessed at various
historical moments across France and even Britain. Unlike Sand, however, Hugo tends to favor
ugly male heroes (such as Gwynplaine, Quasimodo or Triboulet),299 a choice that we will later
study in the context of Hugolian aesthetics and politics. Whereas in Sand we found tempered
optimism, as the ultimately happy fate of Consuelo suggests, in Hugo we find a much more
pessimistic tone, where the heroes meet their demise in much more tragic endings. Nonetheless,
both writers explore similar questions about the legibility of ugliness and the ethical implications
of its representation, as well as the potential of the ugly individual to become an artist.
My choice to study “ugliness” as the guiding principle for a Hugolian text might seem
strange, as studies of Hugo's aesthetics and depiction of bodies that fail to meet a classical norm
of beauty have traditionally worked with a different framework, one often focused on the
grotesque and the sublime. Anne Ubersfeld, for instance, has devoted a monograph to the role of
the grotesque in Hugolian works, focusing on Le roi s'amuse. In this book Ubersfeld draws upon
Bakhtin's theory of the grotesque to argue that unlike in Rabelais, the grotesque in Hugo serves
not a regenerative function, but rather highlights a breakdown of communication and is thus a
destructive force.300 Other critics choose to avoid the term grotesque, as does Michel Collot, who
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places Hugo under the sign of the baroque.301 Terms such as the grotesque or baroque are
anchored in specific historical traditions, and a critic's choice to use such terminology means an
engagement with an existing theoretical framework, because the grotesque and the baroque have
been amply discussed by thinkers, including writers themselves. Such is not the case for ugliness,
however, which probably explains in large part the absence of studies using it as a theoretical
and conceptual framework for understanding Hugo. Yet the text explicitly uses terms such as
“laid” or “laideur” to describe different characters. Should the ugly be viewed as a bigger
category of which the grotesque is a subcategory, or is it the other way around? Are these two
terms actually interchangeable? In fact, to what extent are these terms even different? To explore
these questions, I will first look at Hugo's own attempts to articulate his aesthetic theory in the
famous Preface of Cromwell.

Towards an aesthetic theory in the Preface to Cromwell
Published in 1827, Cromwell became famous not as a literary masterpiece, but rather as
the site of an extensive articulation of Hugolian aesthetics. In the play's Preface, Hugo launches
a staunch defense of the grotesque as an essential element of the artistic genius of “modern”
times, and draws on an historical argument to show the relevance of this concept for romanticism.
Though Hugo gives numerous examples of what he considers “grotesque,” he does not provide
any specific definition of this term. The term, which derives from the Italian word grotta for
grotto, first appeared in Italy at the end of the fourteenth century, to describe fanciful ornaments
(namely, frescoes) found in Roman caves. Art historian André Chastel describes the
301
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transgressive nature of these creations: “On peut en énoncer l'originalité à l'aide de deux lois: la
négation de l'espace, et la fusion des espèces, l'apesanteur des formes et la prolifération insolente
des hybrides.”302 The grotesque thus disturbs classical notions of perspective, which points to the
importance of understanding the relationship between space and objects construed as “grotesque.”
The second component of Chastel's analysis, that of hybridity, is in line with numerous
definitions of ugliness we have already seen that emphasize its status as an impure object: the
grotesque cannot fit neatly into a clear category, and instead constitutes a dual, or hybrid object
that both opens up the realm of unfettered imagination and bespeaks the fear of contamination.
This concept enjoyed a relatively long history in French thought, as can be seen in the
example of Montaigne's famous appraisal of his Essais, in “De l'amitié”:
Considérant la conduite de la besogne d’un peintre que j’ai, il m’a pris envie de
l’ensuivre. Il choisit le plus bel endroit et milieu de chaque paroi pour y loger un tableau
élaboré de toute sa suffisance ; et le vide tout autour, il le remplit de grotesques, qui sont
peintures fantasques, n’ayant grâce qu’en la variété et étrangeté. Que sont-ce aussi ici, à
la vérité, que grotesques et corps monstrueux, rapiécés de divers membres, sans certaine
figure, n’ayant ordre, suite, ni proportion que fortuite?303

Gisèle Mathieu-Castellani has argued that “L'accumulation de désignations négatives (ne...que,
sans, n'ayant...ni...) doit signaler, sous l'apparente dévaluation, la revalorisation du négatif, la
réévaluation para-doxale (contre la doxa) de ce qui échappe aux normes et aux règles établies de
l'art pour constituer un autre art, avec d'autres règles.”304 In her analysis, Mathieu-Castellani
emphasizes the potential of the grotesque for Montaigne to constitute a direct challenge to the
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norm of artistic, in this case, literary production. As transgressive as this challenge is, however,
the grotesque remains defined in terms of what it isn't, namely the doxa. Indeed, in this passage
the grotesque is constantly contrasted to beauty through a careful use of space. The painter must
choose a “bel endroit,” create a “tableau” characterized by “suffisance,” all of which are in line
with classical norms of beauty. It is, however, in the vacuum surrounding this beautiful work that
the grotesques are to be placed, as they ironically gain beauty through their strangeness.
Montaigne implies here that in the beginning, the legitimacy of the grotesque as an object and its
meaning derive from its relationship of contrast with a beautiful object, as it quite literally serves
the role of filler that surrounds the painting itself. As Mathieu-Castellani notes, however,
Montaigne's comparison of his Essais to the grotesque constitutes a dramatic transformation of
the original meaning of the term, for in Montaigne's case, the grotesque is no longer a filler
surrounding the work of art proper, but becomes rather the work of art itself.305 What is then
intriguing in Montaigne's attempt is his desire to go beyond the initial dichotomies of
suffisance/grotesque, essence/void to a world in which the grotesque can suffice as object of
representation.
The relationship between the grotesque and the beautiful was further explored in Nicolas
Boileau's work in the seventeenth century. For Boileau, the grotesque appears as the very
negation of the beautiful, and offends one's good taste. Frances K. Barasch has analyzed
Boileau's conception of the grotesque in conjunction with his use of the term "gothic" and
claimed that both words “conveyed the same sense of indecorum, disharmony and
disproportion.”306 Many of his contemporaries also employed the word to refer to all kinds of
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undesirable elements: for La Bruyère, the grotesque evokes a “composé bizarre,”307 whereas
Pascal mocks religious figures with “imaginations aussi grotesques”308 that have no basis in
reality. For all of these writers, the “grotesque” is associated with the ridiculous, and provokes
mocking laughter in the observer. Nonetheless, Boileau offers an alternative to a seventeenthcentury French classical understanding of beauty by advocating for the sublime. In the same
anthology as l'Art Poétique, Boileau offered his translation of Longinus' Treatise on the Sublime,
in which he argues in favor of a delight that cannot be reduced to set rules. The sublime is un
merveilleux qui “saisit, qui frappe, et qui se fait sentir” and is in some ways extraordinary. It is
characterized by “la force du discours,” “la grandeur de la pensée,” “la noblesse du sentiment,”
as well as the “magnificence des paroles”309 as it elevates and delights the soul of the reader or
viewer. The sublime can therefore be irregular because of its inner fire, though thanks to its
strength and greatness it avoids falling into the disharmonious. As Yvon le Scanff further notes,
Boileau articulates a theory of the sublime based in large part on an appreciation of the “très
grand (hupsos).”310 Boileau himself rediscovered this notion of the sublime through his
translation of Longinus’s treatise on the sublime : “Nous n'admirons pas naturellement de petits
ruisseaux, bien que l'eau en soit claire et transparente, et utile même pour notre usage: mais nous
sommes véritablement surpris quand nous regardons le Danube, le Nil, le Rhin et l'Océan
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surtout.”311 This vastness was capable of inspiring an intense aesthetic pleasure, and thus became
emblematic of a new kind of beauty.
Nonetheless, not all of his contemporaries agreed with this valorization of the vast, the
massive, as a form of sublime beauty. For Charles de Saint-Évremond, rather than inspiring
delight, vastness left the observer with a sense of dread and horror:
Le vaste et l'affreux ont bien du rapport: les choses ne conviennent point avec celles qui
font sur nous une impression agréable... des jardins vastes ne sauraient avoir ni
l'agrément qui vient de l'art, ni les grâces que peut donner la nature, de vastes forêts nous
effrayent: la vue se dissipe et se perd à regarder de vastes campagnes. Les rivières d'une
juste grandeur nous font voir des bords agréables, et nous inspirent insensiblement la
douceur de leurs cours paisibles; les fleuves trop larges, les débordements, les
inondations nous déplaisent par leurs agitations.312
Excessive size becomes evidence of denaturation, or deformity that is incompatible with the joys
brought by true beauty, which should be regular and measured.
The view of beauty and the sublime as ultimately incompatible aesthetic categories was
later developed by Edmund Burke in his Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of our Ideas of
the Sublime and Beautiful. Burke makes explicit the incompatible nature of these two categories:
“The ideas of the sublime and the beautiful stand on foundations so different that it is hard, I had
almost said impossible, to think of reconciling them in the same subject without considerably
lessening the effect of the one or the other upon the passions.”313 Burke claimed that beauty
derived from pleasure while sublimity derived from pain, and ascribed a physiological basis to
these different categories: beauty was supposed to relax the fibers of the body whereas the
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sublime had a tightening effect. The sublime is still described in terms of “vastness” and “terror,”
whereas the beautiful is associated with small size, a delicate nature that should not project too
much strength, colors that are bright but not glaring, softness and smoothness. Burke's definition
of beauty is thus in line with St-Évremond's conception of the beautiful as something regular and
easily manageable by the senses, unlike the sublime, which completely astonishes the soul and
leaves it incapable of considering any object at that moment.
Nonetheless, while the sublime is explicitly defined in oppositional terms to the beautiful,
ugliness is carefully elided over the course of the treatise. Section XXI is titled “Ugliness,” but
the short paragraph raises more questions than it answers. Burke begins by stating that it would
be unnecessary to define ugliness, as it would embody the opposite of all the qualities previously
ascribed to beauty. Burke then proceeds to state that ugliness is compatible with fitness, that is to
say, an ugly body or object can nevertheless still serve its intended function. The conclusion is
the most intriguing part of this section: “Ugliness I imagine likewise to be consistent enough
with an idea of the sublime. But I would by no means insinuate that ugliness of itself is a sublime
idea, unless united with such ideas as excite a strong terror.”314 Though ugliness and the sublime
are both defined in oppositional terms to beauty, they cannot be viewed as interchangeable or
truly equivalent. This can be explained by Burke's view of ugliness as an intrinsic quality, as
ugliness is defined in terms of supposedly objective qualities one can observe in the object.
Conversely, the sublime is defined by the reaction it provokes in the observer. In the case of
ugliness, Burke indicates that the ugly object does not necessarily provoke terror; one can guess
that other feelings it can provoke include pity, contempt or disgust. The fact that Burke does not
discuss this kind of ugliness suggests a hierarchy within the typology of ugliness, one that
314
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implicitly devalues ugliness that fails to provoke intense fear or pain by refusing to ascribe it
aesthetic value. The focus on the perception of the observer, as well as the claim to a
physiological truth, constitute an act of erasure of “lower” forms of ugliness that cannot yet lay
claim to artistic legitimacy.
Hugo's predecessors thus disagreed over what constituted the grotesque, the sublime, the
beautiful and the ugly, and valued these concepts in distinct ways. In his Preface to Cromwell,
Hugo attempted to bridge the gap among various sets of dichotomies: “Elle [la muse moderne]
sentira que tout dans la création n’est pas humainement beau, que le laid y existe à côté du beau,
le difforme près du gracieux, le grotesque au revers du sublime, le mal avec le bien, l’ombre avec
la lumière.”315 Hugo does not so much deconstruct these dichotomies as acknowledge their
simultaneous existence, and seeks to validate all of them as worthy objects of artistic
representation. Nonetheless, the devalued part of the dichotomy, even if given value, still owes
its interest in large part to the existence of the positive element. For instance, Hugo explains in
this manner the relationship of the grotesque to the beautiful:
La même impression, toujours répétée, peut fatiguer à la longue. Le sublime sur le
sublime produit malaisément un contraste, et l’on a besoin de se reposer de tout, même
du beau. Il semble, au contraire, que le grotesque soit un temps d’arrêt, un terme de
comparaison, un point de départ d’où l’on s’élève vers le beau avec une perception plus
fraîche et plus excitée. La salamandre fait ressortir l’ondine; le gnome embellit le
sylphe.316

The sublime and the beautiful are treated as functionally equivalent here, while the grotesque is
only a counterpoint, a sort of pause before one can soar towards the loftiness of beauty.
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The dichotomies mentioned above are, however, not given the same importance. The
relationship between the grotesque and the sublime occupies an especially important role in the
Preface, culminating in the following claim: “c’est de la féconde union du type grotesque au type
sublime que naît le génie moderne, si complexe, si varié dans ses formes, si inépuisable dans ses
créations.”317 The beautiful and the ugly are mentioned much less often, a choice which can be
ascribed to Hugo's conceptualization of the grotesque and the sublime, and the importance he
gives both of them in his day and age. Though Hugo never explicitly defines the two terms, it is
clear he views those two terms as very broad categories that are a combination of physical and
moral characteristics: “Le premier type, dégagé de tout alliage impur, aura en apanage tous les
charmes, toutes les grâces, toutes les beautés; il faut qu’il puisse créer un jour Juliette,
Desdémona, Ophélia.”318 The charms ascribed to these characters cannot only be physical: it is
the combination of physical beauty and moral virtue that allows them to be objects of admiration
and thus sublime. Hugo goes on with a catalogue of grotesque figures: “Le second prendra tous
les ridicules, toutes les infirmités, toutes les laideurs. Dans ce partage de l’humanité et de la
création, c’est à lui que reviendront les passions, les vices, les crimes; c’est lui qui sera luxurieux,
rampant, gourmand, avare, perfide, brouillon, hypocrite; c’est lui qui sera tour à tour Iago,
Tartufe, Basile, Polonius, Harpagon, Bartholo, Falstaff, Scapin, Figaro.”319 Similarly, many of
these figures are not necessarily known for their physical ugliness; rather it is either their
immoral deeds, that makes them grotesque, laughable, or worthy of contempt. In the case of
Scapin and Figaro, it is not even a question of morality, as they arguably resort to their wits for a
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good cause: their low social status seems to be the problem here. The conflation of moral and
physical traits (and even class) in determining the grotesque or sublime is problematic in that it
makes physical ugliness a marker of moral ugliness; however, it also implies that the individual's
character can have an important impact on the way he is perceived. This tension is explored in
Hugo's novel L'homme qui rit through characters such as Josiane and Gwynplaine.
It is revealing that in the Preface to Cromwell Hugo uses exclusively female examples to
explain the sublime, and male characters to explain the grotesque. His ideal of the sublime, the
woman both virtuous and beautiful who eventually meets a tragic demise, is opposed to the
immoral or lowly male figure, who nonetheless fascinates with his evil or his ploys. The next
few lines, arguably the most famous of the whole Preface, provide a possible explanation: “Le
beau n’a qu’un type; le laid en a mille. C’est que le beau, à parler humainement, n’est que la
forme considérée dans son rapport le plus simple, dans sa symétrie la plus absolue, dans son
harmonie la plus intime avec notre organisation. Aussi nous offre-t-il toujours un ensemble
complet, mais restreint comme nous.”320 The beautiful, because it represents an absolute ideal of
harmony, is also singularly static and can only provide a limited understanding of the universe.
Hugo's references to female characters reveals both an interest in this age-long and clichéd (and
so problematic) ideal of feminine virtue and beauty, and an awareness of the need to go beyond
these models.
Hugo continues with his analysis of the ugly: “Ce que nous appelons le laid, au contraire,
est un détail d’un grand ensemble qui nous échappe, et qui s’harmonise, non pas avec l’homme,
mais avec la création tout entière. Voilà pourquoi il nous présente sans cesse des aspects
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nouveaux, mais incomplets.”321 Beauty is unity, whereas ugliness is difference and diversity, but
even this difference can lead to a sense of harmony. For the artist, the ugly is a source of new
material, one that challenges us to understand the ways in which it is inscribed not just on human
bodies, but within communities. It is this logic of the supposed complementarity of beauty and
ugliness, grotesque and sublime, that I want to explore in L'homme qui rit. In addition, the very
choice of going from sublime/grotesque to beautiful/ugly is also problematic, as Hugo implies a
casual equivalence between the two sets of terms, though an analysis of the novel will suggest a
different picture.

L'Homme qui rit: An Overview
Reception of L'homme qui rit has been quite mixed. On a positive note, the novel did
have some notable defenders, among whom we can count Émile Zola. Writing for Le Gaulois,
Zola claimed that “L'Homme qui rit est supérieur à tout ce que Victor Hugo a écrit depuis dix ans.
Il y règne un souffle surhumain”322 and also later referred to it as an “oeuvre poignante et
grandiose.”323 English poet Algernon Charles Swinburne also greatly appreciated the novel, as he
praised its emotional impact: “This book has in it, so to say, a certain elemental quality. It is
great because it deals greatly with great emotion [...] It pierces and shakes the very roots of
passion.”324 Swinburne also praises the “splendor of its depths and heights.”325 The later impact
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of the novel can also be seen in its numerous filmic adaptations, starting with Paul Leni's 1928
version, and ending with the 2012 version by Jean-Pierre Améris featuring Gérard Depardieu as
Ursus. Gwynplaine's facial rictus also left its mark on popular culture, as James Ellroy's novel
The Black Dahlia attests, as well as the figure of the joker in the Batman series. Gwynplaine's
physical mutilation remains hauntingly present in its spin-offs even today.
Nonetheless, at the time of its publication, the novel also received harsh criticism from
numerous members of the literary establishment. Given the historical and political content of the
novel, it is not surprising that right-wing critics were not receptive, but as Max Bach notes, even
left-wing critics were not particularly enthused with the content: “Pour elle [la gauche], la
peinture de l'aristocratie, que la préface déclare être le but de l'oeuvre, n'est ni assez claire ni
assez marquée.”326 Among other critiques of the novels, we can cite that of Jules Janin, who
called this work “irritant,”327 while Barbey d'Aurevilly complained vociferously about what he
perceived as the “invraisemblance” of various adventures in the novel, and even called the scene
of Josiane's seduction not so much a scene of seduction as a “cours de catins.”328 Barbey
continued by claiming that there were no more than “cinq ou six pages gracieuses” in this
novel,329 and other critics such as Edmond Biré agreed with him in rejecting Gwynplaine as an
excessively exceptional character (because of his numerous contradictions) in whom it was very
hard to believe. Others emphasized the lack of coherence of the novel as a whole, and stated that
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many of its episodes were haphazardly cobbled together. Louis Etienne claimed that the
juxtaposition of the underdeveloped plot, descriptions, portraits and philosophical musings led to
a “bric-à-brac scientifique, une érudition pédante et factice.”330 George Saintsbury said it was
probably the “maddest book in recognized literature; certainly the maddest written by an author
of supreme genius without the faintest notion that he was making himself ridiculous.”331
Critics of the twentieth century have often neglected this novel. Pierre Savoie has shown
that of roughly forty books of literary history of the latter half of the twentieth century, only half
of them even mentioned L'homme qui rit.332 Even Pierre Albouy, who did much to save the novel
from critical oblivion in the 70s, said of the text: “L'homme qui rit est sans doute le plus fou des
romans de Hugo. Histoire d'un monstre, il se devait d'être lui-même tératologique.”333 Critic
Richard Grant claimed in 1968 that the novel was an “extremely bad piece of writing,”334
echoing the criticisms of many a century earlier. The novel's extremely bleak perspective has
perhaps also contributed to discouraging critics from giving it the attention it deserves. Marianna
Forde has noted that “pessimism was usually a pendant to Hugo's optimism, but in this late novel,
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virtually neglected by recent criticism, it seems to dominate its opposite more than anywhere
else.”335
Part of the frustration felt by critics has to do with the novel's convoluted plot. Set in
post-restoration England, the novel tells of the rise and fall of Gwynplaine, a young boy whose
face is mutilated into a permanent grimace by a group of comprachicos,336 in other words,
traffickers of children. The comprachicos set sail and die in a storm, while Gwynplaine makes
his way across a blizzard and finds a blind baby girl named Dea along the way. The two children
are eventually discovered by Ursus, a self-proclaimed misanthrope and mountebank who lives in
a caravan called the Green Box with his domesticated wolf Homo. For the next fifteen years, the
four of them live together and perform various shows in the countryside, including Ursus's
carefully crafted play, Chaos vaincu. The show is so successful that Ursus decides it is time to
start performing in London. There, it attracts the attention of Josiane, a rival of Queen Anne and
illegitimate daughter of King James II, as well as Lord David, the illegitimate heir to the
Clancharlie earldom. It turns out that Gwynplaine is the legitimate heir to Lord Clancharlie, and
Josiane rejects Gwynplaine when she finds that Queen Anne has ordered her to marry the
disfigured man. He takes his rightful place in the House of Lords and delivers an impassioned
speech in favor of the poor which is met with hysterical laughter. Realizing that his rightful place
is by Dea's side, he returns to find Homo, Ursus and Dea on a boat, with Dea dying because of
his absence. Dea sees Gwynplaine and dies in ecstasy, while Gwynplaine joins her by stepping
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off the boat into the ocean as well. The novel thus ends with Ursus and Homo staring at the
endless sea. This complex plot, with its twists and turns, nonetheless has its own logic,
embedded in the aesthetics and politics of ugliness, as I show.
In addition to the convoluted plot, the use of history in the novel has also been scrutinized
and sometimes criticized, notably for its historical inaccuracies and use of British history in
relation to French history. Pierre Laforgue has claimed that Hugo's “saut transhistorique entre
l’Angleterre et la France [...] résiste à toute analyse rationnelle de l’Histoire.”337 On the topic of
the presence of numerous historical inaccuracies, Robert Gibson has argued that “He [Hugo]
cannot have set out with serious intentions to capture the true flavour of Queen Anne's London
[...] Given the choice, he would always prefer the Dichtung [poetry] to Wahrheit [truth], and in
this case, it was a choice dictated by ideological as well as dramatic considerations.”338 While
Hugo's use of different historical elements, sometimes with modifications, is inevitably fraught
with ideological considerations, the use of “poetry” hardly precludes the possibility of “truth.”
Kathryn Grossman has argued that Hugo's use of British history in the novel, with the backdrop
of the French Second Empire in France at the time of its writing, allows Hugo to “discern and
communicate universal truths that are not calendar dependent.”339 There is no doubt that Hugo's
novel is an expression of his own political phantasms and positioning. As a firm opponent of
Napoleon III and the Second Empire, he was exiled in 1851, as he fled to Brussels before
eventually moving to Guernsey in 1855. There he spent fifteen years, working on many of his
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novels, including Les Misérables, Les travailleurs de la mer, and L'homme qui rit. The novel
thus bears the traces of Hugo's own displacement and exile, as he protested against a Second
Empire he perceived as profoundly unjust. Nowhere is this clearer than in the figure of Lord
Clancharlie, who is already alluded to in the first chapter of the novel. There it is implied that
because of his Republican beliefs, Lord Clancharlie was exiled in 1660 with the Restoration of
the British Monarchy under Charles II. This act of doubling between the exiled Republican
writer and the dispossessed Lord Clancharlie is just one of numerous examples of the ways in
which Hugo's political ideology manifests itself. And now, we shall begin the study by looking at
precisely how Gwynplaine came to be “l'homme qui rit.”

Ursus, the Comprachicos, and the Creation of Ugliness
To understand Gwynplaine's deformity, we must turn to the comprachicos, already
introduced in the opening chapter of the novel. The group of comprachicos, who engage in the
trafficking and mutilation of children, is largely characterized by its heterogeneity, as they are
referred to as “une cuvette d'eaux immondes,” “ruisseaux d'homme vénéneux,” “composé de
toutes les nations.”340 Furthermore, the comprachicos spoke a “promiscuité d'idiomes.”341 Such a
heterogeneity is reminiscent of Hugo's view of ugliness as “multiple.” The text explicitly links
them to ugliness as well, when they are called an “hideuse et étrange affiliation nomade”342
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compared to the “poudre de succession”343 and are part of “la vieille laideur humaine.” This
ugliness is of course not so much physical as moral. The words “succession” as well as “vieille
laideur humaine”344 imply a throwback to some archaic state of mankind, which invites us to
trace the lineage of this “laideur.” Tracing the rise of these communities leads to the
condemnation of the powerful under whose reign the comprachicos were tolerated, for instance
James II, who used them to eliminate heirs when necessary, or a number of historical figures
who wished to be entertained. Though they are polar opposites of the English royalty in many
ways, this eclectic group of marginals was arguably necessary for the powerful to retain their
power. Just as in Hugo's argument of the necessity of the grotesque in helping the sublime keep
its glow, the “ugliness” of the comprachicos allowed the powerful to retain their power.
In describing how the comprachicos created ugliness, Hugo turns these sinister figures
into both artists and scientists: “De là un art [...] On tassait la croissance; on pétrissait la
physionomie. Cette production artificielle de cas tératologiques avait ses règles. C’était toute une
science. [...] Là où Dieu a mis le regard, cet art mettait le strabisme.”345 Joan Kessler has noted
astutely the text's recurrent motif of the "ébauche," which in its most literal and concrete form
becomes the foetus: “on prenait un homme et on faisait un avorton.”346 Though Kessler uses the
image of the foetus and its association with the art of the comprachicos to show how the text
associates art with anti-progress and an anti-natural and even anti-divine act (as the
comprachicos manage to “effacer l'effigie divine,”) the imagery of abortion and miscarriage is
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also emblematic of the very gendered nature simultaneously of procreation and artistic creation.
The text questions the role of the woman, or more accurately that of the mother, in creating this
deformed offspring, whether literal or figurative.
And yet, it is not just the comprachicos' careful work that explains Gwynplaine's face. In
discussing the nature of Gwynplaine's laughter, the text makes a strange slippage between
chance and the comprachicos' meticulous work: “L’espèce de visage inouï que le hasard ou une
industrie bizarrement spéciale lui avait façonné, riait tout seul.”347 By juxtaposing chance and the
comprachicos, the text implicitly reiterates the linkage between this “vieille laideur” and chance,
while suggesting the power of “le hasard” to create. Indeed, the idea of "le hasard" as a powerful
artist is nothing new. In his 1842 avant-propos to La comédie humaine, Balzac had claimed that
“le hasard est le plus grand romancier du monde.”348 In La vieille fille, the line “le hasard est le
plus grand des artistes”349 appears. Chance is a source of countless creations, and indeed can
challenge the artist's own agency in his or her creation.
The idea of “le hasard” in the Hugolian world can best be translated as chance, though it
also evokes other concepts such as fatality or ananke. While we will look more in depth at
Darwinian ideas later, it is important to note that the notion of chance was crucial in the highly
influential On the Origin of Species, published in 1859 and then translated to French in 1862.
Darwin argued that variations in different individuals happen through chance, and the more
favorable variations tend to be inherited more often as part of natural selection. Darwin's notion
of chance took away much of God's power, and also contradicted the notion of a linear path
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towards progress, as the possibilities of regression and anomalies always exist. Hugo's
negotiations with “le hasard” are thus set in a historical period in which there was ample reason
to feel uncertain about the role and future of man.
As Kathryn Grossman claimed about the tragic ending of L'homme qui rit, the text seems
to be marked by the three types of fatalities described by Hugo in his preface to Les Travailleurs
de la mer: “l'anankè des dogmes, l'anankè des lois, l'anankè des choses” and last but not least, “la
fatalité intérieure, l'anankè suprême, le cœur humain.”350 Ananke, which Hugo claims to have
seen engraved within one of the cathedrals, is according to him the foundation of Notre-Damede-Paris. In a letter written to critic Henri Durandeau about the fatality associated with the
character of Hernani, Hugo wrote:
La nécessité et la liberté sont les deux quantités de l'infini: quantités illimitées comme
l'infini lui-même; la nécessité est visible dans l'univers, la liberté est visible dans l'homme.
Toutes les fois que la nécessite empiète sur la liberté et l'opprime, elle s'appelle fatalité.
Le poète dénonce cet abus de l'inconnu. C'est ce que je fais dans Notre-Dame-de-Paris,
dans les Misérables, dans les Travailleurs de la mer. Au nom de qui cette dénonciation?
Au nom de la liberté.
Ananke! Voilà ce que combattent Claude Frollo, Jean Valjean et Gilliatt.351
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necessity.352 In a Greek-French dictionary of 1830 that Hugo requested while writing his novel,
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impérieuse; destin, mort; calamité; qqfois raison convaincante, argument décisif et sans réplique;
qqfois (surtout au pluriel) supplice, torture; qqfois relation intime, liaison, parenté. ”353 Ananke
usually leads to an unhappy ending, and can even become synonymous for death, the final
possible ending. And yet, the idea of necessity also contributes to a teleological view of the
narrative: “En effet, tout texte en tant que tissu serré de sens suppose à chaque instant un choix
entre des possibles: le seul déroulement temporel du récit lui donne une logique, suppose qu'il va
vers un telos, une fin où coïncident finition, arrêt de l'histoire, et de façon directe plus ou moins
détournée, finalité, c'est-à-dire choix idéologique.”354 With the idea of necessity or ananke, the
teleological end point becomes predetermined.
Nonetheless, this predetermination has its limits, and indeed characters such as Claude
Frollo, Valjean or Gilliatt attempt to fight against it. As Sartre has argued, “la fatalité que l'on
croit constater dans les drames antiques, n'est que l'envers de la liberté.”355 Michel Jarrety has
argued that as Victor Hugo himself claimed, one must take the step from fatalité to liberté:
“Contre la fatalité l'homme a deux armes: la conscience et la liberté; la conscience qui lui indique
le devoir, la liberté qui lui signale le droit.”356 As such the concept of fatality does not preclude
the possibility of freedom and choice. Even in the previous definitions of ananke, the last one
about “relation intime, liaison, parenté” opens up the possibility of a necessity that is not strictly
predetermined by blood or hereditary links, but rather results from the liberty of choosing one's
intimate relations.
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The possibilities of liberty opened by “le hasard” are arguably even greater than those of
ananke. John Lyons, in his study of the role of chance in seventeenth-century French fiction, has
argued that after Montaigne, writers in French had sought “a term to designate events that
erupted unpredictably, that could not be foreseen, that defined planning and institutional
irregularity, that disrupted lives and narratives, and that made a mockery of hierarchies,
overturning the respected and apparently logical order of importance among people and
things.”357 Here, Lyons emphasizes the subversive aspect of this randomness, as it can
destabilize the statu quo and lead to an almost carnavalesque effect of inversion. Lyons further
notes that the preferred term for this randomness gradually shifted in the seventeenth century,
from the term “fortune” to the word “hasard.” In drawing distinctions between the two terms,
Lyons claims that “fortune gathers and organises, subordinates and prioritises, and creates
extensive sequences, while le hasard erupts and scatters, levels, deflates and trivialises.”358 What
interests me then is to what extent Hugo draws from both definitions for his own articulation of
the role of “le hasard” in his novel.
The relationship between ugliness and “le hasard,” is either made explicit or alluded to at
various points of the novel. In a section on Gwynplaine obtaining his rightful place among the
lords, the text offers the possibility of viewing ugliness as a form of randomness: “Sans doute la
beauté et la dignité devraient être inséparables, il est fâcheux qu’un lord soit contrefait, et c’est là
un outrage du hasard; mais, insistons-y, en quoi cela diminue-t-il le droit?”359 Here, the
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juxtaposition of ugliness and a noble birth is presented as a result of "le hasard," which suggests
the possibility of viewing ugliness as a contingency. Ugliness is in some ways rendered
acceptable, at least in theory, by the social status of the ugly individual.
Of course, ugliness is also the lot of the marginal, such as the comprachicos, those
shadowy groups described as part of the “vieille laideur humaine.” The comprachicos are also
referred to as a sort of “peuple arlequin composé de tous les haillons.”360 In addition to a
character of the Italian commedia, whose clothing consisted of various colors, arlequin was also
defined in the Dictionnaire de l'Académie Française of 1835 as “un tout composé de parties
disparates, un ouvrage fait de morceaux pris de différents auteurs.”361 The arlequin evoked in this
way heterogeneity as well as promiscuity, a mixture of elements that seem not necessarily to go
together. As Janet Beizer has noted, the arlequin was also a culinary term to refer to dishes
constituted of leftovers sold in markets such as les Halles. Eugène Chavette defines the arlequins
in 1867 as “ces plats étranges, mystérieux amalgames de morceaux si divers.”362 A few years
later, in Emile Littré's Dictionnaire de la langue française of 1872, the following definition
appears: “Populairement, débris de repas, et surtout débris de viandes, ainsi dit parce que ce plat,
que l'on vend pour la nourriture des animaux domestiques et que les pauvres ne dédaignent pas,
est composé de morceaux assemblés au hasard.”363 The image of the discarded elements of food
gathered into one suggests the contempt felt by many members of the society towards these
unwanted individuals. More importantly however, the definition of the culinary arlequin suggests
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that “le hasard” is an integral part of the comprachicos' existence and gathering.364 Through a
semantic slippage, if the comprachicos themselves are a form of “laideur humaine,” then their
ugliness is also a form of randomness, while their randomness is ugly. Furthermore, “le hasard”
suggests here an indeterminate origin, the difficulties of identifying a specific genealogy, and
instead suggests some sort of atemporal nature.
“Le hasard” and the comprachicos have created one of the most remarkable, though
terrifying creations, Gwynplaine's mask. By the time Ursus receives Gwynplaine, the child's
permanent mask has already become an unchangeable reality, carefully constructed by men: “il
est certain que la nature ne produit pas toute seule de tels chefs-d’œuvre [...] si l’on observait cet
homme avec attention, on y reconnaissait la trace de l’art. Un pareil visage n’est pas fortuit, mais
voulu. Être à ce point complet n’est pas dans la nature.”365 Paradoxically, the very mutilation of
Gwynplaine is done with such skill that as a created object, he achieves a degree of plenitude that
nature is supposedly unable to create. This state is that of complete control over ugliness:
“L’homme ne peut rien sur sa beauté, mais peut tout sur sa laideur. D’un profil hottentot vous ne
ferez pas un profil romain, mais d’un nez grec vous pouvez faire un nez kalmouck.”366 Beauty,
as stated in these lines, is an immutable result of nature (or the divine), one that is etched onto
the body of men. That the body's beauty cannot be worked on is on one hand an implicit call for
364
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individuals to work on their minds and souls instead of their bodies. On the other hand, it also
suggests the difficulties of deciphering beauty or ugliness, because it must be understood as the
work of a higher force. Ugliness, conversely, is a bodily sign that can indicate a will to transform,
to hide on the part of others. After all, it is not just Gwynplaine's face but also his body that is
shaped by the comprachicos: “Outre ce visage, ceux qui l’avaient élevé lui avaient donné des
ressources de gymnaste et d’athlète; ses articulations, utilement disloquées, et propres à des
flexions en sens inverse, avaient reçu une éducation de clown et pouvaient, comme des gonds de
porte, se mouvoir dans tous les sens.”367 The notion of “complet” described earlier is also seen in
the concordance of the face and the body.
Gwynplaine's reconfigured face does not, however, only mark the work of the
comprachicos. Just like the horribly mutilated hanged body that Gwynplaine runs into after being
abandoned by the comprachicos, Gwynplaine's face evokes the etymological sense of monster
(mostrare, to show) as a text inscribed by social forces.368 As public spectacles, the social forces
display in Foucauldian terms the “right to punish with the personal power of the sovereign” in a
“theatrical representation of pain.”369 As such, Gwynplaine's face is a constant reminder of the
power of the original king, an original paternal figure who represents the law in its absolute and
terrifying sovereignty.
The horrible mutilation of Gwynplaine and his perverse rebirth under the hands of the
comprachicos and “le hasard” allude more broadly to a strong ambivalence towards the act of
creation. While “le hasard” of the comprachicos is also the indeterminacy of their origins, we
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must not forget that the origins of Gwynplaine can be without doubt traced to Hugo himself. As
René Girard has claimed, “c'est toujours le regard d'un dieu qui enfante les monstres.”370 Léon
Fourcaut has also claimed: “Gwynplaine est la créature de Hugo avant d'être celle des
comprachicos,”371 which suggests how Gwynplaine is not only created by the sinister group, but
also marked by the writer's own phantasms and fears, as he very purposefully gives birth to this
unusual character.
As David Gerber has argued, the human fascination with people who look physically
different is related to our “psychological propensity to conceive of [them] as infrahuman,
frightening but compelling throwbacks to our prehuman, animal origins... mirror images of what
we might become, if our [...] anxieties about violations to the integrity of our bodies were
somehow realized.”372 Gwynplaine's ugliness is always a reminder of some dark archaic past, the
possibility of both individual and collective regression. Whether in Hugo, Josiane, or the
spectators who come to watch Le Chaos vaincu, the fascination with ugliness remains fraught
with the complexity of Hugo's political and authorial project, and is intimately linked to his own
anxieties with regard to his writing. Karen Masters-Wicks has looked at how many Hugolian
novels attempt to “find order in chaos through the exercise of writing.”373 In a shifting world
where the fate of human society remains unknown, how can the (pro)creative process be
grounded? As we shall see, artistic creation and procreation are intimately woven together in the
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text, and the text grapples with different forms of maternity and paternity, in order to counteract
the indeterminacy of “le hasard” and its creative or destructive force. And yet, neither mother nor
father truly appears as a stable source of authority for creation in this novel, as we shall see. With
the exception of Dea, the blind girl who is so ethereal as to almost become a goddess, woman is
largely associated in the text with a perverse fascination for the ugly.

Women, Ugliness and Animality: Hugo's Female Phantasms
The first chapter already includes a passage that suggests a possible gendering of
attitudes towards grotesque figures, as Hugo emphasizes the role of women in a position of
power. In the paragraph where Hugo describes the creation of these monsters and the art of the
comprachicos, he claims that while their art intends to make the man regress to the state of the
ape, conversely, there were efforts to do the opposite, namely, turn the ape into a man. A
catalogue of female figures who had monkeys as servants ensues. The Duchesse de Cleveland,
the Baronne Dudley as well as the Comtesse de Dorchester, all employed monkeys as part of
their retinue, which the text identifies as a counterpoint to the “hommes brutalisés et
bestialisés.”374
The blurring of the distinction between mankind and the animal world that Hugo
describes here occurs at a singularly interesting time from a scientific perspective. As mentioned
earlier, Charles Darwin had published On the Origin of Species in 1859, and the first French
translation, by Clémence Rouyer, appeared in 1862. Of course, at the time of Hugo's publication
of L'homme qui rit in 1869, many of Darwin's most influential ideas hadn't yet been printed. The
374
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Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex was first published in 1871, and in 1872
Darwin published The Expression of Emotions in Man and Animals. In these two later works
Darwin explicitly discussed the relationship between man and apes by arguing for the existence
of a shared lineage through a common ancestor, while identifying the anatomical traits, behavior
and expressions that man and various primates shared. In her study of the influence of
Darwinism on popular culture in nineteenth-century France, Rae Beth Gordon has noted that
1878 was a turning point for the acceptance of Darwin in France, in large part thanks to his
election as a correspondent member of the French Academy of Science.375 This greatly
contributed to the spread of his ideas as they seeped into mainstream culture.
Though Darwinism had not quite reached its apex in France at the time Hugo wrote
L'homme qui rit, the thrust of Darwin's work could still be perceived in The Origin of Species.
Even without laboring the connections between man and other species of animals (in fact, the
word "human" only appears a few times in the whole book), the text implies that humans beings
are part of a evolutionary process that involves all living beings. For instance, Darwin speaks of
“the struggle for existence among all organic beings throughout the world,”376 and later argues
that “for as all organic beings are striving to seize on each place in the economy of nature, if any
one species does not become modified and improved in a corresponding degree with its
competitors it will be exterminated.”377 In including human beings within this greater world of
all “organic beings,” Darwin downplays the distinction between human and animals,
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emphasizing similarities instead of differences. Such a view greatly challenges the notion of
mankind's exceptional nature within the living kingdom.
Darwin's ideas constituted of course a challenge to theology, though some of his backers
also attempted to reconcile his views with religious tenets. Many French naturalists believed in a
Great Chain of Being in which all living beings had been created by God instantaneously, and
where species were fixed at the moment of Creation.378 Darwin's book, however, suggested that
the power to create new species lay not in the hands of God, but rather in Nature, who acted on
bodies to create variations though a haphazard process. The question of chance, as we have
already seen, also appears in the context of creation of ugliness. While natural selection acts in
order to create better-adapted species, and thus leads to species that are constantly “improving,”
the unpredictability of variation meant that for Darwin, evolution carried with it the possibility of
regression.379
Darwin's ideas thus feed into two possible fears: one, of human's not so exceptional status
within the animal world, and two, that of a possible physical, mental and even moral
degeneration. Hugo's view of animals is of course not always disparaging: in fact, as John
Andrew Frey notes, Hugo profoundly cared about the treatment of animals. Hugo fundamentally
opposed persecution of not only man but also animal, and in a poem such as Melancholia for
instance, placed abuse of animals alongside examples of human cruelty to human.380 Isabel
Roche has also noted how “human and animal relations are valorized in Hugo's fiction from his
378
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earliest novels,”381 such as Han d'Islande or Bug-Jargal. Nonetheless, in this case Hugo's
catalogue of female figures of power who held monkeys as servants does not praise their love for
animals, but rather indicts the corruption of a monarchy that degrades mankind through its
disturbing proximity to monkeys, in the context of a broader criticism of the aristocracy's
fascination for and even reliance on ugliness. Just as importantly, it taps into the fear of the
woman, as a perverse creature who is unable to control her urges. This view of the female ruler is
comparable to the figures of the “hysterical” prostitute and the epileptic dancer, who were both
perceived as animalistic or “savage” in the eyes of nineteenth-century doctors,382 and gained
notoriety towards the end of the century. It is also linked to what Barbara Creed termed the
monstrous feminine: “all human societies have a conception of the monstrous-feminine, of what
it is about woman that is shocking, terrifying, horrific, abject.”383 Through the mention of these
figures, Hugo both attempts to repel these grotesque women, and simultaneously betrays a
fascination for these figures of regression. This fascination mirrors Hugo's own creation of
Gwynplaine, and suggests a troubling kinship between the writer and these deviant women. The
novel must then banish the specter of this dangerous femininity.
Hugo continues to belabor this point about a taste for deformity among royalty, especially
female royalty: “Dans ces moeurs-là, le goût du difforme existait, particulièrement chez les
femmes, et singulièrement chez les belles. A quoi bon être belle, si l’on n’a pas un magot? Que
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sert d’être reine, si l’on n’est pas tutoyée par un poussah?”384 The juxtaposition of the powerful
woman with the lowly man suggests the need to enhance the woman's status by contrasting her
with a polar opposite, just as the grotesque enhances the sublime's appeal. To be able to have
such an unappealing servant becomes paradoxically the proof of one's power, in a manner that
very much restates the predominance of beauty. These couplings do not offer a model for truly
destabilizing the female-male hierarchy, but rather, emphasize the deviant nature of these women.
The narrator continues to mock female leaders in the ensuing paragraphs. After claiming that
beautiful women enjoyed having ugly men around them, the narrator states ironically that some
of these so-called beauties were in fact misshapen: “Anne de Boleyn avait un sein plus gros que
l'autre, six doigts à une main et une surdent. La Vallière était bancale. Cela n’empêcha pas Henri
VIII d’être insensé et Louis XIV d’être éperdu.”385 Here, it is their high social status that grants
them desirability in spite of physical flaws. The distaste for these figures appears noticeably in
the claim that these women were morally equally flawed: “Au moral, mêmes déviations. Presque
pas de femme dans les hauts rangs qui ne fût un cas tératologique. Agnès contenait Mélusine. On
était femme le jour et goule la nuit.”386 It is implied that female rulers were by definition
monstrous and deceptive, as well as marked by an unmistakable duality between the outside and
the inside, the appearance and the essence.
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The male fear and the phantasm about the vamp converge in the figure of Josiane, a
woman characterized by disturbing dualities. Taking it even beyond the figure of the “femme le
jour et goule la nuit,”387 Josiane simultaneously embodies both, as one of her eyes is black and
the other blue: “Le jour et la nuit étaient mêlés dans son regard.”388 Her “noble poitrine, un sein
splendide harmonieusement soulevé par un cœur royal, un vivant et clair regard, une figure pure
et hautaine” hides something much more sinister: “sous l’eau, dans la transparence entrevue et
trouble, un prolongement ondoyant, surnaturel, peut-être draconien et difforme.”389 The aquatic
metaphor directly recalls the description of the comprachicos as sullied waters, but whereas the
comprachicos' moral decay was blatant, here one has to make the effort to see beneath the
surface. The water, seemingly static, also has the potential to flow, and even to overwhelm.
Josiane's duality can also be expressed in terms of what she explicitly refuses to be:
“Avant tout, mettre l’espèce humaine à distance, voilà ce qui importe.”390 She attempts to do this
in two ways, either through an embrace of a latent animality: “sa façon dormante et voluptueuse
de traîner la fin des phrases imitait les allongements de pattes d’une tigresse marchant dans les
jongles”391 who preys on men, or through a transformation into a divine figure. She is described
as an “Astarté possible dans une Diane réelle,”392 with Diane serving as an example of an
unattainable virgin goddess, while Astarté suggests the possibility of her fertility and sexuality.
387
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Finally, there is an implicit comparison to Aphrodite in the lines: “Son origine, c’était la
bâtardise et l’océan. Elle semblait sortir d’une écume.”393 Seeing Josiane as a divinity or as a
beast allows us to understand the fact that “un dieu tout au plus était digne d'elle; ou un
monstre.”394 After all, even a figure who defies so many rules such as Josiane ultimately needs to
be with an “equal” or “equivalent.” Josiane can both represent a figure of regression, through her
linkage to a depraved form of animality, or perversely aspire to the divine.
While many critics have studied Josiane's relationship with Gwynplaine because of the
two characters' seemingly antithetical nature, her relationship to her half-sister queen Anne has
received much less attention. Whereas Josiane's passion for extremes pushes her simultaneously
towards the sublime and the grotesque, Anne is characterized by a different type of duality, one
that ultimately fails to inspire strong emotions, be they admiration, desire, disgust or horror:
“Elle était tenace et molle [...] Elle avait une beauté, le cou robuste d’une Niobé. Le reste de sa
personne était mal réussi. Elle était gauchement coquette, et honnêtement.”395 The use of
antitheses to describe Anne evokes on the part of the narrator a dismissive and mildly pitying
tone: “Elle était perpétuellement en transpiration de mauvaise humeur; elle n’exprimait pas sa
pensée, elle l’exsudait. Il y avait du sphinx dans cette oie.”396 What for Josiane was a slightly
fearful recognition of the power of her almost divine flesh becomes here a mockery of Anne's
ungainly flesh and oozing body, further suggested by the numerous mentions of her “grasse”
body. The mention of the oozing body is itself reminiscent of the hysteric female, as a creature
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who transgressed boundaries. The differences between the two are not just physical but also
psychological: Anne is characterized by both a physical and an intellectual myopia. Even when
superficially similar imagery is used to describe Josiane and Anne, the text makes a clear
distinction. The text describes in the following manner Barkilphedro's perception of Anne: “Il
voyait dans la reine comme on voit dans une stagnation. Le marécage a sa transparence. Dans
une eau sale on voit des vices; dans une eau trouble on voit des inepties. Anne n’était qu’une eau
trouble.”397 Though the “eau trouble” resembles the aquatic metaphor used for Josiane, in
Josiane's case it was a “transparence trouble” that also carried notions of movement with the
“ondoyant.” In Anne's case there is nothing but stagnation, which semantically recalls the
comprachicos.
The most important similarity between the two women is their fascination for the ugly,
with the claim that “si elle [Anne] eût pu faire Apollon bossu, c’eût été sa joie. Mais elle l’eût
laissé dieu.”398 By now the novel has made amply clear the supposed existence of this typology
of the perverse female. This common penchant for the ugly also calls attention to the biggest
difference between the two women: Josiane's flawless beauty is contrasted to Anne's ugliness:
“Anne n'aimait pas que les femmes fussent jolies. Elle trouvait cela contraire aux moeurs. Quant
à elle, elle était laide [...] Une partie de sa religion venait de sa laideur.”399 The use of the word
“laid” is extremely demeaning, because it refers to a state that offers almost no possibility for
redemption (as opposed to the grotesque). Elise Noetinger has argued that in the case of
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Gwynplaine, “La beauté vient du mouvement, la laideur s'incarne dans la fixité du marbre.”400
As with the aquatic metaphors above, Josiane precisely incarnates the possibility of fluidity and
change, whereas Anne is doomed to a petty stillness. All of these contrasts suggest that Anne is
an inferior double of Josiane. And female ugliness, as experienced by Anne and perceived to be
an inferiority, becomes the motor of the plot, an element amply exploited by Barkilphedro (about
whom I will have more to say later), and that ultimately leads to the destruction of Gwynplaine's
happiness.
Kessler's analysis of the thematic and semantic shifts from the “ébauche” to the “avorton”
is useful here, because Anne is described as an “ébauche,” contrary to Josiane, who is implicitly
compared to a masterpiece: “Sembler facile et être impossible, voilà le chef-d’œuvre.”401 The
description of Anne as an ébauche suggests her nascent state as a political and aesthetic creation,
and raises the question of whether she can ever become a developed form, the “chef-d'oeuvre.”
From an aesthetic perspective, the fact that Anne is considered an “ébauche” can be explained by
her ugliness, whereas the stunning Josiane is naturally a “chef-d'oeuvre.” Nonetheless, Anne's
ugliness can also be seen as a result rather than the cause of her status as "ébauche." Hugo had
originally considered naming the novel Par ordre du roi (which is also the name of the second
part of the novel), before settling on L'homme qui rit. This original possibility made the criticism
of royal authority, as embodied by the king, explicit in the title. The opening sentences of the
preface state: “Le patriciat anglais, c’est le patriciat dans le sens absolu du mot. Pas de féodalité
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plus illustre, plus terrible et plus vivace.”402 The novel is presented as a study of the power of the
father, which makes the choice of Anne as a monarch even more intriguing. For Anne's role is
inevitably that of a substitute, a stand-in for a defunct male voice whose authority she attempts to
wield unsuccessfully. The very manner in which she received the throne emphasizes her lack of
agency in the process: “A cette ébauche était échu ce hasard, le trône.”403
At her birth, astrologists described Anne as “a soeur aînée du feu,”404 a reference to the
London fire of 1666. The fire described here is not a steady flame, but rather a force of
destruction that quickly consumed itself, alluding not only to the destructive circumstances
linked to her eventual ascension to the throne, but also the fact that symbolically, she was already
spent at the time of her birth. Anne feels inadequate to do the job, already ashamed at having
only the archbishop of Canterbury as godfather. Her inadequacy to fulfill her role as monarch
within the patriciat is indicted in the following lines: “A un certain point de vue, le règne
d’Anne semble une réverbération du règne de Louis XIV. Anne, un moment parallèle a ce roi
dans cette rencontre qu’on appelle l’histoire, a avec lui une vague ressemblance de reflet.”405 As
a reverberation, Anne is likened to an attempt to prolong Louix XIV's reign, though she can only
be a pale and failed copy because of her political ineffectuality: “Toute sa politique était
fêlée.”406 Her court is inspired by that of Louis XIV, but for a notable difference: “C’est une
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réduction en petit de tous les grands hommes de Versailles, déjà pas très grands. ”407 Doubly
marked by inferiority then: Anne attempts to emulate not only her male predecessors or
counterparts, but also those of a different country. However, her attempt to copy male models is
doomed to failure according to the narrator because she cannot lose her “feminine” side: “Tory,
elle gouvernait par les whighs. En femme, en folle. Elle avait des rages. Elle était casseuse.”408
Anne becomes in this way a sadly ineffectual figure, stuck between a male model of authority of
which she can only be a pale reflection, and a female model of liberty and self-fashioning
embodied by the “chef-d'oeuvre” Josiane. That Anne is politically so ineffectual is a reminder of
not only the weakness of her “female” governing style, as implied in the lines above, but also the
weakening of the traditional patriarchal authority she ineffectively wields. Such a condition also
prefigures the possibility of a new social order, based neither on the aristocratic female nor the
patriarchal rule, but rather, that of the people, as the fall of the Second Empire, and the
Commune uprising would show later in Hugo's time.
As Anne attempts to wield the power of the father, the “ordre du roi” comes to evoke the
signifier as described by Derrida in his study on Condillac: “The signifier is a form of
availability [...] it can also, immediately, fragile and empty as it is, weak and futile, lose grasp of
the idea, lose itself, far away, not only from the object but from the idea, not only from the
referent but from meaning, and becomes vacant, superfluous, a mere token.”409 Anne's difficult
role as the wielder of patriarchal authority then largely explains her distaste for Josiane. Josiane
embracing her status as illegitimate child further emphasizes Anne's rigid embrace of the rules of
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the patriarchy, while Josiane's coy refusal to marry Lord David also constitutes a challenge to the
inheritance of the Clancharlie title and property. Josiane is thus in Anne's eyes an element that
does not quite fit within the aristocratic system. The label “laide” becomes a visible signifier not
of moral depravity, but rather of Anne's lack of identity, a lack of her own will, and a symbol
(paradoxically, considering her status) of being out of place. Yet in spite of all these distinctions
between the two, their shared love for the ugly binds them together, in a reminder of the desire of
women to create and nurture ugliness. This phantasm of the female penchant for ugliness is itself
linked in the text to an erasure of the role of the maternal in (pro)creating.

Suspect Maternity: Erasing the Mother
The text's fascination with different kinds of ugliness reminds us that Mary Shelley had
published Frankenstein about fifty years earlier, in 1818. The connections between L'homme qui
rit and Shelley's masterpiece are undeniable, according to Anny Sadrin. Sadrin speaks of
Frankenstein as a text “whose influence is much too obvious to go unnoticed: the choice of
Switzerland as the hero’s birthplace and of the North sea [sic] for his death by drowning,
reflections on political exile and revolutionary ideals, and above all, Gwynplaine’s monstrous
looks are so many unmistakable signs that the novel has been deliberately written within the
Shelleyan tradition.”410 While Sadrin's conclusion that Hugo was aware of Frankenstein while
writing his own novel remains convincing, there is another similarity that goes unnoticed here.
As Margaret Homans has argued, in Frankenstein “Victor has gone to great lengths to produce a
child without Elizabeth's assistance, and in the dream's language, to circumvent her, to make her
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unnecessary, is to kill her, and to kill mothers altogether. Frankenstein's creation, then, depends
on and then perpetuates the death of the mother and of motherhood.”411 While in Shelley's case
this killing of the mother is in part linked to the fact that she links childbearing with the bearing
of man's words,412 for Hugo the mother remains a figure whose possible sexuality is too
threatening, and makes a gynocentric model of creation threatening to himself. L'homme qui rit
also largely depends on an erasure of the maternal figure, even as she remains a repressed object
of desire. Michelle Boulous Walker has argued, based on a reading of Kristeva's discussion of
the abject in writers such as Dostoyevsky, Joyce, Proust and Céline, that “all texts written by the
masculine imaginary reveal something of their abject debt [...] The abject can be understood as
what threatens the masculine writer with a suffocating return to the archaic maternal body. But
(paternal/symbolic) language intervenes to prevent his total annihilation.”413 How is the mother's
archaic presence constructed in this novel, and ultimately overcome?
In L'homme qui rit, the maternal figure is for the most part an absent fantasy, a figure of
the past whom the characters desperately try to find, though in vain. The deceased mother does
appear in the beginning of the novel in the guise of a heroic and self-abnegating form as the baby
Dea attempts to suck on her nipple. The description of her mother truly provokes a sense of
pathos: “La nudité des seins était pathétique. Ils avaient servi; ils avaient la sublime flétrissure de
la vie donnée par l’être à qui la vie manque, et la majesté maternelle y remplaçait la pureté
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virginale.”414 As the epitome of fixity, frozen in time and space, her body is symbolic of the way
female bodies are forced into specific acceptable roles, in this case, either that of the caring
mother or the pure virgin. The body of Dea's mother, described significantly as “marbre,” evokes
a later passage on Josiane's body: “a beauté de la chair, c’est de n’être point marbre; c’est de
palpiter, c’est de trembler, c’est de rougir, c’est de saigner; c’est d’avoir la fermeté sans avoir la
dureté; c’est d’être blanche sans être froide; c’est d’avoir ses tressaillements et ses infirmités;
c’est d’être la vie, et le marbre est la mort.”415 The female body as marble is precisely the
negation of the mother’s erotic desire.
That the first and only respectable maternal figure mentioned has turned to marble is both
an elimination of female erotic desire and an uneasy reminder of even the mother's erotic
potential. The text later makes explicit that Gwynplaine has succeeded in completely displacing
the mother from Dea's mind. Dea's memory of the mother is faint and unfavorable: “Elle se
rappelait sa mère comme une chose froide.”416 Instead, it is only Gwynplaine that she remembers
as the one who gave her life, Gwynplaine “qui s'était fait mère et nourrice,”417 who nurtured her
and adopted this role. While the text undoubtedly praises Dea's mother for her heroic attempt to
save her daughter, it simultaneously replaces her with a male figure equally capable of playing
that role. At the same time, the use of Gwynplaine, who is groomed by Ursus to eventually marry
Dea and have many children, also obliquely makes possible allusions to desire for the mother, as
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Dea can desire Gwynplaine in an absolutely legitimate manner, despite his adopting a "maternal"
role.
The text also symbolically casts Gwynplaine away from his mother in the scene of
separation from the comprachicos, which takes place on the shore of a cove. The violence of this
separation scene is made all the more explicit when we take into consideration Hugo's own
fascination for the beach: in a letter to his wife Adèle, he bemoaned that his daughter could not
be present with him when he first discovered the beach. Alain Corbin has stated that during the
Romantic period, the figure of the child on the sea-shore was often associated with the renewal
of Robinson Crusoe-inspired tales, that revealed “ingression, involution and the ceaseless quest
for the mother.”418 In this scene, the meaning of the beach is completely inverted, as it is no
longer the site of maternal instincts or the child's return towards her, but rather the place of a
definitive rupture with the maternal figure. After two women first get onto the boat, the men join
in one by one before the last one pushes Gwynplaine back onto shore: “en y sautant, poussa du
talon la planche qui tomba à la mer, un coup de hache coupa l’amarre, la barre du gouvernail vira,
le navire quitta le rivage, et l’enfant resta à terre.”419 This violent act of pushing the child aside,
as the men cut the mooring line and quickly break free, can be likened to a process of childbirth
in which the child's umbilical cord is cut before he is abandoned, away from the mother.
The beginning of Gwynplaine's story is thus not the mutilation discussed much later, but
rather the story of the traumatic separation from the mother. Corbin had noted that the beach was
in fact for the Romantics often a site of maternal virtue: “Aroused by the proximity of the
418
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mothering sea, feminine instincts blossom there, which in a wife, help to protect virtue when it is
threatened by a husband's absence.”420 The reassuring presence of the beach is completely
subverted by Hugo, who turns it into precisely the separation from the “mother.” This moment of
separation from the "mother" can be read in the light of Kristeva's work on the abject: “Abjection
preserves what existed in the archaism of pre-objectal relationship, in the immemorial violence
with which a body becomes separated from another body in order to be.”421 This of course refers
to the moment of birth, as Kelly Oliver argues: “Before the umbilical cord is cut, who can decide
whether there is one or two?”422 The abjection of the mother is the condition for the entry into
the symbolic world of language, the world of civilization as the little Gwynplaine finally finds
the paternal Ursus and begins to speak. In this manner, the comprachicos as a whole become like
the abjected mother, an archaic presence that reminds us of that original “vieille laideur humaine.”
Though the archaic mother is an object of fear and loathing, and the “father” should subdue it to
allow Gwynplaine into the social world, neither is truly effective.
The problematic role of the mother, and its subsequent erasure, also appear in the context
of Ursus' masterpiece, the play Chaos vaincu. Gwynplaine is presented as a monstrous creature
to be molded by Dea's creative power: “Elle trouvait une hydre et faisait une âme. Elle avait l’air
de la puissance créatrice, satisfaite et stupéfaite de sa création.” 423 In the hands of Dea, herself
compared to the divine figure, Gwynplaine's body is sublimated into the soul, which represents
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the ultimate triumph of the “esprit” over “matière.” Gwynplaine is “son monstre,”424 a reminder
of the way in which monsters in the novel are often inextricably linked to powerful female
figures (for instance, the monkeys who serve female nobility). In contrast to these examples,
however, Dea's attempt to transform the monster seeks to raise mankind, and not to debase it.
Dea's own status as female is not truly that of a corporeal and desiring presence, but rather that of
the “vierge” and “prêtresse,” in essence, a woman whose body does not belong to any man but
who rather dedicates herself, body and soul, to God.
Nonetheless, the description of the creation and transformation of Gwynplaine blends the
physical and the metaphysical in ways that shore up a now familiar imagery, that of childbirth:
“Comment la divinité adhère à l’ébauche, de quelle façon s’accomplit la pénétration de l’âme
dans la matière, comment le rayon solaire est un cordon ombilical, comment le défiguré se
transfigure.”425 The “ébauche,” the artistic form implicitly linked to the foetus, is joined with the
eminently physical act of penetration of the soul in the body. The vocabulary of penetration is
clearly gendered, and also implicates the soul as a fundamentally male quality (even as Dea plays
the role of the creative force) with the body typifying the female. Most explicitly, the mention of
the “cordon ombilical” posits the existence of a maternal body that gives birth to Gwynplaine, a
role that can only be played by Dea. Despite the attempt to sublimate Dea's role, the text remains
mired in a vocabulary of physical procreation, to the extent that artistic creation and human
reproduction remain intertwined inextricably.
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And yet, even as the narrator exalts Dea's remarkable role, the text also diminishes the
role of this creative “mother”: “Elle se sentait hors de danger, elle trouvait le sauveur. Le public
croyait voir le contraire. Pour les spectateurs, l’être sauvé, c’était Gwynplaine, et l’être sauveur,
c’était Dea. Qu’importe ! pensait Ursus, pour qui le cœur de Dea était visible.”426 The
interpretation of the public, that Dea is the savior of Gwynplaine, is revealed merely to constitute
a superficial understanding of the play, as the act of Gwynplaine saving Dea is equally important.
The symbolic erasure of the mother also appears in the very role that Ursus plays for Gwynplaine
and Dea: “Ursus avait été pour Gwynplaine et Dea à peu près père et mère. Tout en murmurant,
il les avait élevés; tout en grondant, il les avait nourris.”427 Though Ursus plays simultaneously
the role of both parents, in addressing him Gwynplaine and Dea only refer to him as “père,” a
linguistic reminder of the absent mother.
The need to keep the mother away is linked to a desire for her. Josiane, the dangerously
seductive figure who threatens to make Gwynplaine forget Dea's chaste love, is described in
maternal terms, which reveals the tension between the maternal figure and male erotic desire. In
a scene where Gwynplaine is torn between Dea's chastity and Josiane's seduction, Josiane is
compared to Eve, the original temptress: “Comme un Pygmalion du rêve modelant une Galatée
de l’azur, il faisait témérairement, au fond de son âme, des retouches à ce contour chaste de Dea;
contour trop céleste et pas assez édénique; car l’éden, c’est Ève; et Ève était une femelle, une
mère charnelle, une nourrice terrestre, le ventre sacré des générations, la mamelle du lait
inépuisable, la berceuse du monde nouveau-né.”428 In this comparison to the the artist Pygmalion,
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the woman's body becomes the object of the male artist Gwynplaine's endeavor, but the concept
of the “ébauche” has been perversely inverted. The idea of compulsive “retouches” implies that
the chaste image of Dea was an “ébauche,” an incomplete work, while the carnal transformation
becomes the finished work. Though the word “charnelle” clearly evokes bodily desire, there is
also an attempt to empty the maternal body of erotic connotations, by focusing on its directly
maternal function: that of carrying, feeding and rocking the baby. The next line further attempts
to link chastity to maternity: “La virginité n’est que l’espérance de la maternité.”429 The
narrator's attempt to blur the lines between virginity and maternity nonetheless contains multiple
allusions to the unspoken erotic desire, and turns Gwynplaine (Pygmalion) the male artist into a
figure who overcomes the ideal form to instead embrace a carnal yet not fully erotic mother.
The use of the Pygmalion myth is revealing because it raises crucial questions about the
nature of artistic creation, as well as the gendering of this process. The original Ovidian myth
emphasizes Pygmalion's disgust with women430 as he focuses on creating a sculpture of a perfect
woman. After falling in love with his creation, he prays to Venus, who makes the statue come
alive, which allows for the two to finally marry. In this original myth, Galatea remains a passive
object of the male gaze, and is fundamentally voiceless as Ovid describes what Pygmalion does
to her. Recuperations of the myth in nineteenth-century France did not always maintain this
dynamic, however. In a 1842 issue of Le Charivari, Daumier caricatured this myth by depicting
the figure of an overwhelmed sculptor, stunned by an active and cheerful Galatea reaching down
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to pinch him from above the artist's snuffbox.431 Far from remaining a helpless object, Galatea
acts out of her own will and seeks to satisfy her own desires. Daumier's use of humor reveals a
real fear of the male artist: that of losing control over his creation. In Hugo's version of
Gwynplaine as Pygmalion, the fantasy of creation is all the more powerful because Gwynplaine's
dream is not only to create the ideal mate, but the perfect procreation partner. Once again, artistic
creation and procreation become one.
Though the narrator indulges in the fantasy of this Pygmalion-esque endeavor through the
character of Gwynplaine, the text entertains the possibility of a rebuke through Josiane's
attempted seduction of Gwynplaine. Josiane is in essence the anti-Pygmalion, the complete
reversal of the original Greek myth. Where a voiceless Galatea was shaped by the powerful male
artist, here Josiane is the one actively voicing her desire for Gwynplaine, which turns her into the
Pygmalion figure. In fact Josiane's powers of creation are even superior to Pygmalion's in that
Pygmalion must pray to Aphrodite for his dream to happen, whereas Josiane implicitly is both
creator and goddess: “Vois-tu, Gwynplaine, rêver, c’est créer. Un souhait est un appel.
Construire une chimère, c’est provoquer la réalité.”432 While Pygmalion wanted to turn a
sculpture into a superior living being, Josiane presents herself as raw material and a sculpture
who seeks to become some dirty inanimate object: “La femme, c’est de l’argile qui désire être
fange.”433
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Josiane's speech of seduction emphasizes her perverse fascination for the lowly, as she
claims that the perfect combination is that of the high and the low. Such a fascination can stem
from Josiane's recognition of her status as “bâtarde d'un roi,”434 someone in the higher ranks of
society but who remains tainted by illegitimacy. Situating herself in a lineage of other royal
women who loved ugly men (Rhodope, Penthésilée and Anne of Austria), Josiane gives a speech
on ugliness, the grotesque and the sublime that is oddly corroborated by Hugo himself in other
texts: “Tu n’es pas laid, toi, tu es difforme. Le laid est petit, le difforme est grand. Le laid, c’est
la grimace du diable derrière le beau. Le difforme est l’envers du sublime. C’est l’autre côté.
L’Olympe a deux versants; l’un, dans la clarté, donne Apollon; l’autre, dans la nuit, donne
Polyphème.”435 In refusing to call Gwynplaine ugly, Josiane is establishing a clear hierarchy
within the non-beautiful, as the “laid” should only be used for that which fails to inspire
powerful feelings. In the novel, the “laid” is indeed only used for characters such as Fibi, Vinos
and Anne, namely characters that evoke only mild pity or contempt. Conversely, Gwynplaine's
lowliness is exalted in Josiane's definition of the deformed, which is analogous to the grotesque
as used by Hugo in his preface to Cromwell. This deformity, as Josiane defines it, is
characterized by its dual status, because it is both contrary to the sublime yet also an integral part
of it. Such a definition is also very similar to Hugo's view in the preface that the genius of
modern times is characterized by the conjunction of the grotesque and the sublime, and a
character like Gwynplaine represents that union. In this scene then, Josiane comes close to
embodying not just the voice of the novel, but also Hugo himself, as she eloquently articulates
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Gwynplaine's worth. Her power is not only that of the body, but also that of all-powerful speech
(“fatal langage, inexprimablement violent et doux.”436)
This power, one could argue, also stems from not just her acceptance of “le hasard,” but
the way she engages actively with it. Already Josiane had been described early on in the text as a
creature of chance: “Elle avait en elle de la vague, du hasard, de la seigneurie, et de la
tempête.”437 As she welcomes Gwynplaine into her lair, Josiane refuses to shed light over the
mystery of how he managed to get to her: “Mais comment as-tu fait pour pénétrer jusqu’à moi?
Voilà ce que j’appelle être un homme [...] Comment t’y es-tu pris? dis-moi cela. Non, ne me le
dis pas. Je ne veux pas le savoir. Expliquer rapetisse. Je t’aime mieux surprenant.”438 The refusal
to explain, the belief in the wondrous set of actions that led to Gwynplaine's seemingly
unexplainable presence in her room is a belief in the power of chance. Moments later, she adds:
“—Puisque tu es là, c’est que c’est voulu. Je n’en demande pas davantage. Il y a quelqu’un en
haut, ou en bas, qui nous jette l’un à l’autre.”439 This articulation of chance suggests the ways in
which it can be both angelical and diabolical, its sheer unpredictability. And for Josiane,
embracing “le hasard” does not have to be a passive act, as she claims, because in constructing
her “chimère,” she can provoke “reality.” With Gwynplaine in her presence, Josiane uses her
body and words to seduce him and achieve her fantasy.
And yet, Josiane's act of self-staging and artistic creation, as she offers herself in delight
to Gwynplaine, is ultimately doomed to failure. Just as Gwynplaine is about to be seduced, a
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letter from Queen Anne arrives. The letter, which affirms Gwynplaine's status as nobleman,
reminds us of the power of the father. In giving Gwynplaine back his inheritance as son of Lord
Linnaeus Clancharlie, the letter puts him back into the “chambre des lords” and reaffirms the role
of the father in the transmission of social power. Furthermore, though the letter is signed by
Anne, we have seen how the text makes explicit the queen's nature as a pale shadow of the
original king. In this particular case, the queen's decree and her royal signature can be interpreted
as the pale copy, the shadow of the signature of Doctor Geestemunde, who before dying on the
Matutina, ensured that the truth of the comprachicos' crime on Gwynplaine would be written
down. Ultimately Josiane's dreams of becoming the Pygmalion artist who fulfills an erotic
fantasy are denied by an ugly sister who seeks to maintain a patriarchal order that barely has
space for her. Josiane is thus ultimately rebuked for her articulation of her artistic urges and
agency, which demonstrates the very threat and seductive power of her artistic fantasy. Though
Hugo attempts to repress desire for the mother, this desire appears through the character of
Josiane, who manages to show some of chance's creative powers, before the text stages the return
of the missing father with a vengeance.

Paternal Woes: Barkilphedro's failure
While a gynocentric view of creation fails with Josiane, an androcentric form of creation
with Barkilphedro also fails. The grotesque Barkilphedro is also intimately caught up in this
network of chance, creation and maternity/paternity. His face and body are lengthily described,
in a manner that reminds us of Hugo's fascination with grotesque male characters. Every part of
his body suggests a disharmony between the different parts, for instance between the “corps
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obèse” and the “visage maigre,” the “torse gras” and the “face osseuse.”440 The “oeil bridé,” the
“front de meurtrier, large et bas,” the “face d'un jaune rance comme modelée dans une pâte
visqueuse,” the “vilaines rides réfractaires,” all of these physical cues are read in a physiognomic,
if not phrenological manner to illustrate Barkilphedro's moral depravity and penchant for
criminal behavior. The narrator indicates that for those willing to scrutinize Barkilphedro's
appearance carefully, there is indeed evidence of his treachery.
Yet these legible signs are dismissed in favor of the pleasure brought by Barkilphedro's
utter abjection and fawning. Originally a toady of James II, Barkilphedro eventually manages to
ingratiate himself to Josiane, before he asks of her a bizarre favor: he wishes to be given the job
of opening the bottles found in the ocean. Placing himself under the authority of Josiane's father
as well as that of her brother-in-law (“Madame, vous avez un père auguste, Jacques II, roi, et un
beau-frère illustre, Georges de Danemark, duc de Cumberland. Votre père a été et votre beaufrère est lord-amiral d’Angleterre”441), Barkilphedro explains that anything found in the sea,
whether it sinks below the ocean, floats above it, or is eventually washed up ashore, belongs to
the admiral of England. In doing so, Barkilphedro gains access to various secrets that range from
inheritance to details of sordid crimes, which allows him to become a confidante to more
powerful figures. Nonetheless, this man's obsession with understanding the secrets hidden within
the sea can take on a symbolic meaning, in the context of the homonymic relationship between
“mer” and “mère.” Writing about the ending of Les travailleurs de la mer, Victor Brombert
claimed that “The sea is mother and nurse (mer and mère are conveniently homonymous in
French). In the sea's vast laboratory of metaphors, the appeasement of death becomes indistinct
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from the appeasement of the womb, the cradle and the nursery.”442 By invoking the authority of
the king and another male figure, the admiral, to convince Josiane of his plan, Barkilphedro is
attempting to take his place within a patriarchal order, and he does so by penetrating the secrets
of the sea in an attempt to assert dominance over the mother. His success at obtaining this
position is described by using the terms “la percée,”443 which implies a clear act of piercing, of
penetrating through a body.
It is not only the homonymic slippage between mère and mer that suggests a vicious
hatred of the mother on Barkilphedro's part. Chapter X, named Flamboiements qu'on verrait si
l'homme était transparent, begins with a misogynist diatribe in free indirect style (implicitly
ascribed to Barkilphedro) in which Josiane is indicted as a “songeuse lubrique,” “ce morceau de
chair n'ayant pas encore fait sa livraison,” “cette duchesse de raccroc, qui grande dame, jouait à
la déesse, et qui pauvre, eût été fille publique.”444 For Barkilphedro, Josiane is ultimately a
whore who through luck obtained the prestige of her position, and his hatred for her is
paradoxically explained by the fact that he views her as his biggest benefactor: “Quant à la place
à l’amirauté, Barkilphedro la tenait de Josiane, parbleu! jolie fonction! Josiane avait fait
Barkilphedro ce qu’il était. Elle l’avait créé, soit. Oui, créé rien. Moins que rien. Car il se sentait,
dans cette charge ridicule, ployé, ankylosé et contrefait. Que devait-il à Josiane? La
reconnaissance du bossu pour sa mère qui l’a fait difforme. Voilà ces privilégiés, ces gens
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comblés, ces parvenus, ces préférés de la hideuse marâtre fortune!”445 Barkilphedro not only
blames Josiane for his condition, but explicitly compares her to a mother who has burdened her
child with ugliness and yet expects gratitude. The “mère” in this case is indistinguishable from
the “marâtre,” in an expression of utmost disdain for the female parental figure. The text
emphasizes that Barkilphedro obtained the position not just thanks to Josiane, but also thanks to
Lord David's credit within the royalty. Yet Barkilphedro chooses to concentrate his wrath on
Josiane. Caught in the web of the madonna-whore complex, Barkilphedro's hatred for Josiane
can be traced to an inability to possess her sexually, as suggested by the following lines: “Une
égratignure, que c’est peu, à qui voudrait toute la pourpre de l’écorchure vive, et les rugissements
de la femme plus que nue, n’ayant même plus cette chemise, la peau! avec de telles envies, que
c’est fâcheux d’être impuissant!”446 Powerlessness here is also impotence, and the desire to skin
Josiane is a fantasy of penetration taken to its extreme. As the narrator dryly comments, “Jamais
un homme n'avait abhorré à ce point une femme sans raison [...] Peut-être en était-il un peu
amoureux.”447
Nonetheless, if Barkilphedro is physically incapable of possessing Josiane, or any woman,
he persists in his perverse dream of becoming a creator (if not a procreator) and Gwynplaine
become his creation. Kathryn Grossman has shown how the scene in which Barkilphedro
fantasizes about performing a vivisection on Josiane as she yells in pain is oddly similar to the
comprachicos' own work of butchering the kidnapped children.448 This analogy also suggests that
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Barkilphedro can be viewed as an artist, or at least, as someone who attempts to be one. A type
of ownership is sketched in the following lines: “De protégé, Barkilphedro allait devenir
protecteur. Et protecteur de qui? d’un pair d’Angleterre. Il aurait un lord à lui! un lord qui serait
sa créature!”449 Removing the bottle from the maternal “womb” that is the sea now allows him to
restore Gwynplaine to this rightful place, in essence recreating him in a male-centered act of
creation. The scene of Barkilphedro “recreating” the new Gwynplaine occurs after the dramatic
prison scene where Hardquanonne recognizes Gwynplaine as the son of Lord Clancharlie he
mutilated. Gwynplaine awakens in a palace which he is told is now his new home, and as
Barkilphedro reminds him, the authority of his adoptive father, Ursus, is no longer valid; instead,
Gwynplaine must obey the order of the queen, as represented by the surrogate Barkilphedro, and
remain in his new estate. The rebirth is made complete when Barkilphedro reveals to
Gwynplaine the ultimatum that there is no going back once he accepts his new condition: “Lord
Fermain Clancharlie, ceci est l’instant décisif. Le destin n’ouvre point une porte sans en fermer
une autre. Après de certains pas en avant, un pas en arrière n’est plus possible. Qui entre dans la
transfiguration a derrière lui un évanouissement. Milord, Gwynplaine est mort.”450 Once the
genie is let out of the bottle (an analogy Barkilphedro uses himself), there is no way to go back,
as Gwynplaine himself eventually bemoans at the end of the novel.
Though Barkilphedro is very pleased with his staging of this transformation, and sees
himself as a figure of authority, his invocation of the name of the queen is an ironic mockery of
his status. For if, as we have seen, Anne is but the shadow of powerful male monarchs,
Barkilphedro is the shadow of a shadow, a doubly degraded figure in comparison to the original
449
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figure of the father. As such, Barkilphedro epitomizes a failed attempt at invoking the father's
name in a world where such a name has lost much of its power. As an opportunist, he is not even
granted the full genius of ensnaring Gwynplaine: “Toutes les combinaisons les plus haineuses
peuvent être dépassées par la munificence infernale de l’imprévu. Quand la réalité veut, elle fait
des chefs-d’œuvre.”451 While Barkilphedro futilely loses himself in fantasies and dreams of
revenge, it is the unpredictable reality, or in other words, the hasard that becomes the true artist,
creating a scenario Barkilphedro could not even dream of. And of course, Barkilphedro's desire
to inflict revenge on Josiane by restoring Gwynplaine's status, thereby forcing the beautiful
woman to marry the monstrous man, turns out to be a failure: “L’affligeant, c’est que
Barkilphedro pressentait un avortement.”452 The dreaded fetal metaphor rears its ugly head as
Barkilphedro indeed loses his creation, with Gwynplaine literally dying and his own chances of
glory also probably gone.
It is easy to see Barkilphedro as the embodiment of the most abject evil, with absolutely
no hope of redemption, a figure that inspires nothing but revulsion. Gwynplaine's tragic fate is
arguably imputed to Barkilphedro (instead of Josiane, Lord David or Anne) as one of the last
chapters is entitled Barkilphedro a visé l'aigle et a atteint la colombe. And yet, the text
undeniably expresses a certain fascination with him, consistent with Hugo's praise of the
grotesque in the Preface to Cromwell. René Girard has pointed out that by insisting on Tim-TomJack (Lord David's alter ego)'s fascination with monsters, comparable to Hugo's, the text actually
betrays a moment of sadistic identification with Lord David on Hugo's part. Similarly with
Barkilphedro, the hatred he feels towards Josiane is emblematic of a need on Hugo's part to also
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repress and destroy the temptress Mother. As Julia Kristeva has argued, “it is as if paternity were
necessary in order to relieve the archaic impact of the maternal body on man; in order to
complete the investigation of a ravishing maternal jouissance but also of its terrorizing
aggressivity; in order somehow to admit the threat the male feels as much from the possessive
maternal body as from his separation from it - a threat that he immediately returns to that
body.”453 Barkilphedro embodies this need for paternity that is inextricably linked to a
profoundly ambivalent relationship to the mother.
Based on Fourcaud's analysis, Catherine Mayaux further argues that Gwynplaine and
Barkilphedro form a couple in which Gwynplaine ultimately has to be sacrificed.454 This idea of
a split between two different facets of the ugly also allows us to better understand their
relationship to erotic desire. The flip side of Gwynplaine's uneasy sexual awakening and
attraction towards Josiane is Barkilphedro's repressed desires culminating in the desire to
violently hurt her. As such, it would be dangerous simply to dismiss the misogynistic harangues
of Barkilphedro as the ravings of a madman. As Girard claimed, “Josiane et Lord David
représentent tout ce qui ne se laisse pas séduire et dominer par Hugo, l'obstacle infranchissable,
objet d'indignation sans doute, mais plus encore de désir et pour la seule raison qu'il est
infranchissable.”455 In giving the narrative voice a chance to express Barkilphedro's darkest
thoughts, Hugo provides an outlet for his own desire and simultaneously points to the tragic
consequences of an absolute negation of desire.
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Barkilphedro's tragedy, however, is also the misreading of “le hasard.” When Barkilphedro
receives the bottle with Hardquannonne's message that had been thrown into the sea, he
mistakenly believes it is a result of his hard work: “cela lui était bien dû, à lui qui depuis si
longtemps faisait faction à la porte du hasard [...] Il se dit que tout cela avait été exécuté à son
intention. Il se sentit centre et but.”456 Though Barkilphedro believes that chance is choosing to
favor him, he misses the fact that chance is in fact choosing to favor Gwynplaine, as the narrator
explains: “Il se trompait. Réhabilitons le hasard [...] le chaos rétablissant l’ordre, le monde des
ténèbres aboutissant à une clarté, toute l’ombre employée à cette sortie d’astre, la vérité; le
proscrit consolé dans sa tombe, l’héritier rendu à l’héritage, le crime du roi cassé, la
préméditation divine obéie, le petit, le faible, l’abandonné, ayant l’infini pour tuteur; voilà ce que
Barkilphedro eût pu voir dans l’événement dont il triomphait; voilà ce qu’il ne vit pas.”457
Barkilphedro's failure to understand the true workings of chance can explain the failure of his
attempt to take ownership of Gwynplaine, as he ultimately does not achieve his dream of
paternity, or the revenge against the “marâtre” Josiane.

Ursus’s Legacy
With Ursus we have a redeeming kind of paternity, one that also reminds us of Hugo's
Republican pinnings. In the words of Kathryn Grossman, “That Dea and Gwynplaine are
subsequently adopted by Ursus, a wandering philosopher–mountebank who scorns the
aristocratic powers that be, plainly elevates Hugo’s historical text to the level of political
456
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commentary.”458 Taking over the role of the absent mother and father, both biological and more
broadly that of the “missing” king, Gwynplaine provides Dea and Gwynplaine with a paternity
that remains nonetheless fraught with contradictions.
While the comprachicos first created Gwynplaine, Ursus complements the work of the
comprachicos with his own teachings: “Des inconnus avaient travaillé le visage. Il avait, lui,
travaillé l’intelligence, et derrière ce masque si bien réussi il avait mis le plus qu’il avait pu de
pensée.”459 Already created as a future saltimbanque, Gwynplaine is not just a completed object,
but also an ébauche that requires more work before he can appear on stage: “Ursus, en arrêt
devant le masque ahurissant de Gwynplaine, grommelait: Il a été bien commencé. C’est pourquoi
il l’avait complété par tous les ornements de la philosophie et du savoir.”460 Gwynplaine's dual
status as simultaneously completed object and ébauche challenges the possibility of true
completion in a work of art, whether human or material: it implies instead the eternal possibility
of improvement, even transformation or redemption. While the work on the face can be treated
as a form of chance, the work on the mind and soul by Ursus are not haphazard but, rather,
determined by careful human thought, which suggests the agency of the benevolent creator Ursus.
Ursus’s work on Gwynplaine signals his begrudging acceptance of a more active role
within the community. As he watches Dea and Gwynplaine eagerly devour his food, the old
misanthrope launches a tirade about the fate of mankind and his relationship to his fellow men.
The role of the maternal appears in the harangue, when Ursus explicitly rejects his role as savior
to the poor and needy of his times: “Maintenant c’est fini, j’entre dans la nursery, je vais avoir
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chez moi en sevrage l’avenir de la gueuserie d’Angleterre. J’aurai pour emploi, office et fonction
de dégrossir les foetus mal accouchés de la grande coquine Misère, de perfectionner la laideur
des gibiers de potence en bas âge, et de donner aux jeunes filous des formes de philosophe!”461
Though the moral fault lies not necessarily in “mother” misery, it is clear that for Ursus, Misery
begins at birth and remains inextricably linked to the maternal figure. What is the purpose of
attempting to reform these young souls if they are doomed to the gallows? Beyond the
pessimism of the possibility of enacting meaningful change, a discomfort with adopting the
female role of the midwife and that of childrearing is also implied in these lines.462
Ursus’s initial position is that of a man who, despite ostensibly belonging to the people,
attempts to distanciate himself from it with ironic gruffness.463 His definition of the people is
extremely similar to rhetorical constructs of ugliness: “le peuple n’étant qu’une multitude
d’insensés, qu’un mélange confus de toutes sortes d’âges, de sexes, d’humeurs et de
conditions.”464 The heterogeneity of the people recalls Hugo's view that “le beau n'a qu'un type;
la laideur en a mille.” The peuple is difference, a mixture of seemingly irreconcilable
characteristics in a way that recalls Ursus's own blending of characteristics. The first step in
attempting to turn the ugliness of the peuple into beauty is that of Ursus abandoning his
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misanthropy long enough to accept the presence of Gwynplaine and Dea into a familial setting:
“Bien, Homo. Je serai le père et tu seras l’oncle [...] Adoption. C'est dit.”465 In choosing to adopt
these two children, Ursus implicitly acknowledges his place within the people, and puts his
creative power to good use by raising the two.
As Ursus raises the two children, he comes to express a vision of happiness that is
grounded not in lofty visions of art, but in scenes of intergenerational bliss: “Je te vois rêvasser,
c’est idiot. Écoute, je vais te parler le langage de la vraie poésie: que Dea mange des tranches de
bœuf et des côtelettes de mouton, dans six mois elle sera forte comme une turque; épouse-la tout
net, et fais-lui un enfant, deux enfants, trois enfants, une ribambelle d’enfants.”466 The ideal of
femininity appears here under the form of the hearty and hale mother of many children, whereas
the ideal of masculinity is also based on the possibility of fruitful paternity. This wishful desire
expresses itself in the context of Ursus's own lack: “regarde-les téter à six mois, ramper à un an,
marcher à deux ans, grandir à quinze ans, aimer à vingt ans. Qui a ces joies, a tout. Moi, j’ai
manqué cela, c’est ce qui fait que je suis une brute.”467 Ursus the misanthrope has failed to find a
partner, and thus projects the hope of procreation onto this younger generation, for his symbolic
role as parent is insufficient. Though his words cannot be taken at face value, it is noteworthy
that based on his own standards, Ursus is a failed (pro)creator.
This ideal of procreation, however, is also delayed by Ursus himself: “Au fond, ce
contentement chimérique et virginal, ce naïf assouvissement de l’âme par l’âme, ce célibat pris
pour mariage, ne déplaisait point à Ursus [...] Mais le médecin qu’il y avait en lui trouvait Dea,
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sinon trop jeune, du moins trop délicate et trop frêle pour ce qu’il appelait 'l’hyménée en chair et
en os'. ”468 The medicalized gaze of the tuteur/instituteur is in contradiction with his sentimental
side, for he identifies the “fragility” of Dea's body. Between the idyllic vision of marriage and
the practice of marriage in reality lies a chasm that can be identified both as a discomfort with
the loss of the virginal body, and the view of marriage as a source of violence on the female body,
one that comes at a price. Not only is the sexual act seen as problematic, but “hyménée en chair
et en os” also implicates the act of maternity and procreation, in essence, the pains of labor.
William Paulson has described the relationship between Gwynplaine and Dea in pre-Oedipal
terms, claiming that “Gwynplaine and Dea's love is stable, eternal, and forever locked, in the
form of an original symbiosis.”469 The limits of this union are, however, also evident, as they
cannot go beyond this pre-oedipal phase to enter the realm of the carnal. Once again, the process
of procreation is ultimately circumvented and Dea ultimately remains the “goddess” untouched
by the act of the flesh.
And yet, the sincerity of Ursus’s eloquent defense of procreation also seems suspect,
because it precedes a lengthy exposition of the power of the lords, “celui qui a tout et qui est
tout.” Ursus’s call for Gwynplaine to stop reflecting too much on his condition and to focus on
creating and raising children is based on a resignation to the condition of the poor: “Sais-tu ce
qu’il y a dehors? les heureux de droit. Toi, je te le répète, tu es l’heureux du hasard. Tu es le filou
du bonheur dont ils sont les propriétaires. Ils sont les légitimes, tu es l’intrus, tu vis en
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concubinage avec la chance.”470 The vocabulary used here is that of existing social and familial
structures, with "légitimes" alluding to the legitimacy of hereditary line, and concubinage
referring of course to an illegitimate form of pairing. Here, “le hasard” is seen as an anomaly that
disrupts the privilege of the rich, and a stable society, one of the first instances in the text where
“le hasard” challenges the privilege of the rich. Ursus's argument in favor of a meek and selfindulgent acceptance of “le hasard” as the three of them (with Homo) attempt to be selfsufficient without looking outwards into the misery of the world is of course half-ironic, and still
signals the potential for disruption. To be a (pro)creator here is however to avoid engaging with
others outside of the familial cocoon, a model of creation that remains ethically unconvincing in
the Hugolian fabric. With the fall of the second Empire and the Commune looming 0n the
horizon, it is hard to think of Hugo the political writer fully accepting this refusal to engage with
others.
Apart from Ursus's work in creating Gwynplaine, his greatest creation is the play entitled
“Chaos vaincu.” As his masterpiece, the play embodies the peak of creation: “C’était son œuvre
capitale. Il s’y était mis tout entier. Donner sa somme dans son produit, c’est le triomphe de
quiconque crée. La crapaude qui fait un crapaud fait un chef-d’œuvre [...] Cet ourson était
intitulé: Chaos vaincu.”471 This vision of artistic creation both emphasizes the need to collect and
add up all of one's parts, as well as the concept of sameness, with the female toad creating a toad
and the “Bear” giving birth to a bear cub. This idea of creation is also similar to the concept of
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“multiplication,” as Ursus had recommended earlier: “Multipliez! Tel est le texte. Multiplie,
animal.”472 This idea of sameness, which almost suggests a mindless repetition, is also
problematic, precisely if one considers the play's ethos of “spirit over matter.” In the case of
Ursus, ironically, the idea of sameness is followed to the extreme such that the triumph of spirit
over matter in the character of Dea bringing Gwynplaine out of darkness is mirrored in their
actual lives by their spiritual love, a love that does not ever move into the physical realm.
Absolute sameness is also dangerous.
The so-called triumph of “spirit over matter” also appears ironic in other ways. The play
has a paradoxical effect of laughter, that is, a strong bodily reaction, that also does not open to an
enlightened spirit or mind.473 On the contrary, the effect of the play is more like that of an
anesthetic, one that dulls the senses and lulls into forgetfulness: “Et, nous l’avons dit, faire rire,
c’est faire oublier. Quel bienfaiteur sur la terre, qu’un distributeur d’oubli!”474 Galya Gerstman
has noted that as a philosopher, Ursus was forbidden to speak, and yet he was allowed to speak
as a performer. This is due to the fact that by making the masses laugh, he was numbing their
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pain and in essence, silencing them.475 Within this configuration, Gwynplaine's ugliness, which
Pierre Albouy termed “une laideur grotesque, si proche du peuple”476 is perhaps better viewed as
a “face de Gorgone”477 that petrifies and paralyses.
The illusory and ephemeral nature of this performed “triumph” of the spirit is further
emphasized through this metaphor: “Le comédien est un phare à éclipses, apparition, puis
disparition, et il n’existe guère pour le public que comme fantôme et lueur dans cette vie à feux
tournants.”478 Indeed, after every performance, “la Green-Box redressait son panneau comme
une forteresse son pont-levis, et la communication avec le genre humain était coupée.”479 The
play ostensibly reinforces Ursus’s crew's sense of their own superiority, and exaggerates the gap
between their wisdom and happiness, and the people's misery. Once they have retreated into this
fortress, Ursus, Gwynplaine, Dea, and Homo are seemingly sheltered from the misery of the
world surrounding them, and can enjoy instead the stability of love and devotion to one another.
While the act of wandering was coded from the beginning as a deviant act, associated with the
marginal, here the family finds their own “fortress.” Art appears as a double-edged sword: both
capable of lifting the miserable from a situation of misery, but also potentially neutralizing the
feeling of closeness to the people.
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Ursus's role as creator is also problematized in the context of his relationship with Phoebe
and Vinos, those two women within Ursus' group: “lesquelles étaient dans la troupe déesses,
nous venons de le dire, et servantes.”480 The contrast in status between their life on stage and off
stage can suggest the ability of art, as Ursus stages it, to elevate and provide an escape from the
misery of the quotidian, and yet in the case of these two women, ironically nicknamed Phoebe
and Vinos, the text emphasizes their lack of awareness and intelligence in such a way that any
possibility of redemption seems extremely remote for these supposed “goddesses”: “Ces deux
bréhaignes, ramassées par le philosophe dans le pêle-mêle nomade des bourgs et faubourgs,
étaient laides et jeunes, et s’appelaient, par la volonté d’Ursus, l’une Phoebé et l’autre Vénus.
Lisez: Fibi et Vinos.”481 Treated as simple objects to be picked up from amidst the chaos and
misery of wanderers in and around small towns, Phoebe and Venus become objects to be molded
by the seemingly omnipotent Ursus, as evidenced by the fact that he imposes his will upon them
by giving them nicknames. The narrator mocks with irony this situation with the following line:
“Phoebé faisait la cuisine et Vénus scrobait le temple.” Just as importantly, Fibi and Vinos are
clearly excluded from the circle of Homo, Ursus, Gwynplaine and Dea: “Vinos et Fibi
partageaient le repas, mais gênaient peu. Ces deux vagabondes, à demi sauvages et restées
effarées, parlaient bréhaigne entre elles.”482 The state of “effarement” and savagery reflect their
lack of intelligence, and exclude them from the possibility of a real conversation with the others.
The mention and implied devaluation of the two young women's status as “vagabondes” is
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jarring, considering that a mountebank like Ursus is also a “vagabond,” yet it suggests levels of
hierarchy even among wanderers.
The dehumanization of Fibi and Vinos is absolute. At the moment when the wapentake483
comes to fetch Gwynplaine, they become stone: “Deux pétrifications, c’étaient ces deux filles.
Elles avaient des attitudes de stalactites.”484 Seemingly deprived of the ability to speak, they
become props to be displayed when needed, and hidden at other times, as Ursus tells them:
“Vous avez bien fait de ne pas vous harnacher en déités. Vous êtes bien laides comme ceci, mais
vous avez bien fait. Gardez vos cotillons de torchon. Pas de représentation ce soir.”485 The
utmost embodiment of “soumission,” Fibi and Vinos become lifeless robots, “automates dont
Ursus poussait les ressorts.”486 Whereas Gwynplaine, Dea, Ursus and Homo clearly each fulfill a
different role in the troupe, Fibi and Vinos are completely interchangeable. As such, they are just
filler in the troupe, and the refusal of Ursus, the great teacher, to enlighten them suggests that the
two young girls are doomed to staying “avorton[s],” creatures who cannot grow or evolve and
are symbolically lifeless. Their resignation to their lowly fate is starkly different from Anne’s
belief in her power and ability, but their ugliness is also associated with a lack of intelligence and
a complete inability to control their destiny. Ursus’s taking them in is an act of kindness that
allows them to at least make use of some musical talent, but these ugly bodies’ irredeemable fate
suggests a particular strand of Hugolian pessimism with regard to the possibility of the masses
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finding their voice. Unlike the ugliness of the grotesque bodies, theirs is presented as a selfevident fact that demands no further reflection.
Ursus’s most unconditionally successful rearing is that of his pet wolf Homo, whose
name indicates a reversal of position between man and beast, just like Ursus’s. Ursus's close
kinship with Homo offers a sharp contrast to the type of human-animal relationship exhibited
through female figures of royalty early explored, where the attempt to raise the animal to the
human form constituted a perverse debasement of humankind and thus a form of feminine and
hysteric regression. For Ursus, however, the closeness to the wolf is both a way to reject the
corrupt society of the Restoration and the aristocracy, and a way to raise the human condition by
finding shared humanity with animals. Seen this way, our connection to animals within Darwin's
vision of all living creatures can be turned into a site of redemption and possible creation in a
manner that does not make a mockery of God.

Conclusion
As the very first lines before the Deux Chapitre préliminaires remind us, this was written
as the novel of the patriciat, the novel of the father. Yet the authority of the father, as embodied
by queen Anne, is but a pale shadow, and can no longer serve as a stable referent. This gap in
meaning left by the paternal opens up the possibilities of a quest for the mother. At the very end
of the novel, as Gwynplaine begs a dying Dea to continue living, he invokes the mother: “Alors
c’est que tout serait un piège, la terre, le ciel, le berceau des enfants, l’allaitement des mères, le
cœur humain, l’amour, les étoiles! c’est que Dieu serait un traître et l’homme une dupe.”487 In
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this moment of despair, the image of the kind and nurturing mother returns, and just a few lines
later, he claims “Dea! Je n’ai que toi, vois-tu.”488 Such a statement could also be read as a
rejection of the paternal, as embodied by Ursus. Yet we have seen how the text erases the mother
in numerous ways. The mother is in this novel sometimes a fantasy, such as Gwynplaine’s
fantasies about Josiane, the Eve-like figure who is assimilated to a mother. Misogyny towards
the mother is present in the text through the figure of Barkilphedro, who blames Josiane for his
woes, while the creative power of the woman appears in perverse fantasies of ugliness, such as
with Josiane and the numerous duchesses who choose to have animals as servants. Though the
text flirts with the possibility of a paradigm of creation that centers on the woman as the giver of
birth, the figure of the mother as active and eroticized agent is ultimately too threatening to fully
embrace. When Gwynplaine and Dea step into the ocean, it is almost as if they were trying to go
back to the maternal womb (mer\mère), but this idealized mother is just that, a memory, a
regression to a past that can never truly be recaptured.
The many examples of failed creation attest to a form of anxiety of (pro)creation that is
complicated by the role of “le hasard” in the novel. The text cannot truly extirpate the discussion
of artistic endeavors from a paradigm of childbirth and parenthood, and yet neither mother nor
father seems fully adequate to explain this process. In the midst of this uncertainty, chance is a
double-edged sword that can provide a solution by explaining the (pro)creative process. As a
force that is not necessarily gendered, its creative force is undeniable, yet its actions often serve
the privileged more than the dispossessed. When Gwynplaine receives the letter from Josiane in
which she declares her love for him, he begins to waver in his dedication to Dea, and the
temptation of the flesh is described as the results of the actions of chance: “jamais la perfidie du
488
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hasard n'avait mieux pris ses mesures.”489 In another scene, when Gwynplaine discovers his
noble birth, he feels a sudden burst of pride, and the text indicts this moment as “le viol d'une
conscience par le hasard.”490 Chance can appear as a strong enemy, a creator of violence, even
sexual violence.491 These examples remind us of Gwynplaine's strong appeal in the Chamber of
the Lords where he argued that “le hasard” was the father of privilege.
And yet, Gwynplaine himself warns the lords that “Ni le hasard ni l’abus ne sont solides.
Ils ont l’un et l’autre un mauvais lendemain.”492 The lords' reaction of incontrollable laughter
does not mean that Gwynplaine is wrong, far from it. As Bergson had argued, “When society is
in the presence of something troubling, a symptom, barely a menace, it is by laughter that it will
respond.”493 The lords’ laughter reveals the awareness of the threat that is brewing, the threat that
would ultimately take away their privilege. What Gwynplaine discusses here is reminiscent of
what Guy Rosa terms the “motif de la réversibilité.”494 In the words of Josiane, chance can come
from above or below: the very nature of it means it can undo what it has caused. As the text
reminds us: “Le hasard n’est autre chose qu’un déguisement. Rien ne trompe comme ce visagelà.”495 This idea of a deceitful face of course contains a reference to Gwynplaine's face, often
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described as a mask that hides an interior radically different from what the exterior suggests.496
In this manner, ugliness and chance become structurally similar. A novel that is ostensibly about
ugliness and the grotesque becomes a novel following the meanderings of chance, which
explains what some of the critics perceived as the plot's monstrous nature. Does chance not breed
monsters, as Darwin would argue? But if ugliness is a form of chance, does it have any true
meaning, and what are the ethical implications of accepting ugliness as chance? Though it might
take away any blame from the ugly individual, does it also imply the need to resign oneself
passively to this reality? Does it absolve the role of specific individuals in actively creating this
ugliness? In the words of Erich Kohler, “On ressent constamment dans le hasard littéraire,
justement parce qu'il peut être autre - une ambivalence qui vient de ce que la fortuité est aussi
bien liée à un lieu social précis et devient donc une entrave, qu'elle ouvre la perspective de briser
les barrières sociales et peut donc promettre la liberté.”497 To accept ugliness as chance, however,
is to understand the ways it is intimately linked to existing social structures, and anchored in time
and space, while envisioning ways of understanding it that could subvert those very same
structures.
Another reflection on chance is found in one of Hugo's statements in his preface to
Cromwell. In describing his approach to art, Hugo claims: “Ce qu’il [Hugo] a plaidé, au contraire,
c’est la liberté de l’art contre le despotisme des systèmes, des codes et des règles. Il a pour
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habitude de suivre à tout hasard ce qu’il prend pour son inspiration.”498 In choosing to engage
with the specific elements the artist “takes” as his or her inspiration, the artist is not deprived of
liberty. Instead the artist has the power to choose and the element of chance lies in the fantasy
and the unexpected that can arise out of artistic choices. Seen in this light, the tragic ending of
the novel is not so pessimistic after all, as Ursus and Homo stare into the darkness. At the very
beginning of the novel, Ursus had been introduced in these terms: “Quoi qu’il en fût, étant très
pauvre et très âpre, et ayant fait dans un bois la connaissance d’Homo, le goût de la vie errante
lui était venu. Il avait pris ce loup en commandite, et il s’en était allé avec lui par les chemins,
vivant, à l’air libre, de la grande vie du hasard.”499 Despite the hardships of his conditions, Ursus
chooses the life of “le hasard” with all of its unpredictability, a life which he in fact abandons
once he takes in Gwynplaine and Dea. The novel thus ends with a reminder of the freedom that
“le hasard” can provide, a freedom which is denied by a desire to live by existing social norms.
Together with his beloved wolf, Ursus can in fact find solace in a world where his love for his
four-legged companion allows him to retain his humanity rather than losing it. Instead of
passively accepting ugliness, Hugo still draws attention to a collective responsibility in
understanding the mechanisms that attempt to keep the ugly body marginal. And just as with the
“disguise” of chance, Hugo draws attention not just to a very real desire to unveil its underlying
pinnings, but also the liberty that even ugliness or chance cannot entirely destroy. Moving away
from the maternal model just as much as it moves away from a paternal model, this "hasard" is to
be found simply in individuals (and even animals). It is this liberty that anticipates the fall of the
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Second Empire and the uprising of the Commune. In doing so, Hugo's novel itself takes on the
form of a meandering, “ugly” text.
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Chapter 4
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The Perils of Ugliness and a Search for Beauty in Émile Zola
Earlier on, the study looked at George Sand's so-called “idealism”; we will end with
Zola's”naturalism.” It is now a cliché to speak of the two's oppositional relationship, and as we
have seen with Sand's Consuelo and La Comtesse de Rudolstadt, the relationship between these
two modes of representation cannot just be reduced to a simple opposition. Critics of the
nineteeth century had much to do with the construction of the opposition, as the two terms
became buzzwords, for instance in Remy de Gourmont's criticism below: “Les idéalistes n’ont
pas plus d’imagination que les naturalistes; mais, au lieu de l’employer tout entière à la recherche
du laid, au lieu de fouiller avec elle les archives imaginaires du mal, ils la mettent à la poursuite
du beau éternel, s’applaudissant et à bon droit lorsqu’ils ont pu seulement en attraper et en fixer
le reflet...”500 In Gourmont's terms, the distinction between naturalism and idealism hinges on
idealism's preoccupation with beauty, while naturalism find itself on the side of ugliness.
Nonetheless, his distaste for both approaches, evident in the critique of the “archives imaginaires
du laid” and the derisive indictment of the idealists’ ability to catch only a reflection (a use of
mirror imagery which is in fact grounded in naturalist vocabulary) suggests that idealism and
naturalism are actually not so dissimilar. In his view, because of idealism’s narrow ideological
obsession with beauty and naturalism's obsession with ugliness, both present a skewed view of
the world that leaves little space for true creative imagination.
Fellow critic Auguste Sautour also articulates a suspicion of both idealism and naturalism
in the following terms: “Ce que nous exigeons de nos écrivains, c’est de nous montrer la vie, non
pas à travers le voile d’azur d’un idéalisme à outrance, non pas aussi à travers le voile noir du
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pessimisme, ou le prisme de laideur du naturalisme, mais la vie telle qu’elle est, avec ses joies et
ses souffrances, ses grandeurs et ses petits côtés. Nous voulons surtout qu’ils nous la montrent de
manière à nous en faire accepter le fardeau, et à soutenir notre courage, quand le chemin y est
pour nous parsemé d’épines.”501 For Sautour just as for Gourmont, neither idealism nor
naturalism as it was understood was worthy of the writer's task. Sautour implicitly sees both
beauty and ugliness as worthy of the writer. What matters for him is that the material serves a
moral purpose, that of encouraging virtue. The writing of ugliness and sin (in which the moral
and the physical conflate) must be done in a skillful way that encourages the reader to seek out
virtue actively, rather than simply indulge in a paralyzing fascination for the ugly.
The fight between beauty and ugliness ended in a win for idealism, at least according to
Ferdinand de Brunetière: “L’exagération dans le laid, le sale devait forcément amener le
triomphe du contraire.”502 These debates about naturalism and idealism at the end of the
nineteenth century demonstrate how these very terms had fossilized into clichés positioned either
in favor of or against beauty and ugliness. To what extent did Zola and his contemporary
naturalists' own writings contribute to this? There is no doubt that writers such as Zola and the
Goncourt brothers foregrounded the role of the lowly and the ugly in the explanation of their
own literary projects. In the famous preface to Germinie Lacerteux, Edmond and Jules de
Goncourt claimed that their text was “un roman vrai,”503 and opposed the notion that “le peuple
devait rester sous le coup de l'interdit littéraire et des dédains d'auteurs, qui ont fait jusqu'ici le
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silence sur l'âme et le coeur qu'il peut avoir.”504 The truth, they claim, is to be found in the
representation of the suffering of the “lower classes,” which “apprend la charité.”505 Though the
word “laid” is not explicitly used, the preface is based on an implicit association of the beautiful
with the high classes, and a pleasant subject material, while the low classes are associated with
ugly material that disturbs and provokes a strong bodily reaction. The dichotomy between lower
and ugly body is made explicit when the preface asks: “si, en un mot, les larmes qu'on pleure en
bas pourraient faire pleurer comme celles qu'on pleure en haut.”506 Even as the preface attempts
to elicit sympathy on the part of the reader towards these lower classes, they remain indelibly
inferior because of their association with the lower bodily parts.
Similarly, Zola continued this use of bodily metaphors to justify his creative endeavor in
the preface of L'Assommoir. In speaking of his treatment of the plight of a working-class family,
he refers to “des plaies autrement épouvantables.”507 Society as a whole is still treated as a
human body, where different social ills become diseases or wounds that harm not just a specific
organ, but the organism as a whole. It is not, however, just society that is turned corporeal.
Language also becomes material, as Zola claims to “ramasser et couler dans un moule très
travaillé la langue du peuple.”508 This reification is accompanied by Zola's proud claim that the
novel is “une oeuvre de vérité, le premier roman sur le peuple, qui ne mente pas, et qui ait l'odeur
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du peuple.”509 The focus on the ugly is such that it goes beyond the visual to also touch the
olfactory, making the novel a genuinely physical experience for the reader.
Conversely, beauty only appears in these prefaces as evidence of the overpresentation of
the higher classes in literature, a cliché that no longer bears interest and deserves to be mocked.
In an 1894 interview Zola had claimed: “la beauté, je ne sais pas ce que c’est. La vie! parlez-moi
de la vie! Je ne connais qu’elle, je ne crois qu’en elle et pourtant, je suis un artiste, moi aussi.”510
Though Zola does not explicitly embrace ugliness here, it is clear that beauty was not a lens that
interested him, in spite of his pride as artist. In Zola's view, the quest for beauty ultimately leads
to death: “la recherche de la beauté absolue a tué la vie.”511 The writing of the ugly, on the other
hand, is proudly considered to be the production of a text that is alive (“une oeuvre aussi large et
aussi vivante qu'il pourra”512) With all of this in mind, it is perhaps unsurprising that shortly after
his death, critic Gabriel Trarieux made the sweeping and bold claim that “la notion de beauté est
absente de l'épopée matérielle [de Zola].”513
In spite of Zola's own critical stance towards beauty, the ways in which ugliness serves
his aesthetic and ideological goal need to be scrutinized further. As the prefaces indicate, society
was not for the naturalists only an abstract concept, but was rather reified into a body that had to
be studied, dissected, and treated. Though the criticism levelled at Zola often dealt with the
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ugliness of moral corruption and social ills, the relationship between this moral ugliness and the
reality of physical ugliness needs further analysis. While it is beyond the scope of this project to
look exhaustively at the representation of ugly bodies in Zolian texts, I will look at a few select
texts that span the length of his production, which includes different genres and some of his
lesser-known works. From his failed play La Laide, written in 1865, to his short story Pour Une
Nuit d'amour, from Thérèse Raquin to Le Docteur Pascal, his works present a consistent concern
with the fate of ugly bodies and their relationship to authority and desire, as well as moral
preoccupations about the state of the society Zola lived in.
As we have seen with various eighteenth-century texts, for male writers, the writing of
female ugliness was often a process unburdened with preoccupations for the ugly female's
subjective experience: she could simply be treated as a distant object to be observed and
analyzed. Such an attitude can seem largely compatible with Zola’s ideology, because of his
interest for, or even obsession, with observation. Though the ugly body is a privileged object of
fascination for the naturalist writer/scientist, ugliness is also threatening, in that it is precisely
that which resists a hermeneutic code, and transgresses boundaries or categories. As such the
ugly body is largely a threat that needs to be contained, that has to be made legible, and bear the
stamp of naturalist mastery. Because of the tradition that views the female body as a more
“unruly” body, the ugly female body is policed with particular attention, though the male ugly
body is also problematized.
Could this interest in the ugly be driven by a more benevolent intention on the writer’s
part? In the preface of Germinie Lacerteux, the Goncourt brothers argue that the portrayal of
ugliness should inspire compassion in the reader, though it is unclear whether this charity leads
to concrete action against social injustice or is really just self-indulgent sentimentality. Nietzsche
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expresses strong skepticism towards the intentions of writers such as the Goncourt brothers and
Zola: “Art affirms. Job affirms. - But Zola? The Goncourts? - The things they display are ugly;
but that they display them comes from their pleasure in the ugly.”514 Julian Young has argued
that this “pleasure in the ugly” is linked to what Nietzsche elsewhere called “the pleasure of
cruelty,” that is, “the joy of his (Zola's) surrogate satisfaction of the impulse to cause and witness
pain.”515 I will analyze the ethical drive (or lack thereof) of Zola’s representations of ugliness.
In part because of the threat that ugliness comes to embody for the naturalist text and
author, beauty also makes numerous appearances, as its presence challenges the preponderance
of ugliness. As Zola’s own politics and authorial goals evolve, so do his representations of the
ugly body, which is ultimately rejected. Indeed, I will show that Zola’s desire to penetrate the
secrets of ugliness in his earlier works eventually gives way, somewhat surprisingly for a man
who made dismissive claims about beauty, to a somewhat reluctant approval of aesthetic
pleasure, as beauty becomes an important part of his authorial project. It is precisely Zola’s
ethics of progress that leads him to move away from ugliness towards beauty.

La Laide: a Preliminary Sketch of Zolian Ugliness
That one of Zola’s first attempts at artistic creation was a play called La laide
demonstrates his preoccupation with (female) ugliness. Probably written in 1865, the play was
never published or performed in Zola’s lifetime, though it was not for a lack of effort on his part.
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Zola first submitted the manuscript to novelist and playwright Adrien Belot in September 1865,
who agreed to present La Laide at the Odeon. In a letter to Zola dated September 30th, Belot
praised Zola's construction of scenes and his “sentiment dramatique,” but ultimately criticized
the play's subject matter: “je reproche au sujet d'être trop léger, trop terne, trop enfantin [...] Par
le temps qui court, vous le savez mieux que moi, le public demande de grosses choses [...] Il lui
arrive encore de mordre aux pièces en un acte, mais alors il faut que ce soit compact, serré, qu'il
y ait de la résistance, des larmes, de la terreur ou un grand charme.”516 In spite of Belot’s
recommendations that Zola make some major changes to his play, such as writing it in verse
instead of prose, Zola stubbornly kept it as it was and Belot finally submitted the play to the
Odéon in October 1865, which resulted in a negative response.
The story of the play is simple. A blind man, Duval, welcomes to his home Lucien, the
son of a deceased friend of his, as well as Lucien’s friend, the sculptor Ferdinand. Duval has two
daughters, the ugly but kind Francine, and the beautiful but coy Marthe. Marthe promptly
realizes that the arrival of the two men is related to her father's desire to marry them off to his
daughters, and she expresses interest in both of them. Francine, however, has a conversation with
her father where she only admits to feeling affinity for Lucien. Duval has a conversation with
Ferdinand where he asks the sculptor which woman he would like to marry, and Ferdinand
answers he prefers the beautiful one, namely Marthe. Though Duval seems surprised that Marthe
is viewed as the beautiful one, it is revealed at the end of the play that his plan all along was for
Lucien to marry Francine. The play ends with Lucien happily agreeing to marry Francine while
Ferdinand is to marry Marthe.
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The play already engages with many of the bigger questions found in Zola’s later literary
textual productions, though still in a rudimentary way. At the center of the play is the question of
Francine’s ugliness. Ferdinand considers Marthe the beautiful one based on the proportions and
symmetry of her face (“toute régulière, toute géométrique,”517) whereas Francine’s irregular and
asymmetrical face is deemed to be ugly. Francine herself has clearly internalized this ugliness:
when her father tries to convince her to put on jewelry to make herself more beautiful, Francine
says “Ces bijoux, cette soie ne sauraient me donner de la beauté,”518 and later tells her eager
father that “Tu vas me forcer à te dire que je suis laide.”519 Though Francine and Ferdinand
acknowledge this ugliness, neither Duval nor Lucien agrees, because of the way both of them
engage with sight. Duval, the blind man, criticizes sharply Ferdinand and those who are unable
to see Francine's true beauty, which is that of her soul: “Ils ont l'air de dire que je ne vois pas,
que je suis aveugle. Les sots! Mon coeur voit clair, bien clair, je vous assure, dans la pureté, dans
la beauté haute et sereine de cette enfant!”520 Lucien explicitly articulates this beauty that he sees
as “la divine beauté de l'âme.”521 For Duval, the true act of seeing is not the appraisal of
Francine's body, but the knowledge of her devotion, the result of "seeing" her for years and years.
This form of “seeing” is not the voyeuristic epistemophilic gaze, that is, the gaze that strives
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towards a form of absolute knowledge and possession. It is instead an attempt to attain a higher
truth.522
The key to understanding Zola's ethics of beauty and ugliness in this text lies in the
exchange between Ferdinand and Duval, as the sculptor articulates his view of beauty. Ferdinand
first begins by praising the order of the garden: “des allées propres, des buis taillés avec une
régularité parfaite.”523 The view of beauty he espouses emphasizes the workmanship of man,
who carefully contains nature into something easily manageable by the senses. Conversely,
Ferdinand finds the forest aesthetically unacceptable because it symbolizes a lack of human
effort: “un désordre odieux, des pierres et des feuilles, des branches et des ronces, le tout jeté au
hasard, tordu, empilé, emmêlé.”524 Later, Ferdinand articulates a summary of the difference
between beauty and ugliness: “La beauté est chose morte, monsieur, elle se réduit à une ligne. La
vie c'est le laid, donc...”525 As we have seen earlier, this echoes directly Zola’s own statements
about absolute beauty as ultimately synonymous with death and Ferdinand’s pursuit of beauty
embodies in large part an ethics that Zola resolutely stands against.
While Ferdinand implies that ugliness is life in a critique of the mundane, the ordinary
and the lowly, his statement also reveals why ugliness can be appraised positively, as “la vie”
itself. Marthe’s so-called beauty is that of the statue: “Votre fille Marthe est une fort belle
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statue,”526 a type of beauty that can be measured with a compass, and that Ferdinand compares to
the models left by Antiquity. The statue, however, is lifeless, just like the models bequeathed by
ancient times, and only defined by the gaze of others. This is precisely the case for Marthe, who
explains her decision to put on her prettiest dress in this way: “Moi je me pare pour tout le
monde: pour les arbres, quand je vais dans les bois: pour mon miroir, quand je reste dans ma
chambre.”527 Taken to the most extreme point, Marthe’s desire to look beautiful is not just for
other people, but quite literally for inanimate objects. Marthe’s lifelessness and existence,
dependent as it is upon the attention and imagined gaze of all objects, is contrasted to Francine's
inner life, described by Lucien in the following terms: “Et ces yeux, quel éclat tendre, quelle
flamme intérieure promettant une vie de dévouement et d’amour.”528 The real beauty then, is the
ability to possess an inner drive independent of the gaze or appraisal of others. In the words of
Véronique Cnockaert, for Zola, beauty is : “Faire vivant, c’est créer du mouvement, de
« l’événement » pourrait-on dire — en empruntant ce terme que Barthes employait à propos du
portrait sadien.”529 Similarly in the case of space (the garden and the forest), the garden is in a
state of fixity that can be equated to death, whereas the disorder of the forest instead suggests the
possibility of life.
The ethos expressed by Duval clearly reduces the importance of sight, with the blind
Duval emphasizing that beauty is not seen, but rather “felt.” In a scene where Duval expresses
his love and gratitude for Francine, he claims: “Je ne puis te dire quels sont tes traits, parce que
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je te vois belle d'une beauté que je ne saurais décrire: tu es belle par ta voix, belle par ta main qui
me soutient, belle par la vie que tu m'as faite.”530 In his analysis of realism in S/Z, Roland
Barthes had claimed, “la beauté ne peut vraiment s'expliquer: elle se dit, s'affirme, se répète en
chaque partie du corps mais ne se décrit pas.”531 Though the play does not necessarily belong to
the register of realism, beauty here is also not found in specific parts of Francine’s body, and
remains something that cannot be put into words. The inadequacy of the visual paradigm leads to
a heightened awareness of other senses. While Francine’s hand is an acting body that both
figuratively and literally supports her father, it is also a metonymy for the body of Francine,
understood not as a tangible reality, but rather as a presence, an essence.
The last part, “la vie que tu m'as faite,”532 alludes to Francine’s power in shaping her
father’s life. This power is directly linked to her maternal role. Duval tells Francine “Tu es notre
mère, ici, mon enfant”533 and Francine herself acknowledges this reality when her father presses
her to admit that she regrets dedicating her life to him: “Je suis votre mère à tous, comme tu le
dis si souvent.”534 Francine’s physical ugliness is ultimately redeemed by her maternal love for
everyone (and especially her father): the text channels a desire for beauty into the quest for an
idealized maternity. This ode to Francine’s maternal instincts goes hand in hand with the
weakening of patriarchal authority, as Duval seems at times completely ridiculous in his fears of
love coming to destroy the peace under his roof: “Quand je pense aux romans dont l'ennui m'a
530
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fait écouter la lecture, à ces mille hasards de la passion, j'en ai la fièvre toute une nuit. Vous
n'ignorez pas que la chaste héroïne, dès le second chapitre, est une femme perdue d'audace et de
folie.”535 Zola parodies in Duval, this man who devours novels and is terrified by their lessons,
the fears of nineteenth-century writers (as in Madame Bovary) of what reading does to women.
In spite of the gentle mockery of the well-meaning patriarch, the text ends with a
reminder of where the authority still lies: “Pour juger de la beauté de la femme, un aveugle est
préférable à un homme qui a deux bons yeux (au public d'un ton confidentiel.) L'amour est
dupe.”536 This line reminds us that the text ultimately assigns the power to judge to a male entity,
whereas woman is the figure to be judged. This dynamic is essential to realism and appears
throughout the Rougon-Macquart. It evokes Christopher Prendergast's definition that “realism is
best understood as an economy of positions and drives based on the relations of actual or
imaginary looking, an economy where there is typically a male looker and one of the privileged
objects of vision is the body of a woman.”537 This is not to say that Francine is completely
deprived of the right to articulate her own desire in the play: she herself comments on Lucien's
attractiveness, in terms that also emphasize not physical attributes, but rather physiognomic
qualities: “Le jeune homme blond a un visage ouvert et loyal.”538 The ending represents an ideal
scenario, not just for Duval and Lucien, but also for Francine herself. This fortunate denouement,
however, is largely overshadowed by male attempts to understand her “ugliness” and “beauty,”
even if done with a benevolent intent in mind. In this text about female ugliness, there is no male
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ugliness to be scrutinized, which further emphasizes the unequal relationship between male and
female gazer.
The play thus shows how ugliness is crucial to Zola’s project. It challenges the idea that
ugliness can be understood through the lens of desire, or can be defined simply in geometric
terms. Rather, it invites a deeper and kinder gaze on the part of the observer. Such an act of
looking does not however imply equality: what allows Francine to be seen as desirable and
ultimately “beautiful” is precisely the sacrifices that she is willing to make. The text clearly
values the innate qualities of the individual and suggests that these qualities can transform
someone's appearance to others, but the ethics of ugliness remain limiting: Francine’s behavior
as selfless maternal figure is exemplary to the extent that she goes beyond the expectations of
men around her. This fantasy of the beautiful mother, as we shall see, will appear in other Zolian
texts. Simultaneously, the struggle of the patriarch as he gives the torch to Lucien can reveal
Zola's own negotiations with his role as budding writer, with the young sympathetic Lucien
playing the role of a textual double.
While this play solves the situation of ugliness happily, with Lucien obtaining Francine’s
hand, it raises a question that would appear throughout his later texts: how should the ugly body
be treated and how can it be controlled? To what extent is it a threat to be contained? In
Francine’s case, her virtue is ultimately rewarded with marriage to the man she loves, though the
process required quite a bit of self-abnegation on her part, not unlike Gabrielle’s path in
Fleuriot’s Sans beauté. Here, ugliness remains largely contained by Francine’s own resignation
to not expressing her erotic desire, and her willingness to serve her father. Nonetheless, in later
texts, Zola explores phantasms of ugly women whose ugliness becomes much more threatening.
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The Experiment of Thérèse Raquin
First published in 1867, Thérèse Raquin predates the Rougon-Macquart series by a few
years. Nonetheless, as François-Marie Mourad has argued, the novel can already be seen as an
example of a roman expérimental avant la lettre.539 After its publication, the novel received
considerable negative attention, as Louis Ulbach’s article “La littérature putride,” published in Le
Figaro, January 23rd 1868 makes clear: “Il est plus facile de faire un roman brutal, plein de sanie,
de crimes et de prostitutions, que d'écrire un roman contenu, mesuré, moiré, indiquant les hontes
sans les découvrir, émouvant sans écoeurer.”540 What is at stake here according to Ulbach is the
way in which art cannot simply reproduce reality as it is, and must instead find a way to
transform it in a manner that is controlled and avoids excesses.541 As a rebuttal to Ulbach's
scathing indictment, Zola defended himself against claims that his texts were scandalously
immoral and unchaste (if not downright pornographic) by hiding behind the now familiar claim
of scientific observation and study: “On commence, j’espère, à comprendre que mon but a été un
but scientifique avant tout [...] En un mot, je n’ai eu qu’un désir : étant donné un homme puissant
et une femme inassouvie, chercher en eux la bête, ne voir même que la bête, les jeter dans un
drame violent, et noter scrupuleusement les sensations et les actes de ces êtres. J’ai simplement
fait sur deux corps vivants le travail analytique que les chirurgiens font sur des cadavres.”542
After stating explicitly his scientific purpose, Zola casts himself as a scientist who experiments
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with these two creatures, but beyond the role of only observing and preserving those
observations, Zola makes explicit his analytical role, one that is likened directly to the act of
dissecting. Zola’s interest in physiology, which is explicit here (“chaque chapitre est l'étude d'un
cas curieux de physiologie”543) suggests an interest both in external physical manifestations of
the body and the inner workings of organs. In the words of David Baguley, “So conspicuous and
recurrent are the passages of analysis that [...] the work reads like a psychological novel in which
the psychology has been replaced by physiology.”544 The interest in physiology, and the working
of the human as a whole, are meant to provide an ethical justification for the book's artistic
endeavor, which is implied in the words of Ulbach to be an indulgence in disgusting and
unpleasant content matter. In other words, we inevitably go back to the sense of a subject matter
that is not beautiful but ugly. Simultaneously, the criticism of the distinction between the act of
“discovering” the same and that of “indicating” it points to the different ways of veiling and
unveiling, of saying and showing, and the importance of understanding the relationship between
the visible and what lies beneath.
As Zola states in his preface, Thérèse and Laurent are “dominés par leurs nerfs et leur
sang, dépourvus de libre arbitre.”545 As such, their fate is supposedly predetermined by their
physiological realities. The novel, we remember, tells the story of Thérèse, a young woman who
is brought up by a selfish and controlling aunt, in the company of her sickly cousin Camille.
Thérèse marries Camille, and lives an unfulfilling life until she encounters Laurent, an aspiring
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artist who is also the son of a farmer. The two begin an affair, and eventually conspire to kill
Camille in order to live more freely, and in the case of Laurent, to guarantee himself financial
stability. Nonetheless, the pair quickly realizes that they cannot simply enjoy the fruit of their
criminal labor as they suffer nervous breakdowns, and cannot even bear to be together.
Unsatisfied with their lives together, Laurent and Thérèse finally resolve to kill the other person,
but when they realize both of them had the same plan, they instead both drink poison in order to
end it all.
In the midst of this “scientific” experiment, beauty and ugliness become markers of both
physiology (the innate biological reality) and the work done by other individuals and the
environment on these bodies. The text makes explicit the ways in which Thérèse's whole being is
shaped by an upbringing completely contrary to her natural physiology: “Elle était d’une santé de
fer, et elle fut soignée comme une enfant chétive, partageant les médicaments que prenait son
cousin, tenue dans l’air chaud de la chambre occupée par le petit malade.”546 The ingestion of
these drugs, the physical proximity of the sickly Camille and the hot air all contribute to
changing Thérèse in ways that could implicitly have been avoided had she grown up in a
different environment. In these other circumstances, these factors could have interacted with her
in a way that fostered the positive aspects of her “naturally” healthy self, instead of leading her to
a fundamental split between exterior and interior: “Elle garda ses allures souples, sa physionomie
calme et indifférente, elle resta l’enfant élevée dans le lit d’un malade; mais elle vécut
intérieurement une existence brûlante et emportée.”547 Thérèse is forced to become a master of
dissimulation, as her outer body becomes a socially acceptable mask that hides her darker inner
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desires. The portraiture of Thérèse recalls what Philippe Hamon identified as an “esthétique de
l'oxymoron.”548 Hamon argued that for Zolian portraits “Le positif est neutralisé par le négatif; le
négatif est neutralisé par le positif [...] le haut du visage s’oppose au bas du visage ou le visage
au corps, ou les yeux au visage, ou une première impression à une seconde.”549 Though this
analysis looks at physical descriptions, the character, when looked at through its depths, from the
surface to the inside, embodies a similar duality.
Thérèse's life can be treated as an almost hermetically sealed existence that prevents her
from literally seeing the light of day: “La vie cloîtrée qu’elle menait, le régime débilitant auquel
elle était soumise ne purent affaiblir son corps maigre et robuste; sa face prit seulement des
teintes pâles, légèrement jaunâtres, et elle devint presque laide à l’ombre.”550 Her desire to find
outlets manifests itself in her frequent act of looking outside the windows: “Parfois, elle allait à
la fenêtre, elle contemplait les maisons d’en face sur lesquelles le soleil jetait des nappes
dorées.”551 The importance of windows, we shall see, comes back in Pour Une Nuit d'amour.
The described struggle between the effects of her sheltered existence and her body show that her
naturally healthy body partially wins, and yet, the near ugliness of her face is a consequence of
this fight. Without this upbringing, Thérèse could presumably have been quite beautiful; instead,
this external near ugliness symbolizes the discrepancy between the outside and the inside, and
the dangers of attempting to transform someone's innate physiological conditions through
manipulation of the environment. Ugliness here also points to the ideal of a united outside and
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inside, where the natural physiology could be fostered to express itself in a harmonious way on
the body. In this manner, ugliness points to the search for an idealized beauty that could be
created through a careful culture of the individual. As Jean-François Tonard has argued, enclosed
spaces exert une force “qui contraint les personnages à se soumettre à leur influence.”552 The
action of this force, however, is experienced in Thérèse's case as a traumatic force that leads to
ugliness. Ugliness is also pathology, the deceit of an appearance that hides desires that are
perhaps better left unspoken.
The construction of ugliness and its role are further made evident in the scene in which
Laurent first meets Thérèse and assesses her physical appearance and desirability. Though
Thérèse is fascinated from the beginning by Laurent's thick and healthy body, Laurent's
assessment of hers is much less flattering: “C'est qu'elle est laide, après tout, pensait-il. Elle a le
nez long, la bouche grande. Je ne l'aime pas du tout d'ailleurs. Je vais peut-être m'attirer quelque
mauvaise histoire. Cela demande réflexion.”553 Here the ugliness of Thérèse is completely
filtered through Laurent's desiring gaze. He nonetheless settles on choosing her as lover, because
of his craving for female flesh. As a temporary toy for Laurent, Thérèse's “ugliness” is a
reminder of the ways in which it is either constructed through the environment she is forced to
grow in, or via the gaze of the other.
And yet, even as she remains defined by Laurent's gaze, Thérèse does succeed in
transforming herself in his eyes. In the first scene of love-making, Laurent is stunned by how
Thérèse transforms under his eyes: “Laurent, étonné, trouva sa maîtresse belle. Il n’avait jamais
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vu cette femme [...] Cette face d’amante s’était comme transfigurée; elle avait un air fou et
caressant; les lèvres humides, les yeux luisants, elle rayonnait. La jeune femme, tordue et
ondoyante, était belle d’une beauté étrange, toute d’emportement.”554 The beauty described here
is not that of a controlled symmetric beauty, but quite the opposite, a passionate and wild body
that is ready to be swept away by desire. Though on one hand this beauty can simply reflect an
expression of male pride on Laurent’s part at seeing Thérèse’s desire for him, from Thérèse’s
perspective this is an act of freedom. More than an act of freedom, it is a moment in which her
physiology and heredity express themselves truly: “le sang de sa mère, ce sang africain qui
brûlait ses veines, se mit à couler, à battre furieusement dans son corps maigre, presque vierge
encore. Elle s’étalait, elle s’offrait avec une impudeur souveraine.”555 In this moment, her body
manifests the supposedly “true” physiology of her heredity, and outer and inner truth converge
into her passionate, glowing body.
After the love-making, Thérèse herself tells a narrative of loss that seeks to reinstate the
figure of the mother: “Ils m’ont rendue laide, mon pauvre ami, ils m’ont volé tout ce que j’avais
[...] On m’a dit que ma mère était fille d'un chef de tribu, en Afrique; j’ai souvent songé à elle,
j’ai compris que je lui appartenais par le sang et les instincts.”556 Proud of her heredity, Thérèse
finds an expression of an arguably “true” self and this moment lends her body a beauty it did not
have before, a beauty she claims to have lost. Jean Borie has argued that Zola “se réfère souvent,
obscurément, à un épisode premier, de scénario d'ailleurs incertain, mais dont l'influence
déterminerait encore, avec plus ou moins de force, la conduite de ses personnages. Cette
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anthropologie mythique repose sur une Chute, un péché originel, informulable et vague.”557 Scott
M. Powers has shown how Zola preserves the biblical notion of Original Sin as fundamentally a
feminine betrayal.558 Though Thérèse lies outside of the Rougon-Macquart family tree, the
emergence of her beauty in a moment of unbridled sexual passion reveals the threat caused by
this exotic maternal blood, where the exoticized African sexuality might itself constitute a sin.
From Thérèse’s perspective, however, it is precisely the human act of rendering her ugly that is
the moral sin. Even if the text expresses a voyeuristic delight in scrutinizing Thérèse’s ugliness,
it nonetheless still identifies the human causes of this ugliness. If ugliness is threatening because
of the desires that might lurk within, beauty is just as dangerous because of its linkage to illicit
erotic desire.
The repression of this maternal blood and instinct is ultimately untenable, and Thérèse
thus unleashes this erotic energy in the presence of Laurent. Nonetheless, even as the text claims
that Laurent and Thérèse are deprived of free will, the ugliness Thérèse claims was caused by her
aunt's upbringing is itself a mask that does not have to be plastered permanently on her face.
After the murder of Camille, Thérèse and Laurent have to carefully play their role of bereft
widow/friend, a role which Thérèse can play perfectly: “Pendant près de quinze ans, elle avait
menti, étouffant ses fièvres, mettant une volonté implacable à paraître morne et endormie. Il lui
coûtait peu de poser sur sa chair ce masque de morte qui glaçait son visage. Quand Laurent
entrait, il la trouvait grave, rechignée, le nez plus long, les lèvres plus minces. Elle était laide,
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revêche, inabordable.”559 Though the mask has become almost a permanent reality for Thérèse
because of habit, it remains something that can be put on, or implicitly, removed as well. As the
passage further makes very clear, this mask of death is an active act of repression on her part, as
ugliness is the mask that seeks to hide the urges that can be traced to her physiology and heredity.
While Thérèse’s ugliness is suspect, it arguably serves as a screen for an even more
troubling ugliness. In his first appearances in the novel, Camille’s body is indicted in the
following terms: “Arrêté dans sa croissance, il resta petit et malingre. Ses membres grêles eurent
des mouvements lents et fatigués.”560 The lack Camille suffers is that of a stunted growth, the
result of a struggle against disease in his childhood and further compounded by his mother's
rearing. Ugliness becomes explicit when Laurent and Thérèse stare at the paintings that he has
made after the assassination of Camille: “L’effroi lui faisait voir le tableau tel qu’il était, ignoble,
mal bâti, boueux, montrant sur un fond noir une face grimaçante de cadavre. Son œuvre
l’étonnait et l’écrasait par sa laideur atroce; il y avait surtout les deux yeux blancs flottant dans
les orbites molles et jaunâtres, qui lui rappelaient exactement les yeux pourris du noyé de la
Morgue.”561 The representation of Camille is enough to bring his physical presence back into the
couple's bedroom, in a reminder of the power of art to reproduce the ugly. This ugliness,
however, is also a throwback to the corpse that Laurent had gazed upon with fascination and
disgust.
Camille's looming presence is something that fundamentally does not belong anywhere; it
seeps in and out of various spaces, taking up room in any crack available. His presence finally
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overwhelms Thérèse and Laurent at the end of the novel, who both commit suicide. Even during
this act, Thérèse’s mouth hits the scar imprinted by Camille on Laurent’s neck as she dies, a
reminder of Camille’s omnipresence. While Thérèse’s ugliness is a vehicle for Zola’s concerns
about heredity and the human attempts to manipulate a body in a specific environment, Camille’s
ugliness is that of emasculation, of the man who cannot assume in a satisfactory way a sexual
role. Such a body, however, cannot simply be eliminated and ignored. The way in which his
presence looms over the reminder of the text suggests the potent threat it represents to not just
Camille or Thérèse but also Zola himself. Laurent's male ugliness ultimately allows for the
containment of Thérèse's ugliness, but as Pour une nuit d'amour shows, the figure of the ugly
undesirable man remains a powerful source of anxiety. As the example of Laurent finding the
ugliness of the dead Camille in his painting overwhelming suggests, the artistic representation of
ugliness can ultimately threaten to dissolve the artist himself, a lesson that Zola takes to heart in
Pour une nuit d'amour.

Pour une nuit d'amour or the Dangers of Male Ugliness
About ten years later, Zola published in October 1876 in Le messager de l'Europe under
the title “Un drame dans une petite ville de province” a novella that was strikingly similar to
Thérèse Raquin. Later republished as “Pour une nuit d'amour,” which is the title under which it
has become known, the story explores the life of Julien, a shy forwarding agent who works in a
small countryside town. Julien leads a mostly sheltered life, avoiding the company of others and
especially women, because he is self-conscious about his ugliness. One of his biggest joys is
playing his flute, as well as staring wistfully at the house of the middle-aged Marsanne couple
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across his window. One day, Julien hears a female voice talking in the mansion, and later learns
that the daughter of the Marsannes, Thérèse, has returned to her family house. Fascinated by this
female presence, Julien tries to catch a glimpse of her, and eventually succeeds in seeing the
beautiful Thérèse. Nevertheless, the timid Julien finds himself in a bind, afraid of Thérèse seeing
his ugliness and simultaneously desperate for her attention. After deciding to seduce her by
playing his flute, he eventually makes eye contact with Thérèse, who looks at him dismissively
before closing the window. Convinced that she found him unattractive, he feels deep shame, but
at the same time continues his spying of her window. Occasionally hiding from her sight, and at
other times trying to get her attention, he finally gets a kiss blown from Thérèse. Almost
hypnotized by her, Julien makes his way into the mansion to greet the woman, who invites him
into her alcove. There, Thérèse shows him the dead body of Colombel, a lover of hers with
whom she engaged in sadomasochistic love games. Thérèse promises Julien to give herself to
him if he is willing to discard the corpse. At night, Thérèse helps Julien carry the corpse outside,
and from there onwards Julien runs to the river to dispose of the body. As Julien throws the body
into the water he finds himself almost taken with Colombel. After some hesitation, a seemingly
hypnotized Julien can no longer fight against a desire to sleep, and he lets himself fall into the
river. The novella ends with a comment on the discovery of Julien and Colombel's bodies and the
news of Thérèse de Marsanne's wedding with a young aristocrat.
The novella was republished in L'Écho Universel in July 1877, while a theatrical
adaptation was first played at the Théâtre du Grand-Guignol in Paris in 1898. Furthermore, the
novella was adapted into multiple movies, in Denmark in 1913, in Italy in 1914, and in France in
1921 and 1947. While the somewhat daring subject matter made it popular in these ways, the
novella, just like most other Zolian novellas, has not garnered much critical interest from literary
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scholars. Roger Ripoll has argued about these short stories that “Il faut prendre ces textes au
sérieux, c'est-à-dire les considérer pour eux-mêmes, et non pas comme des dépendances des
Rougon-Macquart. La production de Zola conteur a sa cohérence propre.”562 Nonetheless, the
very scant attention to stories such as “Pour une nuit d'amour” have focused not on the text's
value as a separate entity, but rather to its intertextual echoing of mostly non-Zolian texts. Zola
himself points to Casanova’s memoirs as a literary source for his novella in a note on the first
page, notably in the propensity for sadism and frenzy in the characters’ romantic relationships.
Thierry Gouin, on the other hand, has evoked the intertextual role of Le Rouge et le noir in Zola's
novella, found both in the presence of the protagonist Julien and the opening description of the
small town P..., which evokes the description of Verrières.563 Finally, David Baguley has noted
the similarities between this novella and “Le rideau cramoisi,” a novella from Barbey
d'Aurevilly's Les diaboliques.564 Zola's relationship with Barbey is well-documented, most
notably in the feud the two men had in the mid 1860s. After Zola called Barbey a “catholique
hystérique,” Barbey had responded with a scathing review of Zola's La Confession de Claude. In
Barbey’s female characters Zola had seen deviant women with a Sadean streak, cruel and
seemingly born to commit evil deeds. In this sense, a text such as Pour une nuit d'amour allowed
Zola to explore some of the darkest fantasies of the female psyche, as Chantal Bertrand-Jennings
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reminds us that Zola's writing is marked at the deepest level by a “croyance à une essence
féminine maléfique.”565
The clear resemblances to Thérèse Raquin have also been noted in passing: David
Baguley, for instance, has pointed out the similarities between Thérèse de Marsanne and the
eponymous heroine of Thérèse Raquin, noting not only the shared name but a common “nature
fougueuse” as well as black eyes that give them a look of “reine cruelle.”566 In addition to these
observations by Baguley, I would also stress the shared similarity of the murder of a male lover,
as well as both Thérèse’s propensity to hide their inner desires. Nonetheless, the similarities and
differences between these two texts with regard to themes, characters and plot development have
never been studied at length. In my study of this novella, I will argue that Pour une nuit d'amour
is a rewriting of Thérèse Raquin that further explores many of the questions that already emerged
in the novel: the role of the ugly man, the fear of the deceptive woman, and the general authorial
anxieties of being devoured by the text.
Unlike the ugliness of Camille or Thérèse Raquin, Julien’s remains ambiguous, and
somewhat uncertain: “Grand, fort, osseux, Julien avait de grosses mains qui le gênaient. Il se
sentait laid, la tête carrée et comme laissée à l’état d’ébauche, sous le coup de pouce d’un
sculpteur trop rude; et cela le rendait timide, surtout quand il y avait des demoiselles. Une
blanchisseuse lui ayant dit en riant qu’il n’était pas si vilain, il en avait gardé un grand
trouble.”567 Grand and fort are associated here with traditionally virile qualities that could in fact
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make him attractive, though the word “osseux” suggests a certain physical disharmony. This puts
him in contrast to Camille, whose ugliness is largely a question of pathology and physiology.
Though there is the mention of a “sculptor’s” work, and Julien's status as “ébauche,” the text
emphasizes his feeling of ugliness, and not a simple physical reality. It is not his upbringing or
even the living conditions that lead to this ugliness: ugliness here is a subjective sensation. In
fact, the comment by the blanchisseuse suggests that Julien does possess a certain appeal, which
he nonetheless rejects because he imagines others’ depreciative gaze towards him. Imprisoned by
his own feeling of shame, Julien is unable to go beyond his life of “moine cloîtré.”568
It is precisely thanks to the repetitive nature of his daily routine that Julien finds
happiness, as rules provide him with a sense of serenity that only someone with “une âme calme
et transparente”569 could enjoy. If the body of Julien remains a bit of a mystery, the soul that
hides beneath is tranquil and absolutely readable. The immutability of Julien's daily routine is
described in auditive terms: “Ce lent défilé finissait par prendre une musique pleine de
douceur.”570 The happiness provided by this type of life comes to be embodied in the metaphor
of the river Chanteclair, also couched in images of sounds: “Et il restait, dans ce grand calme,
charmé, songeant confusément que le Chanteclair devait être heureux comme lui, à rouler
toujours sur les mêmes herbes, au milieu d’un si beau silence.”571 The river, flowing, but in a
eternally similar way, embodies that serene stability Julien wants for himself. Indeed, the river
becomes a reflection of the dream life that Julien seeks for himself.
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The Zolian novella opens up with a description of the city of P..., that emphasizes not
only its visually striking aspects, but also its specific sound landscape: “Au pied des anciens
remparts, coule un ruisseau, encaissé et très profond, le Chanteclair, qu’on nomme sans doute
ainsi pour le bruit cristallin de ses eaux limpides [...] une place silencieuse, la place des QuatreFemmes, pavée de grosses pierres, envahie par une herbe drue, qui la verdit comme un pré. Les
maisons dorment.”572 The river, with its melodious songs, embodies here the power of the voice
and the power of song, while on land, once one has gone across the river, it is an area of silence
that awaits. While we will later look at the crucial role played by the river's melody at the end of
the novella, the silent square, with its surrounding sleepy houses, is also important because of the
way it separates Julien from the house of the de Marsanne, constituting a liminal threshold that
he eventually crosses. The spatial configuration of the city gives each location very characteristic
sounds (or lack of), traits that are as distinctive as their visual counterparts.
Julien himself is a man of very few words, and one who chooses to immure himself in a
world of silence. The novella emphasizes his own lack of linguistic mastery (an utter inability to
achieve his goals through words that is contrasted to Thérèse’s own linguistic prowess) through
Julien's lone friendship, a relationship with a “muet, un ouvrier graveur, au bras duquel il se
promenait sur le Mail, pendant des après-midi entières, sans même échanger un signe. D’autres
fois, au fond du Café des Voyageurs, il entamait avec le muet d’interminables parties de dames,
pleines d’immobilité et de réflexion.”573 Quite literally, the act of avoiding “signs” suggests a
lack of engagement which is also seen in Julien's inability to interpret correctly the women’s
signs of encouragement. Fearful of the world outside and the people who inhabit it, Julien
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considers his paradise to be his own room, where “il se croyait à l'abri du monde.”574 His
avoidance of signs can be seen in his reaction to his own reflection: “quand il s’apercevait dans
la glace, il demeurait surpris de se voir très jeune.”575 Refusing to engage with others’ gaze,
Julien barely knows himself, and therefore reacts with surprise at seeing his own youthful
appearance in the mirror.
Julien’s main leisure is that of playing a flute, a skill which he has taught himself.
Because of his self-consciousness, Julien learns to play his flute in the dark and silence of his
closed room. That Julien’s removal from the world of the visible draws attention to his music, as
people seek to catch a glimpse of the actual musician, emphasizes how important the visual is in
this universe. The sound of the flute is itself described through a visual metaphor (which we had
also seen in Consuelo): “La vieille flûte de bois jaune était un peu fêlée, ce qui lui donnait un son
voilé.”576 The veiled flute appropriately reflects Julien’s desire to stay hidden from view, while
the word “fêlée” to describe the instrument of sound anticipates the ways in which the tragedy of
the text is grounded in music.
In the Zolian context of the Rougon-Macquart, the word fêlure and all its derived terms
are of course highly charged. In Nana, for instance, the fêlure is explicitly conflated with female
genitals, while it also appears in the menstruation of the matriarch of the Rougon-Macquart,
Tante Dide, who is also described as hysteric.577 Furthermore, Janet Beizer has noted the fêlure
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located in Clotilde, namely “the leak in Clotilde’s head.”578 The fear of the fêlure is that is it
almost inextricably linked to the female body. Rachel Mesch has argued that though the fêlure is
tied to forms of degeneracy in both male and female characters in the Rougon-Macquart, it is
physically inscribed on the female body.579 How can this statement be tweaked in the context of
this novella?
While the fêlure is displaced onto the flute here, the question of the female body remains
relevant. Julien is in fact strangely feminized through his music, which is compared to the “filet
de voix adorable d'une marquise d'autrefois, chantant encore très purement les menuets de sa
jeunesse.”580 Compared to an older woman, Julien is clearly out of place, as s(he) reminisces
about the glory of her youth, a comparison that is clearly ironic, considering Julien’s own banal
and inconsequential life as a young man. Nonetheless, in Julien’s case the very shape of the flute
alludes to its status as a phallic symbol. The flute, which is a little bit “fêlée,” suggests a form of
impotence, symbolically a form of emasculation. Such an impotence is also linked, as we shall
see, to the figure of the femme fatale/phallic woman Thérèse. The source of the flute’s fêlure is
inextricably linked to Julien’s own sense of ugliness, as it is this shame of his appearance that
leads to this expression of desire, with the flute becoming a symbol of his own flawed
masculinity and need for expression.
At the same time, this fêlure is linked to the inability to speak, with the music serving as
substitute for the male voice. Julien is unable to articulate in words his desire for Thérèse and so
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can only rely on using his flute’s music. By proposing the ugly male body as the source of the
fêlure, Zola himself questions the authority of the male body and the power of the male voice.
The text draws attention to Julien’s inability to engage meaningfully with other creative forms,
namely drawing and writing. In the case of drawing, “Il dessinait un peu, toujours la même tête,
une femme de profil, l’air sévère, avec de larges bandeaux et une torsade de perles dans le
chignon.”581 His attempt at drawing is characterized by constant repetition, and the refusal to go
beyond this familiar image. His relationship to written texts is similarly uninspiring: “Comme la
vieille dame qui tenait la pension où il mangeait, s’obstinait à vouloir faire son éducation en lui
prêtant des romans, il les rapportait, sans pouvoir répéter ce qu’il y avait dedans, tant ces
histoires compliquées manquaient pour lui de sens commun.”582 While this jab at complicated
novels can constitute a veiled criticism on Zola’s part of some of his peers’ writing, it also
emphasizes Julien’s incapacity to read properly. Furthermore, Julien only writes in his office, as
he is clearly incapable of writing except for the purposes of work. His status as expéditionnaire,
which entails the work of sending along letters, as well as that of transcribing letters, poses the
question of the audience and reiterates his act of uncritical repetition. Julien appears not only as
an ineffectual reader, but also an anti-writer. The more the text emphasizes these weaknesses, the
more they call into question Zola's own authorial anxieties, and the fear of being silenced. In
discussing the gap between the actual novels of the Rougon Macquart and Zola’s preparatory
dossiers, Patrick Bray has argued that “Zola’s fear of his own fêlure as authorial subject, which is
to say the abandonment of the self to the uncertainty of textual meaning, leads to a proliferation
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of fêlures that replicate themselves throughout the two bodies of text.”583 This fear of losing
control over the textual material manifests itself in the novella as well, through Zola’s
experimentation with both Julien and Thérèse.
If, as Patrick Bray has argued, the fêlure in Zola is the very concept of inheritance, it is
also this very same fêlure that provides the condition for Zola’s textual production. And if as
Rachel Mesch has argued, the fêlure is largely inscribed in the female body, the writer’s
loquaciousness is the need to understand this very female body, a body that paradoxically both
stirs him to writing and also risks annihilating him. Julien himself expresses this need through his
careful observation of the hotel of the Marsanne. Peter Brooks had described narrative desire as
“the arousal that creates the narratable as a condition of tumescence, appetency, ambition, quest,
and gives narrative a forward-looking intention.”584 In a story that ostensibly seems at first
glance to barely move forward, the desire to dig deep into the secrets of the house becomes a
driving force: “Longtemps, il avait guetté le vieux logis, pour pénétrer les mystères de cette
fortune toute-puissante.”585 The vocabulary of the hunter who awaits his prey is unmistakable
here, as is the phallic desire to “penetrate” its secrets. Though the house is ostensibly devoid of
any evidence of human presence (beyond the servants whom Julien can see), his obsession is
such that he absolutely must penetrate the “secret” of the house, as if there were a truth waiting
to be possessed. Unlike the apathetic and lazy Camille who seemed devoid of any erotic interest,
in Julien’s case erotic desire is expressed through acts of voyeurism.
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In addition to the implied female presence that it holds, and which provokes Julien’s
interest, the house takes on the qualities of a text, and thus offers metatextual commentary on the
Zolian writing project. The repeated comparisons to the fairytale reveal a jarring departure from
the world of naturalist fiction, as the textual structure of the fairytale opposes that of the
naturalist text in a myriad of ways, and in particular in the description of the palace as “peuplé
d'habitants invisibles.”586 What could a naturalist text be without the possibility of seeing other
bodies, other objects of desire? The description of the property also questions the status of
writing: “les marronniers étalaient une mare d’encre.”587 Hidden behind the sloppy textual
production that the trees represent lies a house, but is there an actual truth waiting to be unveiled?
Julien stubbornly believes there is something to be discovered, as his need to penetrate this
“existence hermétiquement close, hautaine et muette”588 suggests. The idea of a self-contained,
perfectly sealed reality anticipates strangely Zola’s own articulation of his literary and scientific
approach in Le Roman expérimental: “Le caractère de la méthode expérimentale est de ne relever
que d'elle-même, parce qu'elle renferme en elle son critérium, qui est l'expérience.”589 But is the
existence of the Marsanne’s hotel truly tightly sealed? And is the text of the novella itself also
well-sealed, or are there leakages, fêlures?
Thérèse’s arrival quickly leads Julien to emotional turmoil, as the young man initially
cannot bring himself to continue playing his music: “Il ne serait plus chez lui, il aurait encore
mieux aimé un homme qu’une femme, car les femmes se moquent davantage. Comment,
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désormais, oserait-il jouer de la flûte?”590 Thérèse’s presence is experienced as a form of
silencing, as Julien is unable to contend with the female presence. Though the statement about
preferring the presence of a man suggests first and foremost that Julien would not be intimidated
into silence by a man, it also anticipates not just the antagonistic nature of Julien’s relationship
with Colombel, but also the emergent (homo)eroticism that fully appears at the end of the text.
With Thérèse’s arrival it becomes explicit that she represents the truth, or the “secret” to be
unveiled: “Il guettait l’hôtel; comme aux premiers temps, il s’appliquait à noter les petits souffles
qui en ranimaient les vieilles pierres muettes. Rien ne semblait changé, la maison dormait
toujours son sommeil profond; il fallait des oreilles et des yeux exercés, pour surprendre la vie
nouvelle.”591 Nonetheless, though Julien tries his hardest to see and feel the presence of Thérèse,
she remains largely inaccessible. The possibility of fully penetrating the house’s secret remains
elusive, as Julien fails as a “writer” to pierce Thérèse’s secrets.
After Julien discovers Thérèse’s presence, and first catches a glimpse of her, he becomes
a voyeur who attempts to spy on her while staying invisible himself. And yet, to not be seen
becomes equally unbearable, as Thérèse spends her time at the window without seeing him: “Et
de même qu’il avait tremblé à l’idée d’être aperçu par elle, il frissonnait maintenant du besoin de
la sentir fixer les yeux sur lui.”592 The experience of the ugly male body is one of shame, and of
belonging neither to daylight nor to the darkness of the night. Because of his shame at revealing
his face and body, Julien finally settles on the seduction of his music: “Ses lèvres enflaient le son,
sa fièvre passait dans la vieille flûte de bois jaune [...] Elle sentait bien que la sérénade marchait
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vers sa fenêtre, elle se haussait parfois, comme pour voir par-dessus les maisons. Puis, une nuit,
le chant éclata si près, qu’elle en fut effleurée.”593 Julien is condensed into a disembodied voice
that plays the role of a physical body as it manages to walk, run and even touch Thérèse.
This fantasy of the ugly body turned into a disembodied voice is quickly rejected,
however, as Thérèse turns the tables on Julien by surprising him unexpectedly with her presence
and stare on an early morning: “Thérèse aussi l’examinait, d’un regard fixe et souverain. Elle
sembla un instant l’étudier dans ses gros os, dans son corps énorme et mal ébauché, dans toute sa
laideur de géant timide.”594 Instead of the voyeur’s gaze that Julien had used on her, Thérèse
appraises with the gaze of the artist (the idea of the ébauche we had seen so often in L'homme
qui rit reappears here) or more importantly the scientist, carefully studying the characteristics of
Julien before settling on a negative judgment. Thérèse had spent much of her life in enclosed
spaces, namely the convent, and now the hotel in which she spends most of her days. As
Micheline van der Beken has argued, “Zola limite [...] l’espace de ses personnages, mais les
espaces les plus limités sont généralement assignés aux femmes.”595 Jennifer Davy has further
argued that in numerous Zolian novels, “Wide-open space is always located outside the existing
space of a scene [...] and represents a fantasy.”596 Though Thérèse is largely stuck in these closed
spaces, she successfully stages her own appearance, and can not only choose when she is seen,
but when she can see.
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Despite Julien’s fantasy of a disembodied voice seducing Thérèse, the reality is that the
body must still be seen: “Voilà qu’elle le savait d’une épaisseur de bœuf au labour, et que jamais
plus elle n’aimerait sa musique!”597 The experience of ugliness ultimately leads to a complete
loss of voice. His only hope of penetrating the secrets of the house hinges upon Thérèse’s
window, which marks the threshold between the thrill offered by the woman’s room ("le paradis
rêvé") and an outside world whose routine no longer interests him. Hours of surveillance are
futile, however, as he is still unable to access the secrets within: “il ignorait encore l’existence
intérieure de cette maison solennelle, où il emprisonnait son être.”598 Julien desires so intensely
to be in that house that he projects himself into it, losing himself in delusions of either joyous or
sad events happening within, depending on his mood. The text emphasizes Julien's extremely
unpredictable moods as well his feverish state, which turns him into a sort of male hysteric. In
this manner, Julien’s attempts to understand the text (house) in front of him turns into a parody
of a female hysterical reader, incapable of separating her own life from that contained within the
text. Fortunately for the overwhelmed Julien, Thérèse invites him peremptorily into the house he
has dreamed of for so long, in a manner that shows the difference in linguistic mastery between
the two: “Vous m’aimez? demanda-t-elle d'une voix basse. - Oh oui! oh! oui, balbutia-t-il. Mais
elle eut un geste, pour lui défendre les paroles inutiles.”599 Unlike Julien’s repetitive words of
childish needs, Thérèse employs language for the very specific purpose of guaranteeing herself
Julien's help in eliminating the extremely cumbersome body of Colombel.
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Though we will get back to Colombel shortly, let us follow Zola’s text as the narrator
moves to explain Thérèse’s origins and nature. While Julien is intimately linked through his
ugliness to Camille (although it expresses itself differently), the Thérèse of the novella is tightly
linked to the eponymous heroine of Thérèse Raquin. Certainly, the two Thérèses are linked by a
penchant for intense fit of passions they nonetheless manage to hide. In the case of the novella’s
protagonist, the text phrases her appearance not as a mask, but rather as an opaque hole: “Jamais
on ne savait ce qu’elle pensait. Déjà, dans ses grands yeux d’enfant, elle éteignait toute flamme;
et, au lieu de ces clairs miroirs où l’on aperçoit si nettement l’âme des fillettes, elle avait deux
trous sombres, d’une épaisseur d’encre, dans lesquels il était impossible de lire.”600 Though this
metaphor serves a similar purpose to Thérèse’s mask of ugliness, the mask emphasizes an act of
performance, while here the metaphor of reading evokes directly the power of the text. The
mirror is the fantasy par excellence of a realist world where outside and inside become totally the
same, which is seen in the ideal of the young girl, a presence that is not to be found in this
novella. Thérèse, however, is an opaque text that simply cannot be deciphered, to the contrary of
Julien’s transparent and easily legible soul. With other characters being unable to decipher this
challenge, it is up to the scientist/narrator to observe the body and reveal its secrets.
Just like the Thérèse of the novel, Thérèse de Marsanne's hot-blooded fits are also traced
to family heredity: “Elle ressemblait, disait-on, à un de ses oncles, qui avait mené une vie terrible
d’aventures [...] Les Marsanne avaient ainsi, dans leur histoire, tout un filon tragique; des
membres naissaient avec un mal étrange, de loin en loin, au milieu de la descendance d’une
dignité hautaine; et ce mal était comme un coup de folie, une perversion des sentiments, une
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écume mauvaise qui semblait pour un temps épurer la famille.”601 Unlike Thérèse Raquin’s
heredity, which is clearly imputed to her mother (with the father being completely erased), in the
case of Thérèse de Marsanne it is difficult to trace it very convincingly, as this mysterious
condition floats within the family lines. Even the figure of the uncle does not entirely answer the
question, instead creating more ambiguity. Faced with this strange child, Thérèse’s father
decides to put her in a convent, in the hopes that this closed existence will change her
dispositions. Just as Madame Raquin could not completely destroy her niece’s disposition,
Thérèse de Marsanne's father does not ultimately destroy her daughter’s disposition for cruelty or
domination. Colombel’s return brings back the childhood game dynamics of Thérèse as queen
and Colombel as her slave, in which Thérèse physically exerts her domination over Colombel by
hitting him and riding him around as if he were an animal. Though the actions might have
changed, Thérèse’s desire for power remains unchanged, as the woman continues to hide her
darker urges. The text emphasizes that while she seemed to change in many ways, she retained a
love of candy after coming back from the convent. As Sylvie Collot reminds us, “in Zola le désir
sexuel se traduit par une envie de sucrerie.”602 Her sexual urges remain very much intact.
The sadistic games that Thérèse plays during her childhood with Colombel are not only
about inflicting pain for the purpose of domination and pleasure, however. The narrator explains
Thérèse's interest in torturing Colombel in the following manner: “Quand ils étaient seuls, elle le
traitait en joujou, avec des envies de le casser, curieuse de savoir ce qu’il y avait dedans. N’étaitelle pas marquise, ne voyait-elle pas les gens à ses pieds?”603 The act of breaking Colombel is
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spurred not just by her sense of entitlement at possessing this lowly man at her service or an
irrational need for destruction, but by a curiosity to know what is underneath the surface. This
desire for knowledge is a reminder of the epistemophilic drive that has been considered a
defining characteristic of naturalist fiction. Beyond that, this act of “breaking” is reminiscent of
Zola the writer's own authorial project, as he seeks to understand the physiological underpinning
of different humans in different environments. As Charles Bernheimer has noted, “Now,
probably no image for the stance of the realist or naturalist writer was more widespread in France
than that of the anatomist dissecting the cadaver.”604 Zola himself had used the metaphor in his
preface to Thérèse Raquin. More broadly, Thérèse’s control over the visual realm, as she decides
when she can be seen and what others can see, also constitutes a similar preoccupation to Zola’s
own concerns. In hinting at this similarity between this femme fatale and the scientist, Zola both
acknowledges the darker side of the naturalist fantasy of complete knowledge, and also manages
to integrate the man-eating femme fatale into this textual fabric.
On the outskirts of the narrative lurks another figure who derives pleasure from this
voyeurism: the narrator. Colombel and Thérèse's sadomasochistic games are ultimately never
seen by Julien, who is powerless to penetrate the secrets of the house. It is up to the narrator to
explain the truths that lie hidden away from sight. Rita Codsi has argued that Zola “employs the
glance of the observer-voyeur as a linguistic device to gratify through the narrator’s gaze his
libido,”605 notably in novels such as Nana that include numerous nude scenes. As Naomi Schor
has argued, through the use of such a device, he creates “an invisible wall which reinforces the
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visible one.”606 That the narrator uses Julien's gaze only serves to mask his own desires, and the
voyeuristic pleasure that only he is privy to. Thérèse plays the role of the sadist in this
relationship, as she seeks to establish her dominance over Colombel. And yet, Colombel relishes
the pain he suffers at her hand, in large part because he believes this weakness is only temporary,
as he bides his time for revenge. Indeed, he eventually rapes Thérèse, as roles become switched.
The fluidity of the roles between the two characters evokes the relationship between the
observer/writer and the two sadist/masochist characters as described by Deleuze: “this
[relationship] does not simply mean the free interchange of discourse, but implies a transposition
or displacement of this kind, resulting in a scene being enacted simultaneously on several levels
with reversal and reduplication in the allocation of roles and discourse.”607 Similarly, the narrator
can align with the victim turned avenger, Colombel, as he possesses the seemingly indomitable
Thérèse: “Aujourd’hui, seulement, le mâle avait la victoire, aux heures troubles du désir,”608 and
also side with Thérèse through the discursive enactment of the violence as she inflicts pain on
Colombel.
Colombel's male triumph over Thérèse is of course illusory.609 Not only does he die at the
hands of Thérèse, but his body, just like Camille’s in Thérèse Raquin, seems to have no fixed
place. Camille’s body had drifted in and out of Thérèse and Laurent’s consciousness and in their
homes, and Colombel’s body also becomes a nuisance that quite literally does not fit anywhere:
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“Elle cherchait un trou où jeter ce corps qui maintenant lui barrait l’avenir, regardait sous les
meubles, dans les coins, toute secouée du tremblement enragé de son impuissance. Non, il n’y
avait pas de trou, l’alcôve n’était pas assez profonde, les armoires étaient trop étroites, la
chambre entière lui refusait une aide.”610 That a place is desperately needed to hide this
inconvenient body is a reminder that Colombel constitutes a fêlure, a leak that needs to be
controlled. Just like Thérèse’s presence demonstrated Julien's fear and inability to face her with
his words, Thérèse also shows Colombel to be a weak man. The fêlure remains an emasculation,
the domination by the female.
That Thérèse uses Julien as a solution for disposing of Colombel is somewhat ironic,
considering that Julien himself was intimately linked, through his flute, to a form of “fêlure.”611
And yet, his role in disposing of Colombel comes to symbolize at the end of the novel a union, a
joining with a complementary part that is very different, but too conveniently so. The text
emphasizes the differences between the two characters and their ongoing feud: “car ce Colombel,
un garçon de vingt ans, aux yeux vifs, à la bouche méchante, avait longtemps été son ennemi. Il
le plaisantait de sa timidité, ameutait contre lui les blanchisseuses de la rue Beau-Soleil; si bien
qu’un jour, aux remparts, il y avait eu entre eux un duel à coups de poing, dont le clerc de notaire
était sorti avec les deux yeux pochés.”612 The mean mouth is completely the opposite of Julien’s
inability to communicate effectively with words. The difference between the two lies also in a
question of beauty and ugliness: “Sa répulsion devint plus grande, le jour où il s’aperçut que
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l’avorton n’était pas laid de visage, une tête ronde de chat, mais très fine, jolie et diabolique,
avec des yeux verts et une légère barbe frisée à son menton douillet.”613 Julien is thus
diametrically opposed to Colombel in terms of physical appearance, with the former's ugliness
but strong and fit body contrasted to Colombel's delicate and feminized beauty, as the
comparison to the cat, the use of the word “jolie” and the very slight beard suggest.
With relation to women, the two also express attitudes that seem to be diametrically
opposed, and yet retain some important similarities. Before Thérèse invites him explicitly to
come to her, Julien remains largely passive, and can only gaze at her from afar and play his flute.
Colombel, conversely, is physically close to Thérèse throughout his life, and indeed has almost
unlimited access to Thérèse and her room, because of his strange status as something in between
“domestique et camarade de jeux de la jeune fille.”614 Whereas Julien is paralyzed by fear of
rejection, and ultimately submits to Thérèse’s every order, Colombel engages in sadomasochistic
behavior with the woman in which the male first suffers abuse before eventually triumphing, and
then losing one final fight. And yet, the voyeurism and sadomasochism are both related to a
desire to control the woman, a desire that ultimately fails.
In spite of the intense rivalry between these two men, or precisely because of it, the text
creates an uncanny effect of doubling, in which the two threaten to become the same, to be
substituted one for another. The exaggeration of difference belies the specter of sameness. When
Julien sees Colombel’s corpse in the alcove of Thérèse’s bedroom, he expresses almost no
surprise: “Oui, Colombel seul pouvait être au fond de cette alcôve, la tempe défoncée, les
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membres écartés, en une pose de luxure affreuse.”615 But if Colombel is the only man who could
be lying in Thérèse’s bed, and Julien had dreamt of this bed as the final destination, then Julien
can only dream of being in Colombel’s place, or even of becoming him. This is made explicit a
bit later when Julien fantasizes about finally being rid of Colombel, and therefore taking a spot in
that bed: “Alors, à la pensée de ce bonheur qu’il n’osait rêver le matin, il se voyait brusquement
sur le lit, à la place même où gisait le cadavre, et la place était froide, et il éprouvait une
répugnance terrifiée.”616 Faced with the reality of the physical possession of Thérèse, Julien
suddenly no longer envisions the desiring body of the beautiful woman, but rather, the dead man
whose place he would be taking. Erotic desire is then replaced by the shudder of death.
Julien remains in fact caught up in a strange form of narcissism such that he stares back
at his own windows, the windows from which he believes he had successfully won Thérèse’s
heart with his soulful music. In doing so, his gaze is turned outwards in an attempt to find a
reflection of himself, as if he was taking Thérèse’s spot and imagining his own seduction. But is
it truly important to find what lies beneath Thérèse? As Peter Brooks has argued, “The approach
to the body of the beloved may strive towards an unveiling [...] but it also tends to become
waylaid in the process of this unveiling, more interested in the lifting of the veils than in what is
finally unveiled.”617 The body of the woman matters much less than the actual act of gazing,
which suggests that physical possession of the body is not the objective here.
This narcissism also appears in the very last chapter, as Julien disposes of Colombel’s
body in order to obtain the promised night with Thérèse. After a careful trek through the town in
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order to reach the river that would deliver him of his odious rival, Julien makes sure he stares
one last time at the dead man's face: “Avant de jeter le petit Colombel, il avait un irrésistible
besoin de le regarder une dernière fois. Les yeux de tous les bourgeois de la ville, ouverts sur lui,
ne l’auraient pas empêché de se satisfaire. Il resta quelques secondes face à face avec le cadavre.
Le trou de la tempe avait noirci.”618 Earlier, Julien had been fearful of drawing the townspeople’s
attention to his music, and suddenly, this need to take one last look at Colombel overcomes even
his fear of others’ gaze. Indeed, at this moment, his hatred for Colombel emboldens him even
more than does his love for Thérèse. But is this really hatred? As Julien attempts to throw
Colombel into the water, the dead rival suddenly grabs onto Julien, almost pulling him into the
water as well. And from that point onwards, Julien becomes more and more hypnotized by the
river and Colombel himself, with Thérèse’s warm body vanishing gradually from his mind as
Julien finally sinks into the water.
This strange ending can, however, find part of its explanation in the Freudian theory of
“the principle of inertia.” As Freud wrote in his 1920 essay Project for a Scientific Psychology,
there is a sort of universal instinctual push towards total rest, that is death: “It seems, then, that
an instinct is an urge inherent in organic life to restore an earlier state of things which the living
entity has been obliged to abandon under the pressure of external disturbing forces; that is, it is a
kind of organic elasticity, or, to put it another way, the expression of the inertia inherent in
organic life.”619 This idea that humans seek to return to some sort of former state of easy
plenitude is embodied in the death scene of Julien, where he loses the urge to fight sleep before
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embracing it altogether and letting himself fall into the river to his death. Julien's need for inertia
is driven by a fundamental need for sameness and a fear of differentiation. In the last scene,
Colombel, Julien and the river are rendered similar in a manner that almost blurs them all
together. Much is made of the “rieuses fossettes”620 in the river, as well as the “fossettes rapides
qui dessinaient des sourires” and the “rires rapides de ses tourbillons.”621 The
anthropomorphization of the river with the presence of the “fossettes”622 recalls the description
of Colombel's face as “jolie” and “fine.” The smiling and laughing river also recalls Colombel
because throughout the novella, it is he who is the figure of laughter and smiling: a mocking
character who under his laughter hides somewhat sinister intentions. As Julien becomes almost
hypnotized, it is unclear if it is Colombel or the river that is beckoning him to join the depths.
The river is itself tightly linked to Julien, as we had seen earlier. That the Chanteclair is still
described in musical terms (“Le Chanteclair prenait une douceur musicale”623 and “Et le
Chanteclair reprit sa chanson dans les herbes”624) suggests that the river offers an idealized and
eternal musical mirror to Julien's own musical endeavors. Of course, the river offers the
possibility of literally serving as a mirror (il suivait des yeux “le reflet d'argent de la rivière”),
and in the opening paragraph of the novella the “eaux limpides”625 of the river are emphasized.
In the beginning, Julien’s soul had been described as perfectly transparent, just like the river. At
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the end of the story, when Julien goes to dispose of the body, he instead looks for “une nappe
dormante et noire.” The color black is important here because a few lines later the hole in
Colombel's tempe is described to be “noirci,” under Julien’s intent gaze. That Julien now seeks a
darkened stream of water instead of the limpid waters found elsewhere reveals how his own soul
has changed over the course of the novel, and indeed, been darkened by his deeds and fantasies.
The river thus represents an extension of Julien’s state of mind, with even Colombel embodying
this need for sameness.
The fear of differentiation is in large part sexual. That Julien dies and embraces “a
peaceful sleep” without ever having a sexual relationship with Thérèse (or any other woman)
suggests a desire to regress to an early stage of affective development, before the question of
sexual differentiation occurs. While Colombel’s body could not fit anywhere, neither does his
double Julien’s. His ugly male body is ultimately expunged, precisely because the search for
sameness ultimately leads to self-annihilation. As Janet Beizer has noted, Zola expressed anxiety
over differentiation in various ways, and with it “an accompanying imperative to separate and
distinguish.”626 That Julien is ultimately eliminated from the text is both the expunging of a
failed writer and reader, and the reminder of the anxiety caused by sameness. What is interesting
here is that it is the supposedly “ugly” male body that comes to embody this dangerous need for
sameness. Could it be that for Zola, what is ugly is precisely what threatens to dissolve into
sameness? And could it be that these literary representations of ugliness threaten to dissolve the
writer's identity?
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While Julien’s ugliness is vanquished, Thérèse’s beauty triumphs. The novella ends with
an image of Thérèse’s beautiful face: “Trois mois plus tard, mademoiselle Thérèse de Marsanne
épousait le jeune comte de Véteuil. Elle était en robe blanche, elle avait un beau visage calme,
d’une pureté hautaine.”627 Thérèse has succeeded in transforming herself into the part of the
virginal, though haughty bride. In this text, Thérèse’s hyper-differentiation, as the one female
presence of the novella, is still more acceptable than the annihilation represented by male
indistinguishability.
This triumph can also be read alongside the ending of Thérèse Raquin. The novel ended
with Madame Raquin visually devouring the sight of Thérèse and Laurent's corpses, deaths
which were largely linked to Camille's “specter.” In the novella however, Thérèse’s triumph is
complete, as both male figures (Julien and Colombel) are conveniently disposed of. As John C.
Lapp has argued, in the figure of Thérèse de Marsanne, “A Freudian would not hesitate to see in
Zola's fatal woman a rejected mother-figure, in the various tableaus of betrayal.”628 Kelly Oliver
and Benigno Trigo have argued that the femme fatale/phallic woman has on one hand a sex
appeal that reassures the man of his own phallic desire, thereby comforting him in his
masculinity; at the same time she threatens to leave him powerless.629 Such is the case of Thérèse
the eminently desirable yet powerful woman.
Unlike Madame Raquin, Thérèse is not only capable of gazing at others, but can
strategically position herself in the face of the gaze of others. Thérèse is capable of speaking, and
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her word in this text is the law. Because of her ability to wield her beauty to great effect, Thérèse
puts herself in a privileged position to observe and analyze others, and in this manner, aligns her
in the direction of the scientist/writer. Through this figure Zola can indulge in fantasies of female
power while revelling in the knowledge that she is his creature. Yes, female beauty remains
terrifying because what lies underneath can remain indecipherable, and indeed uncontrollable.
And yet, (male) ugliness remains an even bigger threat as it can lead to annihilation. This threat
of sameness that ugliness is inextricably tied to in this novella, as well as the danger of the loss
of the authorial self, prepares us for the final work of the Rougon-Macquart, where the writer
makes a now understandable turn away from ugliness, and towards beauty. That Thérèse
triumphs in the novella over both men compared to the death of her and both men suggests the
appeal of the fantasy of the beautiful female creator. Embracing female beauty could be the way
to face the fêlure. This dangerous fantasy of Thérèse's beauty and creative power need however
to be transformed, and thus comes Clotilde and her aesthetic aspirations.

Beauty, the Artist and the Scientist: Aesthetic Education in Le Docteur Pascal
As Zola writes in Le Roman expérimental, the role of the naturalist writer is that of a
“stenographer who forbids himself to draw conclusions,” a “scientist who exposes facts, goes
clear to the end of an analysis without risking synthesis.”630 Zola, just like many other realist or
naturalist writers, voiced his desire for a style which requires the detachment of the author from
the material he is presenting “objectively,” yet this pretense is easily revealed as such, by the
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very way in which Zola projects himself into the novels he writes. As many critics have pointed
out, the figure of Doctor Pascal, who first appears in La Fortune des Rougon and a few more
novels before the eponymic last novel of the series, is a way for Zola to insert his own voice
directly into the series. Zola the experimental writer so fascinated by heredity, is doubled in the
text by Pascal the meticulous scientist who carefully keeps notes on all the Rougon-Macquart in
the form of the precious family tree.
This last novel provides a counterpoint to critic Gabriel Trarieux's argument that “La
notion de beauté est absente de l’épopée matérielle de Zola.” While the possibility of ugliness is
acknowledged, its near absence in this novel suggests a different naturalist perspective that
focuses instead on beauty, which plays an important role in the formation of Clotilde and Pascal
as well as their relationship with each other. Thierry Ozwald has argued that the novel has
strange weaknesses: “le livre fourmille de contradictions, de désaveux inattendus, d’erreurs,
d’approximations, d’incongruités, de hic et de couac”: tout se passe comme si ‘cela ne marchait
pas’ comme si, [...] Pascal avait ses raisons que Le Docteur Pascal ignore. [Et] comme si, [...]
dans la nécessité de conclure, le romancier en venait alors à se découvrir, à se démasquer peu à
peu.”631 In a similar vein, Pascale Krumm has claimed that “Le Docteur Pascal [...] manque de
cohérence narrative et [...] il devient alors difficile d’en cerner l’unité.”632 The difficulty of
finding this coherence or unity might be precisely tied to aesthetic components of this novel,
which have been often neglected by critics. Beauty’s presence in the text is, however, not
without risk: the act of reifying beauty in the form of Clotilde’s youthful body is associated with
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a desire for ornaments that eventually leads to idolatry. In doing so, Pascal destroys the legibility
of Clotilde’s body, and by extension, that of the naturalist text. In spite of this danger, Zola
ultimately embraces, through the figure of Clotilde, a form of seeing that adds to the detached
gaze of the scientist the potential for feeling and sensing. In this manner, art and beauty take their
rightful place alongside science as part of humanity’s march towards progress.
The very first scene of the novel puts forth the importance of beauty, as Clotilde, under
the eye of Pascal, meticulously draws the bouquet of roses placed in front of her. Initially,
however, the process is not described in aesthetic terms but rather in utilitarian terms because the
doctor uses these drawings for scientific recording purposes, almost as if the pictures had
acquired a photographic quality: “C'était encore là un des travaux qu'il lui confiait souvent, des
dessins, des aquarelles, des pastels, qu'il joignait ensuite comme planches à ses ouvrages.”633
Clotilde is praised for her “minutie, [une] exactitude de dessin et de couleur extraordinaire”634
with which she infuses her work. In other words, Clotilde is a remarkable observer and works in
accordance with the rules of the naturalist paradigm as she faithfully reproduces the reality she
perceives. Yet the satisfaction of Pascal with the reproductions quickly vanishes when he notices
some “pastels aussi étranges”635 that Clotilde has suddenly turned her attention to: “elle avait
repoussé la copie exacte et sage des roses trémières, et elle venait de jeter, sur une autre feuille,
toute une grappe de fleurs imaginaires, des fleurs de rêve, extravagantes et superbes.”636
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When criticized by Pascal for this wild drawing, Clotilde feels in herself “la
revendication d'un être qui se reprend et qui s'affirme.”637 To her uncle’s question on what
exactly the drawing is meant to represent, Clotilde simply answers: “Je n'en sais rien, c'est
beau.”638 Clotilde thus embodies the possibility of a pure aesthetic experience separated from
utility: beautiful art can become a true act of imagination, a liberation of the individual as she
experiences a dream-like state and gains agency as creator of art which does not represent
anything directly observable. This artistic creation exceeds reality, far from being inferior to it.
On the other hand, Pascal’s criticism of the drawing situates him as the figure of reason, and thus
an opponent to Clotilde’s pursuit of beauty. As he reads the newspapers and finds a surprising
piece of news, he exclaims wryly: “—Ma parole! on inventerait les choses, qu'elles seraient
moins belles…”639 Invention for the doctor Pascal is inferior to reality, which directly echoes
Zola's own views: “L’imagination n’a plus d’emploi [...] On part de ce point que la nature suffit;
il faut l’accepter telle qu’elle est, sans la modifier ni la rogner en rien; elle est assez belle, assez
grande, pour apporter avec elle un commencement, un milieu et une fin.”640
What is beauty for the scientist? Pascal finds the beautiful in the victory of life in all its
forms: “En somme, le docteur Pascal n'avait qu'une croyance, la croyance à la vie. La vie était
l'unique manifestation divine. La vie, c'était Dieu, le grand moteur, l'âme de l'univers. Et la vie
n'avait d'autre instrument que l'hérédité, l'hérédité faisait le monde.”641 As a healer, Pascal
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dreams of finding a way to gain control of heredity, and to create a race of healthy men and
women no longer tortured by diseases. As such, it is not surprising that physical health is often
synonymous with beauty for Pascal, such as when he takes Clotilde on a visit to some patients of
his: “le docteur, qui était simplement venu chercher ce beau spectacle de santé.”642 A typical
description of beauty in Le Docteur Pascal emphasizes the fullness and richness of the
previously diseased body now turned healthy: “il semblait qu'elle eût pris de la chair, d'aplomb
sur ses fortes jambes, les joues remplies, les cheveux abondants.”643 This direct association of
health with beauty evokes what Françoise Gaillard criticized as the heavy-handedness of the
character of Pascal speaking the voice of science, as it becomes an “énoncé dogmatique dénoncé
en raison de son caractère manifestement et lourdement idéologique.”644 This ideological voice is,
however, countered in the novel.
Hearty appetite is also very much linked to beauty, with the expression “manger à belles
dents” appearing throughout the novel. The healthy natural surroundings of the countryside are
thus often contrasted to the corruption and overcrowded quarters of the city, with the former
curing individuals’ hereditary propensity for certain diseases, and the latter exacerbating said
tendencies. Does Zola truly believe however that beauty has to be equated with health? Surely
even Zola the positivist has to acknowledge the reductive nature of that approach, as within this
novel beauty is located in many different sites. There is a split here between Zola the scientist
with a certain aesthetic appreciation of beauty, and Pascal the doctor/scientist who is in desperate
need of aesthetic education, which would come from Clotilde. In fact, whereas Burke argues that
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the ugly can still have a perfect fitness to use, thereby separating the aesthetic component from
the utilitarian one, Pascal confuses the two levels: when he views the healthy body as beautiful, it
is because he believes this healthy body (especially female) is most likely to produce healthy
offspring, and thereby achieve what he views as the ultimate practical goal of humankind:
endless healthy generations of men and women.
The problem arises when Pascal, after enjoying the pleasure of seeing healthy bodies he
had a hand in shaping, eventually comes to realize that his own body is anything but healthy or
beautiful. Using his own criteria of beauty on himself leads to the conclusion that he will leave
no children to the world: all he can leave are documents and papers. As Pascal falls in love with
Clotilde, the regret of his wasted virility comes out in a spasm of rage: “Certaines nuits, il
arrivait à maudire la science, qu'il accusait de lui avoir pris le meilleur de sa virilité. Il s'était
laissé dévorer par le travail, qui lui avait mangé le cerveau, mangé le coeur, mangé les
muscles.”645 The scientist’s quest for creating beautiful bodies has destroyed his own, and at
these times of uncertainty, it is art that comes to Pascal’s rescue. In chapter VII, when Pascal
learns about Clotilde and Doctor Ramond’s supposed marriage, he turns to various engravings of
the Bible for inspiration, and especially one that involves the king David and the young girl
Abisaïg. Faced with the sterility of science and its very limitations, Pascal finds that the artistic
representations of the pseudo-historical couple and these “naïve” engravings of biblical material
actually fulfill the dream that he envisions in reality for mankind: “C'était toute cette poussée
libre d'un peuple fort et vivace, dont l'oeuvre devait conquérir le monde, ces hommes à la virilité
jamais éteinte, ces femmes toujours fécondes, cette continuité entêtée et pullulante de la race.”646
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The effect of these engravings is to blur the lines between dream and reality: “Et son rêve, à lui,
devant les vieilles gravures naïves, finissait par prendre une réalité.”647
This aesthetic awakening leads Pascal to dream of recovering youth, which he comes to
understand as the “seule beauté,”648 a time of his life when he himself was healthy and beautiful.
Of course, the whole episode has been noted by critics as evidence of Pascal’s mental imbalance
(if not downright hysteria) brought about by his repressed desires. Nonetheless, it also
establishes how much the engravings, as objects of beauty, both impel the observer to first create
a space of introspection within him or herself and to seek out more beauty in the very real world
in which he or she lives. Immediately after this intense moment of yearning, Pascal and Clotilde
begin taking daily strolls again in the Souleiade, Pascal’s garden-like estate. Thus Pascal turns
towards a different site of beauty.
Pascal’s aesthetic education begins when the scientist has to change his way of thinking.
It is striking how Zola praises the fact that medicine, once considered by many to be an art, has
begun its transformation into a full-blown science;649 yet his desire for the writer-artist to
appropriate scientific discourse and ways of thinking does not preclude the potentially liberating
effect of the scientist using art as source of inspiration. As Friedrich Schiller argued, art and
science share fundamental similarities in that both are “emancipated from all that is positive, and
all that is humanly conventional; both are completely independent of the arbitrary will of
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man.”650 Neither can be reduced to an arbitrary social institution. The feeling of the artist and the
reason of the scientist are thus joined together; the difference for Schiller is that what reason can
accomplish is limited for it has no true will to action of its own: that has to come from feeling,
which Zola embraces through Clotilde.
The aesthetic effect of the engraving, though it almost pushes Pascal to declare his love to
Clotilde in a moment of acceptance of her beauty and his own desire for youth, is ultimately not
enough. Pascal still decides to send away Clotilde, after a moment of struggle with himself
where he ultimately understands that he will not be able to resist for long the temptation that she
represents should she stay there. Yet the strength of art is undeniable, here and elsewhere. For
instance, Zola uses visual works in many of his literary descriptions. When Pascal and Clotilde
go together in town in order to visit the patients, their description cannot avoid the use of
comparisons: “On aurait dit un de ces anciens rois qu'on voit dans les tableaux, un de ces rois
puissants et doux qui ne vieillissent plus, la main posée sur l'épaule d'une enfant belle comme le
jour, dont la jeunesse éclatante et soumise les soutient.”651 This rhetorical strategy for describing
beauty is reminiscent of what Barthes wrote about the difficulty of writing beauty: “Beauty
(unlike ugliness) cannot really be explained: in each part of the body it stands out, repeats itself,
but it does not describe itself [...] In other words, beauty cannot assert itself save in the form of
citation.”652 The comparison here does not even entail any ekphrasis; nor is there much of an
attempt at ekphrasis by Zola in the previously described passage of his dream: the text directly
quotes the text from the Bible to describe the image.
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The story of David and Abisaïg does indeed become reality as Clotilde and Pascal enjoy
together months of loving bliss, with Clotilde repeatedly being compared to the Sunamite maiden
and Pascal acting as the master and king. The image reappears under Clotilde’s pastel strokes as
she attempts to make her own representation of the biblical scene, and it is here that Zola does
the only extended ekphrasis of the novel.653 The difficulty of this ekhphrasis is evidenced by the
initial reference to Clotilde’s vivid imagination, the “chimère” which locates the represented
matter both in her feeling and the real models she uses of herself and Pascal. Zola weaves
together divine beauty with the background of the flowers to complement the beauty of both
Clotilde and Pascal, woman and man, young and old in a true tour de force. Underlying these
paragraphs is an elegantly lyrical language which seems rather un-Zolian. Where does this
lyricism come from?
The answer has to be found in Clotilde, the figure of the artist who in this moment of
unveiling and putting the finishing touches on her work of art, can rival with Zola the artist or
experimenter himself. When Pascal, still the skeptical doctor, laughingly points out that they are
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too beautiful on her drawing, just like the flowers Clotilde had drawn earlier in a fit of fantasy,
Clotilde answers with her own aesthetic theory: “Trop beaux? nous ne pouvons pas être trop
beaux! Je t'assure, c'est ainsi que je nous sens, que je nous vois, et c'est ainsi que nous sommes….
Tiens! regarde, si ce n'est pas la réalité pure.”654 Feeling, seeing and being become one and
synonymous for Clotilde, who then reproduces this experience on her painting. Her aesthetic is
different from that of Zola the naturalist observer, which excludes feeling and being to focus on
seeing. Clotilde is similar to the figure who “dares to be wise,”655 to use Schiller’s terms: a figure
both gifted with reason and feeling, and thus able to find the truth in art. It is through Clotilde’s
voice and vision, with its feelings and imagination, that Zola can write the ekphrasis above. The
observer of the drawing cannot remain a coolly detached observer, but he must accept the
“mystery” of the representation and participate in it in order to appreciate its beauty. Such is the
attitude that Pascal displays: “Et il était envahi d’une émotion, d’une gratitude sans bornes, car
son rêve à lui se réalisait, sa pèlerine d'amour, son Abisaïg venait d’entrer dans sa vie finissante,
qu'elle reverdissait et qu'elle embaumait.”656 There is no need to fully embrace Clotilde's
aesthetic yet there has to be some suspension of the scientist’s rigid desire for observable truth.
This is perhaps the strongest acknowledgement by Zola of the necessity to combine feeling with
science. Zola acknowledges the beauty of visual images, as he appropriates the artist Clotilde’s
feelings and transposes them into words.
Clotilde’s role in Pascal's aesthetic education is also intimately linked to her own beauty,
to which Pascal becomes drawn over the course of the novel. In the opening chapter, Clotilde is
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described in terms of youthful beauty: “Sa nuque penchée avait surtout une adorable jeunesse,
d’une fraîcheur de lait, sous l’or des frisures folles. Dans sa longue blouse noire, elle était très
grande, la taille mince, la gorge menue, le corps souple, de cette souplesse allongée des divines
figures de la Renaissance. Malgré ses vingt-cinq ans, elle restait enfantine et en paraissait à peine
dix-huit.”657 Both so young and goddess-like, Clotilde in all her beauty appears often in the text
at times of rebellion, when she attempts to challenge her uncle's authority: “Mais elle continuait
à le regarder en face, sans plier devant lui, avec la volonté indomptable de sa personnalité, de sa
pensée, à elle. Elle était belle et irritante, si mince, si élancée, vêtue de sa blouse noire; et son
exquise jeunesse blonde, son front droit, son nez fin, son menton ferme, prenaient un charme
guerrier, dans sa révolte.”658 In this scene, Clotilde’s own intelligence, and her artistic needs,
allow her to be more than just a passive beauty, as her own intelligence shines through.
Clotilde’s beauty is also highlighted through an opposition with that of the hemophiliac
little Charles, the son of Clotilde's cousin Maxime: “il avait une grâce élancée et fine, pareil à un
de ces petits rois exsangues qui finissent une race, couronnés de longs cheveux pâles, légers
comme de la soie. Ses grands yeux clairs étaient vides, sa beauté inquiétante avait une ombre de
mort.”659 Charles is of a dying race, inevitably tainted by heredity, and indeed bleeds out to death
later in the novel in front of the helpless Tante Dide. The child, who spends much of his time in
the novel cutting out pictures of a king, reminds us of the engraving of the king that captivates
Pascal so much. By juxtaposing this dying child’s beauty to Clotilde’s, Zola shows two
completely different types of beings and implies a changing of the guard, so to speak, between
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the child who is completely imbecilic and lifeless, the last member of a dying lineage, and the
young girl about to turn woman, filled with the promise of love and the power of reason and
imagination. The last of the “kings,” Charles, is then replaced by a female figure who is
compared through the painting to the servant of the king. In this manner beauty is democratized,
and displaced from the higher to the lower classes.
And yet, the relationship between Clotilde and Pascal, as inspired by the story and
engraving of the young servant girl Abisaïg and the old venerable King David, remains highly
problematic. Pascal dreams of such a girl, and describes her in such terms: “et elle entrait
s’agenouiller devant lui, d’un air d’adoration soumise, et il l’épousait [...] une pèlerine qui avait
suivi une étoile pour venir rendre la santé et la force à un vieux roi très puissant, couvert de
gloire [...] Il la voyait toujours là, en esclave heureuse de s’anéantir en lui, attentive à son
moindre désir, d’une beauté si éclatante.”660 The fantasy of having such a female companion is
inscribed in fundamentally unequal terms, one in which all the needs of a powerful man are met
by the careful attention of a woman of much lower status. The power of man over woman is
further made explicit a few lines later as Pascal is swept away by fantasies of a different era:
“Quelle foi en la longévité de l’homme, en sa force créatrice, en sa toute-puissance sur la femme,
ces extraordinaires histoires d’hommes de cent ans fécondant encore leurs épouses, recevant
leurs servantes dans leur lit, accueillant les jeunes veuves et les vierges qui passent!”661 This
fantasy is that of a virility that Pascal thinks he has lost; at the same time, the “force créatrice”
can be ambiguous, because though it refers to the power of procreation, it can also be interpreted
in both a scientific and an artistic context. Elsewhere, Pascal thinks to himself that “Ah! ces
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sciences commençantes, ces sciences où l’hypothèse balbutie et où l’imagination reste maîtresse,
elles sont le domaine des poètes autant que des savants!”662 The scientist is also a poet, but is
Pascal also a creator of beauty in the person of Clotilde?
Though it is unclear whether Clotilde's beauty can specifically be ascribed to the work of
the scientist/artist Pascal, Clotilde tells her uncle: “c’est toi qui m’as faite ce que je suis. Comme
tu l’as répété souvent, tu as corrigé mon hérédité. Que serais-je devenue, là-bas, dans le milieu
où a grandi Maxime? Oui, si je vaux quelque chose, je le dois à toi seul, à toi qui m’as
transplantée dans cette maison de vérité et de bonté.”663 Nonetheless, Pascal tells Clotilde a bit
later, as she is about to leave him to go care for Maxime, that he failed to create the one true
work that would have mattered: “Oui, l’œuvre rêvée, la seule vraie et bonne, l’œuvre que je n’ai
pu faire…”664 In this sense, the king cannot fully receive credit for the work of shaping the
woman, with only the child being his true creative work (and also the family tree). What the text
does make explicit is a reproach for transforming Clotilde into a different kind of beauty: that of
the lavishly adorned body.
The idyllic relationship between Clotilde and Pascal eventually disintegrates because of
Pascal's expenses. As Michel Serres has shown, over the course of the Rougon-Macquart the
circulation of money increases in speed, which ultimately is not sustainable. In Serres's words,
“On peut casser une circulation de deux manières opposées. Par ouverture ou fermeture. Ou bien
tout finit et tout s'épuise. Ou bien tout prend et tout s'immobilise.”665 In this novel, it is all the
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money spent on decorating Clotilde that destroys the financial balance of the household. The
seed of destruction had been planted when Pascal, even before consummating his love with
Clotilde, had decided to buy for her a beautiful corsage in the hope of making her more beautiful:
“l'idée lui était venue, au milieu de ses tortures de la nuit, d'en faire cadeau à Clotilde, qui en
garnirait sa robe de noces. Cette idée amère de la parer lui-même, de la faire très belle et toute
blanche pour le don de son corps, attendrissait son coeur, épuisé de sacrifice.”666 This beautiful
dress that Pascal wishes to buy for Clotilde is supposed to be her wedding dress for the marriage
with Ramond, which entails a heart-wrenching sacrifice as Pascal gives away the love of his life.
One can see this as an unselfish gift that he intends to adorn Clotilde in the hope of beautifying
her to the eyes of all at the wedding: beauty here is shared rather than hidden possessively.
This gift is, however, quickly followed by an excessive and endless barrage of ornaments
which Pascal lavishes on Clotilde, now that they are together: “Ce furent, successivement, des
bagues, des bracelets, un collier, un diadème mince [...] Elle était comme une idole, le dos contre
l'oreiller, assise sur son séant, chargée d'or, avec un bandeau d'or dans ses cheveux, de l'or à ses
bras nus, de l'or à sa gorge nue, toute nue et divine, ruisselante d'or et de pierreries.”667 Here
Clotilde has entirely become Pascal’s object as Pascal feasts on her beauty. Hannah Thompson
has argued that ornaments are used in the novel to communicate implicitly the crime of incest:
Clotilde and Pascal use various ornaments such as lace in order to signal to each other their
incestuous desires.668 I would argue that the key word here is idole, as other passages from the
text later show. Revealingly, the same townspeople who had turned a benevolently tolerant eye
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on Pascal and Clotilde, even when suspecting their incestuous relationship, begin frowning upon
this display of lavishness: “Et cela tournait au scandale, cet oncle qui avait débauché sa nièce,
qui faisait pour elle des folies de jeune homme, qui la parait comme une sainte Vierge.”669 It is
the act of transforming Clotilde into a copy of the divine figure that truly shocks; finally, later in
the text, Pascal comes to regret the way he has brought public opprobrium upon Clotilde: “Il la
pervertissait, en faisait une idole, au milieu des huées du scandale.”670
What can idolatry mean for Zola? Idolatry is the act of worshipping idols, in other words,
the worship of “false” images or representations of God, the true object of worship. The concept
of idolatry thus runs counter to his naturalist project, which he claims to be the only “true”
representation: “les naturalistes affirment qu’on ne saurait être moral en dehors du vrai.”671 Janet
Beizer has noted that at the end of the novel, there is a figurative displacement of authorship
from Pascal to Clotilde, such that when his documents are burned at the end and Clotilde is left
with the family tree, it is Clotilde who becomes the storyteller, such that the Rougon-Macquart
becomes “her story.”672 One can go a step further and argue that as Pascal achieves this process
of idolization through his ornamentation of Clotilde, the body of Clotilde becomes an allegory
for the naturalist text itself. The fact that Pascal’s wish for ornaments ultimately leads to the
demise of the couple reveals how, for Zola, the infusion of the naturalist text with
embellishments (feelings of the author, judgment on characters, adding theatrical effects to the
reality as it is observed) marks its destruction. As Rae Beth Gordon has argued, “there is reason
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to believe that decadent refinement of taste - for ornament in particular -leads logically to
narcissism, perversion and madness.”673 In the case of Pascal, all of these traits become
conjoined in this obsession with adorning Clotilde’s body. Ornamentation is thus a great sin that
Pascal committed, and he is finally expunged from the text as punishment, even if he originally
represents Zola's double. Clotilde is saved as her body, after it loses its adornments, comes to
embody a different kind of naturalist text.
One can be tempted to ask why Clotilde’s drawing, which divinized the couple and thus
was arguably a form of idolatry, is treated so kindly by the text. A few differences between the
two cases can be noted, however. Though Pascal can appreciate the beauty of Clotilde’s drawing,
in the face of Clotilde’s own beauty, idolization leads to his wish to “se dépouiller, ne rien garder
de son argent, sa chair, sa vie.”674 In a sense, Pascal’s desire for complete self-annihilation in the
beautiful object of love is much more dangerous and antithetic to Zola's project than Clotilde’s
aesthetic theory of feeling. The former is an arguably selfish desire to cut off the outside world to
pursue one particular beauty;675 the second fosters the desire to create other objects of beauty.
Clotilde’s drawing suggests that artistic creation is a pathway for agency; Pascal’s idolization of
the object of beauty, however, turns her into a passive object within the relationship: idols, after
all, should be mute.
As Pascal dismisses Clotilde’s protests about the futility of buying so many ornaments
she can never even wear, the once abundant finances of the house quickly dwindle to the point of
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penury. That this financial ruin ultimately leads to the demise of Pascal can be seen as a logical
and even necessary step for the realist/naturalist novel: “One of the mysterious strengths of the
novel as an art form from Balzac forward is how readily readers connect with the financial
anxieties of fictional characters. Money, in novels, is such a potent reality principle that the need
for it can override even our wish for a character to live happily ever after.”676 Much of the claim
to “truth” of the naturalist/realist novel comes from its economic verisimilitude: Pascal pays the
price for his pursuit of the pleasure principle (and thus, his death can be doubly justified) while
Clotilde’s awareness of the reality principle leaves her as the last person standing. Pascal’s
aesthetic education was ultimately a failure: from one end of detachment and conflation of utility
and beauty, he has moved to extreme ornamentation and devotion to one object of beauty.
Strangely enough, Pascal’s approach to beauty follows more or less the chain of the quest for
beauty that Diotima describes in the Symposium, but inversely: in Diotima’s theory, people are
first drawn to the beauty of one body, before moving on to loving many bodies, and then
understanding that beauty of souls was more important.677 Finally, he turns to beauty in different
kinds of knowledge and finally the production of beautiful thought and philosophy. For Pascal,
there is an a priori “scientific” thought on beauty and appreciation for the beauty of knowledge
which then leads to the appreciation of multiple bodies, before he finally settles on one particular
body.
The last chapter constitutes in many ways an inversion of the first chapter. In the first, a
rather young Clotilde is creating her own art as the uncle watches on; in the last scene a womanly,
tested Clotilde is looking at an object someone else created (the family tree of the Rougon676
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Macquart) in the presence of her and Pascal’s baby. It is of course significant that the baby wear
has been put in the closet which used to contain all of Pascal’s burnt documents: ultimately, what
assures Pascal’s immortality is not his papers (so burnt that only nonsensical fragments can be
recovered) but the very tangible baby. As Diotima had put it: “All human beings, Socrates,
conceived both in terms of the body and in terms of the soul [...] This thing, pregnancy and
bringing to birth, is divine, and it is immortal in the animal that is mortal.”678 Was Pascal
pregnant of soul as well? That the text describes the destruction of his scientific notes suggests
the fruitlessness of that pursuit; the survival of the genealogical tree however, is significant. The
word “beauty” had been used earlier to describe Pascal's tree: “Le pis était, pour la beauté de son
Arbre, que ces gamins et ces gamines étaient si petits encore, qu'il ne pouvait les classer. Et sa
voix s'attendrissait sur cet espoir de l'avenir, ces têtes blondes, dans le regret inavoué de son
célibat.”679 For Pascal the beauty of the tree thus lies in its completion, the tying up of loose ends
as he hopes to classify even the youngest of the Rougon-Macquart descendants. Quite explicitly,
he had articulated a sense of a total form of knowledge as an ideal of beauty: “N’est-ce pas beau,
un pareil ensemble, un document si définitif et si total, où il n’y a pas un trou?”680 In the case of
Clotilde, however, what inspires her awe is not the sense of completion or minutia of the notes; it
is precisely what is left unsaid, the mystery of the unidentified and unclassified descendants: “Et
elle-même retombait à une rêverie, devant l'Arbre prolongeant dans l'avenir ses derniers rameaux.
Qui savait d'où naîtrait la branche saine?”681 For the last time, Clotilde, with her “leaky” head,
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asserts the importance of feeling and imagination as sources of beauty: the beautiful is what
actually leaves room for the imagination and more importantly, hope.
Le Docteur Pascal thus allows Zola to express a more nuanced naturalist approach to the
world surrounding him, as he critiques the detached scientific gaze. The novel shows that Zola is
interested in other modes of seeing. In fact, a more accurate term for Clotilde would be that of
witnessing. The witness sees, hears and experiences an event first hand, but the act of witnessing
does not entail the erasure of the witness’s own feelings and imagination: as the witness tries to
recount the act she was witness to, she is telling a story that is inevitably tinged with her own
subjectivity. In a letter of 1864 to his friend Antony Valabrègue, a young Emile Zola had written
about his theory of screens: “l’écran réaliste, c’est un simple verre à vitre, très mince, très clair
[...] Pourtant, si clair, si mince qu’il soit, il n'en a pas moins une couleur propre, une épaisseur
quelconque, il teint les objets, il les réfracte tout comme un autre.”682 Zola acknowledges here
the impossibility of a perfect objectivity, as even the realist screen is tinted with its own color.
This also reminds us of Zola’s claim that “une œuvre d’art est un coin de la création vu à travers
un tempérament.”683 This “temperament” emerges fully in Le Docteur Pascal under the form of
Clotilde, the embodiment of the ability of feeling which counteracts the potentially stultifying
effect of hard science and opens the door towards an appreciation of beauty that is not
incompatible with interest for science.
In this last novel of the Rougon-Macquart, this appreciation of beauty comes with a near
erasure of ugliness, where ugly bodies are often elided or described in terms of other attributes.
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A case in point is the matriarch Tante Dide, who in this novel is already more than a hundred
years old and is by now senile, and almost entirely paralyzed. In a novel where youth is
explicitly associated with beauty time and time again (as Pascal explicitly longs for the youth
associated with Clotilde), Tante Dide's extreme old age is treated with a certain respect: “Et,
squelette jauni, desséchée là, telle qu’un arbre séculaire dont il ne reste que l’écorce, elle se
tenait pourtant droite contre le dossier du fauteuil, n’ayant plus que les yeux de vivants, dans son
mince et long visage.”684 In spite of a lack of beauty, Tante Dide still possesses a certain dignity,
and becomes an eminently tragic figure. No explicit mention is made of her original fêlure: the
word fêlé does appear, but to describe Pascal instead. As Tante Dide witnesses the slow death of
Charles bleeding out, she attempts to save him, and the text draws attention to the trauma she had
suffered. In her very close relationship to Charles, who in spite of the family decay still possesses
a tragic beauty, Dide herself keeps a certain kind of beauty, with her “yeux limpides.” There are
also a few examples of pathological cases in the novel that Pascal fails to cure; these cases of
ugliness, however, are elided in favor of cases of successful “transplants,” in which bodies
moved to healthier environments grow to be beautiful and hale. Ugliness, and the fêlure of the
matriarch, are largely kept at bay as Zola focuses instead on creating life that might include
ugliness but is not defined by it.
An irresistible movement towards life, and through that a hope for progress, is expressed
by Clotilde in the last chapter as she fondly wonders about her child's future: “Au risque de faire
des monstres, il fallait bien qu’elle [la vie] créât, puisque, malgré les malades et les fous qu’elle
crée, elle ne se lasse pas de créer, avec l’espoir sans doute que les bien portants et les sages
viendront un jour. La vie, la vie qui coule en torrent, qui continue et recommence, vers
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l’achèvement ignoré!”685 Swept by this tide of slow, but certain progress, ugliness becomes an
inevitable corollary of creation, that remains however only in the particular: “Ceux qui croient à
un Dieu doivent se dire que, si leur Dieu ne foudroie pas les méchants, c’est qu’il voit la marche
totale de son œuvre, et qu’il ne peut descendre au particulier.”686 One could presumably replace
“méchant” with “laid” without altering the truth of the sentence. While Zola’s earlier portrayals
of ugliness were ethically ambivalent, here his shift towards beauty is part of an ethical impulse
towards subsuming ugliness into the greater category of life.
In a way, the text’s words echo Hugo's affirmation in the Preface to Cromwell: “Ce que
nous appelons le laid, au contraire, est un détail d’un grand ensemble qui nous échappe, et qui
s’harmonise, non pas avec l’homme, mais avec la création tout entière.”687 What for Hugo
remains anchored largely in the divine is secularized in Zola, but is this truly a rupture, or simply
a continuous albeit adapted structure? Throughout many of his works, Zola has dissected and
analyzed the ugly body at length, but in the closing novel of the Rougon-Macquart, the need to
penetrate its secrets takes a back seat to an affirmation of the redeeming power of beauty. And in
letting Clotilde take over from the aging Pascal, Zola is precisely giving a voice to a radically
different way of seeing, and of coming to terms with ugliness and comprehending beauty.
Clotilde's beauty is a reminder of how far Zola has come, as her maternal beauty is productive
and controlled, unlike Madame Raquin’s beauty or Thérèse de Marsanne’s almost impenetrable
beauty. In a strange way, Clotilde’s beauty reminds us of Francine’s beauty in Zola's early play,
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which suggests a return to the origins. And yet, unlike Francine, Clotilde clearly bears the stamp
of the Doctor Pascal's work. Zola’s authority remains mostly intact.
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Conclusion
Lizzie Velasquez, who was born with a very rare congenital disease that led to her
inability to gain weight as well as blindness in one eye, discovered at the age of seventeen a
Youtube video in which she was called “the world’s ugliest woman.” Though understandably
very much hurt by this label, Velasquez was ultimately able to fight back against the critics as
she embarked on a public speaking tour. As a now public figure, Velasquez spoke out against
bullying, and gave a TEDxAustinWomen talk called “How Do You Define Yourself,” created
her own Youtube channel, launched a documentary, wrote an autobiography called Lizzie
Beautiful: the Lizzie Velasquez Story, as well as a book of advice called Be Beautiful, Be You.
Velasquez’s ability to create her own narrative and use her voice to speak up against this
attempt to marginalize her was largely made possible by access to different forms of media.
While these media obviously did not exist in the nineteenth century, the ways in which
Velasquez creates her own counter-narrative reveal tensions already explored in nineteenthcentury fictions. The name of her TedTalk suggests the questio: how can people define
themselves when they have been labelled as “ugly?” Not to attempt that definition is to risk selfannihilation, as the case of Berthe in Foa’s La Laide suggests. By allowing herself to be entirely
defined by the label of “ugly,” Berthe becomes a non-entity that quite literally vanishes.
Consuelo or Gwynplaine, however, also possess attributes that allow them to weather the storm:
whereas Consuelo’s faith keeps her afloat before she outgrows her ugliness, Gwynplaine is
blessed with the support of Ursus, Homo and Dea, as well as his own political identity.
While it is essential for the “ugly” individual to define him/herself, such an attempt at
providing self-definition skirts the question of the definition of ugliness. Instead of equating
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ugliness with specific, observable flaws, the writers in this study tend to elide a precise definition
of ugliness, instead focusing on the subjective experience of the individual labelled as “ugly,” as
well as the mechanisms that cause it. Such mechanisms are in many cases exposed to not be
“natural,” but rather constructed by human activity and views. In this sense, nineteenth-century
writers denaturalize ugliness in order to politicize it. In Foa’s novel, the focus is not on Berthe’s
body, but rather on the ways in which her ugliness is discursively created, and the result of
internalizing that discourse. Foa’s politicization of female ugliness is not only an indictment of
the desiring male gaze, but also more broadly, an affirmation of the need for female expression,
through Foa’s own act of writing. In Consuelo’s case, ugliness corresponds well to
Athanossoglou-Kallmyer’s theory of ugliness as “the all-purpose repository for everything that
[does] not quite fit,”688 as her ugliness is defined by her “otherness,” namely her Bohemian
origins, her lower social status, as well as her fervent faith. In Hélène’s case, the text makes clear
that it is scientific authority in the guise of the doctor who can make the claim of her perpetual
ugliness. Even with a more conservative writer like Fleuriot, this denaturalization appears
strangely enough in the guise of the suggestion that Gabrielle’s ugliness can be imputed to her
mother’s “sin”: seen in this way, ugliness is also related to human actions and decisions.
The politicization and denaturalization of ugliness are especially explicit in Hugo’s
L’homme qui rit, where Gwynplaine’s deformity is the work of comprachicos whose very
presence is attributed to the monarchy’s need to retain its power: Gwynplaine’s individual mask
of ugliness signifies here the abuse of a fundamentally unfair society that perpetuates the
oppression of the downtrodden. One of the biggest tragedies of the novel is precisely the
inability of other members of the lower classes to read correctly the meaning of his ugliness, as
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they are instead dulled into an anesthetizing laughter at the sight of Chaos vaincu. Even in Zola’s
texts, ugliness is in some ways denaturalized. For Thérèse Raquin, for instance, “ugliness” is a
mask that betrays the repression of physiological urges, but such a repression only takes place
because of Thérèse’s upbringing: because her aunt forces her to live in the confines of her
apartment with the sickly Laurent, Thérèse is forced to grow in an environment that is
antithetical to her natural leanings. The ugliness is in this sense fabricated by humans. Similarly,
in Le Docteur Pascal the doctor visits patients who used to be sickly and ugly and who, through
a transplantation from the supposedly corrupt environment of the city to the blooming
countryside have become healthy and beautiful. Ugliness, as these writers construct it, is then a
challenge that calls for human intervention. The political in Zola in these texts is ultimately a
question of scientific authority that has, however, to justify its presence in the face of challenges.
Furthermore, in Zola just as in Hugo, the ugliness of the individual can also come to signify the
social ills of society at large.
The denaturalization of ugliness can be seen as a positive step towards the removal of the
stigma associated with “ugliness,” as it challenges the individual to question his or her own
perception and role in it. Nonetheless, in a century where positivism and scientific progress also
had to contend with the fear of regression and the instability brought about by constant political
upheavals, it is not surprising that the fight for integrating “ugliness” from the margins of society
was also highly ambivalent, if not contradictory. As these texts construct a denaturalized notion
of ugliness, they also reinforce the view of ugliness as something natural, or beyond human
intervention, thereby reifying it. In Fleuriot’s novel, the very idea of sin, even as it alludes to the
possibility of humankind redeeming itself through actions, also makes Gabrielle’s ugliness a
predestined reality, one that could therefore be considered to be the work of a nonhuman force.
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Human action can reduce ugliness, for instance when Gabrielle explicitly chooses to contain her
anger at being called ugly, but the human will appears at odds with a higher force. In Juliette
Lamber’s novel, the very nature of Hélène’s ugliness is ambiguous because the text presents both
the idea of the forces of disease undoing nature’s work of her original beauty, as well as the
concept of nature being a fundamentally capricious force capable of both giving beauty and
taking it away on a whim. In the latter, the human being is simply at the mercy of nature’s
whims; the former theory, however, at least implies the possibility of human action curing the
disease of ugliness.
These seemingly contradictory impulses also appear in Hugo and Zola’s works. While we
have seen the ways in which Hugo’s novel traces Gwynplaine’s ugliness to precise human acts
that themselves point to broader social woes, the role of le hasard complicates this interpretation.
Though this presence of chance does not imply a complete deprivation of human agency, as we
have seen, it nonetheless invokes a force that is hard to put completely under human control.
Even the semantic slippage of the comprachicos, these randomly assembled harlequin-like
figures, suggests the power of chance. Through the concept of chance, ugliness becomes not only
an indictment of human corruption and weakness, but also the sign of an act of predestination. In
Zola, predestination appears not in terms of the divine, but rather in the secularized form of
notions of heredity. The original notion of biblical sin has been replaced by the scientific, and
indeed mythic, “fêlure” of Tante Dide, this mysterious hysteria so intimately connected with
female physiology, that manifests itself throughout the Rougon-Macquart family line. The
premise of the naturalist project is the struggle between this propensity for illness (and ugliness
in many cases) that has become innate and the human power to act upon this pathology.
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A fundamental ambivalence about the human role in fashioning and creating ugliness
permeates these nineteenth-century narratives of ugliness. Simultaneously an essential
characteristic of the individual but also the object of human efforts, ugliness remains difficult to
pin down in these texts. That writers find themselves in this quandary is also a result of their
ethical goals: these narratives ultimately seek to find a place for the ugly body in the community,
though they often fail and the goal appears unachievable. However, it is not clear which
conceptualization of ugliness makes ugliness more acceptable. If one thinks of ugliness in certain
individuals as an unfortunate but undeniable reality over which they have no control, then one
reifies ugliness into an objective bodily truth. Such an approach risks obfuscating the
mechanisms of oppression that mark this body as inferior. On the other hand, however, the act of
denaturalizing ugliness can also lead to treating it as an object that needs to be fixed through
human action, which taken to the extreme, can become the epistemophilic need for possession.
In spite of these writers’ sympathetic attitudes towards “ugly” bodies, it remains difficult to find
the appropriate epistemological framework for talking about them without further reinforcing
their marginal status. Such a challenge is also seen in the attitudes elicited by ugliness, even in a
text like Consuelo. When Consuelo first sees Zdenko, she feels fear as she notices Zdenko’s
unappealing physical appearance; eventually, Consuelo overcomes this reaction but even for her
there are physical traits that are disconcerting.
The analysis of ugliness in these novels shows that there are various typologies of
ugliness, and a hierarchization within the realm of the ugly, where the protagonist’s ugliness,
meant to elicit sympathy, is usually contrasted to secondary characters’ ugliness. In Sand’s
novels, Consuelo’s ugliness, which is explicitly transformed into beauty as she grows older, is
treated differently from Zdenko, Gottlieb or Trenck’s ugliness. All of these men’s ugliness are
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described physically in a manner that suggests the existence of traits that can be equated to
ugliness, something which is rejected for Consuelo. Gender is, of course, a factor in making this
distinction between Consuelo’s eventual beauty, and the men’s ugliness. Zdenko and Gottlieb,
however, are above Trenck because of their inner qualities. Whereas Trenck’s ugliness is
irredeemable because of his dark desires (and ironically, many women do find him attractive
precisely because of a perception of his virility), Zdenko and Gottlieb’s ugliness are redeemed
through Consuelo’s physiognomic gaze.
Hugo also explores variants of ugliness, as Gwynplaine’s mutilated face signifies a very
different reality than Anne or Barkilphedro’s ugliness. Anne and Barkilphedro’s physical
appearance corresponds directly to their inner qualities: while Anne’s banal ugliness is a
reflection of her own political ineffectuality, Barkilphedro’s hideous exterior does mirror his
ugly fantasies. The characters in the novels are sadly unable to understand physical appearance
as a sign of moral decay: as Lavater had argued using his physiognomic model, an individual’s
outward beauty or ugliness reflected his/her state of mind at that particular moment, such that
virtue made the person seem more beautiful while vice made them uglier. Barkilphedro’s
example of legible ugliness offers a sharp contrast to the ugliness of Gwynplaine, and thereby
serves to elevate the latter.
The elevation of these central, and arguably exemplary forms of ugliness illustrates an
attempt to provide the ugly individual with a voice, as a distinctive experience. A common
ethical imperative behind the need to represent ugliness also links these texts. For Sand, the
dream of incorporating ugliness into a community, and of seeking beauty, is also the desire to
eradicate inequality, to create a fraternity based on mutual understanding. Beauty is then
understood not as a physical concept, but as the contrary of social evils. Foa, Fleuriot and
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Lambert all assert the need to consider the “ugly” woman’s position and status within the
community, as they present the ethical imperative for respecting her dignity as individual, and
someone who can become a productive member of the community. Hugo’s dreams of a Republic,
not dissimilar to Sand’s own utopian ideals, also posits the possibility of a more just future,
where ugliness and beauty can coexist and join harmoniously. Zola’s stance is more problematic,
in that the attempts to equate ugliness with the lower classes also risks naturalizing social ills,
and presents an easy way of marginalizing further the downtrodden. Yet the representation of the
lower classes can elicit compassion for their plight, and by the end of the Rougon-Macquart, the
search for beauty and to transform ugliness has taken on undeniably ethical dimensions: the
dream of ultimately eradicating disease and ugliness, even while accepting that these will exist
along the way, is also a form of progress that can lead to equality. These narratives of ugliness
also put forth an ethics of ugliness, one that demands individual and collective responsibility.
In this sense, the often problematic integration of the “ugly” body in these texts does
not undo the fundamentally optimistic underpinning of the texts: these writers do believe in the
perfectibility of the human condition (albeit with some caveats), and the desire to transform
“ugliness” is part of this greater ethical movement towards a different community. An excerpt
from Maupassant’s novella Sur l’eau, published in 1888, embodies well this deceptive
pessimism towards the human condition that is in fact a call for action:
Dieu que les hommes sont laids ! Pour la centième fois au moins je
remarquais au milieu de cette fête que, de toutes les races, la race
humaine est plus affreuse […] L’homme est affreux ! Il suffirait, pour
composer une galerie de grotesques à faire rire un mort, de prendre les
dix premiers passants venus, de les aligner et de les photographier avec
leurs tailles inégales, leurs jambes trop longues ou trop maigres, leurs
faces rouges ou pâles, barbues ou glabres, leur air souriant ou sérieux.
Jadis, aux premiers temps du monde, l’homme sauvage, l’homme fort et
nu, était certes aussi beau que le cheval, le cerf ou le lion. L’exercice de
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ses muscles, la libre vie, l’usage constant de sa vigueur et de son agilité
entretenaient chez lui la grâce du mouvement qui est la première
condition de la beauté, et l’élégance de forme que donne seule l’agitation
physique […]
Mais aujourd’hui, ô Apollon, regardons la race humaine s’agiter dans les
fêtes ! Les enfants, ventrus dès le berceau, déformés par l’étude précoce,
abrutis par le collège qui leur use le corps à quinze ans en courbaturant
leur esprit avant qu’il soit nubile, arrivent à l’adolescence avec des
membres mal poussés, mal attachés, dont les proportions normales ne
sont jamais conservées.
Et contemplons la rue, les gens qui trottent avec leurs vêtements sales !
Quant au paysan, Seigneur Dieu ! Allons voir le paysan dans les champs,
l’homme-souche, noué, long comme une perche, toujours tors, courbé,
plus affreux que les types barbares qu’on voit aux musées
d’anthropologie.689
In this lamentation of the human condition, physical ugliness becomes the symbol of the
degradation of humankind, a degradation that is the product of social structures that prevent a
human from being the beautiful, intelligent and whole creature the narrator thinks possible. The
nostalgic gaze towards an idealized past shows the possibilities that can be realized with the
awareness of individual and collective responsibility.
The transformation of ugliness, however, implies in these narratives some kind of
movement towards beauty. What these texts largely fail to do is deconstruct the dichotomy of
beauty/ugliness, where ugliness is the devalued element. In Sand’s novels, it is impossible to
ignore that Consuelo conveniently grows out of her ugliness: her beauty becomes unquestionable
as she reaches adulthood. In fact, Consuelo has already become beautiful by the time she moves
away to begin her initiatic journey. It is almost as if a condition for Consuelo’s redeeming
physiognomic readings of Zdenko and Gottlieb’s ugliness is that she herself must be physically
beautiful in addition to possessing a beautiful soul. In accepting gracefully her “ugliness” as a
689
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child, Consuelo’s attitude towards ugliness is exemplary, but this experience quickly becomes
that of beauty, even as it serves the purpose of integrating other forms of ugliness into society.
In Fleuriot’s novel, Gabrielle also eventually comes to accept her ugliness with good
grace, though the text makes it very clear that even after finding marital bliss and the joys of
(adoptive) motherhood she remains ugly. Unlike Sand and Lamber, Fleuriot does not grant
Gabrielle beauty, and seems to present the possibility of thinking about ugliness without
resorting to the paradigm of beauty. Instead, Fleuriot emphasizes the importance of physical
health, which is independent of the beauty/ugliness question. In this sense, Fleuriot comes the
closest to thinking ugliness outside of the beauty/ugliness dichotomy. Yet even here, the fact that
Gabrielle ultimately does not procreate in spite of her good health suggests the fear that “ugliness”
could repeat itself.
With Lamber, the novel looks at male artists’s obsessive pursuit of an ideal of beauty.
Hélène’s ugliness is constantly presented in terms of what it’s not, namely, her mother’s beauty.
Hélène herself was beautiful as a child, the spitting image of her mother, before disease turned
her ugly. Hélène’s happiness and marriage to Guy ultimately hinge upon her recovering this “lost”
beauty, which in the eyes of the latter gives her back her femininity, and thus makes her
desirable as wife and lover. While Lamber’s tale offers a strong and ironic indictment of the
dehumanizing search for beauty, the conditions for Hélène’s happiness and full integration into
the society shows the existence of an impasse where she ultimately must still play along the
patriarchal rules. Unlike Consuelo and Gabrielle’s calm acceptance of their ugliness, which
attempts to reduce attention to it, Hélène chooses to exaggerate her ugliness in the form of a
spectacle, which draws attention to it in the midst of the artists’s gathering where they discuss art
and beauty. Beauty remains the norm that ugliness is compared to.
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In Hugo’s novel, there is no possibility of turning Gwynplaine into a beautiful man, but
the presence of beautiful figures such as Josiane and Dea reminds us that Hugo’s reflections on
ugliness are also tightly linked to his ideas of beauty. Gwynplaine and Dea form a perfect couple
precisely because of their complementarity, with Dea’s external beauty and blindness
complementing Gwynplaine’s external ugliness and piercing gaze. For Hugo, the two terms of
the equation, the beautiful and the ugly, do not have to be hierarchized; each depends on the
other to form the perfect symbiosis. The perfect union between beauty and ugliness is, however,
complicated by the doubling between Dea and Josiane: while both women are beautiful, their
souls are diametrically opposite. And yet, Josiane succeeds in crafting a seductive speech to
Gwynplaine as she argues that they are also complementary, with Gwynplaine’s disfigured
exterior and beautiful soul complementing her own beautiful exterior and disfigured soul. The
idea of the complementarity of beauty and ugliness is then highly dangerous, as the two terms of
the equation can be manipulated for any purpose, as the notion of high and low become
perverted.
The devaluing of ugliness with relation to beauty is especially evident in Zola, as we
studied texts of his from the very beginning of his career to the last novel of the RougonMacquart. In his failed play La laide, Zola uses the now familiar trope of the “ugly” woman who
gracefully accepts her ugliness. As she resigns herself to this condition, Francine lets her inner
qualities shine through, and in this way she becomes beautiful in the eyes of Lucien. In Thérèse
Raquin and Pour une nuit d’amour, ugliness continues to be defined as a state of lack that is
defined in comparison to beauty, with Thérèse’s ugliness contrasted to Laurent’s beauty in the
novel, and Julien’s ugliness contrasted to Thérèse’s beauty in the novella. While Thérèse and
Laurent are both expunged from the novel’s narrative, in the novella, the beautiful Thérèse
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clearly triumphs over the weak, ugly Julien. Ugliness comes to be seen as the annihilation of
meaning or identity, and beauty, even the terrifying and destructive beauty of Thérèse, comes to
be seen as preferable to Julien’s self-annihilating ugliness. The last novel of the RougonMacquart largely foregrounds beauty, as ugliness has all but vanished. The experience of beauty
is now established as an essential part of the scientist/naturalist’s quest.
In this way, what began as narratives of ugliness and tales about the attempt to give “ugly”
bodies a place turn into tales about the pursuit of beauty. These writers turn their sympathetic eye
towards the plight of bodies designated as “ugly,” and unveil the ideological constructs that
discursively construct “ugliness” as a deviant category, linking it to norms of gender and class.
Yet their attempts to integrate this body into the social fabric involves a transformation towards
beauty, or at least the acquisition of some beauty. Thinking ugliness outside of its relationship to
beauty remains difficult, as even the modern example of Lizzie Velasquez shows: many of her
books involve the word “beauty,” as if the only way to “define” herself was through convincing
“ugly” people that they were in fact beautiful. Today, the French term “jolie laide” offers an
example of a seemingly benevolent attempt to make ugliness more acceptable: yet, this ugliness
is still treated as a reality that is somehow made appealing through a particular kind of beauty. A
“jolie laide” can be charming, but even so she remains defined by her “ugliness.”
Perhaps now more than ever, mass media advertise a wide variety of practices and
products, be they related to hygiene, nutrition or surgery, that emphasize the possibility of
improving one’s physical appearance. Though there are messages about the importance of
accepting ugliness, these messages remain often quite contradictory. For instance, the popularity
of the TV show Ugly Betty could be seen as the sign of growing acceptance of ugliness, even
ugly women, and yet, most would consider America Ferrara, the actress who plays Betty, quite
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beautiful. It is almost as if the stigma of having a less attractive actress play an explicitly “ugly”
character were too much to bear. As journalist Sarah Kershaw writes, many scholars believe that
in today’s world, “despite growing attention to discrimination based on appearances, the majority
of messages in society continue to shout, in essence, “Don’t be ugly.”690
Is it possible to think of ugliness without the obligation to make it somehow beautiful? A
counter-example to Lizzie Velasquez’ narrative about affirming every individual’s beauty can be
found in the case of Robert Hoge, a writer who was born with a tumor on his face and deformed
legs. Describing himself as “the ugliest man you’ve never met,” Hoge concedes that some people
look more aesthetically pleasing than others, and claims that it is important to acknowledge that
not all ugly ducklings will become swans. Instead, he proposes: “Don’t tell kids they’re all
beautiful; tell them it’s O.K. to look different.” Hoge’s tactic, of acknowledging the existence of
physically displeasing traits, while identifying ugliness as only one of numerous traits the person
has, offers a way of taking ownership of ugliness. This is not the only example of ugly men
affirming their own ugliness: in the mid-eighteenth century, a very specific social club appeared
in Liverpool, England: the Ugly Face Club, which lasted between 1754 and 1764. As Gretchen
Henderson notes, this club consisted of a “fraternity of bachelors each ‘out of the way in his Phiz’
who banded together to satirise their physical deformities.”691 The descriptions of these men
strangely evokes a bestiary, as they are compared to various animals. As in many other social
clubs, these men gathered to sing songs, dine together and enjoy each other's company, as they
embraced their ugliness.
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Yet the ability to affirm ugliness in this manner is highly contingent on social and
cultural factors that determine the authority of the person articulating their ugliness. The decision
to acknowledge ugliness or not is then part of a broader debate over how “ugliness” should be
conceptualized and treated, a debate that continues to be relevant today. Though nineteenthcentury French writers struggled to think ugliness outside of a possible path towards beauty, their
articulations of ugliness suggest that ugliness is not a state of “being,” but rather an embodied
experience that is also a performance, which must not hide the individual’s other qualities. The
nineteenth-century examples of Hélène and Gwynplaine show that acknowledging and
embracing one’s ugliness can have tragic consequences, which is experienced in the former’s
case as trauma, while the latter experiences public humiliation in the House of Lords. Though
these performances of ugliness are dangerous, they also constitute a form of dissent that shows
their ability to define their own identities. In doing so, characters such as Consuelo and
Gwynplaine refuse to bear responsibility for their “ugliness.”
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